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ABSTRACT 

A Critical Approach to Kant's Conception of Experience 

in view of 

Leibniz's Ontology 

by 

Aliye Koyanhkaya 

In order for Kant's criticism of metaphysics which he calls 'speculative' to be 

valid and in order for his attempt to establish metaphysics as a science to be successful, 

experience which, in critical thought, determines the limits of knowing activity of 

human beings should be constituted within the framework of this thought. Kant's 

conception of experience is formed by preserving some aspects of that of Leibniz, 

However, since Kant's critical thought attempts to cancel Leibniz's conception of 

substance which is the basis of experience in Leibniz, experience cannot be constituted 

w'ithin the frame\\ork of critical thought. 
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6ZET 

Kant'm Tecriibe AnlaYI~ma 

Leibniz'in Ontolojisi A~lsmdan 

Ele~tirel Bir Yakla~lm 

Aliye Kovanhkaya 

Kant'tn spekLilatif olarak adlandlrdlgl metafizige yonelttigi ele~tirilerin gec;erli 

olabilmesi ve kendisinin metafizigi bir bilim olarak temellendirme giri~iminin ba~artll 

olabilmesi ic;in, ele~tirel dLi~Lincede insantn tamma faaliyetinin Stntrlm taYln eden 

tecrLibenin bu dU~Lince c;erc;evesinde tesls edilebilmesi gereklidir. Kant'tn tecrUbe 

anlaYl~l, Leibniz'in tecrUbe anlaYl~ll1ln baZl cihetleri muhafaza edilerek olu~turulmu~tllr. 

Fakat, Kant'tn ele~tirel dU~Uncesi Leibniz'in teerLibe anlaYl~tntn zemlni olan cevher 

anlayl~1I11 iptal etmeye c;alt~tIgl ic;in, teerLibe, ele~tirel dLi~Uncenin c;erc;evesi ic;inde 

kalll1arak tesls edilemez. 

v 
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INTRODUCTION 

The system of thought, the theoretical framework of which Kant determined in 

the Critique of Pure Reason I and developed in his subsequent works2, constitutes the 

most significant step in the line of thought in the last two centuries after Descartes. 

Kant's critical thought not only influenced the ways of thinking in the sphere of 

thought as a theoretical activity, but also established the basis for the modern 

conception of human beings. Nevertheless, how Kant's ideas about morality and 

politics played a role in this determination can only be the subject of another full-

fledged research, and falls out of the scope of this dissertation. 

1. Kant's criticism of metaphysics 

Kant's primary intention in the Critique of Pure Reason is to find out the 

necessary conditions which would define a science in the light of an analysis of 

sciences3 that fulfill these conditions, and as a result to find out the reasons for the 

IKant, Immanuel, Kritik der reinen Vemunft (1781, Second Ed. 1787), nach der 1. und 2. orig. Ausg. 
hrsg. von Raymond Schmidt. 3. Aufi., Felix Meiner Verlag, Hamburg, 1990. Critique of Pure Reason, 
trans. by N. K. Smith, St. Martin's Press, New York, 1965. In our references to this work; we shall be 
using the page numbers in the first and second editions of the book, which will be designated with the 
letters 'A' and 'B', respectively. 
2These works are Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (1785), Werkausgabe in 12 Banden, 
Suhrkamp, Band VII, 1994 (The Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals, trans. James Ellington, 
Indianapolis, Hackett, 1981); Metaphysische Anfangsgrlinde der Naturwissenschaft (1786), 
Werkausgabe in 12 Banden, Suhrkamp, Band IX, 1994. (Metaphysical Foundations of Natural 
Science, trans. James Ellington, I:1dianapolis, Hackett, 1975); Kritik der praktischen Vernunft (1788), 
Werkausgabe in 12 Banden, Suhrkamp, Band VII, 1994 (Critique of Practical Reason, trans. Lewis 
White Beck, Indianapolis,.Bobbs-Merrill, 1956); Kritik der Urteilskraft, (1790), Werkausgabe in 12 
Banden, Suhrkamp, Band X, 1994 (Critique of Judgment, trans. Werner S. Pluhar, Indianapolis, 
Hackett, 1987). 
3They are logic (Bviii), mathematics (Bxi-Bxii) and natural sciences (Bxii-Bxiv). 
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various inadequacies of metaphysics4, and thereby, to establish metaphysics itself as 

a science.5 

The criticism Kant poses to metaphysical thinking preceding his thought is of 

particular importance for our approach to the subject. In his criticism, be it implicitly 

or explicitly stated, Kant mainly considers Leibniz's system of thought since it 

happened to be the dominant one that influenced the milieu wherein Kant's thought 

flourished. 6 

Kant's mam objective is to turn metaphysics into a SCIence like logic, 

mathematics, or natural science; and for metaphysics to become a science, it should 

fulfill the conditions, such as certainty7, universality8 and strict necessity9, which are 

4Bxv 

5What the framework and the content of the metaphysics are, for which he tries to establish 
foundations come to be clear only after the establishment. Since there is no room left for metaphysics 
within the limits set by Kant for the human's activity of knowing, Kant's effort to establish the 
foundation for metaphysics is actually a dismissal of metaphysics. Whether the basic principles of 
mathematics and natural sciences can be based on a foundation within the framework drawn by Kant 
constitute topics to be studied individually. 

On this topic, see: A. Ayhan <;itil, The Theory of Object in Kant's Transcendental Thought and 
Some Consequences of a Deepening of This Theory, Bogazir;;i University, 2000 (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation). 
6The criticisms Kant poses against Leibniz's system of thought have not started in his critical period. 
He criticizes different aspects and principles of Leibniz's system in his texts before the Critique of 
Pure Reason. (Our reference for Kant's pre-critical texts is Kant's gesammeite Schriften, which we 
shall designate by the letters 'AK' (ed. G. Reimer, Koniglich Preui3ischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1910). For translations of the texts into English, we will be referring to The 
Cambridge Edition of the Works oflmmanuel Kant: Theoretical Philosophy 1755-1770' (trans. and 
ed. by D. Walford and R.Meerbote, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992), which will be 
designated by the letters 'KTP'.) Therefore, if we look at from a different standpoint, the real reason 
underlying Kant's criticisms against Leibniz's system in general and against certain parts of this 
system in particular is not the method he developed in his critical thought. On the contrary, the 
method which formed the basis of his criticism against the metaphysical systems prior to him is 
developed by criticizing (if we disregard some other effects; primarily Hume's opinion about cause 
and effect connection), throughout his career, Leibniz's system in general and especially the concept 
of substance as it is within Leibniz's system. 
7Ger.Gewif3heit 

8Ger.Allgemenheit 

9Ger.strenge Notrvendigkeit 
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regarded as the necessary criteria for science. lo Therefore, any science with a claim 

to satisfy these criteria has to follow the pathway of these sciences. 

It is impossible to determine from within experience I I whether the 

generalizations reached through that very experience satisfy the criterion of 

universality necessary for a science. 12 Hence, the principles for science, Kant 

believes, must be independent from experience, i.e., a priori]3. 

IOAI-A2/B3 
II Tr.tecriibe Ger.Erfahrung, Fr.experience 
12Experience tells us what is. It does not tell us why it is necessarily so and why it could not be 
otherwise. Therefore, it does not give the true universality. (A l-A2) System of critical thought created 
by Kant and the criticisms he poses against metaphysics prior to him depending on this system, in a 
way, is a continuation of the criticisms Hume posed against metaphysics, based on the claim that the 
apparent relation between cause and effect is not a necessary one. What Kant actually takes as the 
basis for his claim that generalizations which are reached only through experience can not be 
scientifically certain, is Hume's opinion about cause and effect relation. 
13Each system of thought is built upon the distinctions it is based on, it emphasizes. One of the main 
distinctions in Kant's system is the one between a priori and a posteriori. "[ ... J independent of 
experience and even of all impressions of the senses" is called a priori and "[ ... J distinguished from 
the empirical, which has its sources a posteriori, that is, in experience." (ob es ein dergleichen von 
der Erfahrung und selbst von allen Eindriicken der Sinne unabhangiges Erkenntnis gebe. Man nennt 
solche Erkenntnisse a priori, und unterscheidet sie von den empirischen, die ihre Quellen a posteriori 
namlich in der Erfahrung, haben). (B2) 

"[ ... ] we shall understand by a priori knowledge, not knowledge independent of this or that 
experience, but knowledge absolutely independent of all experience. Opposed to it is empirical 
knowledge, which is knowledge possible only a posteriori, that is, through experience. (Wir werden 
also im Verfolg unter Erkenntnissen a priori nicht solche verstehen, die von dieser oder jener, 
sondern die schlechterdings von aller Erfahrung unabhangig stattfinden. Ihnen sind empirische 
Erkenntnisse, oder solche, die nur a posteriori, d i. durch Erfahrung, moglich sind, 
entgegengesetzt.)" (B3) 

When we consider Kant's conception of experience and the role of experience within his system, 
it will be more correct to understand a priori knowledge not as being independent of experience, but 
as being 'independent of all impressions of the senses' in view of its content. According to Kant, all 
our knowledge starts with experience. (A liB 1) Experience must have emerged in order to be able to 
talk about knowing something and also in order for this distinction to have a sense. In order for 
experience to emerge, on the other hand, the faculty of sensibility of the soul (Seele) should acquire 
material from its 'outside'. (Bxl) Therefore, in Kant's system, it is not really possible to talk about 
knowledge independent both of experience and of the material acquired through sensibility. If the 
distinction of a priori and a posteriori (which is essential for Kant's system) is to have a sense, then it 
must indeed depend upon the sources from which the material of the known object is acquired. As 
also stated by Kant, that which can be known a priori is that which the knowing subject can acquire 
from within himself only. (Bxxiii) Hence, what is a priori and what is a posteriori is related to how 
'inside' and 'outside' are understood. Defining a priori knowledge as that which is independent of 
experience enables Kant to fulfill the conditions of universality and necessity, which cannot be 
derived from experience itself. Yet; the non-universal and contingent character of what depends upon 
the material acquired through the faculty of sensibility, does not guarantee by itself the universality 
and necessity of that which is independent from this material. Therefore, the congruence between that 
which is universal and necessary on the one hand and that which is a priori on the other according to 
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Metaphysics tries to answer the questions posed by human reason!4 due to its 

very nature; the questions which go beyond experience.!5 The reason why 

metaphysics fails is that it does not recognize any limits while applying the 

generalizations derived from experience to a field which transcends it, that it does 

not examine whether such generalizations have any possible employment! 6, and 

finally that it does not determine the borders of its own possibility.17 If metaphysics 

is to become a science, human reason has to determine what can be known a priori!8 

within its own scope, has to base its principles upon this ground, and has to accept to 

rule out of science everything that lies beyond its scope.!9 

In fact, for metaphysics to become a science, the legitimate basis. and 

framework for this speculative act of reason that goes beyond experience has to be 

determined scientifically. Therefore, what has to be done first is to determine how, 

what and to what extent human reason can know independently from experience. 20 

What Kant means by critique2! of pure22 reason23 refers precisely to this. Therefore, 

Kant, is not clear. This congruence certainly has a ground when the entirety of the system is 
considered; but, in view of the entirety of the system, there is no explanation for the reason why that 
which is independent, in view of its source, from the material acquired through sensibility could not 
be otherwise or why that which is dependent upon this material could be otherwise. 
14Ger. Vernunft Fr:raison 
15Avii, B21 
16Axii, A3/B7 
17Bxxxv 
18Aviii 
19 Axiii-Axiv 
20B22 

21Kant uses the term 'critique/criticism' (Kritik) to distinguish his own position from prior 
metaphysicians'. What is meant by 'critique' is not a criticism of prior systems of thought or books. 
(Axii) 'Criticism' is against 'dogmatism'. Dogmatism is employment of reason on the basis of 
concepts alone for pure knowledge transcending the limits of possible experience without inquiring 
into how these concepts are acquired; it is the procedure of reason without first determining the limits 
of its own powers. (Bxxxv) According to Kant, it is possible to name the totality of the principles that 
pure reason includes as the 'organon' of pure reason. A complete application of this organon could 
well form the system of pure reason. (A I11B24-B25)) Kant's aim with the critique of pure reason is 
to examine the pure reason itself only and to provide a determination of its source and limits as the 
propaedeutic to the system of pure reason. (A 11IB25) This critique is also transcendental. (A 12/B26) 
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the subject-matter of the Critique of Pure Reason is how the transcendental a priori 

grounds and proper limits of this speculative activity of reason are determined by this 

activity itself.24 

Transcendental knowledge inquires into how it is possible for us to know the knowledge a priori, 
rather than the object of knowledge. (All-12/B25) Therefore, transcendental knowledge is pure a 
priori knowledge. Kant's aim is not to establish a complete system of transcendental thought, 
therefore a doctrine, but to determine a priori principles which make possible knowledge itself. 
(A 12/B26) 
22Ger.rein. 

Kant distinguishes that which is pure a priori from that which is only a priori. If it is not mixed 
with anything empirical, then that which is a priori is at the same time pure. (B3) For example, 
though 'each alteration has its cause (eine jede Veranderung hat ihre Ursache), is a priori, it is not 
pure because the concept of 'alteration (Veranderung), can be derived only from experience. (B3) 
Therefore, a priori should be understood as that which is independent from the material received 
through sensibility, and pure as that which is dependent not on the sensing aspect of the soul, but on 
its thinking aspect. 
23,,[ ... ] reason is the faculty which supplies the principles of a priori knowledge. Pure reason is, 
therefore, that which contains the principles whereby we know anything absolutely a priori ([ ... ] ist 
Vernunft das Vermogen, welches die Prinzipien der Erkenntnis a priori an die Hand gibt. Daher ist 
reine Vernunft diejenige, welche die Prinzipien, etwas schlechthin a priori zu erkennen, enthalt)." 
(All) 

24Kant divides 'pure reason (reine Vernunft)' which 'is, indeed, so perfect a unity (eine so 
vol!kommene Einheit)' (Axiii) into two in view of its activity: 

"Now if reason is to be a factor in these sciences, something in them must be known a priori, and 
this knowledge may be related to its object {correspondent in intuition} * in one or other of two ways, 
either as merely determining it and its concept (which must be supplied from elsewhere) or as also 
making it actual. The former is theoretical**, the latter practical*** knowledge of reason. (Sofern in 
diesen nun Vernunft sein sol!, so mujJ darin etwas a priori erkannt werden, und ihre Erkenntnis kann 
auf zweierlei Art auf ihren Gegenstand bezogen werden, entweder dies en und seinen BegrifJ (der 
anderweitig gegeben werden mujJ) blojJ zu bestimmen, oder ihn auch wirklich zu machen. Die erste 
ist theoretische, die andere praktische Erkenntnis der Vernunft.)"(Bix-x) 

Kant talks about the theoretical activity of the reason also as 'speculative****' activity. Based on 
this distinction Kant claims that such concepts as God, freedom and immortality of soul, which form 
the main subject of metaphysics before him, cannot be the subject-matter of the knowledge of 
theoretical reason. (Bxxx) This is the most significant distinction in Kant's thought, in view of the 
effects it has on the modem conception of human being. Regardless of Kant's intention, this 
distinction forms the basis of conceiving philosophy and also science which are in fact a practical 
activity as the one which consists of reasoning, on condition that it remain dependent on experience. 
This distinction led the human being to feel himself as the sole ruler of the limited world which is the 
subject-matter of the knowledge of theoretical reason, and therefore, to know no limits (since there is 
no criterion in view of theoretical reason) in reshaping this world through its practical activity. 

*Since both 'Objekt' and 'Gegenstand' are translated as 'object' in the translations of the Critique 
of Pure Reason into English by Norman Kemp Smith and lM.D. Meiklejohn, we shall be using the 
term 'correspondent in intuition', which we shall be employing as the equivalent of 'Gegenstand' to 
preserve this distinction, between { and} when we quote from the texts in English. . 

**Ger.theorische: From Greek 'BEwpia' (from BEWPEW: be sent to consult an oracle; see; look at, 
behold, inspect, gaze, gape; observe; perceive) 
***Gerpraktische: From Greek 71pa~£(; (from 71paoow: pass through, pass over; experience 
certain fortunes; achieve, effect, accomplish; effect an object, be successful; to be busy with; 
manage affairs, do business, act; transact, negotiate, manage; practise; study; deal with, finish off) 
****Ger.spekulative: From speculum in Latin, which means mirror, reflector. 
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According to Kant, the knowledge of theoretical reason cannot go beyond the 

limits of possible experience.25 The kind of knowledge that both metaphysics and the 

critical reason - which tries to find out how metaphysics is possible - aim at 

attaining is the knowledge reached independently of experience. Therefore, the 

question that demands an answer is what reason can know a priori without 

transcending the limits of experience. 26 If things which emerge In expenence are 

completely independent from the one who experiences them, if one who experiences 

contributes nothing to experience, then, it is not possible for him to know something 

independently from experience, i.e., a priori.27 

Accordingly, Kant states, what we can possibly know are on the one hand 

things that arise in experience, and on the other, those conditions which they are 

subject to and which arise from the one who experiences.28 It is not possible for one 

who experiences to know anything that is not subject to these conditions, or to know 

something as it is not subject to those conditions29, i.e., in itselPO According to Kant, 

25Bxix 

26Axiv, Axvii 
27Bxx-Bxxiii 

28These conditions are space and time which are the forms of sensibility (Ger.Sinnliehkeit, 
Fr.sensibilitej, and categories which are pure concepts of the faculty of understanding (Ger. Verstand, 
Fr.entendement). 
29The distinction that Kant accepts is between 'things as appearances (Dinge als Erseheinungen)' and 
'thing in itself (Ding an sieh, Saehe an sieh)'. However these terms fall short of putting forth the 
matter properly. Things which can be known within the framework drawn by Kant are not 
appearances (appearance: the material the soul receives through the faculty of sensibility), but that 
which emerges in accordance with the conditions of experience. Second, it is not possible to talk 
about a thing or things that are not subject to these conditions. However, in order to avoid the absurd 
consequence that there can be appearances without something that appears, Kant talks about thing in 
itself or things in themselves which cannot be known, nevertheless which are the sources of 
appearances. (Bxxvi) He is forced to admit a thing which is not subject to the conditions of 
experience as the source of what emerges in experience when he states that a thing is knowable only 
insofar as it is subject to those conditions. However, since things which can be known are limited to 
the conditions of experience and to those which are subject to these conditions, it is not possible to 
say knowingly that a thing or things that are not subject to these conditions exist. Kant, insofar as he 
preserves this distinction, is obliged to distinguish either between things that can be known and that 
cannot be known, or between knowable and unknowable aspects of things. But such a distinction can 
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the reason why metaphysics fails lies in its attribution of the conditions of those 

which arise within experience to things which cannot arise in experience. 31 

2. The role of experience in Kant's critical thought 

Kant's critical thought is based on experience both because it determines the 

limits of the theoretical activity of human reason depending on experience alone, and 

also because it tries to ground this activity taking experience as his starting point. 

Therefore, in order for Kant's criticism of metaphysics to be credible, expenence 

should be constituted within the limits that Kant determined. 

Kant takes experience as it emerges in intuition32 and accordingly he devotes 

himself to study the conditions that caused experience to emerge as such.33 In the 

manner of a dissection he then goes on to examine the conditions of the emergence 

of what corresponds in experience in relation to the activities of the faculties of the 

be based neither on experience nor on the conditions of experience. Furthermore, saying that 'thing in 
itself is the source of that which emerges in experience in view of its material (appearance) is saying 
something, against Kant's claim, that transcends experience (A288!B344), because thing in itself is 
not one of the conditions of experience that comes from one who experiences. 
30What Kant attempts here is to do something for metaphysics that is similar to what Galileo (Bxii
xiii) and Copernicus (Bxxii) did in physics. Assuming concepts as conforming to things which 
emerge in experience is a blind alley for metaphysics. (Bxvi) The path that should be followed is the 
assumption that things which emerge in experience conform to the concepts that constitute the ground 
of experience.(Bxxii) 
31 According to Kant, reason's employment of the categories which are the pure concepts of the 
faculty of understanding and which are only for empirical employment in a manner to transcend the 
limits of possible experience is transcendental Schein. (A295-296!B352-353) 
32Ger.Anschauung 

"In whatever manner and by whatever means a mode of knowledge may relate to objects 
{correspondents in intuition}, intuition is that through which it is in immediate relation to them, and 
to which all thought as a means is directed. (Aufwelche Art und durch welche Mittel sich auch immer 
eine Erkenntnis auf Gegenstande beziehen mag, es ist doch diejenige, wodurch sie sich auf dieselbe 
unmittelbar bezieht, und worauf alles Denken als Mittel abzweckt, die Anschauung.)" (A 19!B33) 
33The fact that Kant deals with experience in this manner IS not just a matter of method. When we 
consider the claim that knowledge starts from experience, the establishment of the foundation of the 
theoretical activity must also start from experience. Within the framework Kant draws for the 
theoretical activity of the human being, the only thing that the human being can immediately know 
and face with is the correspondent that emerges in experience. The human reason's being able to 
recognize its own faculties is possible only in view of the correspondents presented in 
experience.(B23) 
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SOUP4 Such a method of dissection, is a posteriori in that it takes what corresponds 
/ 

in intuition as its starting point and is analytical in that it explores the basis and 

conditions of expenence through dissection of experience by faculties.35 The 

correspondent in intuition is dissected into its elements by the discursive activity of 

reason36 which is not spontaneous. Sensibility is a faculty37 through which the soul is 

affected38 in some way and receives representations.39 And that which arises as an 

affection in this way in the faculty of receiving representation is sensation.4o 

Sensation is a representation that arises as a result of affection. The raw material of 

34Ger.Gemiit, Seele FrAme. 
When Kant talks about soul in view of certain faculties he uses the word Gemiit. He talks about 

the faculty of sensibility both as the faculty of Gemiit (A 19) and of Seele (A94-9S). Faculty of 
understanding as spontaneous theoretical activity of reason is the activity of Gemiit. (ASO-AS2/B74-
B76) Imagination (Ger.EinbildungskraJt, Fr.imagination (A 78/B 103)) and the act of transcendental 
apperception (Ger.Apperzeption, Fr.aperception (A94-9S)) is the activity of Seele. (A94/9S) Kant 
states that sensibility, imagination and pure apperception which are original faculties of Seele, cannot 
be derived from any faculty (these can be nothing other than understanding and reason as a faculty of 
reasoning) of Gemiit. (A94) In addition, in the section where he discusses whether it can be known if 
the soul is a substance or not, if it is mortal or not, what is referred to is Seele. (A 72/B97, A348-
A3 SI) When we consider all these, it can be said that that which lies at the ground is Seele with 
regard to receiving appearances, ability to represent, to envisage and to provide the unity of these 
activities. What Kant means by Gemiit is not different from Seele. Gemiit can be understood as Seele 
in view of the activity offaculties geared to knowing. All activities must belong to Seele. 
35The source of the view that Kant's dissection of experience is analytical and a posteriori is 
Schopenhauer's assessments regarding Kant's method. 

On this topic see Nur Ate~; The Concept of Substance in Kant's and Schopenhauer's Ontologies: 
A Critical Comparison, Bogazi\(i University, 1997 (unpublished M.A. thesis). 
36Ger.diskursive. 

The activity in question is reasoning. 
37"The capacity (receptivity) for receiving representations through the mode in which we are affected 
by objects {correspondents in intuition}, is entitled sensibility (Die Fahigkeit (Rezeptivitiit), 
Vorstellungen durch die Art, wie wir von Gegenstanden aJfiziert werden, zu bekommen, heij3t 
Sinnlichkeit)." (A 19/B33) 

This should not be understood as meaning that the source of the representations the soul receives 
through sensibility are correspondents that emerge in intuition depending on the conditions of 
experience. Correspondents in intuition are not the source of these representations, but they result 
from the envisagement of these representations by the soul in intuitiori, in accordance with a priori 
conditions of experience. The source ofthe representations that the soul receives through sensibility is 
the thing in itself. (A30-A311B4S-B46, B 164-16S) 
38This affection cannot be subjectto cause and effect relation within the framework of transcendental 
thought. 
39Ger. Vorstellung Fr.representation 
4oA20/B34 

Ger.Empfindung Fr.sensation, sentiment, sens 
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representation is the appearance41 of that which creates this affection. The forms of 

representation are space and time, as conditions which belong to one who senses.42 

Space is the condition only for the appearances in outer sense43, whereas time is the 

immediate condition for appearances in inner sense, and the mediate condition for 

those in the outer sense.44 Appearances which are thereby subjected to space and 

time are brought into intuition through the soul's45 faculty of imagination In 

accordance with the schemata of the understanding.46 The pure concepts of 

understanding which is the spontaneous activity of the faculty of thought, are the 

conceptualized schemata of imagination47 which in turn are the transcendental 

determinations of time. The emergence of what corresponds in intuition depends on 

the imagination's activity of bringing into intuition, and its recognition thereby 

depends on the act of apperception "in the guise of the categories"48 and on the unity 

of this act itself. 49 

41Ger.Erscheinung Fr.apparence. 

42Kant uses the word 'appearance' in different meanings. In this dissertation what we mean by 
'appearance', following Kant's definition, is the material received through sensibility. Kant uses the 
word 'appearance' also for correspondents as being representations in intuition. Although 
correspondents are appearances in some sense, since the emergence of correspondents in intuition 
involves something other than appearances, they are not the same thing. 
43A26/B42 

44A34/B50 
45Seele 

46Tr.kaiTp Ger.Schema 

47 A138-A1401B 177-B 178 
48"unter dem Namen der Kategorien" (B 153-B 154) 
49A94-A95 

Both the schemata of imagination and the pure concepts of the faculty of understanding are 
determinations of time. The imagination's activity of envisagement and understanding's activity of 
knowing should not be evaluated independently from each other. Determinations of time are 
conditions of both envisagement which is an activity of representing in intuition and of 
conceptualization (grasping representations through a concept) as an activity of apperceiving or 
becoming conscious. If the point is not understood in this way, the fact that the correspondent in 
intuition emerges in accordance with these conditions and the fact that it is being understood in this 
way will be only coincidental. Here what we would like to note is that the constitution of time is 
essential for Kant's transcendental system. 
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As we stated, for Kant's general criticism of metaphysics - which also attacks 

Leibniz's system of thought - to be credible, it should offer a constitution of 

experience within the framework that Kant himself has drawn. And for experience to 

be constituted, a priori conditions of experience should be provided with a 

foundation again within the same limits. 

In this inquiry, we will try to show that space and time, which are a priori 

conditions for experience, cannot be constituted within Kant's system. In doing this, 

we will claim that Kant's conception of experience is similar to that of Leibniz in 

terms of its method (that is to say, in the sense that it provides an account of 

dissection of experience in relation to the faculties attributed to the soul), 

nevertheless we will try to show that it is impossible to constitute such an experience 

within the limits determined by Kant, basing our argument on the fact that the bond 

of this experience with its ontological grounds is broken, because the substance 

which constitutes the basis of Leibniz's conception of experience is ruled out of the 

sphere of the theoretical activities of reason. 50 

Another point we want to emphasize is that Kant's objection to the concept of 

substance in Leibniz's thought is not limited to his critical period. From the very 

beginning of his career, at the heart of his thought lies the effort to reject Leibniz's 

ontology which considers the soul as a substance with an independent activity. 

Kant's ideas about space and time which belong to the period before his critical 

thought should be evaluated keeping this point in mind. This will not only provide us 

500ur aim in this dissertation is neither generally to defend Leibniz's views nor to reply to Kant's 
criticisms of different aspects of Leibniz's system of thought. What we aim at is restricted to what we 
stated above. Although we think that a critical evaluation of Leibniz's thought is necessary, we are of 
the opinion that such an evalution can be made neither on the ground nor on the occasion of Kant's 
criticisms of it. We consider that a proper critical evaluation can be made in view of Plato's and 
Aristotle's thoughts, and by taking Christian theology into account. 
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with a key to understand how Kant came up with the account of space and time in his 

critical thought, but it also will help us to see the continuity in his thought, which is 

generally thought to consist of two different periods. 

2. The criticism Kant raised in his pre-critical period 

Substance, in Kant's system of critical thought, is one of the categories of the 

faculty of understanding. 51 The schema of this category is the permanence in time. 52 

Substance in that sense cannot be regarded as the source of its own activity because 

it is subject to the unity of categories. Substance in Kant's critical thought is just one 

of the conditions for the emergence of what corresponds in experience, and is limited 

by the unity of categories.53 Based on this reason, it cannot be known within the 

framework of critical thought whether soul is a substance or not.54 Therefore, it is 

impossible to know the soul through the theoretical activity of reason. However, 

based on the fact that the faculties that provide the emergence of experience are the 

faculties of the soul within the framework of critical thought as well, all the activities 

are, in fact, activities of the soul, regardless whether 'substantiality' might or might 

not be attributed to the soul. Such an activity depends upon an outer55 influence 

since the material of the correspondent in intuition is received from outside of the 

soul through its faculty of sensibility. 

51 A80/B I 06 

52AI43/BI83 
530n this topic see H. Bulent G6zkan, The Problem of the Constitution of "Self' and "Reason" in 
Kant's Transcendental Thought, Bogaziyi University, 2000 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation). 

54A348/35 I 
55Kant makes a distinction between transcendental outside and empirical outside. Those that are 
outside of us empirically are correspondents in intuition that we conceive as subject to space which is 
outside of our body. (A23/B38) And that which is transcendentally outer is the thing in itself. 
(A372/373) 
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Leibniz's system of thought is based on a concept of substance which Kant 

tries to rule out of the theoretical activity of human reason. This system is based on a 

principle of God which, according to Kant, can only be reached by a reasoning that 

goes far beyond the legitimate limits of the employment of reason. 56 

According to Leibniz, substance is an ontological unit which is simple,57 and 

since it does not have parts it is also not subject to natural generation and 

destruction,58 and bears the source and principle of its activity in itself59. For 

Leibniz, substance performs its activity according to a harmony which is pre-

established by God.6o After all, the essential reason for its creation is to contribute to 

this harmony by actualizing it. 

A substance61 is independent from other substances in terms of its existence 

and its activity.62 It is impossible for substances to affect each other in whatsoever 

manner. 63 The material that each substance will direct its activity at, the conditions 

that make this material emerge, and the principles of this activity are all innately 

56G VI 612/L 646 (M30) 
The work we followed in reading Leibniz's texts is 'Leibniz, G.W., Philosoph is chen Schriften', 

edited by c.I. Gerhardt, which we will refer to with the letter 'G'. (7 volumes, Berlin 187S-1890). 
Unless otherwise stated, the work we will take as our basis for texts in English is the second printing 
of the second edition of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz: Philosophical Papers and Letters, translated and 
edited by L. E. Loemker (Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht/BostonlLondon, 1989), which we 
will be designating by the letter 'L'. What we designate by 'M' is Leibniz's text called 'Monadology'. 

57G VI 607/L 643 (Ml) 
58G VI 607/L 643 (M4, MS) 
59G VI 608, 609/L 643-644 (MIl, MIS) 
60GV VI 616/L 648 (MS9) 

'Pre-established harmony (l'harmonie prehablie), is one of the fundamental principles of 
Leibniz's system of thought. 
61 What we refer to here is created substance. According to Leibniz, God is uncreated substance. 
(Letter to Bosses, dated February S, 1712, G II 439/AG 198) 

The work we designate by 'AG' is G.W.Leibniz: Philosophical Essays (translated and edited by R. 
Ariew and D.Garber, Hackett Publishing Company, Indianapolis/Cambridge, 1989) 
62The principle of the existence and activity of substances is God and the harmony constituted by 
God. For this reason, once the substance is created it is not possible to talk about any intervention of 
God on the activity of the substance. According to Leibniz, this would indicate a deficiency in God's 
original decision, which contradicts the perfection of God. 

63G VI 607/L 643 (M7) 
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given. Each substance exists in order to represent the entire universe to the extent of 

the perfection of its own activity.64 Each substance innately bears the representations 

of other substances in itself. 65 The activity of the substance is to clarify and to 

distinguish that which is obscure and confused in itself in order to fulfill its share of 

the pre-established harmony.66 In other words, the nature of the substance consists of 

representing or expressing what is given to it by creation. This is also what 

determines the degree of perfection of substance's activity.67 

Substance does not lack anything in respect of the representations of other 

substances. What distinguishes substances from each other is the degree of 

perfection in their activity of expressing these representations, in other words, their 

being created in order to perform their activities as they do.68 The representations 

which are given by creation, in considered from the point of view of the substance's 

activity of expressing, are called perceptions69. The representations of other 

64G VI 616/L 648, 649 (M56,62) 
65G VI 616/L 648 (M56) 
66G VI 616/L 648-649 (M60) 
67G VI 616/L 648-649 (M60) 
68G VI 616/L 648-649 (M60) 

For substance, Leibniz uses the term 'monad' (Fr.monade, Gr.pOVlXs). This term emphasizes both 
the unity and the singularity of the substance.(G VI 598/L 636 (PNGl), 'PNG': 'Principes de la 
Nature et de la Grace, fondes en Raison', 1714)) For this reason, it suits Leibniz's system of thought 
very well and in this respect, it is a technical term. This term also enables Leibniz not to define or 
explain the substance via things that emerge in experience or that can be reached starting from 
experience. Because even though Leibniz was obliged frequently to discuss which things can be or 
can not be substances, what really counts is the determination of the conditions of being a substance. 
The term 'monad' also enables talking about all substances at the same level, regardless of the degree 
of perfection of their activities, and saying that the source of the multitude that emerges in human 
experience is related to the plurality of substances. Each substance is at the same level with others 
only in respect of its containing in itself the representations of all other substances. The reason for 
existence for each is its performing a different activity than all others. Therefore, what we should 
understand from the term 'monad' is being substance only in view of its containing in itself the 
representations of all other substances. 
69G VI 608-609/L 644 (MI4) 

Perceptions at this level are confused and they correspond to appearances in Kant's conception of 
experience in view of the fact that they make up the material of that which is represented in 
experience. 
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substances and the confused perceptions that are innately in the substance are one 

and the same thing. And the internal principle of perception is appetite. 70 

The substance which is simple and indivisible - because it is not composed of 

the coexistence of parts, but which still includes a multitude in itself -, which is not 

subject to natural generation and destruction, which is active and which is the source 

and ground of its own activity is the SOUPI Each soul has its own world.72 Anything 

that emerges in our experience takes place in our own world. What seems to us as 

interaction in experience is, indeed, nothing but the actualization of a pre-established 

harmony. In that sense, it is impossible for the soul to be subjected to an outer 

influence, because the 'outside' of soul is not. Leibniz's conception of space and 

time should be evaluated in the light of this conception of substance. 

70G VI 609/L 644 (M 15) 
Fr.appetit 

71"Ifwe wish to designate by soul everything which has perceptions and appetites in the general sense 
which I have just explained, all simple substances or created monads could be called souls. But since 
sentiment is something more than a simple perception, I agree that the general name of monads or 
entelechies is enough for simple substances which have only perception and that only those should be 
called souls in which perception is more distinct and accompanied by memory (Si nous voulons 
appeler Ame tout ce qui ape r c e p t ion s et a p p e ti t s dans Ie sens general que je viens d' exp/iquer, 
to utes les substances simples Oll Monades creees pourroient etre appelees Ames; mais, comme Ie 
sentiment est quelque chose de plus qll 'une simple perception, je consens, que Ie nom general de 
Monades et d'Entelechies suffise aux substances simples, qui n 'auront que cela, et qu 'on appelle 
Ames seulement celles, dont fa perception est plus distincte et accompagnee de memoire)." (G VI 
610/L 644 (MI9)) 

According to Leibniz's system of thought, the fact that the correspondents in our experience 
emerge in such a manner, that is to say, the fact that the fullness in space and time are divided into 
parts in this way, has to depend totally on the soul's activity in accordance to harmony. Yet, those that 
emerge in experience, metaphysically, depend on other substances through the fact that their materials 
are representations that the soul contains in itself in view of the monad aspect of the soul. Leibniz's 
want to name everything (those that look nonliving, plants, animals, human beings) in the created 
world as substance in some sense, and to form a conception of substance which makes it possible 
should be evaluated from this standpoint. Such classification is one that is made from within 
experience. The only substance that human being can know starting from experience is his own soul; 
it is only through this knowledge that he can understand what it is to be substance and that he can see 
other things as substances. Therefore, entelechy, soul in its restricted meaning above and spirit 
(esprit) should be understood not as different classes of substance, but as different aspects of the 
activity of soul, similar to Kant who distinguishes faculties of soul, by dissecting experience. When 
we stop trying to take this as a matter of naming and classification, we will see that the substance 
which is the ontological unit of Leibniz's system of thought is the soul. 

72G VI 6 I6!L 648 (M57) 
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According to Leibniz, space is the order of coexistence 73, and time is the order 

of succession74J5 The order of space and time determine the manner in which the 

representations in its monadic aspect will be expressed. This order is given to the 

soul in its creation by GodJ6 

Kant's conception of space and time before and during his critical period IS 

derived from Leibniz's and Newtonians' thoughts concerning space and time. What 

is of concern for us here is to show that, during both periods, space and time are 

determined in relation to the outer influences between substances. 

In his first published work77 , Kant bases space on the assumption that 

substances are open to the outer influencesJ8 Hence, space is the mutual interaction 

of substances. 79 Soul can both influence and be influenced by the others.80 The only 

73 Fr. coexistence 
74Fr.succession 
75"As for my own opinion, I have said more than once that I hold space to be something merely 
relative, as time is: that I hold it to be an order of co-existences as time is an order of successions 
(Pour moy, j'ay marque plus d'unefois, queje tenois I'Espace pour quelque chose de purement 
relatif, comme Ie T em p s; pour un ordre des Coexistences, comme Ie temps est un ordre de 
successions)." (G VII 3631L 682) 

The texts most frequently referred to when Leibniz's thoughts about space and time are in 
question are his correspondences with Samuel Clarke, one of the followers of Newton. (1715-1716, G 
VII 352-440/L 675-721) Leibniz's target in these texts is to defend against the Newtonians that space 
and time cannot each be a substance or an absolute existence on their own, nor can they be a 
characteristic of God or things. Space and time as ideas have not been the basic topic of discussion in 
these texts. But in the evaluation of these texts, it should be taken into consideration that space and 
time are two of the ideas that are innate in the soul. (G V 133-142/RB 146-151 (NE), 

'RB': G.W. Leibniz: New Essays on Human Understanding, translated and edited by P. Remnant 
and 1. Bennett, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1981. 
'NE': 'Nouveaux Essais sur i'Entendement Humain. 

76G V 136-137/RB 149-150 
77'Gedanken von der wahren Schatzung der lebendigen Krafte, und Beurtheiiung der Beweise, deren 
sich Herr von Leibniz und andere Mechaniker in dieser Streitsache bedient haben, nebst einigen 
vorhergehenden Betrachtungerl, welche die Kraft der Korper Uberhaupt' (1747, AK I 1-181). The 
source we used for the English translation of the text is the book titled Kant, edited by G. 
Rabel.('Thoughts on the True Estimation of Living Forces', The Clarendon Press, 1963,pp.I-8) 
7S"If substances had no power to act outside themselves, there would be no space and no extension 
(Wenn die Substanzen keine Kraft hatten auj3er sich zu wirken, so wiirde keine Ausdehnung, allch kein 
Raum sein)." (AK I 23 §9/G. Rabel, Kant, p. 5) 
79 AK I 20 §6/G. Rabel, Kant, p.5 
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thing here which may seem to be against the Newtonians and near to Leibniz is that 

Kant does not regard space as having an absolute existence, but bases it on the 

interaction of things. However, when we regard this attitude from the point of view 

of the substance, it turns out to be just the opposite of Leibniz' s conception of space . 

. In his work published in 175581 , though Kant preserves his conception of space 

as the outcome of substances' acting on their outside, and though, therefore, it should 

be regarded as a connection, he gradually starts opposing Leibniz in a more explicit 

way. In that text, he analyses the principle of sufficient reason82, which is one of the 

most important principles in Leibniz's thought. However, since he regards reason83 

in this principle not as sufficient, being the ground of what comes to be but as a 

ground, the positing of which makes reasonable the consequence, and thereby as a 

determining84 ground85 or reason, though he accepts this principle he argues that it 

does not include Leibniz's principle of the identity of indiscernibles86 : 

80"[ ... ] we can also understand that the soul can act on other substances. It must be able to do this as 
it resides in a definite place, for by place or location we mean the mutual interaction of substances. 
The inner state of the soul is nothing but the sum of all its ideas and conceptions, and in so far as these 
refer to the outside, they are influenced by the forces of matter. (Die Schwierigkeit. die hieraus 
entspringt, wenn von del' Wirkung del' Seele in den Karpel' die Rede ist. Und wie diese durch die 
Benennung einer vis activae iiberhaupt kanne gehoben werden. [ ... ] dafJ die Seele nach draufJen aus 
diesem Grunde miisse wirkenkannen, wei! sie in einem Orte ist. Denn wenn wir den BegrifJ von 
demjenigen zergliedern, was wir den Ort nennen, so findet man, dafJ er die Wirkungen derSubstanzen 
in einander andeutet. [ ... ] Nun ist del' ganze innerliche Zustand del' Seele nichts anders, als die 
Zusammenfassung aller ihrer Vorstellungen und BegrifJe, und in so weit diesel' innerliche Zustand 
sich auf das AufJIiche bezieht, heijJt er del' status repraesentativus universi; daher Cindert die Materie 
vermittelst ihrer Kraft, die sie in del' Bewegung hat, den Zustand del' Seele, wodurch sie sich die Welt 
vorstellt.)" (AK I 20 §6/G. Rabel, Kant, p.5) 

81'Principiorum primorum cognitionis metaphysicae nova dilucidatio' (AK I 385-416; 'New 
Elucidation of the First Principles of Metaphysical Cognition', KTP 11-45) 

82G VI 612/L 646 (M32) 
Fr.le principe de fa raison sujjisante, Lat.principium ration is sujjicientis. 
This principle, according to Leibniz, is the principle of contingent things that are not subject to the 

logical necessity alone. Since the fact that those emerge in experience as they do depends on the will 
of God, and God's decisions depend on reason, reason is sufficient also for those things which are not 
subject to the logical necessity alone. 

83Lat.ratio 
84"Nihil est verum sine ratione determinante." (AK I 393/KTP 13, Prop. V) 

85Lat.ratio Ger.Grund. 
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Nihil sub esse dictitant rationis, cur Deus duabus substantiis diversa assignaverit loca, si 
per omnia alia perfecte convenirent. Quales ineptiae! Miror gravissimos viros hisce 
rationum crepundiis delectari. Substantiam un am voca A, alteram B. Fac A locum TOU B 
occupare, tum, quia notis intern is A plane non discrepat a B, etiam locum ipsius 
obtinens per omnia cum ipso erit identicum, et vocandum erit B, quod antea vocatum est 

A; cui vera prius nomen erat B, nunc in locum TOU A translatum vocandum erit A. Haec 
enim characterum differentia diversitatem tantum locorum notat. Cedo igitur, utrum 
Deus aliud quicquam egerit, si secundum tuam sententiam loca determinaverit? 
Utrumque perfecte est idem; ideoque permutatio a te conficta nulla est [ ... ] 

It is constantly being said that if two substances agree completely in all other respects, 
then there is no reason why God should assign different places to them. What nonsense! 
It amazes me that grown men of the greatest gravity should take a delight in such 
frivolous arguments. Let the one substance be called A and the other B. Let A occupy 
the place of rou B. Since A does not differ from B at all in respect of internal 
characteristic marks, it follows that in occupying its place, it will be identical with it in 
all respects, and what was previously called A will now have to be called B; and that 
which bore the name B beforehand will now, having been transferred to the place of rou 
A, have to be called A. For this difference of characteristics indicates a difference only 
of places. Tell me, therefore, whether God would have done anything different if he had 
determined the places in accordance with your opinion. The two are exactly the same; 
accordingly, the change invented by you is nothing [ ... ]87 

According to Leibniz, if space is absolute, there is no criterion to distinguish 

any two parts of space when the things in space are disregarded. If space were 

absolute, God would have created a thing not here but there, on condition that the 

relative positions of things remain the same. However, in such a situation, God 

would have created two things having the same attributes without any rational 

ground. And this would contradict the principle of sufficient reason. When we regard 

space as relational, the place of the thing in question will remain the same since the 

The point here is not understanding 'ratio', as cause, or ground, which means, among other things, 
reason, cause and ground in Latin. 
86"It is even necessary for each monad to be different from every other. For there are never two tnings 
in nature which are perfectly alike and in which it is impossible to find a difference that is internal or 
founded on an intrinsic denommation.(J1 faut meme que chaque Monade soU differente de chaque 
autre. Car il n'y a jamais dans la nature deux Etres, qui soyent parfaitement I 'un comme I' autre, et 
oil il ne soit possible de troliver une difference interne, au fondee sur une denomination intrinseque.)" 
(G VI 608!L 643 (M9)) 

The essence of this principle is that there cannot be two substances having the same activity, in 
other words, that which is one cannot be two. 
87 AK I 409!KTP 35-36 
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relative position of the things will remain the same, and thus, the principle of 

sufficient reason will not be violated. 88 

What Kant really objects to and wants to rule out here is the principle of pre-

established harmony. Kant accepts that substances are independent from each other 

in respect of their existence.89 However, he indicates that space and time are outer 

relations between substances. 9o He claims that God has created substances in such a 

way that they influence each other through the power they possess. 91 Therefore, 

substances are independent in terms of existence, but interdependent in terms of their 

activities. According to Kant, the relation between the activities of substances is not 

harmony but interdependence. 92 

Another pre-critical text in which Kant expresses similar views is 'Physical 

Monadology'93. In this text, he claims that all things are absolutely made up of 

simple basic parts, that is to say monad.94 The fact that a thing consists of indivisible 

parts does not contradict to the infinite divisibility of space, because space is neither 

a substance, nor something that is composed of substances.95 Space is nothing but the 

appearance of the outer relations of substances. For instance, dividing space into two 

88G VII 363-364/682-683 
89 AK I 413/KTP 40 
90AK I 414/KTP 42 
91AK I 413/KTP 41 
92AK I 415-416/KTP 44 
93"Metaphysicae cum geometria iunctae usus in philosophia naturali, cuius specimen 1. continet 
monadologiam physicam" (1756, AK I 473-487; 'The Employment in Natural Philosophy of 
Metaphysics Combined with Geometry, of which Sample 1 contains the Physical Monadology', KTP 
47-66) 
94AK I 477/KTP 53 
95 AK I 480/KTP 57 
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by drawing a line means dividing a relation into two, because space is the relation of 

substances. This does not violate the simplicity or unity of the substance.96 

The bodies which are made up of simple indivisible substances can fill the 

infinitely divisible space since each simple substance fills a part of space which is 

also infinitely divisible. Therefore, according to Kant, physical monad fills the space, 

but it "does not forfeit its simplicity."97 

Since there can be no plurality in monad which could be subject to divisibility, 

Kant states, monad can fill a part of the space not through its existence as a single 

substance, but through its relation to other substances. Monad fills the space with its 

activity, and thereby prevents other monads from coming closer to itself. Therefore, 

it determines how close and how far they are to/from itself, i.e., its spatial position. 

Space filled through monads' activities is a space determined from all directions.98 

Kant is fully aware of the difficulties posed by the claim that space is the 

outcome of the external activities of substance. He says the substance itself is not 

determined by this external activity. By saying this, he distinguishes between the 

substance itself and its activity. What is spatial is not the substance itself but its 

activity which relates it to. other substances.99 

The reason why Kant seems to be near to Leibniz's argument in these texts is 

that he objects to the Newtonians' conception of space and time as Leibniz himself 

did. What is discussed is whether space or the things in space have priority when we 

look at the problem from the viewpoint of the things that come into existence in 

96AK I 480/KTP 57 
97"salva nihilo minus ips ius simplicitate" (AK I 480/KTP 56) 
98 AK I 480/KTP 57 
99 AK I 4811KTP 58 
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experience. It appears that Kant follows Leibniz here only in the sense that space and 

time are relational, but seems to be unaware of the fact that they also constitute the 

conditions of their occurrence in experience. 

As a matter of fact, in his article published in 1768 100 he turns to claim that 

space is absolute. His conception of space in his critical period is also based on the 

problem ofincongruence 101 which he voices in this article for the first time. 

The criticism in this article is closely related to Leibniz's concept of analysis 

situs. Leibniz thinks, unlike mathematical analysis which considers their magnitude, 

shapes can be compared on the basis of their spatial qualities through analysis situs 

(analysis of position). 1 02 In such an analysis, what counts is the principle of 

congruence, which is defined based on the ability of covering the same place, instead 

of the principle of equality based on magnitude which constitutes the basis for 

mathematical analysis. I03 

Kant claims that the concept of congruence, which establishes the basis of 

Leibniz's method of analysis situs, cannot explain why the right hand is incongruent 

with the left hand, because this conception disregards the directionality in space. 

According to Kant, even if the size, shape, and extension of the right and the left 

hand happen to be identical, there is an inner difference between these two hands 

which does not flow from them. It is because of this difference that the right hand is 

incongruent with the left hand. The inner difference in question is directionality 

100'Von dem ersten Grunde des Unterschiedes der Gegenden im Raume' (AK II 3.75-383); 
'Concerning the Ultimate Foundation of the Distinction of Directions in Space' (KTP 365-372) 

101 Ger.incangruente 
102GM V 178-183!L 254-258 

The work we designate by 'GM' is Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, Leibnizens mathematische 
Schriften, ed. c.r. Gerhardt, 7 vals., Berlin-Halle, 1849-63. 

103GM V 178-183!L255 
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which is a characteristic of space. Therefore, spatial determinations are not the 

outcome of the positions of the parts of things in relation to each other, but vice 

versa. Therefore, space is not composed of the external relations of physical parts; on 

the contrary, these relations are possible only if space is absolute. 104 As can be easily 

seen, the target of Kant's criticism in this text is not Leibniz's understanding of 

space, but his own 'Physical Monadology', which regards space as the outer relations 

of physical things. 

The claim that space is prior to physical parts of things and the relation of these 

parts to each other (logically speaking) is a preparation to the conception of space as 

it emerges in the Critique of Pure Reason. In the present work, Kant will claim that 

this would be provided only if space is defined as something absolute, and two years 

later, he will state that what makes the things in space incongruent is space as the 

form of sensible things. 

In 'De mundi sensibilis atque intelligibilis forma et principiis' 105 (1770), which 

is the last work Kant published before the Critique of Pure Reason, is also the first 

text in which he voiced his conception that space and time are not abstractions made 

from senses, but senses themselves depend on space and time. Moreover, it is the 

first text in which he tries to set the grounds for metaphysics as a science, to 

determine the limits of human knowledge, and to establish the place of the subject in 

constitution of the world, all of which shape the critical thought. In this work, the 

104AK II 382!KTP 370-371 
105AK II 385-419!KTP 373-416 ('Inaugural Dissertation: Concerning the Form and Principles of the 
Sensible and Intelligible World') 
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categorization of the world as 'sensible' 106 and 'intelligible'107, and the determination 

of forms and principles are based on the faculties of man as a knowing subject. 

Kant's basic objection to Leibniz's thought also remains the same in this text. 

While Leibniz rejects the interaction between the substances and emphasizes 

harmony, Kant tries to establish the grounds of interaction between substances. In 

this text, Kant mainly deals not with the question of the nature of substance, but with 

the problem of how they come to be together. 108 

He views the world as the unity of form and matter l09. He refers to the parts I 10 

of matter as 'substance' . Form, on the other hand, is the co-ordination of parts. I I I 

What constitutes the essence of the world is not subordination but co-ordination, 

because what falls within the relation of subordination is not the parts of the world 

but its transitory states. I 12 While substances are not mutually related in terms of their 

existence, they tend towards each other by their activities. 113 What provides co-

ordination of substances is their transeunt l14 forces. I IS 

In this work, Kant talks about two different faculties l16 of knowledge. 

Sensibilityl17 and intelligence I 18 are the faculties which make knowledge possible. I 19 

I 06Lat.sens ibilis Ger.Sinnen 

107Latintelligibilis Ger. Verstandes 

108AK II 389-392/KTP 380-383 
I 09Lat.materia Ger.StojJFr.matiere 

Kant states that he uses the word 'matter' in transcendental sense, that is to say in the sense of 
'material'. But it is not possible for him to talk about the parts of 'matter' in this sense as substance. 
I10Ger.Teil 

IIIAK II 389-392/KTP 380-383 
112AK II 389-392/KTP 380-383 
113 AK II 389-392/KTP 380-383 
114LaUranseunt Ger.iibergehenden 

115AK II 389-392/KTP 380-383 
116Ger.ErkenntniskraJt 
117Lat.senslialitas 
118This faculty is expressed with 'intelligentia (rationalitas), in the text in Latin, and with 
'Verstandesausstattung (VernunJtalisstattung), in the text in German. 
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Sensibility is the aspect of the subject which enables him to be affected by presence 

of a thing in a certain way, allowing him to develop a representation. 120 Intelligence, 

on the other hand, is the faculty which enables the subject to represent things that 

could not come before the senses of the sUbject. 121 While the representations based 

on sensibility provide us the knowledge of them as they appear, representations 

based on intelligence reflect them as they are. J22 

The forms and function Kant attributes to the faculty of sensibility in this work 

may look similar to those he mentions in the Critique of Pure Reason. However, 

there are striking differences. Firstly, the material of a sensation is evidence for the 

presence of something sensible; its form, on the other hand, is the indication of there 

being something that corresponds to it in that which is sensed.123 Secondly, the form 

of the SOUI'SI24 faculty of sensibility, even when it is considered independent from all 

senses, is not a priori as it emerges in the critical thought, but is sensitive125 despite 

being pure. 126 In accordance with this, the principles of sciences which deal with 

things that are sensible, including geometry, are basically sensitive. 127 

In this work, Kant divides the activity of the faculty of intelligibility into two. 

The real employment of reason is its activity of constituting concepts. The logical 

employment of reason, on the other hand, is to relate concepts to each other on the 

119 AK II 392/KTP 384 
120AK II 392/KTP 384 
121AK II 392/KTP 384 
122AK II 392/KTP 384 

This is the intellectual intuition that Kant ruled out in his critical thought. 

123 AK II 393/KTP 384-385 
124Gemiit 

125Lat.sensitivae 
126Lat.sensllale AK II 393IKTP 385 
127 AK II 393-394/KTP 386 
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basis of the principle of non-contradiction. 128 The pure concepts of reason are not 

innate, but they are acquired not from the sensitive representations but from the laws 

inherent in the soul l29 through its acts on sensible representation. 130 

In this work, although Kant accepts space and time as forms of sensibility, he 

does not give up the claim that only the interaction between the substances which are 

dependent on the same creator in terms of their existence is actual. 131 Space and time 

are also the conditions for the soul to conceive the totality of substances as one world 

within a necessary unity depending on the same creative cause. 132 The harmony in 

the world is not based on the idea that the states of individual substances ·conform to 

each other as stated in Leibniz's pre-established harmony, but it is rather a general 

harmony based on being dependent on the same cause. Therefore, the interaction 

between the substances, according to Kant, is not imaginary or ideal, as it happens to 

be in Leibniz's system, but actual. 133 As a result, in this work, what Kant objects to 

in Leibniz's system of thought, is the conception of substance possessing an 

independent activity. 

The criticisms Kant makes in this text against Leibniz's conceptions of space 

and time, and his evaluations134 of space and time which are almost the same as 

128AK II 394/KTP 386 
129 Ger.Gemiit 
130The science that investigates the principles of the employment of reason is metaphysics. (AK II 
395/KTP 386-387) The activity which Kant calls real employment of reason in this text corresponds, 
to a great extent, to the faculty of understanding in his critical period. But here the activity of reason 
to constitute concept (or object) is not limited only to being directed at the material derived from 
sensibility. The signs of the limit to be drawn for the theoretical activity of reason come up also in 
this text. The reason why metaphysics could not become a science yet is the fact that the method to 
fully differentiate between that which is dependent on sensation and that which belongs to reason 
could not be developed yet. (AK II 411/KTP 407) 
131 AK II 409-410/KTP 403-405 
132 AK II 409-41 O/KTP 404-405 
133 AK II 409/KTP 404 
134AK II 398-406/KTP 391-400 
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those in the Critique of Pure Reason if we ignore the differences stated above, are 

both related to the problem of incongruence. The difference between the right and 

the left hand which makes them incongruent does not stem from the hands 

themselves or their being conceived through reason, but from space. 135 Kant, who 

previously abandoned the conception of space as relational due to the incongruence 

of hands and claimed that it is absolute, ends up saying in this work that space is not 

an objective or a real entity, but is a necessary condition of sensible 

representations. 136 

The criticisms Kant poses to Leibniz's conception of space and time are due to 

the fact that Leibniz's views on this subject have not been clearly understood. 137 In 

Leibniz's thought, it is possible to take space and time into account in different levels 

with respect to the emergence of experience and the activity of reason. 138 When we 

approach the subject regarding both Kant's and Leibniz's conception of experience, 

space, which is mekdn139 of experience, has to be different both from the space that is 

the condition of experience, and from the concept of space which belongs to 

understanding and which is subject-matter of science. The empirical conceptions of 

space and time are subject to space and time as conditions of experience, as well as 

to the pure concepts of understanding. Those which originate neither from sensations 

nor from human beings' own intellectual activities are co-ordination and 

subordination. 

135 AK II 402-403/KTP 396 
136AK II 403-404/KTP 397 
137This deficiency could be partially attributed to the fact that a substantial part of Leibniz's texts 
have not been published. However, when we consider the point which Kant fundamentally opposes, 
this deficiency will not provide an adequate explanation on its own. 

138The same counts also for Kant's system of thought. 
139Turkish word 'meUm' comes from the word 'kane' in Arabic which means to be. It signifies the 

ground of existence of a thing. 

~ aelazici Universitesi KQtQphaResi ~ 
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In Leibniz's system of thought, the ground of co-ordination and subordination 

is memory which is one of the fundamental faculties of soul. The source of the 

plenitude in space and time is the representations of other substances that the soul is 

given by creation. 

The order we observe in experience anses as soul clarifies these 

representations which are present in itself. The basis for spatial and temporal order as 

they emerge in experience is the ideas of co-ordination and succession that the soul 

carries in its memory since the creation. Accordingly, human beings becoming 

conscious of ideas through their intellectual activity and making them the subject

matter of science is dependent upon the emergence of experience as an actuality. 

At this point, we need to make some evaluations concerning Kant's opinions 

about Leibniz's conceptions of space and time. As we have mentioned before, 

Leibniz's conception of relational space and time as a refutation of the Newtonian 

conception of space and time as absolute beings, has been widely misunderstood as 

claiming that space and time are concepts which are abstracted from the relations of 

things in experience. The relational conception of space and time based on an actual 

interaction, which Kant advocated for a while, is grounded on such a 

misunderstanding. The source of this ideal relation, however, is grounded in the 

principle of pre-established harmony which governs the activity of substances. 

When he claims that the difference between the right and the left hand cam10t 

be based on reason, and therefore, space cannot be a concept of reason, what Kant 

targets is Leibniz. However, as we mentioned above, this point is only one aspect of 

Leibniz's conception of space. 
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Kant's conception of experience in his critical period is very close to that of 

Leibniz both in respect of its method, in the sense that it urges a dissection of 

experience through faculties, and also in terms of the forms and functions attributed 

to these faculties. However, there are major weaknesses in Kant's conception of 

experience since it rules out from his critical thought the ontological ground upon 

which Leibniz's conception of experience is based. In Leibniz's thought, the material 

to which the activity of soul is directed and the order of this activity are given to the 

soul innately by the creation. Kant's system prevents soul from innate possession of 

the material of its activity, by making it dependent upon its 'outside' in the 

transcendental sense, and of the ideas which order its activity, by denying that 

memory is one of the fundamental faculties. In this study, we will try to show that 

Kant's failure in the constitution of space and time in his critical thought depends on 

these two points. 
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I. LEIBNIZ'S CONCEPTION OF EXPERIENCE 

1.1. The place of experience in Leibniz's system of thought 

In this section, we shall attempt to show how experience can be constituted l40 

according to Leibniz's system of thought. 

What we should understand by the constitution of expenence IS the 

determination of the conditions and grounds of the things, which are or can come to 

be the subject matter of our experience, as they emerge in experience, or of the 

conditions and grounds of our recognition of them as we do, and depending upon 

these grounds, the determination of experience, in a manner to make possible the 

reconstitution of it together with the variety it bears in itself. 

Experience has priority also in Leibniz's system of thought, as it does in 

Kant's critical thought. 141 Due to the conception that generally dominates the 

Western thought, a human being's being able to understand himself and the world is 

possible only on the basis of experience as starting point. Both systems of thought 

are a posteriori in view of the fact that they take that which emerges in experience as 

140Leibniz does not have a text in which he studies experience systematically, as similar to what Kant 
did in the Critique of Pure Reason. What we are attempting here is to form a unity based on various 
texts of Leibniz. We shall be basing attempt upon the text, in which Leibniz explicitly but intensely 
tells about his system of thought and which is later called "Monadology", and his work titled 
'Nouveaux essais sur I'entendment par I'auteur du systeme de l'harmonie preestablie' in which he 
voices his own opinions against Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding. 
141In Kant's system, the conditions of experience can be mentioned only in relation to experience. In 
this sense, experience has priority over its own conditions. With regard to Leibniz, this priority is 
applicable only for actual knowing: 

"Although the senses are necessary for all our actual knowledge, they are not sufficient to provide 
it all, since they never give us anything but instances, that is particular or singular truths. (Les sens 
qlloyqlle necessaires pour tOlltes nos connoissances actuelles ne sont point suffisans pour nous les 
donner tOlltes, puisque les sens ne donnent jamais que des exemples, c 'est a dire des veritis 
particulieres ou individuelles.)" (G V 43!RB 49) 
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their starting point, and analytical in view of the fact that they explore the grounds 

and conditions of experience through dissection of experience by faculties. 142 

Comprehension of experience itself also happens through experience. Both 

systems of thought inquire into the conditions that lead to the emergence of 

experience as it does. Different aspects of experience are studied by attributing 

different faculties to the SOUP43. The point that should certainly not be disregarded is 

that the activity of experience is, in fact, a whole, and that each faculty constitutes an 

aspect of this activity. 

Though experience has priority in both systems of thought, for Leibniz such 

priority is only with regard to human being's actual knowing l44. In Kant's critical 

thought, the emergence of experience has priority over its own conditions and also 

the limits of knowledge are determined by being a possible experience. In Leibniz's 

system of thought, a human being's activity aiming at knowing himself and his 

world can in no way be limited by possible experience, and the role of experience is 

only about being a means for the activity of knowing. Furthermore, though 

experience constitutes the beginning of actual knowing, metaphysically, the 

conditions of experience have priority over experience. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the soul's activity of knowing, regardless of 

the means, essentially consists of expressing that which is present in its depths.145 

1 42See: Introduction 
143Ger.Seele Gemiit Fr.ame 
144 Fr.connaftre* Lat.co-gnosccre* * 

*con-naftre: (being born together) to get to know, to become aware of, to learn, to understand, to 

distinguish, to judge, to know. 
* * Gnoscere comes from the root fvUJ which means 'to know' in Ancient Greek. 
The word 'connaissance' Leibniz uses means not the 'knowledge' as it is used in analytical 

thought, but the human being's knowing himself and the world. 

145G V 76!RB 79 
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The basis of both intelligible knowledge and the knowledge which depends upon 

experience is the ideas that are innate in the soul. 146 The function of the senses is to 

provide the opportunity for such an activity of expressing. 147 

Experience, being an aspect of the human being's activity aiming at knowing 

himself and the world, in fact, in Leibniz's system of thought, is the activity that the 

soul performs in accordance with the pre-established harmony and that actualizes 

this harmony. The conditions and possibilities of experience are determined by this 

harmony. What we would like to note here is that the harmony mentioned is 

constituted by God in accordance with reason. Reason is, as opposed to Kant's 

critical thought, not only a faculty enabling the human being's activity aiming at 

knowing, but is also the ground of all kinds of orders including the order of the 

activity of experience. 148 That which enables the comprehension of that which 

emerges in experience by the activities of reflection and reasoning is this 

fundamental unity itself. This point should always be taken into consideration while 

evaluating Leibniz's conception of experience. 

1.2. Dissection of experience 

In Leibniz's system of thought, expenence is the spontaneous l49 activity of 

soul as a created substance, performed in itself in accordance with pre-established 

146G V 77/RB 81 
147G V 76/RB 80 
148The main point that Kant opjJosed in the critical thought is the reason being a ground in this sense. 
149Fr.spontanlfite* Ger.Spontaneitdt, Ungezwungenheit Gr.mhopaTOv 

*Comes from the word spontis which means 'in harmony with itself in Latin. 
According to Aristotle, it is the accidental cause that does not include opinion and decision; and 

the accidental cause that partially includes rational preference is chance (ruXTJ)· The word in English 
also incorporates the meanings based on own decision, voluntarily. In French, though, it means that 
which is done without the intervention of anything including the human will. This meaning in French 
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harmony, independently from other created substances. The material of this activity 

and the conditions that determine the order of the activity are innately given to the 

soul. 150 

The material of soul's activity of experience is the perceptions in the monad 

aspect of the soul. 151 And the conditions of this activity are the ideas that are in 

memory. 152 Therefore, in Leibniz's system of thought experience is the expression or 

corresponds to its use both by Kant and by Leibniz. In Kant's critical thought, since there is no 
'spontaneity' independent from experience, it is not possible to establish the foundation for the 
spontaneity. For Leibniz, on the other hand, the ground of spontaneous activity is the pre-established 
harmony, in other words, the will of God. 
150G V 67/RB 74 

"[ ... ] I believe indeed that all the thoughts and actions of our soul come from its own depths and 
could not be given to it by the senses. ([ ... ] etje croy meme qlle to utes les pensees et actions de nostre 
Ame viennent de sonproprefonds, sans pouvoir luy estre donnees par les sens, [.o.])" (G V 67/RB 
74) 

In addition, when Leibniz's conception of substance is considered, it is not possible to relate the 
activity of soul with anything apart from God, since that would require the violation of the soul's 
being a substance. The only outer object that the soul is directly in relation to is God: 

"God is the only immediate outer object. (Dieu selll est I'objet ex t ern e i m m e d i at.)" (G V 
99/RB 109), "[ ... ] there is no external cause which acts upon us except God alone,[ ... ] ([ ... ] il nya 
point de cause externe qui agisse sur nous, excepte Dieu seul, [ ... ])" (G IV 453/321 (DM28), 'DM': 
'Discours de Metaphysique')). 
151 Fr .perception Ger. Wahrnehmung 

The word 'perception' is used in different meanings in Leibniz's texts. In this dissertation we shall 
be using 'perception' in its meaning stated in Monadology. Furthermore, we also believe that the 
confusion that revolves around the use of this word partially arises from the uses of the verbs 
apercevoir in French and to perceive in English. While in English perception is something that is 
received through perceiving, it is the thing at which the act of aperception is aimed, particularly in the 
French language as it is employed by Leibniz. 

152FLidee GeLldee 
It is possible to think that the word 'idea' is also used in different meanings in Leibniz's texts. In 

Nouveaux Essais, in particular, the representations derived from senses are also referred to as 'ideas'. 
(G V 76-77/RB 81 and Book II) Since this work discusses Locke's conception of human being, unless 
otherwise stated, 'idea' is rather used in the meaning imposed upon it by Locke. In his text titled 
'Explicandum ergo erat, quid sit vera idea' and dated 1678, Leibniz explicitly states that perceptions, 
thoughts and affections are not ideas. (G VII 263/L 207) In this dissertation, we shall be using the 
word' idea' for representations that are in the memory aspect of the soul and that determine the order 
of the soul's activity, based on the definition given by Leibniz in his 'Discours de Metaphysique' 
("[ . .o] the expressions which are in the soul, whether conceived or not, can be called ideas, but those 
which are conceived or formed can be called notions or concepts. ([ ... ] ces expressions qui sont dans 
nostre ame, soit qu' on les conr;oive 011 non, peuvent estre appelles ide e s, mais celles qu' on com:;oit 
Oll forme, se peuvent dire notions, conceptus.)" (G IV 452/L 320-321 (DM27))) and in 
Nouveaux Essais "[ . .o] an idea is an immediate inner object, and [ ... ] this object expresses the nature 
or qualities of things (c'est [idee] lln objet immediat interne, et [ ... ] cet objet est une expression de la 
nature ou des qualites des choses.)" (G V 99/RB 109). 
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re-presentation153 of the representations in monad aspect depending on the ideas in 

memory. At the ground of all this activity lies soul's apperception of itself; that is, its 

being aware of itself as the one who perceives l54 . Exploring this activity which in 

fact constitutes a whole is by way of determination of different levels of 

representation and establishing the interrelations between such levels. Different 

faculties can be suggested depending on the levels of representation that are different 

with regard to their conditions and possibilities. 

Before we move on to how experience can be constituted through faculties in 

Leibniz's system of thought, we feel the need to clarify what is meant by 

'experience'. In this text, we shall use 'experience' to express the human being's 

spontaneous activity of knowing. Though the Turkish word for 'experience' has a 

much broader use, and though Leibniz's thought allows room for such use, for the 

purpose of preserving consistency with Leibniz's texts155 , by 'experience', we shall 

understand spontaneous activity of knowing through senses. 

153Fr.representation* Ger. Vorstellung Lat.representatio 
*This word derived from 'present', which also incorporates the meanings 'present' (opposite of 
'absent'), 'now', 'gift' in English and French and which generally states 'that which is presented' 
(In Latin, from the 'sens' that states praesens (the prefix 'prae' meaning front, before, in front of, 
onwards, and 'sens' which expresses any kind of awareness (sensitive, ethical, rational). 
It is used in Leibniz's system of thought to express that what is given is presented again in 

different levels or its being represented by one who experiences. 
I 54Fr.aperception* Ger.Apperzeptione Lat.apperceptio** Ottidrak-l dakfk 

*From apercevoir: to begin to see, to catch a glimpse of, to catch sight of, to descry, to foresee, to 
notice, to perceive, to see. 
**From the prefix ad which states 'aiming at' and perceptio. 

155 According to Leibniz, that which renders humans different from animals are the activities of 
reflection and reasoning. (G VI 610/L 644 (M19)) He claims, particularly against Cartesians, that 
animals also can have not only perception but also sensation (G VI 599-601lL 637-638 
(PNG4,PNG5);G VI 608/L 644 (M14), G VI 611/L 645 (M26))). He often emphasizes that human 
beina resembles animals with regard to his activity which depends upon experience (G VI 

b 

601 (PNG5); G VI 610/L 645 (M28), and therefore, animals are also able to acquire a kind of 
experience. Yet, it should be considered that the intellectual faculties that render humans different 
from animals in Leibniz'a system of thought also render humans' experiences different than those of 
animals, and the human experience should not be evaluated at the same level with the animals' 

capability of having sensations. 
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One point that requires attention is that constitution of experience is at the 

same time the constitution of 'outer world' both in Kant's and Leibniz's systems of 

thought. Constitution of experience is the answer of the question how the world, 

which we understand as the coexistence and succession of variety, emerges as it 

does. If we assume that all we see is a lake in between the mountains, two islands on 

the lake and one tree on each island, that which needs to be established with a 

foundation in view of experience being soul's spontaneous activity of knowing, is 

how this image itself emerges. Division of this landscape, which emerges as a whole 

bearing variety, into different wholes such as mountain, lake, island, tree, etc. and 

comparison thereof are not the subject matter of experience. 156 

Therefore, what we explore in this study is -not how we conceive the 

individual correspondents-in-intuition that are outside us- but how the world as a 

whole, together with the variety it bears, is possible, according to Leibniz's thought. 

Experience, in Leibniz's thought, can also be described as the activity of 

turning perceptions into sensations. Now let us study how this activity is performed. 

1.3. Experience as the soul's activity of sensing perceptions 

In Leibniz's system of thought, experience is the spontaneous and inner 

activity of soul as a simple substance. The reason behind the creation of every 

156That which enables grasping of the whole intuition as the mekan of experience as different 
correspondents in intuition by way of separation into different parts, is the variety of perceptions on 
one hand, as the source of the variety in intution and on the other hand, are the ideas that are the 
conditions of intution,. Yet, grasping of the parts of intuition as separate individual wholes is a 
consideration that transcends experience as an aspect of the spontaneous activity of knowing and it 
should be related to the intellectual and practical activity of human being. This will be better 
understood, when we consider that, according to Leibniz, things that are formed by coming together 
of parts are not substances; that contact, acting to?ether and being the ele.me~t~ of a .common plan has 
nothin a to do with substantial unity, and that talkmg of any two parts of mtuItIon WIth only one name 
serves ~nly to summarize our thought (Letter to Arnauld; dated April 30, 1687, G II 96/AG 86). 
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substance is to actualize the harmony established by God, and to assume the role of a 

mirror that renders harmony visible, to the extent of the perfection of its activity. 

That which enables the simple substance in Leibniz's system of thought to reflect 

other creations through its activity is indeed that it innately bears in itself the 

representations of other created things. 157 

According to Leibniz, perception cannot be explained mechanically. ISS There 

can be nothing in the coexistence and movements of parts that can explain 

perception, sensation and thought. Therefore, the source of perception should be 

searched for not in the compounds formed by the coexistence of parts, but in the 

simple substance. I59 

The perceptions forming the content and activity of a simple substance l60, in 

Leibniz's system of thought, make up the grounds of spatial and temporal variety 

and plenum that emerge in experience. I61 Perception provides the substance, which 

is simple and indivisible and which performs an activity independently from other 

substances, to bear a variety in itself in such a manner that this variety will not 

contradict its substantiality. 162 

Perception, according to Leibniz, is "the representation of the compound l63 , or 

of that which is external" 164, "the passing state which enfolds and represents a 

I57G VI 616/L 64S (M56), G IV 453/L 321(DM2S) 
158G VI 609/L 644 (M 17) 
I59G VI 609/L 644 (M 17) 
160G VI 609/L 644 (M 17) 
I6IG VI 60S/L 643-644 (MS,Mll, M12, M13, M14) 
I62G VI 60S/L 643 (MS), G VI 59S/L 636 (PNG2) 
I63According to Leibniz's conception of substance, it is not possible for any compound to exist 
independently from simple substance. The term 'outer' used here, considering this point, should be 
assessed as an expression which is applicable for almost all texts of Leibniz and which he likens to 
the example of Copernicans, when they were able to speak the same language with those who talked 
about the revolving of the sun around the world (G V 671RB 74). 
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multitude in unity or in the simple substance".165 Intellectual faculties of man are not 

active but passive, in view of perception. 166 

When perception is in question, what is active is the monad aspect of soul. 

According to Leibniz, what enables the representations, that are innate in the soul, to 

be perceptions at the same time is the activity of perceiving or appetition that relies 

on the principle of appetite l67 and that enables passing from one representation to the 

other. 168 This principle is also the basis of the variety and activity in substance. 169 

One point that should be noted here is that neither the representations of substances 

nor the activity of perceiving which depends on the principle of appetite, are things 

that are subsequently transplanted into a substance. Substance innately includes these 

representations and aims at perceiving them. That substance envelops other 

substances in view of its monad aspect and that it aims at perceiving them are not 

two separate metaphysical levels, but the nature of a substance in view of its monad 

aspect. The whole material in monad consists of perceptions, whereas the only 

activity of monad consists of perceiving. 

164,,[: .. ] les representations du compose, ou de ce qui est dehors, dans Ie simple [ ... J" (G VI 59SIL 
636 (PNG2)) 
165"L 'etat passager qui enveloppe et represente line multitude dans l'linite Oil dans la substance 
simple [ ... J" (G VI 60S/L 644 (M13)) 
166G V 1211RB 134 
1 67Fr.appetit* Ger.Appetit Lat.appetitus Gr.OPEt;£(; ** 

*The word appetit, which is derived from the verb petere (ad-petere) that means trying to obtain 
in Latin, means, in the broadest sense the instinctive action aiming to fulfill an organic need. The 
Latin petere is the infinitive of pito which comes from the sanskrit root pat-. The meanings of pat
include to fall, to shower attention on, to fly, to pursue, to find, to try to reach, to obtain 
something. The very same root is also present in the Ancient Greek words of rrirrTw, which means 
to fall, and in.rrETOflm, which meansto fly. Impetus in Latin is also derived from the same root. 
**longing or yearning after, desire for, propension, appetency. 

168Leibniz names this activity as 'appetition' (to get an appetite for). (G VI 609/L 644 (MI5)) Within 
the framework of Leibniz's conception of experience, we will be referring to this activity as 
'perceving' . 
169G VI 60S/L 644 (MI2), G VI609/L 644 (MI5), G VI 59S/L 636 (PNG2) 
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The second point is, although we talk about moving 'from one representation 

to the other' or 'from one perception to the other', since there isno activity which is 

to distinguish one representation from others, it is not possible for there to be distinct 

perceptions at this level. The level of perception constituting the source of 

experience with regard to its material cannot be known by itself.17o Before 

perceptions emerge in experience, that is when they are considered in themselves, 

they are obscure l71 and confused. 172 The material of each sensation is, indeed, made 

170G V 237!RB 256 

171 Fr.obscur(e) Ger.obskur, undeutlich, unklar, Lat.obscurus *. 
*Derived from the word sku which means 'to cover' in Sanskrit. 

172 Fr.conjils(e) Ger.konfus Lat.conjzlsio* 
*From con in Latin (from cum meaning together) andjzmdo which means foundation. 
The definition 'clear and distinct', which Leibniz inherited from Descartes and which he very 

frequently employed in his writings,can sometimes lead to some confusion. The distinction between 
being clear (Fr.clair(e), Ger.klar, Lat.clanls) or obscure, or the one between distinct or confused are 
attributed to different things (to perception (G V 45-48!RB 53-55), sensation (G V 47!RB 54), image 
(image, (G V 243!RB 262» idea (G V 236-237!RB 255-256) concept (G IV 422!L 291), knowledge 
(cognitio) (G IV 422!L 291» in different texts. Furthermore, when we forget that the examples he 
gives for explaining these concepts are only for the purpose of exemplifying and we consider them as 
such, they are no longer explanatory. We belive that it will not be really useful to dwell on individual 
definitions about this topic or to attempt to reveal the common points in the definitions, and that these 
concepts can be understood only when their relations to Leibniz's conception of thought are 
disclosed. Accordingly, the perceptions that are innate to the monad aspect of the soul, as considered 
independently from the soul's activity aimed at knowing, must be obscure. The essence of the soul's 
activity to know is rendering clear and distinct that which it bears in itself in an obscure manner. 
Perceptions that are present in an obscure manner in monad aspect become clear when they emerge in 
experience depending on the soul's activity of apperception. Within this framework, sensation, in 
view of its material, is the perception that emerges clearly in experience. According to Leibniz, in 
order for one thing (e.g. a color) to be clear, it must have been separated from others (other colors). (G 
V 237!RB 256) Leibniz says, in order to explain clear sensations, that these usually depend on one 
sensory organ. For example, a person that is blind from birth can in no way have a clear sensation 
regarding red.(G IV 422!L 291) 

On the other hand, no sensation can indeed be distinct, in view of its material. (G V 236-237!RB 
255-56; G IV 422!L 291. Also see: ,'Letter to Sophie Charlotte, the Prussian Queen'( 1702) G VI 499-
508! AG 186-192) Being distinct is related to concepts, in Leibniz's system of thought. If we return to 
the example about the color (on condition to keep in mind that this is just an example), what enables 
us to distinguish between red and green that emerge in experience is the ideas that are present in our 
soul, being the conditions of their emergence as they do. Though green and red are clear as 
sensations, our conception regarding the ideas that distinguish them. is confused; becallse it is 
impossible for us to distinguish the ideas that lie in the ground of our distinction between these two 
colors as ideas (independently from the red and green in intuition) from each other. (G V 237!RB 
256) On the other hand, after we see one piece of each variety that emerges in experience in the form 
of cube and sphere, based on the ideas present in memory, we Can distinguish between the concepts of 
cube and sphere independently from the shapes in experience. That is why the concepts of cube and 
sphere are distinct. (A person who is able to receive clear sensations that two intuitive parts are in the 
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of an infinite number of perceptions. 173 What is intended here is the description of 

the content of the experience, which cannot be derived from the soul's aspect which 

shapes of cube and sphere through any sensory organ can clearly distinguish between the concepts of 
cube and sphere. A perso'n who is blind from birth can clearly distinguish that which is in cube shape 
from that which is in sphere shape through contact; and based on this, he can have a clear 
comprehension regarding cube and sphere. That which provides distinct concepts to correspond to 
clear sensations in intuition is the faculty of imagination, which Leibniz sometimes defines as 
'common sense' (Ie sens commun)or as 'inner sense' (Ie sens interne).) (Letter to Sophie Charlotte, 0 
VI 50llAO 188; 0 V 116/RB 128; 0 IV 423/L 292) 

Therefore, clarity should be attributed to the representation of perceptions in monad aspect which 
is expressed in intuition by imagination depending on the ideas present in the memory, or to the 
sensation received on this ground, whereas being distinct should be attributed to comprehension, as 
the connection of the variety in experience to ideas through reflection. One point that requires 
attention here is the relation Leibniz establishes between clarity and distinction. According to Leibniz, 
"clear kowledge [ ... J is either confused or distinct. (Clara [ ... J cognitio est [ ... J vel con/usa vel 
distincta.)" (0 IV 422/L 291) One should not, relying on this statement, see the distintion between 
clarity and distinctness as as a difference of degree. When this statement is assessed within the 
framework of Leibniz's conception of experience, it states the requirement that in order for an idea to 
be comprehended distintly, it must have been often represented clearly and previously in intuition and 
a clear sensation must have been received. 

Yet, those which can be comprehended distinctly are not limited to those which are clearly 
represented in intuition. The concepts, the distinct comrehensibility of which depends on clear 
representations in intuition, are composites. Our comprehension regarding simple ideas is distinct, 
despite the fact that there can be no individual correspondent corresponding to them in experience; 
because comprehension thereof is not dependent on any means. (0 IV 423/L 291) Our comprehension 
regarding simple ideas is at the same time adequate. For a composite concept comprehended 
distinctly to be adequate, all of its elements, composite and simple, should be comprehended 
distinctly. (0 IV 423/L 292) For example for our comprehension of cube to be adequate, all elements 
that go into the composition of this concept should be comprehended distinctly. According to Leibniz, 
though human being's power to know gets somehow close to this point in relation to numbers, it is far 
from reaching such a comprehension. Performing arithmetic through representations, without a 
distinct comprehension of simple ideas that lie in the ground of arithmetic, is a blind and symbolic (0 
IV 423/L 292) or suppositive activity of knowing such as distinctly knowing that 10 times 100 equals 
1000, without having a distinct comprehension of what 10 and 100 are (0 IV 449-45 IlL 319 (DM24-
DM25))), and therefore an inadequate comprehension. (0 IV 423/L 292) 

According to Leibniz, to adequately comprehend a composite concept that is comprehended 
distinctly, one needs to distinctly comprehend each of the composite concepts forming it, as well as to 
see clearly the simple ideas that obscurely lie in their ground, similarly to seeing the redness that 
emerges in sensitive intuition. (0 IV 450-45 lIL 319 (DM25)) Such comprehension is possible only 
by intellectual intuition (In texts in French, intuitive); because simple ideas can be comprehended only 
in this way. (0 IV 449-4511L 319 (DM24-DM25), L292) Seeing the ideas that lie in the ground of 
composite concepts clearly and capturing the relations between concepts by intellectual intuition is, 
according to Leibniz, contemplation (FLcontemplation Lat.contemplatio) of ideas as a whole. (0 IV 
449-450/L 319 (DM25)) 
173,'[ ... J each distinct perception of the soul includes an infinity of confused perceptions which 
envelop the entire universe, [ ... J ([ ... J chaqZle perception distincte de l'Ame comprend une infinite de 
perceptions con/uses, qui enve:oppent tout I 'univers, [ ... J)" (G VI 604/L 640 (PNG 13)) 

Leibniz, from time to time, talks about 'minute/little/petite perceptions' (petites perceptions).(G V 
46-50/RB 53-59) He likens our inability to know little or obscure perceptions that make up a 
sensation (clear perception) in view of its material to our inability to hear or distinguish the sounds of 
individual waves that make up the sound of the sea, although we hear the sound of the sea. ( G VI 
60-l/L 640 (PNG 13), G IV 458-459/L 324-325 (DM33)) This example, which Leibniz gives to 
explain that a sensation is made up of infinite number of perceptions in view of its material, led to the 
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experiences to the greatest extent possible, within the limits of language. 174 The level 

of perception, which is the deepest level in the constitution of experience, can be 

reached only by a dissection of experience that has already emerged. Therefore, 

'monad' is, in fact, the name given to substance in view of its bearing in itself the 

perceptions which are the representations of other substances. 

Perceiving is soul's spontaneous activity in view of its monad aspect. 

Substances, regardless of the degree of their activities to express those things which 

lie in their depths, share the same level, in view of their bearing in themselves the 

representations of other substances, that is to say, in view of the activity of 

perception. 175 Leibniz names substance as entelechy l76, with respect to the activity of 

perceiving on the basis of the principle of appetite. l77 In Leibniz' s system of thought, 

what Leibniz seems to emphasize with the term 'entelechy' comprises two things: 

the one is that monad lacks nothing with respect to the representation of other 

misunderstanding that the difference between perception and sensation, or between obscure 
perception and clear sensation is a matter of quantity; Leibniz was criticized that he never explained 
in what respect these perceptions were 'little'. (RB (Explanatory notes) Iv) However, the difference 
between sensation and perception is not one's being bigger or smaller than the other one in some 
respect, but it is that sensation is appercieved perception. 
174The important point when compared with Kant's conception of experience is that this material is 
not received by soul from outside, on the contrary, the soul's activity which depends upon experience 
is the clarification of this material which is innate to it. 

175G VI 604/L 640 (PNGI3) 
I 76Fr.entelechie Ger.Entelechia Lat.entelechia Gr.EVTEMxEtit* 

*From the prefix 'EV' signifying in, 'TEllO':;' signifying end, final, purpose, achievement, 
attainment and the verb' EXW' which means to have, to hold, to keep, to have charge of, to keep 
up, to maintain, to enclose, to hold or keep in a certain direction, to involve, to admit of, (of a 
woman) to be pregnant.) . 
"This word 'Entelechy' apparently takes its origin from the Greek word signifying 'perfect', and 

hence the celebrated Ermolao Barbaro expressed it literally in Latin by perfectihabia: [ ... J (Ce mot, 
Entelechie, tire apparemment son origine dll mot Grec qui signifie parfait, et c 'est pour cda que Ie 
celebre Hermolaus Barbarlls l'exprima en latin mot a mot par p e rfec t i h a b i a, [ ... ])" (G VI 150/H 
170 (T:I-8)) 

'T': Essais de Theodicee sur La Bonte de Dieu, La Liberte de L'Homme et L'Origine du Mal. The 
book we referred to for translation of this work into English is Theodicy which we will be designating 
with 'H' (trans. E.M. Huggard, Open Court, Illinois, 1996). 

177G VI 609-6 lOlL 644 (MI8) 
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substances, therefore, it's complete and perfect I 78; and the other is that it has 

sufficiency 179 in view of the fact that it bears in itself the principle of its activity. 

Sensation 180 is, in Leibniz's system of thought, apperception of perceptions. 181 

In order for sensation I 82 to arise from perceptions, the soul should apperceive I 83 what 

it perceives, the perceptions, which are passing states, should be preserved within a 

specific order, and they need to be envisaged in intuition in the same order. 

Apperception depends on the soul's apperceiving itself as the one who perceives, 

order depends on ideas in memoryI84 and representation in intuition depends on the 

activity of imagination 185. 

1.4. Experience in view of the act of apperception 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the ground for the soul to know those that lie in 

its depths is the act of apperception. We would like to consider three points 

regarding this act: First, the act of apperception is a pure and original act ensuring 

that experience is a whole. Second, the subject of this act is not the empirical self, 

which is subject to time and space as a part of experience, but the soul being an 

ontological unit. Third, it is an intellectual act. 

I 78Frparfait Gerperfekt Latperfektum GLEVTEI\1)~ 
*From the prefix par meaning completely and the verbfacere (to do) in Latin. 

179FLslIjJisance* GeL Vollkommenheit 
*From the Latin verb sujJicere meaning to support, to carry, to undertake and to resist. 

180In Leibniz's conception of experience, sensibility is not a faculty on its own, as opposed to Kant's 
conception of experience; sense is an outcome of the various activities of soul. 

181G VI 608-609/L 644 (M14), G VI 610/L 644 (M19) 
I 82FLsens,sensation,sentiment. GeLSinn, Empfindung Lat.senslls, sensatio. 

183G V1608-609/L 644 (M14) 

184G VI 61 IlL 645 (M26) 
18SG VI 611/L 645 (M27) 
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The material, which the soul's aspect of knowing aIms at by the act of 

apperception, is the perceptions in its monad aspect. Leibniz offers an explanation 

for the soul's activity of apperception by giving an account of its difference from the 

activity of perception. 186 What renders sensation different from perception is soul's 

being aware or conscious 187 of sensations. To explain the difference between 

perception and apperception, he uses the example of being in sleep and awake, or 

fainting and recovering from stupor. 188 Starting from these examples, one should not 

conclude that the act of apperception is subject to time, that apperception is an 

empirical act that emerges in experience. What Leibniz tries to explain with this 

analogy is that the soul's activity of perception and activity of apperception are 

separate levels, that sensation is possible only when one who perceives apperceives 

his perception. 

Therefore, the act of apperception is an act that lies in the grounds of the 

emergence of experience as a whole, in a manner that enables not only apperceiving 

186"The passing state which enfolds and represents a multitude in the unity or in the simple substance 
is -merely what is called perception. This must be distinguished from apperception or from 
consciousness, as what follows will make clear. (L 'etat passageI' qui enveloppe et represente une 
multitude dans l'unite ou dans la substance simple n' est autre chose que ce qu' on appeUe la 
Per c e p ti 0 n, qu 'on doit bien distinguer de I 'apperception ou de la conscience, comme if paroitra 
dans fa suite.)" (G VI 608-609/L 644 (MI4)) 

"So it is well to make a distinction between perception, which is the inner state of the monade 
representing external things, and apperception, which is consciousness or the reflective knowledge of 
this inner state itself and which is not given to all souls or to any soul an the time. (Ainsi if est bon de 
faire distinction entre fa Per c e p t ion qui est l'etat interieur de fa Monade representant les choses 
ex ternes, et f 'A P pe I' c e p t ion qui est fa Con sci e n c e, ou fa connoissance reflexive de cet etat 
interieur, faquelle n 'est point donnee a toutes les Ames, ny tousjours a la meme Ame.)" (G VI 599-
600/L 637-638 (PNG4)) 

"I would prefer to distinguish between perception and being aware. For instance, a perception of 
light or colour of which we are aware is made up of many minute perceptions of which we are 
unaware [ ... J (J'aimerois mieux distinguer entre perception et entre s 'appercevoir. La 
perception de fa fUl11iere ou de fa coufellr par exempfe, dont nOliS nOliS appercevons, est composee de 
quantite de petites perceptions, dont nOliS ne nOliS appercevons pas [ ... ])" G V 121/RB 134 

187Fr.conscience Ger.BewllJ3tsein 
188G VI 599-600/L 637-638 (PNG4), G VI 610/L 645 (M20), G VI 6111L 645 (M24), G V 47IRB 54, 
G V 511RB 58, G V 105/RB 115 
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individual sensations, but also the emergence of individual sensations. Being an act 

determining the conditions of experience, it is an act which does not depend upon 

expenence. 

Though he accepts that the term 'soul' 189 can be used for all substances with 

regard to the activity of perception in general, Leibniz states that it will be used 

particularly for substances with regard to the activity of apperception. 190 Substances 

are at the same level with regard to their monad aspects, e.g. with regard to their 

bearing in themselves the representations of other substances. 191 What renders 

substances different is the activity of expressing what lies in their depths. In more 

accurate words, the reason for the creation of each one of them is to perform a 

different activity and to actualize the harmony established by God. Leibniz's 

entitling substances as entelechy, soul and rational soull92 with regard to the degree 

of perfection of their activities is only in view of the different levels of perfection of 

soul's activity. 

Leibniz's purpose in making these classifications is to ground everything that 

we are faced with in experience on the activity of substances through pre-established 

harmony, and to explain these activities that are different in view of experience as 

different activities of substances, taking experience as the starting point. 

Metaphysically, neither an activity of perception that is independent from the 

activity of apperception nor any starting; stopping and restarting of the activity of 

apperception which is itself not subject to time and space is possible. 

189Fr.dme Lat.anima Ger.Seele 
190G VI 610/L 644 (MI9), G VI 599-600/L 637-638 (PNG4), G V 156/RB 170 
191G VI 617/L 648-649 (M60), G VI 604/L 640 (PNGI3) 
192Fr.!'dme raisonnable, esprit Eng.rational soul, spirit, (in translated texts) mind Lat.spiritus* 

Ger. Verniinftige Seele, Geist 
*the initial meaning being blow, breath 
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Therefore, waking up and recovering from stupor are not the revival of one 

who has fainted or is dead, but the soul's activity of expressing those which lie in its 

depths, pertaining to its aspect of knowing. 

With respect to the second point, when the first point IS taken into 

consideration, it is obvious that the agent of the act of apperception cannot be the 

empirical self. The soul's apperceiving its perceptions means, at the same time, that 

it apperceives itself as the one who perceives and it apperceives that which perceives 

as itself. As a result of this activity, the soul senses, by clarifying those perceptions 

that are, in view of their source, outside of its aspect towards knowing; it represents 

them externally as if they were outside of itself. The soul is active as that which 

perceives, in view of its monad aspect. Thus, what the soul apperceives through this 

act is that it itself is the agent. 193 

The point to be noted here is that the ground of soul's apperceiving itself as an 

agent as a result of this act is not that it attributes to itself a subjectivity by 

distinguishing itself from what it experiences in view of the fact that it has acquired 

experience, but that it innately bears the idea of Self in itself, 194 that God created it as 

a unity, that it is agent in view of its creation. The soul, as it apperceives that it 

sensed what it had perceived, as a consequence of its act of apperceiving, also 

apperceives that it is an agent. 

Therefore, the ground for the identity of that which perceives and one who 

apperceives is, in Leibniz's system of thought, not the act of apperceiving itself, but 

193Thouah it is with Kant's transcendental apperception act with regard to their functions in the 
constitution of experience, they are different with regard to their grounds. While Kant bases the unity 
of one who experiences on the unity of this act (which does not have a basis in Kant's system), in 
Leibniz's system, the ground of the unity of act is the unity of soul as a substance. 
194G VI 612!L 646 (M30) 
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the unity of soul. I95 Accordingly, 'Self is not a representation that emerges as a 

result of the act of apperception, but is the idea that enables the act itself. If it is 

accepted that a representation of 'Self' emerges as a result of the act of apperception, 

this representation cannot be constituted as pure because the emergence of 

representation depends upon the perceptions in the monad aspect of soul, as well as 

the idea. That which is pure is the act and the idea that lies in the ground of that 

act. 196 

The independence from expenence of the identity of the agent of the act 

enables an activity of knowing which does not depend upon experience although it is 

related to the emergence of experience. Therefore, the act of apperception, in 

Leibniz's system of thought, is also the ground of reflection as recognizing simple 

ideas and of being able to reason without being limited by correspondents in 

experience, in as much as it is the ground of experience. 

195"What makes the same human individual is not 'a parcel of matter' which passes from one body to 
another, nor is it what we calif; rather, it is the soul. (All reste line portion de matiere qui 
passe d'un corps dans un autre, ne fait point Ie meme individu humain, ny ce qu 'on appeUe May, mais 
c'est I'ame qui lefait.)" (G V 223/RB 241) 

Also see: G V 226-228IRB 244-245 
196In order to be able to talk about the unity of representation, object or concept in Kant's conception 
of experience, the apperception that gives unity to them must also have been constituted. In Kant's 
system, act of transcendental apperception is mentioned just to fulfill this need. (A I 05-A I 08) 
According to Kant, the unity of apperception and the unity of one who experiences is one and the 
same. (A 108) Starting from the fact that one who experiences seems to be one in view of experience, 
Kant says that that which provides this is transcendental apperception. He states that without this act, 
we would never be able to think of one who experiences (Gemiit) as one and the same. (AI08) In the 
around of the unity of transcendental consciousness (and therefore of the unity of experience) lies the 
~nity, which Kant refers to as 'transcendental object=x'. (A I 09) In Kant's system one who 
experiences must be that 'x'. There are no bases other than the unity of one who experiences, both for 
the unity of 'x', and also for the unity of transcendental consciousness. Since Kant's system bases the 
unity of experience upon the unity of one who experiences, and since there is no other basis for this 
unity other than experience, constitution of experience is not possible. 

About this topic see: Gozkan, ibid. 
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The third point is that the act of pure apperception is an intellectual act. If we 

are to get the restricted meaning of the word 'understanding'197 as it is employed in 

Leibniz's texts in relation to man, it will be more appropriate not to name this act as 

an 'understanding'. 'Understanding', in this sense, is the activities of reflection and 

reasoning in Leibniz's system. 198 Similarly, when some remarks of Leibniz are taken 

into consideration, it will not be appropriate to regard this act as an act of 

reasoning 199 either. Yet, the act of pure apperception that enables understanding or 

reasoning along with experience in Leibniz's system is an intellectual act. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, an activity of knowing that is not based upon 

ideas given in the memory, and therefore, not based upon reason is not possible. 

197Fr.entendement* Ger. Verstand. 
* Entendement is derived from the verb entendre (to understand) in French, imported to French 
from the Latin verb, in-tendere**. 
**tendere: to stretch, to spread, to extend; to aim 
The word 'attention' in French imported from latin 'ad-tendere' and 'extension' from 'ex
tendere' . 

198"We are aware of many things, within ourselves and around us, which we do not understand; and 
we understand them when we have distinct ideas of them accompanied by the power to reflect and to 
derive necessary truths from those ideas. That is why the beasts have no understanding, at least in this 
sense; although they have the faculty for awareness of the more conspicuous and outstanding 
impressions [ ... ] (NOliS nous appercevons de bien des choses en nOliS et hors de noZlS, qZle noZis 
n'entendons pas, et nOliS les entendons, quand nous en avons des idees distinctes, avec Ie pouvoir 
de rejlechir et d'en tirer des verites necessaires. C 'est pourqlloy les bestes n 'ont point d'entendement, 
au moins dans ce sens, qllOyqU 'elles ayent la faclllte de s 'appercevoir des impressions plus 
remarquables et plus distinguees [ ... ])" (G V 159/RB 173) 
199"So 'understanding' in my sense is what in Latin is called intellectus*, and the exercise of this 
faculty is called 'intellection', which is a distinct perception combined with a faculty of reflection, 
which the beasts do not have. Any perception which is combined with this faculty is a thought, and I 
do not allow thought to beasts any more than I do understanding. So one can say that intellection 
occurs when the thought is distinct. (Ainsi dans mon sens l'entendement repond a ce qui chez les 
Latins est appel/e in tell e c tu s, et L 'exercice de cette facllite s 'appelle in tell e c t ion, qui est une 
perception distincte jointe a La faculte de rejlechir, qui n 'est pas dans les bestes. Toute perception 
jointe a cette facuLte est llne pensee, que je n 'accorde pas allX bestes non pillS que I 'entendement, de 
sorte qu 'on peut dire, que I 'intellection a liell lorsque la pensee est distincte.)" (G V 159/RB 173) 

* intellectus is derived frem the Latin verb intellegere (in (in, on, at (space); in accordance 
with/regard to/the case of; within (time); into; about, in the midst of; according to, after (manner); 
for' to amon a ·) tel-(from tellus which means the earth; ground, land, country) legere (gather, 

" b" 
collect; pick out; read.) The root '!lEY' in ancient Greek word Myw which means to gather, pick 
up; to say, speak and' leg' in Latin word' legere' are the same. 
The meaning of this word in Leibniz's system of thought is soul's expressing of those things 

which lie in its depths. 
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Since the act of apperception relies on the idea of 'Self', it must be an intellectual 

act. Essentially, as the activity of knowing, in respect of its material, is clarification 

of perceptions through expressing them, since the activity of expressing depends 

upon the ideas in memory, in respect of the ideas which are conditions of experience, 

it is also an activity of making the ideas comprehensible as distinct. The 

comprehension of the idea of 'Self', which is the ground of the act of apperception, 

is possible through this act again. Distinct comprehension of ideas through 

understanding as an intellectual activity is possible when the act, which brings them 

to a state in which they can be comprehended as such, is also an intellectual act. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the activities of substances are arranged in 

accordance with the harmony that God established in conformity with reason. The 

activity of a substance consists of actualizing the pre-established harmony.2oo In this 

sense all activities of substances are subject to reason. Ideas which are those which 

shape the human being's activity of knowing are at the same time, in Leibniz's 

system of thought, the representations of reason in the soul, constituted by God's 

judgment as the order of the truth. To put it in more correct terms, 'idea' is the name 

of the representations given to soul of reason as the order of truth. Based on this, 

reason lies at the grounds of soul's activity of knowing, which is subject to ideas.201 

The act of pure apperception that lies at the grounds of any activity of knowing is an 

intellectual act in this sense. 

If the soul which experiences can ascend to the level of understanding 

depending on its activity of reflection, in other words, if it not only distinguishes 

2000n this topic, see: 11.4 Substance in View of its Creation 
2010n this topic, see: 1.5 Experience in View of the Act of Preservation: Memory 
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itself from that which emerges in experience but also distinctly comprehends that it 

is one and agent202 , then it does not only apperceive but it is also conscious203 of 

itself. The point to be noted here is that the thing the consciousness of which arises 

through reflection is not a representation that is the product of the act of pure 

apperception, but is the idea that lies at the grounds of this act, despite the fact that 

consciousness of it depends upon the condition of the emergence of this act. 

Therefore, this consciousness is pure consciousness. And it is possible for the soul to 

have a consciousness of simple ideas given to it depending on this consciousness. 

1.5. Experience in view of the act of preservation: Memory 

Activity which depends upon experience is a whole in Leibniz's system of 

thought. Leibniz describes the constitution of experience by relating the different 

aspects of expenence to different faculties and explaining the emergence of 

experience the possibilities oflanguage. Although activity is described as the activity 

of a faculty due to the use of language, that which is active is not the faculties, but 

202G VI 612/L 646 (M30), G V IRB 235-237 
203While talking about the perceptions in the monad aspect of soul, Leibniz says that perception needs 
to be distinguished from apperception or consciousness. (G VI 608-609/L 644 (M14) It should not be 
concluded based on this statement that apperception and consciousness are the same under any 
condition. (For example, L.E. Loemker says that the term apperception is synonymous with the term 
consciousness, and even that consciousness is the same with reflection, that many interpreters are 
confused due to use of different terms, and that leads some of them to the extreme point of claiming 
that unconsciousness is not present in Leibniz's system of thought. (L 692» According to Leibniz, it 
is the consciousness of 'Self' that elevates the human being to the level of consciousness, as opposed 
to animals, and that directs him to necessary truths through reflection and reasoning by turning to his 
inner side. (G VI 611-612/L 645-646 (M28, M29, M30), 'Considerations sur les Principes de VIe, et 
sur les Natures Plastiques, par I' Auteur du Systeme de [,Harmonie preetablie', G VI 542-543) 

Since there is no such distiilction of levels in Kant's conception of experience, the fact that Kant 
mentions the act of transcendental apperception as 'original apperception' (der urspriinglichen 
Apperzeption) can be regarded as appropriate within its own framework. The real point is how it is 
not possible by this act to ground the faculty of understanding, how it can satisfy the functions of the 
faculties of apperception and reflection in Leibniz's system in a manner to have priority over the 
cateaories. We will be considering this topic in the section about Kant's conception of experience. 

See: Chapter III. Kant's Conception of Experience 
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the soul.204 Furthermore, it is not possible to comprehend the faculties which make 

possible the emergence of experience independently from each other. Therefore, 

activities of the faculties of memory and imagination, and the original apperception 

should be thought of as different and interdependent aspects of the necessary activity 

of soul. 

The faculty of preservation205 or memory206, with regard to Leibniz's 

conception of experience, is the aspect through which the order of experience is 

given to soul. Just as the material of experience is given to soul in view of its monad 

aspect, the conditions determining how experience will emerge are innate to the soul 

in view of memory. Just as the monad aspect of soul - as a substance independent 

from other substances in view of its activity- establishes the foundation for the 

independence of soul's activity of experience in view of its content, similarly, 

memory establishes the foundation for the independence of this activity in view of its 

order. 

204When Leibniz discusses whether faculties are real (reef) and whether they are beings separate from 
the soul or each other, he explicitly states the following: 

"[ ... ] even if they [faculties] were distinct beings, it would still be extravagant to speak of them as 
real agents. Faculties or qualities do not act; rather, substances act through faculties. ([ ... ] quand elles 
seroient des Estres reels et distincts, elles ne sauroient passer pour des Age n s reels, qu' en parlant 
abusivement. Ce ne sont pas les facultes all qualites, qui agissent, mais les Substances par les 
facultes.)" (G V 160/RB 174) 
205Tr.hdjiza 
206Fr.me,noire Ger.Gedtichtnis* Lat.memoria**, recordatio, retinentia Gr. I-LVlil-lT). 

*From the German verb denken meaning to think. 
**Latin word memoria means both power of keeping facts in conscious mind and of being able to 
call them back at will and something that is remembered just like me,noire and memory. pv11-11) is 
derived from the roots MEV or MVT) that mean to think in Ancient Greek. The word ptvUJ which 
means to stay, to be stable and to wait is also derived from the root MEV. The. equivalent of ptvUJ 
in Latin is maneo which means to remain, stay, abide; to wait for; to continue, endure, last. It is 
claimed that the source of all these words is the word man which means to think in Sanskrit. It is 
claimed that the Latin wore! recordatio which means both memory and remembering could have 
been derived from cor (heart, mind, soul, rational soul/spirit (esprit)) and datio (to give, to 
appoint, assign, distribute, transfer). Retinentia in Latin, on the other hand, originates from the 
verb ise retinere (from tenere meaning to hold) which means to retain, to keep, to keep stable, to 
preserve, to protect. When all these are considered, m.emory is in relatio~ to that ,;hich is given to 
the heart, mind, to retain and preserve them on one SIde, and to convertmg them mto thoughts on 

another side. 
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In the 'Introduction', we mentioned that the difference between Leibniz's and 

Kant's conceptions of experience is, indeed, the difference between their attitudes 

towards substance. Kant's main opposition during his critical and pre-critical periods 

against Leibniz's system of thought is against Leibniz's attitude which connects 

being a substance to independent activity. Even if soul cannot be referred to as a 

'substance' in Kant's critical philosophy, it is apparent that that which experiences is 

not independent in view of such activity. This dependence is at two levels in Kant's 

system. First, that which experiences is dependent on 'outside' with regard to the 

material received through the faculty of sensibility. Since the strict sense of being 

'outside' cannot be determined within the framework of Kant's critical philosophy, 

although his attitude during his pre-critical period points out that the 'outside' is the 

transcendental one, when we consider Kant, from Leibniz's conception of 

experience, there is nothing to prevent this 'outside' in question being not the outside 

of the soul, but only the outside of the soul's aspect aiming at knowing. Therefore, 

although only on the condition that we transcend the limits of human reason as 

determined by Kant, one who experiences can come to be not dependent upon his 

outside in view of the material received through sensibility and Kant's conception 

of experience can be approximated to that of Leibniz; and the problems arising out 

of it can be avoided to a certain extent. But this can be achieved by going beyond the 

limitations Kant set over the activity of human reason and only on this condition. 

In Kant's system, the main point that renders one who experiences dependent 

IS that the conditions of experience that are claimed to originate from one who 

experiences are dependent on the reception of material through the faculty of 

sensibility. In Leibniz's system, the conditions of experience are given to the soul in 
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the memory, and they are in the soul as idea, independently in view of their source, 

from actually knowing.207 Furthermore, there is no reason for the content of memory 

to be limited only to the conditions of experience. When we remember that Kant's 

primary purpose in the Critique of Pure Reason is the determination of the limits of 

human reason's 'legitimate' activity, the significance of Kant's refusing to accept 

memory as a fundamental faculty will be better revealed. 

There are certain considerations that need to be paid attention to, while 

assess1l1g the expreSSlOns about memory in Leibniz's texts. We would like to 

consider these to ensure full appreciation of the fact that, in Leibniz's conception of 

experience, memory is not a faculty that preserves that which emerges in experience 

for enabling subsequent remembering thereof, but it is one of the fundamental 

faculties making experience possible. 

First, there are his remarks expressing his own Opll11OnS against Locke's 

conception of memory which likens the human soul to an empty tablet and which 

claims that it is not possible for it to remember anything which it has not actually 

learned previously. Leibniz's aim here is to show that there are things in the soul, 

which have priority over .the activity of actual knowing and which are not derived 

from experience: 

II semble que nostre habile Auteur pretend qu'il n'y a rien vi rt u e I en nous et me me 
rien dont nous ne nous appercevions tousjours actuellement; mais il ne peut pas Ie 
prendre 11 la rigeur, autrement son sentiment seroit trop paradoxe, puisqu'encor les 

207"[ ... ] an idea is an immediate inner object, and [ ... ] this object expresses the nature or qualities of 
things. If the idea were the form of the thought, it would come into and go out of existence with the 
actual thoughts which correspond to it, but since it is the object of thought it can exist before and after 
the thoughts. ([ ... ] c'est lln objet immediat interne, et [ ... ] cet objet est une expression de fa nature Oll 
des qualites des choses. Si I'idee estoit I a for me de la pensee, elle naistroit et cesseroit avec fes 
pensees actuelles qui y repondent; mais en estant 1'0 b jet, elle pOllrra estre anterieure et posterieure 
aux pensees.)"(G V 99/RB 109) 

In Kant's system of thought, space, time, categories and pure ideas of reason are forms exactly in 

this sense. 
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habitudes acquises et les provisions de nostre memoire ne sont pas tousjours apperyues 
et meme ne viennent pas tousjours a nostre secours au besoin, [ ... ] II limite aussi sa 
these en d'autres endroits, en disant qu'il n'y a rien en nous dont nousne no us soyons 
au moins apperyus autres fois. Mais outre que personne peut asseurer par la seule raison 
jusqu'a Oll peuvent estre allees nos apperceptions passees que no us pouvons avoir 
oubliees, [ ... ] 

Our gifted author seems to claim that there is nothing potentiaP08 in us, in fact nothing 
of which we are not always actually aware. But he cannot hold strictly to this; otherwise 
his position would be too paradoxical, since, again, we are not always aware of our 
acquired dispositions [habitude] or of the contents of our memory, and they do not even 
come to our aid whenever we need them, [ ... ] So on other occasions he limits his thesis 
to the statement that there is nothing in us of which we have not at least previously been 
aware. But no one can establish by reason alone how far our past and now perhaps 
forgotten awareness may have extended, [ ... ]209 

Secondly, according to Leibniz, even though it is sufficient to show that 

certain things, which are not received from experience, are present in soul, to refute 

Locke's claim, based on the fact that we are unable to determine how early our past 

dates back to, it can be considered that things that are not derived from experience 

we acquire in this life might have been actually lived in a prior life or lives.2lO But 

Leibniz carefully refrains from determining the content of memory as things that are 

previously and actually acquired, regardless of when and where (when he discusses 

the claim that, 

tout ce que l'on sait, [ ... ] il faut tousjours qu'on l'ait appris, et qu'on l'ait connu 
autresfois expressement 

whatever is known must have been learned, and must at some earlier stage have been 
explicitly known): 

208Fr. virtuel* 
*From Latin word 'virtus' meaning force, power, effort. 

209G V 45!RB 52 
210Leibniz opposes this claim, which he attributes to Platonists: . 

"The Platonists thought that all our knowledge is recollection, and thus that the truths which the 
soul brought with it when the man was born -the ones called innate- must be the remains of an earlier 
explicit knowledge. But there is no foundati~n for this ?~inion; [ ... ] (~'e.stoft l'opi~i~n des 
Platoniciens que to utes nos connOlssances estolent des remllllSCenCes, et qu all1SI les verlles, que 
l'ame a apportees avec la naissance de I'homme, et qu'on appelle innees, doivent estre des restes 
d'une connoissance expresse anteriellre. Mais cette opinion n'a nulfondement.)" (G V 75!RB 78-79) 
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Pourquoy cela ne pourroit il avoir encor une autre cause telle que seroit, que l'ame peut 
avoir cette chose en elle sans qu'on s'en soit apperc;:fr? car puisqu'une connoissance 
acquise y peut estre cachee par la memoire, comme vous en convenes, pourquoy la 
nature ne pourroit-elle pas y avoir aussi cache quelque connoissance originale. Faut-il 
que tout ce qui est nature I a une substance qui se connoist, s'y connoisse d'abord 
actuellement') Cette substance (telle que nostre ame) ne peut et ne doit-elle pas avoir 
plusieurs proprietes et affections, qu'il est impossible d'envisager toutes d'abord et tout 
ala fois? 

Why couldn't it be because of something different, such as that the soul can contain 
things without one's being aware of them? Since an item of acquired knowledge can be 
hidden there by the memory, as you admit that it can, why could not nature also hide 
there an item of unacquired knowledge211 ? Must a self-knowing substance have, 
straight away, actual knowledge of everything which belongs to its nature? Cannot -and 
should not-s a substance like our soul have various properties212 and states213 which 
could not all be thought about straight away or all at once214?215 

According to Leibniz, constitution of the content of memory by things that are 

not actually known previously is not only possible, as revealed in his remark above, 

but also necessary. Only claiming that things that are not derived from experience in 

current life are things that are inherited from a prior life or lives assumes memory as 

a fundamental faculty: 

Et il est aise de juger que l'ame devoit deja avoir des connoissances innees dans l'estat 
precedent (si la preexistence avoit lieu), quelque recule qu'il pourroit estre, tout comme 
icy: elles devroient donc aussi venir d'un autre estat precedent, ou elles seroient enfin 
innees ou au moins con-crees, ou bien il faudroit aller a l'infini et faire les ames 
eternelles, en quel cas ces connoissances seroient innees en effect, par ce qu'elles 
n'auroientjamais de commencement dans l'ame; [ ... ] 

[ ... J it is obvious that if there was an earlier state, however far back, it too must have 
involved some innate knowledge, just as our present state does: such knowledge must 
then either have come from a still earlier state or else have been innate or at least 
created with [the soul]; or else we must go to infinity and make souls eternal, in which 
case these items of knowledge would indeed be innate, because they would never have 

begun in the soul. 216 

211 Fr.originale 
212Frproprietes 
213Fr.ajJections 
214Fr.envisager 
215G V 75/RB 78 
216G V 75/RB 79 
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Third, relying on the fact that things that are derived from experience or that 

are actually known previously cannot constitute the content of memory as a 

fundamental faculty in Leibniz's conception of experience, one should not conclude 

that memory lacks content, that it is just a faculty2I 7. Leibniz likens the fact that the 

content of memory is constituted by things that are not actually known previously to 

the fact that there are things which are ours though we have never used them before: 

Et avoir llne chose sans s'en servir, est ce la me me chose que d'avoir seulement la 
faculte de l'acquerir? Si cela estoit, no us ne possederions jamais que des choses dont 
no us jouissons: au lieu qu'on sa it, qu'outre la faculte et I'objet, il faut souvent quelque 
disposition dans la faculte ou dans l'objet et dans toutes les deux, pourque la faculte 
s'exerce sur l'objet. 

Is having something which you do not use the same as merely having the faculty of 
acquiring it? If that were so, our only possessions would be the things we make use of. 
Whereas in fact it is known that for a faculty to be brought to bear upon an object there 
must often be not merely the faculty and the object, but also some disposition in the 

faculty or in the object, or in both.218 

Keeping these three points in mind, we can say that memory, in Leibniz's 

conception of experience, is a fundamental faculty that is not derived from 

experience, that preserves the ideas which are given by the creation and which are 

not actually known previously, and that makes possible the expression of these ideas 

through determining the order of experience. Therefore, in view of experience, the 

faculty of memory is the faculty that provides the conditions of sensing the 

perceptions in the monad aspect of the soul, through clarification and distinguishing 

2I7With reaard to Leibniz's conception of experience, the faculties in Kant's conception of experience 
b 

are just faculties, since there is no content that is different from the content received through 
sensibility and that has priority over it. And it is not clear, in Kant's system, what we should 
understand from such a faculty that contains nothing, before experience emerges. 

2I8G V 75!RB 79 
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thereof.219 Indeed, it is the aspect in which the conditions of the soul's activities, 

including the activity of experience as a whole, are given to soul. 

If we are to follow the analogy220 Leibniz used to oppose Locke's regarding 

human soul as tabula rasa, memory determines the order of the activity of the soul, 

just like the veins in a piece of marble determine what can be made out of that 

marble. Similar to Hercules's figure being present in the piece of marble, ideas are 

present in the memory "as inclinations, dispositions, tendencies, or natural 

potentialities221 , not as actualities"222. The point to be noted here is that the innate 

ideas' being given to soul, as a substance, as natural virtualities is not independent 

from the activity of the soul. Ideas are given to substance to order its activity. And 

the reason why God created soul is to perform this activity. In brief, it is not possible 

219"If we wish to designate by soul everything which has perceptions and appetites in the general 
sense which I have just explained, all simple substances or created monads could be called souls. But 
since sentiment is something more than a simple perception, I agree that the general name of monads 
or entelechies is enough for simple substances which have only perception and that only those should 
be called souls in which perception is more distinct and is accompanied by memory. (Si nous voulons 
appeler Ame tout ce qui ape I' c e p t ion s et a p pet its dans Ie sens general que je viens d'expliquer, 
toutes les substances simples ou Monades creees pourroient are appelees Ames; mais, comme Ie 
sentiment est quelque chose de plus qu'une simple perception, je cons ens que Ie nom general de 
Monades et d'Entelechies suffise aux substances simples, qui n'auront que cela, et qu'on appelle Ames 
seulement celles, dont la perception est plus distincte et accompagnee de me,noire.)" (G VI 61 OIL 644 

(M19)) 
220"For if the soul were like such a blank tablet then truths would be in us as the shape of Hercules is 
in a piece of marble when the marble is entirely neutral as to whether it assumes this shape or some 
other. However, if there were veins in the block which marked out the shape of Hercules rather than 
other shapes, then that block would be more determined to that shape and Hercules would be innate in 
it, in a way, even though labour would be required to expose the veins and to polish them into clarity, 
removing everything that prevents their being seen. (Car si l'ame ressembloit aces Tablettes vuides, 
les verites seroient en nOlls comme lafigure d'Hercule est dans un marbre, quand ce marbre est tout 
a fait indifferent a recevoir ou cette figure ou que/que autre. Mais s'if y avoit des veines dans la 
pierre qui marquassent fa fig1l"e d'Hercufe preferabfement a d'autres figures, cette pierre .y seroi! 
pillS determimie, et Hercufe y seroit comrne inne en quelque far;:on, quoyqu 'il fal/droit du travail pOllr 
decouvrir ces veines, et pour fes netfoyer par fa politure, en retranchant ce qui les empeche de 

paroistre.)" (G V 45/RB 52) 
221 Fr.virtualite 
222"[ ... ] comme des inclinations, des dispositions, des habitudes ou des virtualites naturelles, et non 

pas comme des actions, [ ... ]" G V 45/RB 52 
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for the soul to have ideas and not to be active, according to Leibniz's conception of 

substance. 

After determining, in Leibniz's conception of experience, that the content of 

memory is innate ideas223 , we need to explore what the nature of ideas is in Leibniz's 

system of thought. But before doing so, there is one remainder we would like to 

make. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, ideas preserved in memory determine not only 

the conditions of the soul's activity of experience, but also the order of all activity of 

soul. Therefore; there is no reason to limit the content of memory only to ideas 

determining the conditions of experience. But, since what we are exploring in this 

study is experience as spontaneous activity of the soul, that which has priority for us 

is ideas in view of the determination of the order of this activity. 

Another point we would like to draw attention to is that certain tensions caused 

by expressions about memory contained in Leibniz's texts can be satisfied only by 

revealing what the nature of ideas is. As we stated previously, in Leibniz's 

conception of experience, memory is the faculty that, together with the act of 

apperception and imagination, turns perceptions in the monad aspect of the soul into 

sensations, by clarifying and distinguishing them. Leibniz' relating the constitution 

of experience to these three faculties has two aspects: First, as explicitly stated, the 

constitution of experience is impossible only in view of substance' innately having 

223Fr.idee Ger.1dee Latidea Gr.iOEer. 
*iOEer (appearance, image) il1 Ancient Greek is derived from the verb E'ii5w meaning to see .. 
When the distinction between iOEer and [[1501; in Plato's texts are considered, by image as the 

equivalent of idea, one should understand the image in view of that what is seen by the created sou!. 
About this topic see: Tank Necati IlglClOglu, 'A Critical Consideration of Kant's Doctrine of Ideas 

in View of Plato's Texts', Bogazi~i University, 2000 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation). 
Also see: Oguz Ha~lakoglu, Techne in Plato's Thought, (Ef1cltun Fikriyiitll1da Tekhne), Bogazi~i 

University, 1997 (unpublished M.A. thesis). 
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the representations of other substances without the activities of these three faculties; 

second, activities of reflection and reasoning, the intellectual faculties of the human 

being, are not involved in the constitution of experience,z24 

224That which makes it possible for Leibniz to claim that animals, which do not have the faculties of 
reflection and reasoning, can acquire a kind of experience and that human beings are not that different 
from animals in view of experience is this: 

"So sense and thought are not something which is natural to matter, and there are only two ways 
in which they could occur in it: through God's combining it with a substance to which thought is 
natural, or through his putting thought into it by a miracle. On this topic I am entirely in agreement 
with the Cartesians, except that I include the beasts and believe that they too have senses, and souls 
[ ... ]; whereas the Cartesians have been needlessly perplexed over the souls of beasts. Not knowing 
what to do about them if they are preserved [ ... ], they have been driven to deny - contrary to all 
appearences and to the general opinion of mankind - that beasts even have sense. (Ce n 'est donc pas 
line chose natllrelle it la matiere de sentir et de penser, et cela ne peut arriver chez elle que de deux 
far;ons dont I 'une sera que Diell y joigne une substance, it qui il soit naturel de penser, et l' autre que 
Diell y melle la pensee par miracle. En cela donc je suis entiei'ement du sentiment des Cartesiens, 
excepte que je I 'etends jusqu 'aux bestes et je crois qu 'elles ant du sentiment et des ames f. .. ), au lieu 
que les Cartesiens embarasses sans sujet des ames des bestes et ne sachant ce qu'ils en doivent faire 
si elles se conservent, ont este forces de refuser meme Ie sentiment aux bestes contre tOlltes les 
apparences et contre Ie jugement du genre humain.)" (G V 60/RB 67) 

"Men act like beasts insofar as the sequences of their perceptions are based only on the principle 
of memory, [ ... ] (Les hommes agissent comme les hetes en tant que les conseclltions de leur 
perceptions ne se font que par Ie principe de la memoire, [ ... ])" (G VI 61 IlL 645 (M28) 

"Memory provides a kind of consecutiveness to souls which simulates reason but which must be 
distinguished from it. (La memoire fournit line espfxe de Con sec uti 0 11 aux Ames, qui imite la 
raison, mais qui en doit etre distinguee.)" (G VI 61 IlL 645 (M26)) 

"It is in this same respect that man's knowledge differs from beasts: beasts are sheer empirics* 
and are guided entirely by instances. While men are capable of demonstrative knowledge [science], 
beasts, so far as one can judge, never manage to form necessary propositions, since the faculty by 
which they make sequences is something lower than the reason which is to be found in men. The 
sequences of beasts are just like those of simple empirics who maintain that what has happened once 
will happen again in a case which is similar in the respects that they are impressed by, although that 
does not enable them to judge whether the same reasons are at work. [ ... ] The sequences of beasts are 
only a shadow of reasoning, that is, they are nothing but a connection in the imagination - a passage 
from one image to another; for when a new situation appears similar to its predecessor, it is expected 
to have the same concomitant features as before, as though things were linked [liaison] in reality just 
because their images are linked in the memory. (C'est aussi en quoy les connoissances des hommes et 
celles des bestes sont difJerentes: les bestes sont purement empiriques et ne font que se regler sur les 
exemples, car e/les n 'arrivent jamais it former des propositions necessaires autant qu 'on en peut 
juger; au lieu que les hommes sont cap abies des sciences demonstratives. C'est encor pOllr cela que 
lafacultes des bestes ont defaire des consecutions, est quelque chose d'inferiellr it la raison qui 
est dans les hommes. Les conseclltions des bestes sont purement comme celles des simples empiriqlles 
qui pretendent que ce qui est arrire quelquesfois, arrivera encor dans lin cas Oil ce qui lesfrappes est 
pareil, sans estre capables de juger, si les memes raisons subsistent. [ ... ] Les consecutions des bestes 
ne sont qu 'une ombre de raisornement, c 'est [I dire ce ne sont que connexions d'imagination, et que 
passages d'une image it une autre, parce que dans 1ll1e rencontre nouvelle qui paroist semblable it fa 
precedente, on s 'attend de nouveau, it ce qu 'on y trouvoit joint autresfois, comme si fes chases 
estoient liees en effect, parceque lellr images Ie sont dans fa memoire.)" (G V 43-44/RB 50-51) 

*What Leibniz means by the word 'empirical' is to behave like physicians, the so-called 
'Empirics', who look down on theoretical work, who rely on their own experiences based on 
traditional conception of treatment. (AG 217, footnote 261. 
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Experience is soul's spontaneous225 activity of knowing and is shaped 

according to innate ideas. Knowledge of the nature of ideas in question, according to 

Leibniz, is possible only through figuring out what creation is. 226 

According to Leibniz, things that emerge in experience do not bear in 

themselves the reasons227 of their existence228.229 In Leibniz's terminology, these are 

contingent230 things, the opposites of which are also possible. Since there is nothing 

that necessitates them to emerge as they do and in the order they do, in such things 

themselves or in the world231 itself as the collection of such things, their reason 

should be sought "in the substance which carries with it the reason for its existence, 

Also see: G VI 61 IlL 645 (M28)) 
225 See: footnote 149 
226We need to state that, though in general it applies to the entirety of this study, our assessments 
below in relation to God, truth and reason in Leibniz's system of thought aim at providing an 
establishment as much as possible of Liebniz's remarks regarding only these, within the same system, 
in a manner not to allow room for misunderstandings. The reason that we follow such a path is the 
constitution of experience according to Leibniz's system of thought. Apart from that we are in no 
position to claim anything regarding God, truth and reason, and in particular to make any assessment 
regarding Leibniz's theology. 
227Fr.raison 

What is in question here is not a cause that emerges in experience, but reason (raison). 

228Fr.existence 
229G VI 106/H 127-128 (T:I-7) 
230Fr. contingent Lat.contingens * 

*From the Latin verb contingere. The meanings of contingere include to happen, befall, to turn 
out, come to pass, be granted to one; be produced; sprinkle, cover; wet, moisten; affect with a 
disease, infect; contaminate; touch; to be neighbours, to be next to each other; reach (to); border 
on, be connected with; affect, hit; take hold, seize; color/stain; lay hands on, appropriate; smite; 
affect emotionally, move/touch; to contact, to hold, to grasp; to fill (with something) and to 
determine ). 
In Leibniz's system of th01~ght, the difference between those which are contingent from those 

which are only possible (possible) is the fact that the former are determined. This is the same with 
being created and actual Cactuet). 
231"1 call 'World' the whole succession and the whole agglomeration of all existent things, lest it be 
said thatseveral worlds could have existed in different times and different places. (J'appelle Man de 
toute la suite et toute la col/ection de tOlltes les chases existantes, ajin qll 'on ne dise point que 
pillsieurs mondes pouvoient exister en diflerens temps et diflerens /iellx.)" (G VI 107/H 128 CT:I-8)) 
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and which in consequence is necessary and eternal".232 This substance should have 

understanding233 because: 

[ ... ] car ce monde qui existe, etant contingent, et une infinite d'autres mondes etant 
egalement possibles et egalement pretendans a I'existence, pour ainsi dire, aussi bien 
que luy, it faut que la cause du monde ait eu egard ou relation a tous ces mondes 
possibles, pour en determiner un. Et cet egard ou rapport d'une substance existantea de 
simples possibilites, ne peut etre autre chose que l'entendement qui en a les idees: et en 
determiner une, ne peut etre autre chose que l'acte de la volonte qui choisit. Et c'est la 
puissance de cette substance, qui en rend la volonte efficace. La puissance va it Petre, la 
sagesse ou l'entendement au vray, et la volonte au bien. Et cette cause intelligente doit 
etre infinie de to utes les manieres, et absolument parfaite en puissance, en sagesse et en 
bonte, puisqu'elle va a tout ce qui est possible. Et comme tout est lie, il n'y a pas lieu 
d'en admettre plus d'une. Son entendement est la source des essences, et sa volonte est 
l'origine des existences. 

[ ... ] for this existing world being contingent and an infinity of other worlds being 
equally possible, and holding, so to say, equal claim to existence with it, the cause234 of 
the world must needs have had regard235 or reference236 to all these possible worlds in 
order to fix upon one of them. This regard or relation237 of an existent substance to 
simple possibilities can be nothing other than the understanding which has the idea of 
them, while to fix upon one of them can be nothing other than the act of the will which 
chooses. It is the power238 of this substance that renders its will efficacious. Power 
relates239 to being240, wisdom or understanding to truth241 , and will to good242. And 
this intelligent cause ought to be infinite in all ways, and absolutely perfect in power, in 
wisdom and in goodness, since it relates243 to all that which is possible. Furthermore, 
since all is connected together, there is no ground for admitting more than one. Its 
understanding is the source of essences244, and its will is the origin of existences245 .246 

232"[ ... ] etilfalltlachercherdanslasllbstance qui porle la raison de son existence 
avec elle, et laquelle par consequent est necessaire et eternelle." (G VI 106!H 127-128 (T:I-7» 
233Fr.intelligent 
234Fr.callse 
235Fr.egard 
236Fr.relation 
23 7Fr.rapport 
238Fr.puissance 
239The verb used here in the text in French is the verb aller which means to go, to arrive, to reach, to 

fit and to suit. 
240Fr.etre 
241 Fr.vrai 
242Fr.bien 
243Fr.a//er 
244Fr.essences 
245Fr.existences 
246G VI I06!H 127-128 (T:I-7) 
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According to Leibniz, the being which is the ground of itself; which is 

necessary, eternal, perfect and which has understanding is God.247 The point that 

bears importance with respect to our topic is the relation of God's understanding, 

will and power, with reason248 . 

According to Leibniz reason is "the inviolable linking together of truths 249".250 

There are ce11ain points we would like to emphasize in order not to lead to any 

misunderstandings regarding Leibniz's remark. Though it seems possible to 

conclude -by a superficial approach- that there are things which are possible in a 

manner to precede God's understanding, based on Leibniz's explanation regarding, 

what reason is and his remark that God establishes relations with those, which are 

possible, through his understanding, within the framework of Leibniz's system of 

thought and the rational Christian theology251 he is trying to establish, it is not 

possible for either the possibilities or the reason or the truths to be independent from 

God. 

Leibniz's remarks that God is omnipotent252 and omniscient253 , and that he 

understands everything which is possible should be comprehended to mean that 

247G VI 1061H 127-128 (T:I-7), G IV 427/L 303-304 (DMl), G VI 613/L 646 (M37, M38, M39) 
248FLraison GeL Vernunft Lat.ratio * Gr.Aoyoc; . 

*The meanings of the Latin word ratio include account, counting, plan, measurement, reasoning, 
aspect, relation, cause, ground, ratio and reason. Similarly, the Ancient Greek word AoyoC; means 
account, counting, measurement, relation, ratio, explanation, law, rule, ground, argument, thesis, 
hypothesis, formula, cause, thinking, reason, word, speech, discussion, claim. 

249FLenchainement (G VI 64/H 88 (T:0-23)) 
250"For I observed at the beginning that by REASON here I do not mean the opinions and discourses of 
men nor even the habit they have formed of judging things according to the usual course of Nature, 
but ;ather the inviolable linking together of truths, (Car j'ay remarqued'abord que par LA RAISON 
on n 'entend pas icy les opinions et les discours des hommes, ny meme I 'habitude qu'ils ont prise de 
juger des choses suivant Ie cours ordinaire de la nature, mais I 'enchainement inviolable des verites.)" 

(G VI 64/H 88 (T:0-23)) 
251The reason ofTheodicee's being written is to establish the foundations for such a theology. 

Also see: L49-53 
252FLomnipotent (G VI 439 (T:C03,4)) 
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everything that God understands is possible; and that reason is the order of truth. 

Therefore, within the framework of Leibniz's system of thought, the ground of 

reason and truth should be God from his aspect of understanding. 

The critical point here is to comprehend what it is that determines the limit of 

that which is possible. The principle determining the limit of that which is possible 

is, according to Leibniz, the principle of non-contradiction254 which is, first of all, 

not a logical, but a metaphysical principle. The ground of the principle of non-

contradiction is God, which is the necessary being in Leibniz's system of thought. 

The principle of non-contradiction is the principle of not only understanding, but 

also of being and the truth. Similarly, it is the principle of not only necessary truths 

but of all truths. That something is not metaphysically possible means that it 

contradicts the unity of the truth, being and the reason, that it is the denial of these 

all. 

The second point is related to Leibniz's defining reason as the inviolable order 

of truths. One should not conclude based on this remark that there is a plurality of 

truths and that reason is the order thereof. Talking about a plurality of truths is 

possible with regard to a human being's understanding different aspects of truth in 

view of his actual knowing. Since actual knowing depends on the emergence of 

experience and since the emergence of experience is subject to time and space, it is 

not possible for the human being to become conscious of the truth as one and as a 

The meaning we should derive from this is God's power in view of his will, that is to say, his 
power to do or to create everything that he determines by his will. 
253Fr.omniscient (G VI 439 (T:CD3), G VI 440 (T:CD I 3) 

The point here is God's power in view of his understanding, that is to say his capability of 

knowing everything. 
254G VI 612/L 646 (M31) 

In Leibniz's texts, this principle is given as the principle of contradiction (/ e p r inc i p e de/ a 

contradiction). 
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whole either by way of experience or through his intellectual faculties that are active 

as a consequence of the emergence of experience. A human being's actual 

knowledge of truth is mediate and partial with regard to both its horizon and its 

depth. He cannot know the truth as a whole, nor can he know an aspect of truth 

completely, since this requires knowing truth as a whole. 

However, God's knowledge relying on a single act of understanding cannot 

depend upon experience and since it is not based on reflection and reasoning which 

are the human being's intellectual faculties; therefore since it is not partial and 

mediate, truth before God is single and one. Since there are no particular partial 

truths, reason as separate from them and as order of them cannot be suggested, 

either. Accordingly, reason and truth are one and the same thing metaphysically. 

Reason is the order of truth as the object of God's understanding and will; it is the 

order the source of which is God's understanding itself. Truths arising from a partial 

grasping of a single truth from different aspects and reason being their interrelation 

can be mentioned only in view of the human being's actual knowing which suffices 

to know neither everything nor one thing with all of its relations. Leibniz's 

distinction between necessary and contingent truths255 should also be assessed from 

this respect. The ground of those that are mentioned as necessary truths is the unity 

of the truth, which is single and therefore is the unity of God in view of his 

understanding. Since their opposites mean denial of the truth as a whole, they are not 

possible; in other words, their opposites are not included in God's understanding. 

With regard to contingerlt truths, the opposites of which are also possible, it is 

possible that both they are and also their opposites are truths. Neither they 

255G VI 612/L 646 eM33) 
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themselves, nor their opposites lead to the denial of reason and the unity of God in 

view of his understanding. 

Referring to ideas in Leibniz's system of thought is again In View of 

establishing the foundations for the human being's activity of knowing.256 In order 

for God to understand truth in line with the order of reason he does not need truths 

and ideas as the representations of reason as the order of the truth. Claiming that God 

understands truths through ideas means that the understanding of God, which is the 

ground and source of these ideas, is representative, and therefore, mediate, which 

contradicts the conception of God in Leibniz's system of thought,257 Ideas are not 

aspects through which God sees the truth, or aspects in which truth makes itself 

visible to God. They are representations of the truth and the reason as the order of 

the truth, which are innately given to substances by God in order to enable the 

created substances to reveal, apperceive and to know the truth, even if 

256"That the ideas of things are in us means therefore nothing but that God, the creator alike of the 
things and of the mind, has impressed a power of thinking upon the mind so that it can by its own 
operations derive what corresponds perfectly to the nature of things. (ldeam itaque rerum in nobis 
esse, nihil aliud est, quam DEUM, alltorem par iter et rerum et mentis, eam menti Jacultatem 
cogitandi impressisse, ut ex suis operationibus ea ducere possit, quae perJecte respondeant his quae 
sequuntur ex rebus.)" (the text Leibniz wrote in 1678, titled 'Explicandum ergo erat, quid sit vera 
idea', G VII 265/L 20S) 
257Though understanding of God is the ground of ideas, there are other points requiring ideas not in 
the understanding of God. Claiming that ideas are in the understanding of God would be to say that 
those which are created perform their activities through the ideas in God, which would contradict the 
conception of substance, which is based upon the point that, once created, that which is created is 
independent in view of its activity, and with the principle of pre-established harmony. . 

See: G IV 453-454/L 321 (DM29) 
Furthermore, such a conception of idea would enable the claim that the ideas in human being are a 

part of the ideas in God, and the evaluation that the collection of the ideas in God forms a single 
world's soul, would have contradicted the Christian theology upon which Leibniz's system of thought 
relies. 
See: G IV 453/L 321 (DM2S) 
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representatively or partially, depending on the degree of the perfection of their 

activities. 258 

Just like the fact that truth and reason are based on God in VIew of his 

understanding, that which is good is also based on God in view of his wilp59 God 

has the knowledge of all those that are possible in view of his understanding, and the 

only thing that God considers is the Good, when he determines which of those that 

are possible will be actualized by his will. While the world to be created should be 

created according to the Good, in order for God's choice depending on his will to be 

good, God should make this decision by evaluating all those that are possible in view 

of his understanding, so that this can really be a choice. 

The reason why God chose this world is not that he is not capable of 

determining another one in view of his will and power, but that such a determination 

is necessarily based on reason, in order for it to be a choice. Accordingly, reason or 

understanding of God is not something that limits God's will and power which 

258According to Leibniz, in order for something to represent (exprimere*) another, representation 
should bear relations that correspond to those in that which is represented. For example, the plan of a 
machine represents the machine; speech represents thoughts, figures represent numbers. There is no 
necessity that the representation should be like that which is represented; similarity between their 
relations will suffice. (G VII 263/L 207) But representation of the truth by ideas should not be 
discretionary to an extent, as is the case of the representation of numbers by figures, or of thoughts by 
words, but it is natural as is the case in the representation of larger circle by a smaller one, of a 
geographical region by its map, or of God by the world. (G VII 264/L 20S) 

*exprimere: squeeze, squeeze/press out; imitate, copy; portray; pronounce, express. 
259"As the wisdom or knowledge of truth is the perfection of the pnderstanding so the goodness or 
tendency to good is the perfection of the will. Every will has good as object, at least apparently; 
divine will has only that which is both good and true. (Ut alltem sapientia sell veri cognitio est 
peljectio intellectus, ita Bonitas sell boni appetitio est peljectio volllntatis. Et omnis qllidem Vollintas 
bonum habet pro objecto, saltem apparens, at divina Volllntas non nisi bonum simul et verum.)" (G 

VI 441 (T:CD IS» 
["Comme la sagesse ou connaissance du vrai est la perfection de I'entendement, ainsi la bonte au 

tendance au bien est la perfection de la volonte. Toute volonte a pour objet Ie bien, au moins apparent; 
la volonte divine n'a pour objet que ce qui est it la fois bien et vrai." ('La Cause de Dieu, plaidee par 
sa justice, elle-meme conciliee avec .toutes se~ autres per~ections et la totalite ~e s~s actions' (t~adl.lit 
par Amedee Jacques, (Euvres de Lel?I1,IZ, Pans, Char~entle~, IS42, .tome, II, p',-,65--,S8) da~s ~~lblllZ, 
Gottfried Wilhelm, Essais de Theodlcee, sur la bonte de dleu, la IIberte de I homme et I ongllle du 
mal, Chronologie et introduction par 1. Brunschwig, Garnier-Flammarion, Paris, 1969.)] 
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should be infinite and undetermined; it releases the creation of this world firstly from 

being necessary because he has all possibilities in view of its understanding, or 

secondly from being discretionary and despotic because his choice does not depend 

upon only will and power.260 Therefore, this world in view of its being created is 

based on God's power to create, in view of its being chosen is based on his will and 

understanding, that is on reason. According to Leibniz, that which makes necessary 

and reasonable the emergence of the things in experience in the manner they do, 

where these things are contingent things opposites of which are equally possible and 

have nothing which will make their emergence as such necessary and reasonable by 

themselves, is reason's being the ground of the creation. In other words, when we 

consider God's will that is good together with God's understanding, which is 

metaphysically prior to his will, another world that conforms to both the Good and 

260"Then, too, when we say that things are not good by any rule of excellence but solely by the will of 
God, we unknowingly destroy, I think, all the love of God and all his glory. For why praise him for 
what he has done if he would be equally praiseworthy in doing exactly the opposite? Where will his 
justice and wisdom be found if nothing is left but a certain despotic power, if will takes the place of 
reason, and if, according to the definition of tyrants, that which is pleasing to the most powerful is by 
that very fact just? Besides it seems that every act of will implies some reason for willing and that this 
reason naturally precedes the act of will itself. This is why I find entirely strange, also, the expression 
of certain other philosophers* who say that the eternal truths of metaphysics and geometry, and 
consequently also the rules of goodness, justice, and perfection, are merely the effects of the will of 
God; while it seems to me that they are rather the consequences of his understanding, which certainly 
does not depend upon his will any more than does his essence. (Aussi disant que les chases ne sont 
bonnes par aucune regIe de bonte, mais par la seule volante de Dieu, on detruit, ce me semble, sans y 
penser, tout I 'amour de Dieu et toute sa glob·e. Car pourquoy Ie louer de ce qu'il a fait, s'il seroit 
egalement louable en faisant tOllt Ie contraire? Oii sera donc sa justice et sa sagesse, s'il ne reste 
qu 'un certain pouvoir despotiqlle, si la volante tient lieu de raison, et si selon la definition des tyrans, 
ce qui plaist au plus puissant est jztste par la meme? Outre qu'il semble que toute volante suppose 
quelque raison de vOllloir et que cette raison est naturellement anterieure a la volante. C'est 
pOW'quoy je trouve encor cette expression de quelques mitres philosophes tout a fait estrange, qui 
disent que les verites eternelles de la metaphysique et de la Geometrie, et par consequent missi les 
regles de la bonte, de la justice et de la perfection, ne sont que des effects de la volante de Dieu, au 
lieu qu'il me semble que ce sont des suites de son entendement, qui ne depend point de sa volonte, 
non plus que son essence.)" (G IV 427-428/L 304 (DM2)) 

* In the draft text, there is an explicit reference to Descartes at this point. (AG 36, note: 69) 
Also see: G VI 614/L 647 (M46) 
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the Truth is not possible. The principle of sufficiency of reason261 , which is 

presented as the ground of contingent things opposites of which are possible not in 

view of the actual world but in view of understanding, should be evaluated as such. 

While the ground of those \yhich are named as 'necessary truths' in view of partial 

and representative knowledge of human beings, the activity of intellectual faculties 

of whom depends on experience in Leibniz' system of thought, and which are indeed 

only consequences of God's understanding is only the principle of non-contradiction, 

the ground of those named 'contingent truths, the opposites of which are also 

possible' is God's understanding, God's will that is in harmony with his 

understanding and God's creative power which is subject to his wilp62 

Therefore the foundation of the principle of pre-established harmony263 which 

Leibniz was many times obliged to present as the collection of the relations 

established among substances, in order to be able to speak the same language with 

his addressees, as if it was between the soul and the body, and as if substances were 

possible independently of harmony, that is to say, as if substances were 

metaphysically prior to harmony, is the harmony between God's understanding and 

will together with his creative power depending on his will. 

Therefore, the harmony is established by God's understanding, will and power. 

The reason of the creation of substances is to actualize that which is good. The 

reason for being of each substance consists of its place within the harmony, where 

this place can be determined only with those of the others; and its existence which 

consists only of its activity is its share of the harmony. 

261 Fr.fe principe de fa raison suffisante 
262G IV 436-439/L 3\0-311 (DM13) 
263Fr.le principe de I 'harmonie preetablie 
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Therefore, reason lies in the ground of the activity of substances, since it is the 

pre-established harmony that determines the activity, and since harmony relies on 

reason. It is also through this way that reason lies in the ground of experience in the 

sense used in this study, where experience emerges without the contribution of 

intellectual faculties of human being. It is possible to see experience as the activity 

of spontaneous knowing only within this framework, because, in Leibniz's system of 

thought, the spontaneity of substance consists only of its activity, which is its share 

of the harmony that depends on reason. 

Unfolding of truth by those which are created, to the extent of their shares of 

harmony, or their "imitating reason" being the order of truth is through ideas. Ideas 

are representations of truth, that are innately given to those which are created by 

God, to enable those which are created to know the truth depending on the 

understanding of God, or ofreason being the order of truth. While such an activity of 

knowing is the imitation of reason in view of experience, that which is in question in 

view of the intellectual faculties of the human being is being included in the order of 

the truth and following it. 

We have mentioned above that, in Leibniz's system of thought, memory's 

being one of the fundamental faculties not only enables the constitution of 

experience, but it also provides broader possibilities, compared to Kant's system, 

with regard to the human being's activity of knowing, and we have voiced the 

opinion that the reason why Kant denied memory's being a fundamental faculty is 

not only the possibilities it offers in the constitution of experience,· but also the 

possibilities that it provides for human intellectual activity; because he wished to 

exclude these possibilities. At this point we need to state that, although Kant's 
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exclusion of memory which is a fundamental faculty in Leibniz's system of thought 

fits his desire for the limitation of the legitimate activity of human reason, this leads 

not only to his failure to provide a ground to constitute experience (where the 

constitution of experience is essential in view of the fact that it constitutes the limit 

of proper activity of reason), but also leads to a failure to provide a foundation for 

the activity of reasoning as the discursive activity of human reason which, according 

to Kant, is the only path for doing science,264 We would like to briefly consider the 

activities of reflection and reasoning, which indeed make up topics for separate full-

fledged studies, and which we, in Leibniz's system, mention as the intellectual· 

faculties of the human being, in order to ensure better realization of the 

considerations regarding Kant's system, and also of the possibilities offered beyond 

the constitution of experience by memory's being a fundamental faculty in Leibniz's 

system, 

The ground of the human being's being spirit or rational soul, according to 

Leibniz, is his imitating God in view of his understanding,265 In Leibniz's system of 

thought, each substance represents God, and the world or the universe as a collection 

264About this topic, see: ~itil, ibid 
265While establishinu the foundation for the difference between, ordinary souls (les ames ordinaires) 
and rational souls (le~ esprits au les ames raisonnables), Leibniz,says: '" , 

"[00'] souls in general are living mirrors or images of the universe ofcreate~ bemgs, while SpIrIts 
I imaaes of divinity itself or of the author of nature, capable of knowmg the system of the 

are a so b f h' , , I (' h 'II universe and of imitating it to some extent by means 0, arc ItectOnIC samp es ec anti ons 

h '[ t' ) each spl'rl't beinu like a little divinity within Its own sphere (departement), ([00 ,] les arc I ec omques , b , ' '. . 

A 1 ant -Ies ni/'/'oirs vivans all images de fllmvers des creatures, mats que les Esprtts mes en genera s L , " 

d ' ges de 1'1 Dl'vinile lIu2me all de I'A llielir meme de la Nature, capables de connotlre sont encor es Ulla" , ,.., 
I d I 'U . et'S el d'en imiter quelque chose par des echantl/lons arcllltectomques, chaque e systeme e mv ",.., 

't °t t conlme line petite divinite dans son departement,) (G V I 6211L 65! (MS,,» 
esprt e an d h' , h' f h D' , , "I ' h t G d in uivinu him intelligence, has presente 1m Wit an Image 0 t e Ivmlty, 

t IS tao, b b , . ,0 I d I"~ II' ") (G VI 
( C

' D' f fial't p/'esent d'une image de fa DIVll1lte, en uy onnant II1te Igence, ", est que leu uy a 
197!H 215-216 (T:1I-147)) 
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of all those which are created.266 What we should understand by this is that it 

represents God, because each substance is created by God, and it represents other 

substances in view of its place within the harmony. The rational souls' representation 

of the universe in view of their place within the harmony is not only due to the fact 

that they are created by God but also due to the fact that they imitate God's 

understanding through their faculty of understanding. It is in this sense that rational 

souls represent God rather than the universe.267 Leibniz likens the difference 

between other substances and rational souls, to the difference between the mirror and 

those who see the mirror.268 While the human being, as a rational soul, is the mirror 

that renders visible the harmony in view of the representations in its monad aspect 

and its activity of experience, he is that who sees with regard to his intellectual 

faculties that resemble the understanding of God. But there is a reservation here; 

while God's understanding is immediate, that of the human being depends on ideas. 

In Leibniz's system of thought that which prevent the human being's merely 

being a reflecting mirror and makes possible for him to see, although partially and 

representatively, that which lies in the ground of those reflected in the mirror, are the 

intellectual faculties of reflection and reasoning.269 Both of these faculties must be 

faculties of understanding, since they are aimed at grasping the ideas which are the 

representations of the truth (and of reason) in the memory of soul. Therefore, these 

two faculties are not in relation to those which emerge in experience, but to ideas 

including the conditions for this emergence. 

266G IV 460-461/L 326 (DM35) 
267G IV 461-462/L 326-327 (DM36), G VI 604-605/L 640 (PNGI4) 

268G IV 461-462/L 326-327 (DM36) 
269G IV 459-460/L 325-326 (DM34), G VI 600-601/L 638 (PNG5), G VI 611-612/L 645-646 (M29, 
M30), G V 45/RB 51-52. 
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In Leibniz' s texts, the activity ofreflection27o is explained as the rational soul's 

turning to itself and to become conscious of the ideas in itself, after the emergence of 

experience.271 What we should understand from this, taking Leibniz's system of 

thought and conception of experience into consideration, is the grasping, or the 

understanding of the connection of that which emerges in experience with ideas, 

once experience emerges in accordance with the ideas in memory, or once the 

representations in the monad aspect of the soul are apperceived depending on the 

ideas that are the conditions of experience. Becoming conscious of Self which is 

apperceived only as something separate from that which emerges in experience in 

view of the act of pure apperception; the soul's understanding that it is a being272 and 

substance273 ; the comprehension of experience, which only contains a variety in 

view of its emergence, as a plurality by being broken it into parts by means of the 

ideas that lie in its ground. Our understanding of those which emerge in experience 

as being subject to space, time, form, motion, tranquility274, unity, existence275 , cause 

and effect relation276 and to relation277 in general, must be through this way. 

Therefore, in Leibniz's system of thought, the function of experience in view 

of the human being's activity of knowing based on his intellectual faculties is only to 

produce possibilities for intellectual faculties. When that which emerges in 

270Frnijlexion Ger. Uberlegung, Rejlexion Lat.rejlexio* 
*From re-jlectere: bend back; turn back; turn round (fromjlectere: to bend, curve, bow; to turn, 
curl; to persuade, prevail on, soften)). 

271G VI 611/L 64S(M29), G V 77/RB 81, G V 96/RB lOS, G V 107-108/RB 118 

272G V 71/RB 86 
273G V 94/RB 102-103 
274G V 116/RB 128 
275G V 116/RB 129 
276G V 100-IOIIRB III 
277G V 129/RB 142 

Fr.relation 
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expenence IS comprehended as a plurality through the activity of reflection in 

accordance with ideas, what is understood or what is recognized is not the content of 

the correspondent in intuition or something that belongs thereto independent from 

understanding, but ideas.278 And this is what enables the human being to know that 

which is universaF79.28o And this is also why when one becomes conscious of ideas 

they become concepts, 281 and why being distinct is indeed related to concepts282. 

The activity of reflection is not important only because it establishes the 

relation between that which emerges in experience with ideas. When we remember 

the fact that ideas are representations of the truth innately given to the soul by God, 

we will see that the possibility for the human being to be able to know something 

about the reason or the truth is constituted through reflection. Every idea understood 

by the activity of reflection is the human being's grasping truth from an aspect and 

its participation in reason in this respect, reason being the order of the truth. 

Reasoning, as leading of one concept to another, is in fact all about following 

the reason as the order of truth. 283 Unless truth is grasped from an aspect, reasoning 

278G V 132!RB 145 
279Fr.universelle 
280G V 129!RB 142 
281See: footnote 152 
282See: footnote 152 
283Though Leibniz does not use the terms 'reflection' and 'reasoning' in his text dated 1678 which we 
refer to above, he distinguishes between real (de re) and mediate or discursive (remotus*)thinking in 
relation to the expression of ideas. In relation to the same topic, he talks about immediate or nearest 
understanding in his notes about Foucher's response. (1676, L 155) Real or immediate understanding 
corresponds to reflection, whereas discursive or mediate understanding corresponds to reasoning. The 
true faculty that provides the idf-a to be understood is reflection: 

"In my opinion, namely, an idea consists, not in some act, but in the faculty of thinking, and we 
are said to have an idea of a thing even if we do not think of it, if only, on a given occasion, we can 

think of it. 
Yet there is one difficulty in this view, for we have a 'remote' faculty for thinking of all things, 

even those of which we may, perhaps, not have ideas, because we have the faculty of receiving ideas 
of them. Idea therefore requires a certain 'new· 'faculty or ability to think about a thing. 
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has no ground; or such a reasoning is void in terms of the human being's knowing 

himself and the world. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, what the faculties of reflection and reasoning 

aim at are ideas in memory. Therefore, both are, in fact, activities of remembering. 

While Leibniz limits the term 'remember'284 to that which is remembered depending 

upon the representation in experience, he names "remembering without being 

dependent on such a representation" as "knowing by reason"285. 286 Therefore, 

provided that experience has emerged once, those which will be known by reason 

through· reflection and reasoning do not have to be dependent upon the 

representation in experience. Accordingly, though they are not represented in 

intuition which depends upon experience in any manner, making judgments about 

God, universe and soul based upon reflection and upon reasoning287, the basis of 

which is reflection, is legitimate in Leibniz's system of thought. 

When all these are taken into consideration, exclusion of memory from being a 

fundamental faculty in Kant's system is, indeed, the cancellation of the bond 

between reason and the truth. Memory is made vacuous in this way. In Kant's 

This does not quite suffice, however, for he who has a method which will lead him to some object 
if he follows it does not therefore have an idea of the object. [ ... J Hence there must be something in 
me which not merely leads me to the thing but also expresses it. 

(Idea enim nobis non in quodam cogitandi actlt, sed facultate consistit, et 
ideam rei habere dicimur, etsi de ea non cogitemus, modo data occasione de ea cogitare possimlts. 

Est tam en et in hoc difficllltas quaedam, habemus enim facultatem remotam cogitandi de omnibus, 
etiam quorum ideas forte non habemlts, quia facultatem habemus eas recipiendi; idea ergo postulat 
propinqllam quandam cogitandi de re facliltatem sive facilitatem. 

Sed ne 'hoc quidem sltiflcit, nam qui methodum habet quam si sequatur ad rem pervenire possit, 
non ideo habet ejus ideam. [. . .) Necesse est ergo esse aliquid in me, q It 0 d non tan tum ad rem 
ducat, sed etiam eam exprimat.)" (G VII 263/L 207) 

*remotus from re-movere: to bring back to movement. 

284Fr.souvenir 
285 Fr.l'f!miniscence 
286GV 147!RB 161,GV73/RB77 
287"And these reflective acts provide us with the principal objects of our reasonings. (El ces Actes 
Reflexifs fournissent les objects principmLY de nos raisonnemens.)" (G VI 612/L 646 (M30» 
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system, reason is a faculty. It has two types of activity. The spontaneous activity of 

reason is understanding, and it is limited to that which emerges only in experience, 

and to that which lies in the ground of experience to the extent it is dependent 

thereupon. Without ideas that are the content of memory, it is not possible to provide 

a foundation for understanding, as the spontaneous activity of reason in Kant's 

system, and therefore, for experience. The other activity of reason is reasoning. But 

in Kant's system, reasoning has no basis because the relation of the categories, 

which are, depending upon experience, stated to have constituted the ground of 

experience, to the reason is not established. As we have seen above, it is not possible 

to provide a foundation for the discursive activity of reason, either, without 

participating in reason as the order of truth through reflection or by a similar activity. 

1.6. Experience in view of the act of envisagement: Imagination 

As we have stated many times before, in Leibniz's system of thought the soul's 

activity of experience is grounded by activities of the act of pure apperception and 

the faculties of memory and imagination. We have investigated in the preceding 

sections the activity of experience, which is in fact a whole, in its aspects of pure 

apperception and the faculty of memory. In this section, we shall try to explore the 

grounds of experience in view of the faculty of imagination. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the faculty of imagination288 is, in view of the 

constitution of experience, the faculty that envisages, represents or makes intuitive 

the perceptions in the monad aspect of soul, in accordance with the ideas that are 

innate to the memory and determine the conditions of experience. Such a 

288Fr.imagination Ger.Einbildungkraft Latimaginatio Gr.cpavT('(CJia, cpaVT('(CJwCJTLKOV 



characterization of imagination in a manner prepares the role of imagination In 

Kant's conception of experience.289 

We would like to consider three points about the activity of imagination In 

Leibniz's system of thought: firstly, that imagination is not an empirical faculty, but 

is a fundamental faculty that enables unfolding of experience, as an aspect of the 

human being's actual knowing, as it does; secondly, that imagination is the re-

presentative faculty in intuition, and third, that the activity of imagination is not only 

aimed at producing representations in empirical intuition. 

Due to the fact that certain statements contained in Leibniz's texts regarding 

imagination are about examples that emerge in experience, these statements290 may 

result in a misunderstanding that imagination is an empirical faculty, in other words, 

that the activity of imagination is the description or imagination of certain things that 

have emerged, or might emerge, in experience, by means of certain other things 

which have already emerged in experience again. However, all of these examples are 

289Leibniz has expressed his opinions about imagination and the function thereof in various texts. 
But, as it applies also to other faculties which depend upon experience, he has produced no texts in 
which he systematically deals with, and investigates, this topic. Here, we shall try to establish a 
foundation for the contribution of imagination to emergence of experience, relying on Leibniz's 
remarks contained in his texts and assessing them on the basis of Leibniz's entire system of thought. 
The texts we shall take into consideration shall be 'Monadology', Nouveaux Essais and the letter he 
wrote to Sophie Charlotte, the Pruss ian Queen, in 1702. (G VI 499-508/L 547-553). This letter is 
included in G VI, with the title 'Lettre touchant ce qui est independent des Sens et 
de la Matiere'.) 
290"The strong imagination which strikes and moves them comes either from the magnitude or the 
number of the perceptions which preceded it. For often one single strong impression produces at once 
the effect of a long-formed habit, or of many frequently repeated ordinary perceptions. (Et 
l'imaginationforte, qui lesfrappe et emeut, vient ou de la grandeur ou de la multitude des perceptions 
precedentes. Car souvent une impression forte fait tout d'un coup l'ejJect d'une longe h a bit u de, ou 
de beaucoup de perceptions mediocres reiterees.)" (G VI 6111L 645 (M27)) 

"Beasts pass from one imagining to another by means of a link between them which they have 
previously experienced. For instance, when his master picks up a stick the dog anticipates 
(apprehendre) being beaten. In many cases children, and for that matter grown men, move from 
thought to thought in no other way but that. (Les bestes passent d'une imagination it une autre par la 
liaison, qu 'elles y ont sentie autres fois; par exemple quand Ie maistre prend un baston, Ie chien 
apprehende d'estre frappe. Et en quantite d'occasions les en/ans de meme que les autres hommes 
n 'ont point d'autre procedure dans leurs passages de pensee it pensee.)" (G V 130/RB 143) 
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gIven to indicate the need to distinguish the knowledge a human being reaches 

through his intellectual faculties from the activity of knowing which depends upon 

experience.291 Leibniz's likening imagination to intellectual faculties is only in view 

of the fact that imagination, just like the intellectual faculties, expresses the ideas in 

memory, as subject to their interrelations.292 

What we should gather from these statements of Leibniz is not imagination's 

being a faculty that is active on those which have emerged in experience, but that 

relations being the condition of emergence of those which emerge in experience, are 

envisaged by imagination. To put it in simpler terms, impressions or traces in 

Leibniz's statements are not the traces left by those which are actually sensed in 

experience, but are representations given to the soul to enable sensibility. 

For example the basis of a human being's knowledge that a stone that IS 

thrown up falls down is not the fact that we expect the falling down, relying on our 

previous experience, but that the traces293 corresponding to the throwing up and 

falling down of the stone in memory are interdependent, similar to the emergence of 

one of the two events in our experience following the other, and its envisagement as 

291"There is a connection between the perceptions of animals which has some resemblance to reason, 
but it is grounded only on the memory of/acts or effects and not on the knowledge of causes. (II y a 
une liaison dans les perceptions des Animaux, qui a quelque ressembfance avec la Raison: mais elle 
n 'est /ondee que dans fa memoire des / a its ou effects, et nullement dans la connoissance des 
call s e s .)" (G VI 600-60 IlL 638 (PNG5) 

Also see: G VI 611-612/L 645-646 (M29,M30); G V 65,130/RB 73,143; (G VII 328-332); 
'Considerations sur les Principes de Vie' (G VI 539-46/L 588) 
292"The sequences of beasts are only a shadow of reasoning, that is, they are nothing but a connection 
in the imagination - a passage from one image to another; for when a new situation appears similar to 
its predecessor, it is expected to have the same concomitant features as before, as though things were 
linked [liaison] in reality (en effet) just because their images are linked in the memory. (Les 
consecutions des bestes ne son! q~{ 'une ombre de raisonnement, c 'est Ii dire ce ne sont que connexions 
d'imagination, et que passages d'une image Ii une autre, parce que dans une rencontre nouvelle qui 
paroist semblable Ii la precedente, on s 'attend de nouveau, Ii ce qu 'on y trouvoit joint autres/ois, 
comme si les choses estoient liees en effect, parceque feur images Ie sont dans fa memoire.)" (G V 

44/RB 51) 
293This example or similar ones should be assessed always keeping in mind that they are examples 
only; we should not understand from these examples that memory bears traces of individual events. 
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such by imagination. That Leibniz states that a human being is not much different 

from animals in yiew of experience as the activity of his spontaneous knowing, is 

only in view of those which imagination envisages in empirical intuition. With his 

intellectual faculties,· the human being can transcend the connections that 

imagination expresses in empirical intuition, and express the reason why the stone 

falls down when it is thrown up. 

If we are to refer to another example frequently used by Leibniz, the basis of a 

human being's knowledge that sun will rise tomorrow is certainly not the fact that it 

has risen every day. But since the activity of knowing which depends upon 

experience cannot transcend those which are envisaged by imagination, we, in view 

of experience, cannot know why the sun looks rising and setting every day to us. To 

be able to know that, the laws of nature need to be discovered and astronomy should 

explain it.294 Leibniz, including such examples, likens the fact that that which is 

basic or that which is metaphysical is expressed using that which is empirical or that 

which is physicaF95 to the fact that Copernicans can still talk about the rising and 

setting of the sun.296 Therefore, expressions in which the activity of imagination is 

explained by empirical examples do not indicate that imagination is an empirical 

faculty; these should be assessed taking into consideration the explanations above. 

Furthermore, leaving Leibniz's statements about imagination aside, the 

important point here is the necessity of the presence of a faculty, which will envisage 

the perceptions in monad aspect and represent them in intuition according to the 

ideas that are given in memury in a manner having priority over the actual knowing. 

294G VI 61 IlL 645 (M28) 
295G VI 602/L 638-639 (PNG7), G V 67/RB 74 
296G IV 452/L 320-321 (OM27) 
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And this means that imagination is necessary as a fundamental faculty. Just like the 

fact that we need to re-envisage, and remember, something in our memory, in order 

to cognize that thing again, similarly, according to Leibniz's conception of 

expenence, in order for those things, which are in the memory as a fundamental 

faculty, to emerge in experience and in order for the perceptions in the monad aspect 

to be sensed, they need to be envisaged by imagination. 

The text that will guide us in relation to imagination's being, in Leibniz's 

conception of experience, the faculty of representing in experience, shall be the letter 

Leibniz wrote to Sophie Charlotte, the Prussian Queen.297 When this text is taken 

into consideration, it will be seen that experience, as the activity of knowing which is 

dependent on correspondent or image in intuition, relies upon imagination being a 

representing faculty. 

In order to be able to comprehend the activity of imagination in Leibniz's 

conception of experience, it should always be kept in mind that the activity of 

experience is, in fact, a whole, and that it is not11ing but t11e e11visagement of the 

perceptions in the monad aspect by imagination, in accordance with the ideas in 

memory. While this activity is the activity of clarification of perceptions that are 

obscure in the monad aspect through sensing them, on one hand, on the other, it is a 

means for understanding the relation of the representation in intuition to the ideas, 

since it envisages perceptions in accordance with ideas. 

, 297G VI 499-508/L 547-553 
What Leibniz considers in this text is whether there is anything in our thought that is not received 

from sensations and whether there are immaterial things in nature. The activity of imagination is 
discussed with regard to the relation of things which are claimed to be received from sensations to 
those which cannot be received from sensations. 
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In Leibniz's text mentioned above, it is apparent that imagination is the faculty 

which envisages those things which we can know only depending on images. 298 

Therefore, while the activity of imagination is, with regard to the perceptions in the 

monad aspect, the clarification thereof, it is, at the same time, rendering the ideas 

comprehensible in a distinct manner, ideas being the conditions of this activity.299 

The image which the imagination envisages is a sensation in view of the fact 

that it is cognized by means of a single sense, and it is a correspondent in intuition in 

view of the fact that it is represented in empirical intuition. Though sensations such 

as colors, smells, sounds, etc. which are acquired depending upon a single sense, are 

things that are met at the first step, they are the things the nature of which we can 

know the least in view of actual knowing. 300 Yet, sensations, in view of actual 

2981n this text, Leibniz makes a distinction concerning concepts which can be known: 
"There are thus three levels of concepts: those which are sensible only, which are the objects 

produced by each sense in patiicular; those which are at once sensible and intelligible, which 
appertain to the common sense; and those which are intelligible only, which belong to the 
understanding. The first and second together are imaginable, but the third lie beyond the imagination. 
The second and third are intelligible and distinct, but the first are confused, although they may be 
clear and recognizable. (II )' a done trois rang de notions: Ie sse n sib I e sse 1I1 e men t, qui sont 
les objets affeetes a chaque sens en particulier, Ie sse n sib Ie .\' e tin tell i g i b Ie s a I a fa is, 
qui appartiennent au sens commun, et Ie sin tell i g i b Ie sse ul e /J1 en t, qlli sont propres a 
I 'entendement. Les premieres et les secondes ensemble sont imaginable, mais les troisiemes sont all 
"dessus de I'imagination. Les seeondes et les troisiemes sont intelligibles et distinctes; mais les 
premieres sont conjzlses, qllOyqU 'elles soyent daires Oll reconnoissables.)" (G VI 502/L 549) 
299Those which are conceived are not representations in intuition, but ideas as the conditions of these 
representations. The relation between imagination and understanding is not direct, but through ideas. 
Imagination's making possible the comprehension of ideas, the cognition of which is dependent upon 
images, is not vvith regard to its being a condition of this comprehension, but with regard to its 
envisagement of images. 
300"[ ... ] we use external senses as a blind man uses his stick, and they help us to know their particular 
objects, which are colors, sounds, odors, tastes, and tactual qualities. But they do not help us to know 
what these sensible qualities are or in what they consist. [ ... ] So it can be said that sensible qualities 
are in fact occult qualities and that there must be others more manifest which could render them 
understandable. Far from understanding sensible things only, it is just these which we understand the 
least. (.NollS noZis servons c;es sens externes comme lin avellgle de son baston, [ ... J, et ifs nOllS font 
connoistre leur objets particZlliers qui sont les cOlilellrs, les sons, les odellrs, les saveurs et les 
qllalites de I 'attollchement. Mais ils ne nails font point connoistre ce que c 'est qlle ces qualites 
sensibiles, 11)' en quay elles consistent. [ ... ] A insi on pellt dire qlle Ie s q 1l a Ii t e sse n sib I e s sont 
en effect des q 1I a I itris a cc 1I1 tes, et qll 'il fa lit bien qll 'il)' en ait d'alltres p I liS man ifes t es, 
qui les pOllrroient rendre explicables. Et bien loin qlle nOlls entendions les seules choses sensibles, 
c 'est justement ce que nOlls entendons Ie mains.)" (G VI 499-500/L 547) 
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knowing, provide the comprehension of more apparent and distinct thinas which b , , 

according to Leibniz, belong to imagination301 which is also called "common 

sense".302 

The claim· that certain ideas, such as shapes and their numerical 

determinations, are dependent upon the representing activity of imagination for their 

cognition, and the fact that imagination is named as common sense in this respect, 

does not come to mean that such ideas are abstracted from particular sensations 

depending on the act of imagination. On the contrary, it means that numbers and 

shapes are the conditions of the act of imagination to envisage, and that sensations 

may emerge only as subject to these conditions. The ground that enables us to grasp 

these through sensations and to name imagination as common sense in this respect is 

sensations' being subj ect to the ideas in memory; that is, the ideas' being the 

schemata303 of the activity of imagination. Naming imagination as common sense is 

30lG VII 500/L 548 

302"We must do justice to the senses, hovv'ever, by recognizing that besides these occult qualities, they 
enable us to know other qualities which are more manifest and furnish more distinct concepts. It is 
these which are ascribed to the common sense, because there is no external sense to which they are 
particularly attached and belong. [ ... J Such is the idea of numbers, which is found alike in sounds, 
colors, and the qualities of touch. It is thus, too, that we perceive the figures which are common to 
colors and to qualities of touch but which we do not observe in sounds. But it is true that in order to 
conceive numbers and even shapes distinctly and to build sciences from them, we must reach 
something which sense cannot furnish but which the understanding adds to it. (Cependant il faut 
rendre cette justice aux sens qu 'outre ces qllalitlis occultes, i/s n01ls font connoistre d'autres qualites 
pIlls manifestes, et qui fournissent des notions pillS distinctes. Et ce sont celles qu 'on attribue au 
sen s com m un, parce qu'il n y a point de sens externe auquel elles soyent particulierement 
attachees et propre. [ ... J Telle est l'idee des no In b res, qui se trollve egalement dans les sons, 
coulellrs, et attouchemens. C 'est ainsi que nous n01ls appercevons aussi des Fig u res qui sont 
communes aux coulellrs et aux attouchemens, mais que nous ne remarquons pas dans les sons. 
Quo)'qll 'il soit vray que, pOllr concevoir distinctement les nombres et les figures memes, et pour en 
former des sciences, if fallt venir a quelque chose que les sens ne sauroient fournir, et que 
I 'enlendemenl adjolile aux sens.) " (G VII 500-501lL 548) 
303There is no mention of the schemata of the activity of imagination in Leibniz's texts. Since the 
conditions of the activity of imagination are the ideas in memory, there is no need to mention 
schemata separately as opposed to the case in Kant's system. However, just like the fact that the 
categories of the faculty of understanding in view of the activity of imagination are mentioned as 
schemata, being pure determinations of time by imagination, in Kant's conception of experience, it is 
possible to name ideas in memory as schemata in view of the activity of imagination, in Leibniz's 
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possible in view of the representation which imagination envIsages, being a 

sensation.304 

A similar assessment should be made with regard to Leibniz's mentioning 

imagination also as inner sense305.306 In Leibniz's system of thought, experience as 

the activity of apperceiving and sensing the representations in the monad aspect of 

soul is, in fact, an acti vi ty of internalization since they arise from the soul's aspect 

which aims at knowing. Imagination's being inner sense is with respect to the 

conception of experience. Nevertheless we think that those which can more properly be called as 
schemata of imagination's activity are number and figure in Leibniz's conception of experience. For, 
according to Leibniz, number and figure are conditions of envisagement or representation. However, 
in order to determine this completely, the relations of number and figure to other ideas should be 
determined. 
304While Leibniz talks about sensations such as smells, colors, sounds in Nouveaux Essais, he 
explicitly states that these are actually dependent upon the activity of imagination: "For the truth is 
that these ought to be called 'images' (phantome*) rather than 'qualities' or even 'ideas'. (Car pour 
dire la verite, ils meritent ce nom de phantomes plustost que celuy de q II a Ii t e s, ou nzeme 
d'idees.)" (G V 384/RB 404) 

*Gr.cpO:l'WOpCi (from cpCiivw: act. bring to light, cause to appear, make known, reveal, disclose, 
give light, shine, pass. come to light, appear, come into being, (of events) come about, appear to be 
so and so) 

305Fr.sens interne 
306"Since therefore our soul compares the numbers and the shapes of colours, for example, with the 
numbers and shapes discovered by touch, there must be an internal sense where the perceptions of 
these different external senses are found united. This is called the imagination, which comprises 
(conzprend) at once the concepts of particular senses, which are clear but confzlsed, and the concepts 
of the common sense, which are clear and distinct. And these clear and distinct ideas which are subject 
to the imagination are the objects of the mathematical sciences, namely arithmetic and geometry, 
which are the pure mathematical sciences, and their applications to nature, which make up mixed 
mathematics. It is seen also that particular sense qualities are capable of explanation and 
rationalization only insofar as they have a content common to the objects of several external senses 
and belong to the internal sense. For whenever one tries to explain sensible qualities distinctly, one 
always turns back to mathematical ideas, and these ideas always include magnitude, or multitude of 
parts. (Comme donc nostre ame compare (par exemple) les nombres et les figures qui sont dans les 
cou/ellrs, avec les nombres et les figures qui se trouvent par / 'attollchement, il fallt bien qu 'if y ait un 
sen sin t ern e, oil les perceptions de ces difJerens sens externes se trouvent rellnies. C 'est ce qll 'on 
appe/le I 'imagination, laquelle comprend it lafois les notions des sens particuliers, 
qui sont claires mais confuses, et les notions du sens commun, qui semt claires et 
distinctes. Et ces idees claires et distinctes qui sont slljettes it I 'imagination, sont les objets des 
sci e n c e s 171 at he 171 at i que s, savoir de / 'Arithmetiqlle et de la Geometrie, qui sont des sciences 
mathematiqlles pur e s, et de l'application de ces sciences it la nature, qui font les mathernatiqlles 
mixtes. On voit allssi que les qualites sensibles particufieres ne sont susceptibles d'explications et de 
raisonnemens, qu 'en tant qu 'elles renferment ce qui est commun (tux objets de plusieurs sens 
extel'iellrs, et appartient all sens interne. Car cellx qui tachent d'exp/iquer distinctement les qualites 
sensible.I·, ont tousjours recours allx idees de mathematique, el ces idees ren(erment tOIl.sjours I a 
g ran de u r all la lIlultitude des parties.)" (G VII 50 I IL 548) 
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envisagement of these representations and their being represented in intuition, which 

is the activity of imagination. It is in view of the ground of the images which one 

who experiences senses as if they are ontside of oneself in view of actual knowing, 

because the ground is in the one who experiences. In order for those things, which 

the imagination represents in experience as if they are outer to one who experiences 

to be sensation, they should first of all belong to one who experiences. 

Therefore, what we should understand by outer sense is not sensing that which 

is outside of the soul that experiences or that vvhich is independent from this soul, 

but apperceiving that which actually belongs to the soul, expression or 

externalisation -through sensing- of that which is inside. Therefore, inner sense is not 

something that combines the affections received from particular outer senses, but is 

the imagination which makes them possible. 

In Leibniz's conception of experience, the activity of imagination is not limited 

only to the envisagement of correspondents in empirical intuition. The activity of 

imagination can be regarded as envisagement in view of sensible things (that is to 

say, the source of which, in view of its content, is the monad aspect of soul), and as 

representations in view of intelligible things. Those things, the source of which is the 

memory aspect of the soul itself, and the cognition of which depends upon the 

activity of imagination are mathematical objects. 3D7 The point to be paid attention to 

is the fact that this dependence is applicable with regard to actual knowing. In order 

for the mathematical ideas in memory to be understood, they need to be represented 

through imagination. 

307G VI 50 lIL 548 
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Yet, we should not mistake the envisagement of the mathematical object both 

in outer and in inner intuition -both depending upon the activity of imagination- with 

either the idea in memory or the concept or notion of the human intellectual 

faculties. Although, fnetaphysically, the envisagement of imagination in outer sense 

depends upon the representation in inner sense, the cognition of the representation 

with respect to actual knowing depends upon this or that sensation having been 

received; that is, upon the emergence of experience.308 For example, according to 

Leibniz, a blind person and a paralytic person, have different images of a sphere. But 

the ideas upon which both of them rely and the concept of sphere both comprehend 

through images and representations are the same.309 Furthermore, again in relation to 

the distinction between the images or representations which depend upon the activity 

of imagination and the ideas in memory or the concepts grasped by the intellectual 

activity, Leibniz states that a person's images and representations of, e.g., a triangle 

would not be sufficient for the constitution of the concept of triangle, had they not 

been based on the ideas in memory, and had the intellectual activity not grasped the 

idea in memory through them; because reaching the concept that is common in 

images in intuition or representations from images or representations is not possible 

in view of the activity of imagination only.310 

308G VI 505/L 551 
309"These two geometries, the blind man's and the paralytic's, must come together, and agree, and 
indeed ultimately rest on the same ideas, even though they have no images in common. Which shows 
yet again how essential it is to distinguish images from exact ideas which are composed of 
definitions. (Et il fallt qlle ces dellx Geometries, celle de I'avellgle et celie dll paralytique, se 
rencontrent et s 'accordent et filell1e reviennent aux memes idees, qlloyqu'iI n:v ait point d'images 
communes. Ce qlli fait encor voir combien if faut distinguer Ie s i mag e s des ide e sex act e s. 
qlli consistent dans les definitions.)" (G V 124-125/RB 137) 
310"1 magination cannot provide us with an image common to acute-angled and obtuse-angled 
triangles, yet the idea of triangle is common to them; so this idea does not consist in images, and it is 
not as easy as one might think to understand the angles of a triangle thoroughly. (L 'imagination ne 
noZIS sallroitfoumir line image commllne aux triangles aClltangles et obtllsangles, et cependal1t I 'idee 
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Therefore, while the activity of imagination IS the clarification of the 

perceptions 111 the monad aspect of soul on one hand, it IS at the same time that 

which makes ideas comprehensible in a distinct manner by intellectual activity, on 

the other, since this activity of representation is based on ideas. Representations of 

imagination are clarified perceptions in view of being images, and confused 

cognition of ideas in view of being representations. If we mention the ideas in 

memory as 'ideas' also in view of the imagination and intellectual faculties, 

according to Leibniz, representations are confused ideas whereas concepts are 

distinct ideas. 311 

In order for such ideas to be grasped in a distinct manner in view of actual 

knowing, ideas, the understanding of which does not depend upon the activity of 

imagination, should be recognized. 312 These are what Leibniz refers to as only 

intelligible objects, and these constitute the subject matter ofmetaphysics.313 

What provides the grounds for a science of metaphysical concepts, in Leibniz's 

system of thought, and what ensures that the actual knowing of the human being is 

not limited to those things which can be cognized through images and 

du triangle leur est comlllllne; ainsi cette idee ne consiste pas dans les images et if n 'est pas allssi aise 
qu 'on pourroit penseI', d'entendre afonds les angles d'lIn triangle.)" (G V 356/RB 375) 
311G V 433-434/RB 451 
312"It is true that the mathematical sciences would not be demonstrative but would consist ofa simple 
induction or observation which could never assure us of the perfect generality of the truths found in it, 
if something higher, which only the intellect can provide, did not come to the aid of imagination and 
sense. (/1 est vray que les sciences mathell1atiques ne seroient point demonstratives, et consisteroient 
dans line simple indllction 011 observation, qui ne nOlls asseureroit jamais d'zme pmfaite generalite 
des verites qui s y trouvent, si quelque chose de pIlls hallt, et qlle I 'intelligence seule peut fournir, ne 
venoit all secours de I ' i mag ina t ion et des sen s.)" (G VI 50 IlL 548) 
313"There are thus also objects of another nature, which are not at all included in what we have 
observed in the objects of either the particular senses or the common sense, and which consequently 
are also not to be considered objects of the imagination. Besides what is sensible and imaginable, 
therefore, there is that which is only inte!!igible, since it is the object of the understanding alone. (/1 y 
a donc encol' des objets d'zlI1e autre nature, qui ne sont point dll tout compris dans ce qu 'on remarqlle 
dans les objets des seils en particlilier ou en coml7lun, et qui par conseqilent ne sont point non pIllS 
des objets de I 'imagination. Ainsi outre Ie sensible et I'imaginable, il y ace qlli n'est 
qll 'i n te!! ig i bl e, COI1lI1lC estant 1'0 bj et dll s eul en ten de III en t, [ ... D" (G V 50 ilL 548-549) 
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representations, are the ideas which can be recognized only through intellectual 

activity and the pure concepts as recognized ideas. According to Leibniz, the idea of 

Self which provides the unity of the human being's activity of knowing and which, 

at the same time, enables him to reach other metaphysical concepts, is an intelligible 

idea, which is recognized without depending upon any representation in intuition.314 

Cette pen see de m 0 y , qui m 'apperyois des objets sensibles, et de ma propre action qui 
en resulte, adjoute quelque chose aux objets des sens. Penser <'t quelque couleur et 
considerer qu'on y pense, ce sont deux pensees tres differentes, autant que la couleur 
meme differe de moy qui y pense. Et comme je con<;:ois que d'autres Estres peuvent 
aussi avoir Ie droit de dire m oy, ou qu'on pourroit Ie dire pour eux, c'est par l<'t que je 
conyois ce qu' on appelle I a sub s tan c e en general, et c' est aussi la consideration de 
moy meme, qui me fournit d'autres notions de met a p h y s i que, comme de cause, 
effect, action, similitude etc., et meme celles de la Log i que et de la M 0 r a Ie. Ainsi 
on peut dire qu'il n'y a rien dans I'entendement, qui ne so it venu des sens, excepte 
I 'entendement meme, ou celuy qui entend. 

This thought of myself, who perceive sensible objects, and of my own action which 
results from it, adds something to the objects of sense. To think of some color and to 
consider that I think of it - these tvvo thoughts are very different, just as much as color 
itself differs from the ego who thinks of it. And since I conceive that there are other 
beings who also have the right to say T, or for whom this can be said, it is by this that I 
conceive what is called substance in general. It is the consideration of myself, also, 
which provides me with other concepts in metaphysics, such as those of cause, effect, 
action, similarity, etc., and even with those of logic and ethics. Thus it may be said that 
there is nothing in the understanding which has not come from the senses, except the 
understanding itself, or the one who understands 315 

In Leibniz's system of thought, understanding is, first of all, the soul's 

understanding that that one who experiences is itself, in other words, its 

understanding itself as a Self. Since understanding of Self forms the ground of being 

able to understand other ideas, it cannot depend upon lmages or representations. 

Understanding of Self not only enables the comprehension of ideas, the 

understanding of which depends upon the activity of imagination; such an 

314"And such is the object of my thought when I think of myself. ([ ... J et tel est I 'objet de ma pensee, 
quand je pense it moy meme.)" (G VI 50 ilL 549) 
315G VI 502/L 549 
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understanding also opens the way for being able to comprehend other ideas, which 

constitute the subj ect matter of metaphysics. 316 

As can be seen, these are exactly the topics which Kant desires to exclude from 

the limits of the hunian being's activity of knowing. Though the consciousness of 

Self is mentioned as the ground of experience, what is in question here is not that 

which is recognized, but Self as that which recognizes. In other words, in Kant's 

system Self is never the object of understanding. Therefore, in Kant's system of 

thought, those things which can be understood are limited to those which can be 

envisaged or represented by imagination. We shall consider the issues, such a 

limitation caused with regard to Kant's system of thought in the section about Kant's 

conception of experience. 

316,,[ ... ] it is thus, as we th ink ci' ourselves, that we think of being, of substance, of the simple and the 
compound, of the immaterial, and of God himself, conceiving of that which is limited in us as being 
without limits in him. These reflective acts provide us with the principal objects of our reasonings. 
([ ... ] et c'est ainsi qll'en pensant a nallS, nOliS pensons ([ l'Etre, a fa substance, all simple au au 
compose, a I'illlmateriel et aDieu meme, en concevant que ce qui est borne en nallS, est en IllY sans 
bomes. Et ces Actes Reflexifs jOllmissent leO' objects principallx de nos raisonnemenO'.)" (G VI 612/L 

646 (M30)) 
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II. LEIBNIZ'S CONCEPTION OF SUBSTANCE 

As we have stated in the preceding sections, Kant's main opposition to 

Leibniz's system of thought concerns Leibniz's conception of substance, which does 

not allow the interdependence of created substances in view of both their existences 

and their activities. Leibniz' conception of experience which we investigated in the 

preceding section is possible only on the basis of such a substance. In order to 

discover the ground of deficiencies in Kant's conception of experience and also to 

understand the grounds of Leibniz's conception of experience, in this section we 

shall be studying Leibniz's thoughts regarding created substance. 

Before we move on to Leibniz's conception of substance we would like to 

emphasize one point once again. Leibniz's and Kant's systems of thought, both aim 

at establishing foundations for experience in general, and the human being's 

theoretical and practical activity in the manner in which they emerge depending 

upon experience, taking experience as their starting point, and in this regard, they 

both rely on experience. Leibniz's philosophy aims at explaining, and establishing 

foundations for that which does or may emerge in experience in a manner not to 

contradict experience, by means of intellectual activity. But there is no reason for 

this activity itself to be limited to that which may emerge in experience. 

The purpose of Kant's critical philosophy, on the other hand, is to determine 

the grounds of such an activity within the limits of the conditions of experience. That 

Leibniz has tried to establish the foundations for this activity as an activity of a 

substance and that Kant's claim that there is no possibility of knowing such a 
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substance is the main difference between the two systems and is also the source of 

other differences. 

When we take Leibniz's various texts into consideration, we cannot claim that 

the term 'substance' is used prudently and consistently.3l7 Our purpose in this study 

is not to list what are substances according to Leibniz, but to determine what the 

conditions are for being a substance in Leibniz's system of thought. We believe that 

Leibniz's mentioning different3lS things as substance can be understood without 

leading to any confusion, as and when these conditions are revealed. 

3l7The most striking example of this, which is also the one that has caused problems, among others, 
in the interpretation of Leibniz's conception of substance, is his statements where he refers to those 
which are composite (compose') also as 'substances'; 

"Substance is a being capable of action. It is simple or compound. (La Sub s tan c e est un Etre 
capable d'Action. Elle est simple ou composee.)" (0 VI 598!L 636 (PNO I)) 

In 'Monadology', however, which he wrote in the same year with the above mentioned text, 
substance is defined as that which is simple. (0 VI 607!L 643 (MI)) 
31S"Things are either concrete or abstract. Concrete things are either substances or substantiata. Every 
substance is alive. Substances are either simple or composite. Simple substances or monads are either 
intelligent or without reason. Intelligent monads are called spirits and are either uncreated or created. 
A created intelligent monad is either angelic or human and is also called a soul. Again, monads can be 
understood either as separated, such as Ood and, in the opinion of certain people, an angel, or they 
can be understood as connected to a body, that is, they can be understood as souls; we know of souls 
both with reason and without. Monads without reason are either sentient or only vegetative. 
Composite substances are those which constitute a per se unity, composed of a soul and an organic 
body, which is a machine of nature resulting from monads. Substantiata are aggregates that are either 
natural or artificial, connected' or unconnected. (Res sunt aut con creta aut abstracta. Con creta sunt 
substantiae aut substantiata. Omnis substantia vivit. Substantiae sunt simplices aut compositae. 
Substantiae simplices seu AIonades sunt intelligentes vel irrationales. Intelligentes dicuntur Spiritus 
et sunt vel increatus vel creatus. Creatus est vel Angelicus vel humanus, qui et Anima appellatur. 
RursZls Monades inte/ligi possunt separatae, ut Deus, et quorundam ex sententia Angelus, vel 
accorporatae, seu Animae, et sunt nobis notae Anima rationalis et irrationalis. Monades irrationales 
sunt vel sentientes vel tan tum vegetantes. Substantiae compositae sunt quae unum per se constituunt 
ex anima et corpore organico, quod est Machina naturae ex Monadibus resultans. Substantiata sunt 
aggregata sive naturalia sive artificialia, connexa vel inconnexa.)" (The letter to Des Bosses, dated 
February 5,1712,0 II 439!AO 200) 

Certainly this classification is based on the distinctions made from within experience. 
*Leibniz states that he uses the word 'substantiatum' for such things as army and herd in order to 

distinguish those .which are substantia (substance) from those which are not, and that all bodies are, in 
fact, like that: 

"Porro creatura:: omnes sunt vel substantiales vel accidentales. Substantiales sunt vel substantia:: 
vel substantiata. Substantiata appello aggregata substantiarllm, velut exercitum hominum, gregem 
ovium < et talia sunt omnia corpora >. Substantia est vel simplex ut anima, qwe nullas habet partes, 
vel compos ita lit animal, quod constat ex anima et corpore organico." (C 13) 
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The purpose of seeking a solution, within a system of thought319, for the 

religious and scientific problems in his era lies in the ground of the fact that Leibniz 

developed a conception of substance in the manner we are going to examine. While 

developing his conception of substance, Leibniz criticizes the opinions of Descartes, 

Spinoza and atomists, primarily those of Gassendi, and determines their deficiencies. 

Leibniz's claims about substance, as the entirety of his system of thought, are put 

forth on condition that they are in accordance with the dogmas of Christianity. 

Lei bniz' s conception is opposed to Descartes's conception of substance 

because of its dualism, to that of Spinoza because of its monism, to that of atomists 

because they are materialistic and because of the problems these lead to. 320 

319Systeme nouveau de la nature et de la communication des subtances, aussi bien que de I 'union 
qu 'il y a entre I 'dme et Ie corps, 1695 (SN,G IV 477-487 IL 453-461) 

In his article with the above title, he tells about this development. 
320The thinkers who have been influential in shaping Leibniz's conception of substance are, of 
course, not limited to the ones named herein. In his texts, he often makes references to Plato and 
Aristotele. In his article dated May 1702, he compares his status in the discussions about the nature of 
the body that emerges in experience, with the status of other thinkers: 

"But, not to mention other things for now, it was especially concerning the nature of body and the 
nature of the motive forces [vis motricis] in body, that I had to disagree. Cartesians, of course, place 
the essence of body in extension alone. But even though, with Aristotle and Descartes, and against 
Democritus and Gassendi, I admit no vacuum, and even though, against Aristotle, and with 
Democritus and Descartes, I consider all rarefaction or condensation to be only apparent, 
nevertheless, with Democritus and Aristotle, and against Descartes, I think that there is something 
passive in body over and above extension, namely, that by which body resists penetration. 
Furthermore, with Plato and Aristotle, and against Democritus and Descartes, I acknowledge a certain 
active force or entelechy in body. Consequently, it seems to me that Aristotle correctly defined nature 
as the principle of motion and rest, not because I think that any body can move itself or be put into 
motion by any quality such as heaviness, unless it is already in motion, but because I believe that 
every body always has motive force, indeed, actual intrinsic motion, innate from the very beginning 
of things. However, I agree with Democritus and Descartes, against the multitude of Scholastics, that 
the exercice of motive power [potentia motricis] and the phenomena of bodies can always be 
explained mechanically, except for the very causes of the laws of motion, which derive from a higher 
principle, namely, from entelechy, and cannot be derived from passive mass [massa] and its 
modifications alone. (Sed imprimis (ut alia nunc taceam) circa naturam corporis et virium motricium 
quae cor pori ins lin t, in alia omnia mihi ellndum jilit. Nempe co/poris essentiam Cartesiani collocant 
in sola extensione, ego vero etsi cum Aristotele et Cartesio contra Democritum Gassendumque 
Vacuum nul/um admittam, et contra Aristotelem cum Democrito et Cartesio nul/am Rarefactionem 
aut Condensation em nisi apparentem statu am, puto tamen cum Democrito et Aristotele contra 
Cartesillll1 aliqllid in corpore esse passivZlm, praeter extensionem, id scilicet quo corpus resistit 
penetrationi; sed et praeterea cum Platone et Aristotele contra Democritlllll et Cartesillm in cO/pore 
aliqZlam Villi activam sive El'TEAEXWl'V agnosco, ZIt ita recte mihi Aristoteles natllram deflnisse 
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There are vanous criticisms Leibniz poses against a dualist conception of 

substance and systems of thought based on such a conception. Leibniz claims that 

Descartes and his followers321 , who claim that soul, the primary attribute322 of which 

is thought, and matter, the primary attribute of which is extension, are two separate 

created substances, never fully demonstrated that thinking substance lacks extension, 

and that material substance lacks thought. 323 Second, if this fact is put aside and it is 

accepted that soul and matter are two different substances, the nature of the apparent 

interaction between the two substances cannot be explained by Descartes and his 

followers. 324 Furthermore, since even just claiming that there is such an interaction 

will come to mean that two substances are affected by each other (or only one of 

them (matter) is affected by the other (soul)), it will render one substance dependent 

on another in view of its activity, which, according to Leibniz, means the 

annihilation of being a substance.325 

Therefore, according to Leibniz, the claim that there are two different created 

substances in Cartesian thought requires a foundation. When this claim is accepted, 

the interaction, alleged to take place between two substances, cannot, first of all, be 

videatur principium motus et quiet is, non quod putem ullum corpus nisi jam in motu sit moveri a se 
ipso aut ab aliqua qualitate, qualis est gravitas, incitari, sed quod arbitrer omne corpus vim 
motricem, imo motum intrinsecum actualem semper habere insitllm inde ab origine rerum. Exercitium 
autem potentiae motricis et phaenomena corporwn assentior Democrito et Cartesio contra vulgus 
Scholasticorum semper mechanice posse explicari, demtis ipsis Legum motus causis quae ab altiot'e 
principio, nempe ab Entelechia proficiscuntur neque ex sola massa passiva ejusque modification bus 
derivari possllnt.)" (G IV 393/AG 250) 
321What Leibniz means by 'Descartes's followers' is Malebranche in particular. (G IV 480/L 457) 
322Fr.attribue 
323G IV 365/L 390 
324G IV 364/L 390, G IV 480/L 457 
325G IV 477-478/L 457 
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explained; second, even if it can be explained, it requires annihilation of being a 

substance.326 

Central to his opposition against Spinoza's monism is the fact that he thinks 

that no activity can be grounded as belonging to human beings and hence human 

beings cannot be taken as responsible for any such activity if only God is accepted as 

substance.327 In a philosophical system in which everything consists only of the 

modification of a single substance and is definitely determined in advance, such as 

Spinoza's philosophy, it is not possible, according to Leibniz, for the human being to 

be punished for his sins and rewarded for his good deeds. As opposed to the Jewish 

religion which does not talk about an afterlife, holding the human being responsible 

for his behaviors is essential for Christianity, according to Leibniz.328 Therefore, a 

philosophical system in accordance with Christianity should be able to establish the 

foundations for an activity for which the human being shall be held responsible. 

Furthermore, in such a system where everything consists only of a single 

substance and its modification thereof, since only a single sequence of events can be 

possible, according to Leibniz, God would have created the universe not on the basis 

326The most significant deficiency Leibniz observed in Cartesian thought is the problems concerning 
the source and preservation of the motion that is strictly dependent upon the Cartesians' conception of 
substance. In Cartesian thought, motion must be given to the matter which is reduced to extension, 
from outside. And this, according to Leibniz, means that God's intervention on the created world is 
needed for explaining all kinds of activities, including the interaction between soul and matter, and 
each motion. (L445 ; See: Specimen Dynamicum, 1695, GM VI 234-254/L 435-452) 
327G VI 139/H 159-160 (T:I-67) 

Also see: De ipsa sive de vi ins ita actionibusque Creaturam, pro Dynamicis suis conjirmandis 
illllstrandisque, 1698, G IV 515/L 507. 
328"Nevertheless Moses had not inserted in his laws the doctrine of the immortality of souls: it was 
consistent with his ideas, it was taught by oral tradition; but it was not proclaimed for popular 
acceptance until Jesus Christ lifted the veil, [ ... J, taught with all the force of a lawgiver that immortal 
souls pass into another life, wherein they shall receive the wages of their deeds. (Cependant Moyse 
n 'avoit point fait entrer dans ses loix la doctrine de l'immortalite des ames: elle estoit conforme a ses 
sentimens, elle s 'enseignoit de main en main, mais elle n 'estoit point allthorisee d'une maniere 
populaire, jusqu'a ce que Jesus Christ leva Ie voile, [ ... J, enseigna avec toute la force d'un 
legislateur, qlle les ames immortelles passent dans line autre vie, 0/'/ elles doivent recevoir Ie salaire 
de leur actions.)" (G VI 26/H 50-51) 
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of his own choice, but out of necessity.329 Since nothing else is possible apart from 

what goes on, everything would have been not determined according to God's 

choice, but would be absolutely necessary. 330 When regarded from this perspective, 

according to Leibniz; there is no difference between the Cartesian thought and that 

of Spinoza. In the former matter is reduced to extension, and is thus deprived of its 

activity, whereas the foundation for the activity of soul was not properly established. 

In the latter, everything that happens is reduced to the activity of a single substance. 

Il est bon d'ailleurs qu'on prenne garde, qu'en con fondant les substances avec les 
accidens, en 6tant l'action aux substances creees, on ne tombe dans Ie Spinosisme, qui 
est un Cartesianisme outre. Ce qui n'agit point, ne merite point Ie nom de substance: si 
les accidens ne sont point distingues des substances: si la substance creee est un etre 
successif, comme Ie mouvement; si elle ne dure pas au dela d'un moment, et ne se 
trouve pas la meme (durant quelque partie assignable du temps) non plus que ses 
accidens; si elle n 'opere point non plus qu 'une figure de mathematique, ou qu'un 
nombre: pourquoy ne dira-t-on pas comme Spinosa, que Dieu est la seule substance, et 
que les creatures ne sont que des accidens, ou des modifications? 

It is well to beware, moreover, lest in confusing substances with accidents, in depriving 
created substances of action, one fall into Spinozism, which is exaggeretad 
Cartesian ism. That which does not act does not merit the name of substance. If the 
accidents are not distinct from the substances; if the created substance is a successive 
being, like movement; if it does not endure beyond a moment, and does not remain the 
same (during some stated portion of time) any more than its accidents; if it does not 
operate any more than a mathematical figure or a number: why shall one not say, with 
Spinoza, that God is the only substance, and that creatures are only accidents or 
modifications?33l 

When regarded in this respect, Leibniz's purpose is to establish the foundations 

for a conception of substance which dismisses the free will of neither God nor of 

human being, thus on which everything that happens depends not on blind power332 

and crude necessity 333, but on God's choice, in a manner that will not bring about the 

329G VI 335-336/H 347-348 (T: II1-3 71), 'Conversation sur la Liberte et Ie Destin', 1703, GR II 478. 
330GR II 478 

According to Leibniz, the first of the two labyrinths in which the human reason goes astray is the 
issue of freedom and necessity particularly in relation to the source of evil. (G VI 29/H 53-54) 
33lG VI 350-35 IIH 359-360 (T:1II-393) 
332Fr.une puissance aveugle (G VI 336/H 347-348 (T:III-371» 
333Fr.une necessite brute (G VI 336/H 347-348 (T:1II-371» 
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necessity to deny the fact that God knows everything in advance, and that will not 

contradict the perfection of God. 

As we have already mentioned above, according to Leibniz, in systems of 

thought, like that of Spinoza, which are based on absolute necessity, there is no 

possibility to distinguish those which are absolutely necessary from those which are 

contingent334.335 While the grounds of those which are necessary, in Leibniz's 

system, is the understanding of God, the grounds of those which are contingent is his 

understanding together with his will.336 That God chose this world is based not on 

indifference337 (that is to say that there is no reason for his having chosen this one 

rather than another one) or arbitrariness338 , but on the fact that this world is the best 

one. Therefore, God's will is determined by his understanding. But this does not lead 

to the elimination of God's freedom because that which determines God's will is not 

external, but it is his own understanding. Similarly, a human being's will is also free, 

because it is determined not by something which is created, but from within himself, 

in view of his creation. Thinking that the condition of being determined eliminates 

freedom is confusing the condition of being determined with absolute necessity. 

Therefore, while those things which are contingent are determined by God's 

will, the ground of those which are necessary is God's understanding. This 

establishes the foundations for God's knowing everything in advance without 

eliminating the freedom of his will. God has created the world having the knowledge 

334Fr.contingent 
335GR II 478 
336For foundation of the distinction between absolute or metaphysical necessity and hypothetical or 
physical necessity (or, inclinati~:m without necessity), also see: G IV 454-457/L 321-324 (OM 30c31), 
Letter to Arnauld, dated May 1686 (G II 37-47), G VI 50/H 74 (T:O-2), G VI 62-63/H 86-87 (T 0-
20). 
337Fr.indijjerence (G VI 122-1231H 143 (T:I-35)) 
338Fr.arbitraire (G VI 219-220/H 236-237 (T:II-176)) 
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of everything that is both contingent and that is only possible, and the reason behind 

such a creation is this very knowledge of God. Furthermore the determination and 

the positing339 of this world as a collection of all the things that are contingent, 

through a single choice of God, will eliminate the need for God's continuous 

intervention In the world; it is also in harmony with the perfection of God. 

According to Leibniz, since continuous intervention of God with the world would 

indicate not his power, but the deficiency of the choice he made, that would be the 

cancellation of his perfection. 

The criticism Leibniz poses against the atomists' conception of substance is in 

general related to two considerations: first, it is the failure of the atoms, which are 

claimed to be material, to explain motion in general similar to the case in the 

Cartesian thought, because of the fact that there is nothing in the matter on its own to 

explain motion, according to Leibniz. The second problem is, according to Leibniz, 

the fact that atoms, which are imagined as the indivisible building elements of 

material things, require the acceptance of void, and the fact that they render 

impossible the continuity of space, which is divisible infinitely in view of the 

geometry to which it is subject.34o 

The conception of substance in Leibniz's system of thought bears traces from 

Descartes, Spinoza and atomists. First, the uncreated substance as it is in the 

Cartesian thought, or God as it is the only substance in Spinoza's thought is the main 

ground of everything in Leibniz's system of thought, as well. Second, Leibniz's 

339From Latin ponD: to put or set down a person or thing, to put, place, set, lay; to establish; to set, 
place, put, lay a thing anywhere. 

See: footnote 495 
340 According to Leibniz, the second labyrinth of human thought is the relations between continuity, 
eternity and divisibility or indivisibility. (G VI 29/H 53-54) 
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system of thought as a whole is built to establish the foundations for the interaction 

among substances in the Cartesian thought without falling into Spinozianism, that is 

to say without reducing everything to a single substance. Furthermore, the point that, 

in such a case, the variety that emerges in experience is not all about a fiction is 

taken into consideration. In Leibniz's system of thought, an infinite number of 

individual substances34I , each of which is different from the others and accordingly, 

each of which is created singularly, is developed in accordance with the conditions 

we mentioned above. 

The path that led Leibniz to develop such a conception of substance is 

explicitly stated in one of his articles from his early years.342 There, Leibniz says that 

there are two things we can be certain of, when experience is taken into 

consideration: The first of them is that we think; and the second is the fact that our 

thoughts contain a wide range of variety. According to Leibniz, it is deduced from 

the first one that we are; and from the second one, that there is something that is the 

cause of the variety of appearances, other than that which thinks.343 The cause of 

variety should be something permanent and should be outside of that which thinks in 

so far as it is that which thinks because, according to Leibniz, a single thing, on its 

own, cannot be the cause of the changes and variety in itself.344 Relating all this 

variety directly to God, which is the original cause of everything, is not appropriate 

341F 22-701AG 274 
F: Refutation Inedite de Spinoza, (Animadversiones ad Joh. Georg. Watcheri librum de recondita 

Hebroeorum philosophia) Edite, Traduit et introduit par A. Foucher de Careil D'apres Ie Manllscrit 
original de la Bibliotheque Royale de Hanovre, Paris, 1854. 
342Letter to Foucher dated 1675 (G I 369-74/L 151-155). 
343G I 370/L 152 
344G I 3 niL 153 
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since that would bring God to the status of ex machina.345 Relying on this ground, 

and in order to establish the foundations for such a variety, we can conclude that -as 

secondary causes- there are individual substances or beings346, some activities of 

which we can apperceive, that is to say in which we see that some changes in them 

follow some changes in ourselves.347 It is not right to conclude based on the 

preceding sentence that substances are materials or bodies which exist outside of us. 

According to Leibniz, what we can say definitely about those things which emerge 

in experience is that they are, usually, connected in a manner to enable successful 

prediction of those which will emerge (for example, the stone's falling down, when 

thrown up) and the cause of this connection is something that is different from those 

things which emerge in experience and that is permanent.348 Therefore, what we 

need to do is to establish the foundations of the whole of experience and the variety 

in experience through activities of individual substances, without reducing 

everything to a single substance. 

In this study, we shall investigate the conception of substance in 

Leibniz's system of thought in view of its four aspects, which are In fact 

interdependent: These are the considerations that substances have an indivisible 

unity; that each substance is a point of view that reflects God and other created 

substances; that substances are independent from each other in view of their 

existences and activities and that these aspects of substances are determined and 

posited through the creation. 

345GM VI 234-54/L 441(SD) 
346Fr.des Estres (Etres) Oll substances particlllieres (G I 372) 

347G I 372/L 153 
348G I 371-372/L 152-153 
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11.1. Substance in view of its being an indivisible unity 

Leibniz's pllrpo-se is to assess the physical world that emerges in experience 

and all kinds of activities of the human being as a whole, and to establish the 

foundations for both in such a manner as to adhere to the same principles and not to 

contradict experience. 

The world that we know through experience contains variety. A foundation for 

understanding of this variety, which is in a continuous change, in different wholes 

should be provided. The ground of the fact that corporeaP49 things that emerge in 

experience bear a certain continuity and identity despite the fact that they change 

continuously, or the ground of our conceiving them as such should be determined. 

Leibniz, starting from the fact that material or physical things that emerge In 

expenence cannot be substances because they are nothing but just aggregates In 

themselves, claims that only those which have indivisible unity can be substances.35o 

This view also provides a foundation of the fact that those things which emerge in 

experience are not merely appearances or fantasies, and that, in this sense, they are 

related to substance as the unit of existence. 

349Fr.corporel(le) Lat.corporalis* 
*From corpus: body; person, self; virility; flesh; corpse; trunk; frame(work); collection/sum 
substantial/material/concrete objectlbody; particle/atom; corporation, guild. 

350"At first, after freeing myself from bondage to Aristotle, I accepted the void and the atoms, for it is 
these that best satisfy the imagination. But in turning back to them after much thought, I perceived 
that it is impossible to find the principles of a true unity in matter alone or in what is merely passive, 
since everything in it is but a collection or aggregation of parts to infinity. (Au commencement, 
lorsque je m 'estois afJranchi du joug d'Aristote, j 'avois donne dans Ie vuide et dans les Atomes, car 
c 'est ce qui remplit Ie mieux l'imagination. Mais en estant revenu, apres bien des meditations, je 
m'apperceus, qu'it est impossible de trollver les principes d'une veritable Unite dans la 
matiere seule ou dans ce qui n 'est que passif, puisque tout n y est que collection ou amas de parties 
jusqll'it I 'injini.)" (G IV 478/L 454 (SN)) 
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Accordingly, the first of the conditions for being a substance voiced by Leibniz 

is that substance is simple35 ! (i.e., without parts352) and based on this, is indivisible353 

and is a unity354.355 

We shall try to understand this claim within the framework of Leibniz's system 

of thought. We believe that Leibniz's ideas, which are expressed in the first principle 

of 'Principles of Nature and Grace' and in the first three principles of 'Monadology' 

shall provide guidance for us in this attempt: 

1.La Substance est un Etre capable d'Action. Elle est simple ou composee. La 
Substance simple est celie qui n'a point de parties. La composee est 
I 'assemblage des substances simples, ou des M 0 n ad e s . M 0 n a s est un mot Grec, qui 
signifie l'Unite, ou ce qui est un. Les composes ou les corps sont des Multitudes; et les 
substances simples, les Vies, les Ames, les Esprits sont des Unites. Et il faut bien qu' I y 
ait des substances simples par tout, parce que sans les simples il n 'y auroit point de 
composes; et par consequent toute la nature est pleine de vie. 

I.Substance is a being capable of action. It is simple or compound. Simple substance is 

that which has no parts. Compound substance356 is a collection357 of simple substances, 

or monads358. Monas is a Greek word signifYing unity or that which is one. 

Compounds359, or bodies, are pluralities360, and simple substances - lives36 !, souls, 
and spirits - are unities. There must of necessity be simple substances everywhere, for 
without simple substances there would be no compounds. As a result, the whole of 
nature is full oflife362.363 

1. LaM 0 n a de, dont no us parlerons icy, n'est autre chose, qU'une substance simple, 
qui entre dans les composes; s imp Ie, c'est a dire, sans parties. 

2. Et il faut qu'il y ait des substances simples, puisqu'il y a des composes; car Ie 
compose n'est autre chose, qu'un amas, ou a g g reg a tum des simples. 

35! Fr.simple 

352Fr.sans partie 

353Fr.indivisible 

354Fr.unite Ger.Einheit Lat.unitas* 
*From unus: alone, a single/sole; some, some one; only (pl.); one. 

355G VI 607/L 643 (MI), G VI 598/L 636 (PNGl), G VI 55-56 (T D-IO), G IV 433-434 (DM9),G IV 
482/L 456 (SN) 
356Fr.la cOl1lposee 
35 7Fr.assemb/ age 

358 Ott. vdhide 

359Fr.les composes 

360Fr.fes Multitudes 

36!Fr.les Vies 

362Fr.la vie 

363G VI 598/L 636 (PNG I) 
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3. Or la, OLI il n'y a point de parties, il n'y a ny etendue, ny figure, ny divisibilite 
possible. Et ces Monades sont les veritables Atomes de la Nature, et en un mot les 
Elemens des choses. 

1. The monad which we are to discuss here is nothing but a simple substance which 
enters into compounds364. Simple means without parts. 

2. There must be simple substances, since there are compounds, for the compounded is 
but a collection or an aggregate365 of simples. 

3. But where there are no parts, it is impossible to have either extension, or figure, or 
divisibility. The monads are the true atoms of nature; in a word, they are the 
elements3660fthings.367 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the substance is essentially one or unity. Other 

theses on substance that we mention here are explanations based on experience and 

they only aim at a better comprehension of this unity. 

Leibniz says that that which is one is simple and that simple substances lie in 

the grounds of composites368 . He explains simplicity as being without parts. 

Comprehension of that which is without parts depends on the explanation of having 

parts or being divisible, based on the fact that the starting point in explanations is 

expenence. 

What Leibniz refers to as 'composites' are bodies as wholes-in-intuition that 

emerge in experience.369 When these are considered only as material or extensive 

364Fr.des composes 
365From latin word 'aggregare' which means to collect, to include, to group, to implicate; to (cause 
to) flock/join together, to attach. 

366Fr.les Elemen(t)s des choses 
367G VI 607/L 643 

368Fr.compose, composed* Gr. (JL'VeWU;;** 
*From latin componere: to compare; to place/put/add/collect together, to collate; to match (up); to 
store/hoard; to calm; to construct, to build; to arrange, to compile, to compose, to make up; to 
organize, to order; to settle. 
**From (JUV (together) and eE(JLs (to put). 

369Though Leibniz wishes to use the term 'composite substances' only for organic bodies that he 
regards as the 'machines of nature', (See:Letter to Des Bosses, dated February 5,1712 (G II 439/AG 
200), the chart he attached to his letter to Des Bosses, dated August 17, 17] 5 (G II 506/L 617)) he 
often voices the fact that he names organic bodies as 'sllbstantiatwn " when they are regarded only as 
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things, independently from one who experiences, they, themselves, are things that 

consist only of the collection of material or extensive things. It is impossible to 

divide any body, with regard to its matter or extension, and thus, to reach the 

elements with a unity, which will establish the grounds of its wholeness. 

We can summarize Leibniz's opinions about this subject as follows: If it 

consists only of matter or extension, body is separable in view of its matter, or can 

be divided in view of its extension. If this breaking and dividing process does not 

reach an end, it cannot be claimed that the wholeness of the body comes from its 

parts; because there is the necessity of establishing the foundation for the wholeness 

of each part, in the same way. If it is claimed that this breaking and dividing process 

reaches an end, like atomists do, the indivisible parts reached cannot be material or 

extensive; because everything that is material or extensive is divisible. On the other 

hand, neither can indivisible things, which are not themselves material and do not 

material or extensive, separately from the soul metaphysically, and that they are not different from the 
bodies he considers as a bulk: 

"[ ... ], in my opinion, our body in itself or the cadaver, setting the soul apart, can be called a 
substance only in an improper sense, just as in the case of a machine or a pile of stones, which are 
only beings by aggregation; [ ... ] ("[ ... ] qu'a mon avis nostre corps en IllY meme, I'ame mise a part, 
Oll Ie cad a vel' ne pellt estre appeUe un e substance que par ablls, comme une machine ou comme 
lin tas de pierres, qui ne sont que des estres par aggregation; [ ... J)" (Letter to Arnauld, dated 
November 28 (December 8) 1686 (G II 75/AG 78)) 

The substantiality, which is attributed to organic body which is imagined as a unity of soul and 
body, does not come to mean that the body-together with the soul- has a substantiality separately 
from the soul, but that it is derived from the fact that they have a wholeness by themselves compared 
to other material things, when regarded from within experience, the ground of which is the harmony 
pre-established by God. In this respect, metaphysically, there is no difference between bodies that are, 
and are not, organic. While the distinction of those which are simple substances and which are not is a 
metaphysical distinction, the distinction of those which are composite substances and which are not is 
a distinction made from within experience. Furthermore, the reason why the topic of composite 
substances is mentioned in Leibniz's correspondences with Des Bosses, who is a Jesuit theologian, is 
the fact that in general Des Bosses investigates whether Leibniz's system is in accordance with 
Aristoteles's metaphysics, and in particular, whether it can explain the turning of bread and \Vine into 
flesh and blood of Jesus Christ in Holy Communion rite. What Leibniz tries to do here is to 
demonstrate that his system is not in conflict with the dogmas of Catholicism. Nevertheless, he 
frequently emphasizes that true unities are monads. Therefore, what is in discussion is not whether the 
so-called 'composite substances' are at the same level with simple substances, but to establish the 
foundation for the difference between those which constitute a whole by themselves in view of their 
existences within experience, and those which do not. 
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have an extension come together to form either the extension or the matter, nor can 

they provide the wholeness of bodies. 370 

Therefore, when those things which consist only of matter or extension are 

considered, the unity of bodies cannot come from themselves and there is no unity in 

them to provide their wholeness. Accordingly, they are not substances. 

Our investigating what the ground of the wholeness of bodies is shall not only 

help us grasp in what sense simple substances are 'included in composites' at the 

same time, but also shall further reveal Leibniz's conception of substance, by 

enabling us to see the difference of the wholeness of that which is composite and the 

unity of the simple substance. 

The ground of the wholeness of bodies in Leibniz's system of thought is the 

fact that they are composite, that is to say, that they are composed. Wholeness comes 

not from their being an aggregate formed of parts, but from their existence 

depending on a composition. Bodies as wholes-in-intuition emerge by soul's activity 

of experience. As we have already studied in the preceding section, the material and 

conditions of everything that emerges in experience are, in Leibniz's system of 

thought, innate to the souL The source of the material of bodies as whole-in-intuition 

that emerge in experience is representations of other substances that are innate to the 

substance. What ensures that those things which emerge in experience do not consist 

only of a fantasy, in Leibniz's system of thought, is the fact that perception as the 

material of the soul's activity of experience is a representation of other substances.37l 

Therefore, simple substances being 'composite' does not come to mean that 

370G IV 478-479!L 454 (SN) 
37lG VI 608!L 644(MI3) 
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simple substances come together to form bodies and that bodies are composed of 

simple substances372, but it means that other substances lie in the source of the 

material of bodies as wholes-in-intuition in view of experience, through their 

representations and in accordance with the pre-established harmony. 

The point that requires attention is the fact that perceptions as the material of 

wholes in experience and accordingly, the representations of other substances do not 

lie in the grounds of the unity of bodies. The grounds of the unity of bodies as 

composites is not simple substances, which are included in the composition of 

composites through their representations and in accordance with the pre-established 

harmony, but the activity of composition of the soul who experiences. 

As we have seen in the section in which we addressed Leibniz's conception of 

experience, the conditions of the variety that emerges in experience is the ideas that 

are innate to the soul in view of its memory aspect. The ground of the unity anyone 

body has in view of experience is not the representations included in its composition, 

but the soul's activity of expressing the representations. Emergence of any body, 

which is nothing but an aggregate when considered independently from the soul's 

activity of expressing, as a whole-in-intuition and our conceiving it in this way 

depend upon imagination and intellectual activity of our soul. 

The imagination'S activity of envisaging the representations which are innate 

to the soul is, in fact, an activity of composition. The essence of such composition is 

to arrange, and then to envisage, the representations which are innate to the soul in 

372"For we cannot say that monads are parts of bodies which touch each other, any more than we can 
say this of points or of souls. A monad, like the soul, is a world by itself, having no intercourse of a 
dependent nature except with God. (Monades enim esse partes cor porum, tangere sese, componere 
corpora, non magis dici debet, quam hoc de punctis et animablls dicere licet. Et Monas, ut anima, est 
velut mundlls qllidam proprius, nll/fllll1 commercillln dependentiae habens nisi cum Deo.)" (G II 435-
436/L 600) 
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accordance with the ideas in memory. Therefore, the order that emerges in the world 

which depends upon experience is the order that is derived from the imagination's 

composing representations according to ideas, and the ground of this order is the 

harmony pre-established by God. 

In brief, since bodies as wholes-in-intuition are composites, they are not unities 

because the ground of the wholeness they have in view of intuition is not themselves. 

Therefore, they cannot be substances either. In Leibniz's system of thought, created 

substance is not a composite whole, but it is the soul which is the true unity. 

Comprehension of such properties as simplicity and indivisibility that Leibniz 

attributed to substance as a unity is possible only given that substance is soul. 

Similarly, that the simple substance cannot be constituted and destroyed;373 that it 

begins only vvith creation and ends with annihilation374 also are possible with the 

created substance's being soul which is not subject to destruction contrary to the 

wholes-in-intuition that emerge in experience. 

At this point we would like to emphasize once agam one Issue related to 

Leibniz's use of the word 'soul'. Leibniz distinguishes created substances as simple 

monads (or entelechies), souls and spirits depending on the degree of perfection of 

their activities in order to classify, on the basis of this distinction and in a 

comprehensive manner, the 'things'375 which emerge in experience or which are 

believed to exist due to religious reasons, and in this way to involve himself in the 

popular discussions of his time. Yet, even if such expressions of Leibniz seem to be 

373G VI 598/L 636 (PNG2), G VI 607/L 643 (M4, MS) 
374G VI 607/L 643(M6) 
375These are things that, in view of experience, look like nonliving things, plants, animals, humans, 
and even angels. (G VI 439/AG 200) 
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conflicting to his metaphysical claims about substance in his own system of thought, 

when considered superficially, in fact they are in harmony with it. 

First, knowing what substance is, is possible, according to Leibniz, only 

through knowing that we ourselves are substances.376 We can comprehend that we 

are substances only when we understand ourselves -depending upon the emergence 

of experience- as being different from those things which emerge in experience and 

as the ground of experience; only when we comprehend ourselves as the one and the 

same, that is as a soul. The word 'I' is the name given to the soul which is the agent 

of the activity which is expressed and recognized. Attributing substantiality to things 

which emerge in experience or to things the existence of which we discuss through 

reasoning depending upon the emergence of experience relies on the similarities that 

we can construct depending on our being souls, therefore, substances.377 

376"1 would like to know how we could have the idea of being if we did not, as beings ourselves, find 
being within us. (Et je voudrois bien savoir, comment nous pourrions avoir I'idee de l'estre, si nOlls 
n 'estions des Estres nOlls memes, et ne trouvions ainsi I'estre en nOlls.)" (G V 711RB 86) 

377"There is as much difference between a substance and such a being as there is between a man and 
a community, such as people, an army, a society, or a college; these are moral beings, beings in which 
there is something imaginary and dependent on the fabrication !fiction] of our mind. A substantial 
unity requires a thoroughly indivisible and naturally indestructible being, [ ... ], but which can be 
found in a soul or substantial form, on the model of what is called me. (II y a autant de difference 
entre line substance et entre un tel estre qu'it y en a entre un Homme et line communaute, comme 
peupZe, annee, societe ou college, qui sont estres moraux, ou it y a que/que chose d'imaginaire et de 
dependant de /a fiction de nostre esprit. L 'unite substantielle demande un estre accompli indivisible, 
et natureI/ement indestructible, [ ... J, mais bien dans une ame ouforme substantielle it I'exemple de ce 
qu'on appe/le m 0 y .)"(G II 761 AG 79) 

Leibniz, in an article dated 1705, explains as follows what he understands by the term 'substantial 
form': 

"When I am asked if they are substantial forms, I reply with a distinction. For if this term is taken 
to mean what Descartes meant in maintaining against Regis that the rational soul is the substantial 
form of man, I agree. But I say 'No' to anyone who takes the term in the sense of those who imagine 
that there is a substantial form in a piece of stone or in any other inorganic body. (Quand on me 
dem an de, si ce sont des Formes substantielles, je reponds en distinguant: car si ce Tenne est pris, 
comme Ie prend M des Cartes, quand il soutient contre M Regis, que Z'Ame raisonnable est laforme 
sllbstantie/Ze de I 'homme, je repondray qu'ouy. Mais je diray que non, si quelcun prend Ie Terme 
comme ceux qui s 'imaginent qu'it y a line forme sllbstantielle d'un marceau de pierre, au d'lIn autre 
corps non-organique; [ ... J)" (Considerations sur les Principes de Vie, et sur les Natures Plastiques, 
par I'A uteur du Systeme de I 'Harmonie preetablie, 1705, G VI 539/L 586) 
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The point that we should pay attention to here is, just like the fact that it cannot 

be claimed that our body is a substance distint from the soul, similarly, wholes-in-

intuition that emerge in experience cannot be substances as they emerge in 

experience.378 What we should ask here is the question whether an indivisible unity, 

like the one we know from ourselves, lies in the grounds of the organic things which 

are wholes in view of experience.379 

378"lf my OpInion that substance requires a true unity were founded only on a definition I had 
formulated in opposition to common usage, then the dispute would be only one of words. [ ... J I take 
things to a much higher level, and setting aside the question of terminology, I believe that where there 
are only beings by aggregation, there aren't any real beings. [ ... J I agree, Sir, that there are only 
machines (that are often animated) in all of corporeal nature, but I do not agree that there are only 
aggregates of substances; and ifthere are aggregates of substances, there must also be true substances 
from which all aggregates result. [ ... J the composite made up of the diamonds of the Grand Duke and 
of the Great Mogul can be called a pair of diamonds, but this is only a being of reason. And when 
they are brought closer to one another, it would be a being of the imagination or perception, that is to 
say, a phenomenon. For contact, common motion, and participation in a common plan have no effect 
on substantial unity. It is true that there are sometimes more, and sometimes fewer, grounds for 
supposing that several things constitute a single thing, in proportion to the extent to which these 
things are connected. But this serves only to abbreviate our thoughts and to represent the phenomena. 
(Si I' opinion que j' ay, que la substance demande une veritable unite, n' estoit fondee que sur une 
definition que j' aurois forgee contre I 'usage commun, c e n e s e r 0 it q u ' u ned i s put e des 
mot s, [ ... ]. je prends les choses de bien plus haut, et laissant la les termes, j e c roy que I a, 0 il 
if n 'y a que des estres par aggregation, il n 'y aura pas meme des estres 
r eel s; [ ... J J'accorde, Monsieur, que dans toute la nature corporelle il n'y a que des machines (qui 
souvent sont an imees), mais je n'accorde pas qu'il n 'y ait que des aggreges de 
sub s tan c e s, et s 'il y a des aggreges de substances, if faut bien qu 'if y ait aussi des veritables 
substances dont tous les aggreges resultent. [ ... J Ie compose des diamans du Grand Duc et du Grand 
Mogol se pellt appeler une paire de diamans, mais ce n 'est qu'un estre de raison, et quand on les 
approchera I 'un de I 'autre, ce sera un estre d'imagination ou perception, c' est a dire un phenomene; 
car I'attouchement, Ie mouvement commun, Ie concours a un meme dessein ne changent rien a I 'unite 
substantielle. Il est vray qu'il y a tantost plus tantost moins de fondement de supposer comme si 
plusieurs choses enfaisoient une seule, selon que ces choses ant plus de connexion, mais cela ne sert 
qu 'a abreger nos pensees et a representer les phenomenes.)" (Letter to Arnauld, dated April 30, 1687, 
G II 96/AG 85-86) 
379"This thought of myself, who perceive sensible objects, and of my own action which results from 
it, adds something to the objects of sense. To think of some color and to consider that I think of it -
these two thoughts are very different, just as much as color itself differs from the ego who thinks of it. 
And since I conceive that there are other beings who also have the right to say' I', or for whom this 
can be said, it is by this that I conceive what is called substance in general. It is the consideration of 
myself, also, which provides me with other concepts in metaphysics, such as those of cause, effect, 
action, similarity, etc., and even with those of logic and ethics. Thus it may be said that there is 
nothing in the understanding which has not come from the senses, except the understanding itself, or 
the one who understands. (Cette pensee de may, qui m 'apperr;ois des objets sensibles, et de ma 
propre action qui en resulte, adjoute quelque chose aux objets des sens. Penser a quelque couleur et 
considerer qu'on y pense, ce sont deux pensees tres differentes, autant que la couleur merne differe de 
moy qui y pense. Et comme je conr;ois que d'autres Estres peuvent aussi avoir Ie droit de dire m 0 y, 
au qu 'on pourroit Ie dire pour ellX, c' est par la que je conr;ois ce qu 'on appel/e I a sub s tan c e en 
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It is not possible for us to know whether a substance lies in the grounds of 

these, e.g. other living things, in the same way we know that we, ourselves, are 

substances. The reason why Leibniz thinks a soul lies in the ground of these as well 

is there being nothing in view of metaphysics to prevent this; the reason is that the 

foundation of the world which emerges in experience is possible only through the 

activities of infinitely many substances, whose activities are arranged by God within 

a harmony with each other. Due to similarities that can be grasped in experience and 

also due to metaphysical and theological reasons, and also because the opposite 

claim was not generally accepted during his lifetime, that other human beings have 

souls is something that is not worth discussing, in Leibniz's system of thought. 

As opposed to the Cartesians' claim that other living things apart from human 

beings lack souls, Leibniz's thought is that there is no metaphysical reason 

preventing the view that they also have souls, considering that the fact that other 

living things are also wholes-in-intuition, and that that they behave as wholes is a 

sign that there lies a substance in their ground as well.380 Since Leibniz's claim that 

there lies substance in the ground of other living things is not merely based upon 

general, et c 'est aussi la consideration de moy meme, qui me fournit d'autres notions de 
metaphysique, comme de cause, effect, action, similitude etc., et mhne celles de la Logique et 
de la Morale. Ainsi on peut dire qu'it ny a rien dans l'entendement, qui ne soit venu des sens, 
excepte I' entendement meme, ou celuy qui en tend. )" (Letter to Sophie Charlotte, the Pruss ian Queen, 
dated 1 702, G VI 502/L 549) 
380"1 also think that to want to limit true unity or substance almost exclusively to man is to be as 
shortsighted in metaphysics as were those in physics who wanted to confine the world in a sphere. 
And since there are as many true substances as there are expressions of the whole universe, and as 
many as there are replications of divine works, it is in conformity with the greatness and beauty of the 
works of God for him to produce as many substances as there can be in this universe, and as many as 
higher considerations allow, for these substances hardly get in one another's way. (Je croy aussi que 
de vouloir renfermer dans l'homme presque seulla veritable unite ou substance, c'est estre aussi 
borne en Metaphysique que l'estoient en physique ceux qui enfermoient Ie monde dans une boule. Et 
les substances veritables estant autant d'expressions de tout l'univers pris dans un certain sens et 
autant de replications des oeuvres divines, it est conforme a la grandeur et a la beaute des ollvrages 
de Dieu, puisque ces substances ne s 'entrempechent pas d'en faire dans cet univers autant qu'it se 
peut et autant que des raisons superieures permettent.)" (G II 98/ AG 87) 
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their being wholes in view of experience, or their acting as a whole and their parts' 

being arranged as possessing a smoothly operating mechanism, according to him, 

one should not go too far in concluding that a substance lies in the ground of a thing 

that emerges in experience. 381 

To summarize, created substance in Leibniz's system of thought is that which 

is indivisible unity. We can know what substance is and what it is to be substance 

only when we know that we, ourselves, are substances in view of our soul. The 

wholes which emerge in intuition are not substances themselves, because the 

wholeness of composites comes from the soul which composes. The question 

concerning which one of those emerging as a whole in experience has a substance in 

its ground cannot be answered from within experience. 

[ ... que] ce qui n'est pas veritablement un estre, n'est pas non 
plus veritablement un estre. 

[ ... that] what is not truly one being is not truly one being either.382 

381"Our mind notices or conceives some true substances which have certain modes; these modes 
involve relations to other substances, so the mind takes the occasion to join them together in thought 
and to make one name account for all these things together. This is useful for reasoning, but we must 
not allow ourselves to be misled into making substances or true beings of them; this is suitable only 
for those who stop at appearances, or for those who make realities out of all abstractions of the mind, 
and who conceive number, time, place, motion, shape, [[and sensible qualities]] as so many separate 
beings. Instead I hold that philosophy cannot be better reestablished and reduced to something 
precise, than by recognizing only substances or complete beings endowed with a true unity, together 
with the different states that succeed one another; everything else is only phenomena, abstractions, or 
relations. (Nostre esprit remarque au com;:oit quelques substances veritables qui ant certains modes, 
ces modes enveloppent des rapports a d'autres substances d'oil I 'esprit prend occasion de les joindre 
ensemble dans la pensee et de mettre un nom en ligne de compte pOllr toutes ces choses ensemble, ce 
qui sert a la commodite dll raisonnement, mais if ne faut pas s 'en laisser tromper pour en faire autant 
de substances ou Estres veritablamant reels; cela n 'appartient qu 'a ceux qui s 'arrestent aux 
apparences, au bien a ceux qui font des realites de toutes les abstractions de I' esprit; et qui 
con90ivent Ie nombre, Ie temps, Ie lieu, Ie mouvement, la figure, les qllalites sensibles comme autant 
d'estres a part. Au lieu que je tiens, qu 'on ne s9allroit mieux retablir la phifosophie, et la reduire a 
quelque chose de precis, que de reconnoistre les seules substances ou Estres accomplis, doues d'une 
veritable unite avec leur difJerens estats qui s 'entresuivent, tout Ie reste n 'estant que des phenomenes, 
des abstractions ou des rapports.)" (G II 1011 AG 89) 

382G II 97/AG 86 
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11.2. Substance in view of its being a Point of View 

In this part, we shall be addressing the substance as the unit of existence of 

Leibniz's system of thought, in view of the fact that it is a point of view383 that 

reflects384 God and all those things which are created. We deem it useful to 

emphasize again and again that the aspects of substance are not independent from 

each other in Leibniz's system of thought. That we choose to assess the substance, 

which is in fact one, from its interdependent, however, different aspects aim only at a 

better comprehension of Leibniz' s conception of substance. 

We, in this section, shall investigate the fact that substance, in Leibniz's 

system of thought, is a point of view that reflects all those things which are created 

in relation to the following three considerations: first, establishing the foundations 

for the fact that substance is complete, and consequently unique in view of the 

material it comprises; second, establishing the foundations for its variety that 

emerges in experience so that it does not consist only of appearance or fantasy, or 

contradict the unity of substance; third, establishing the foundations for the 

independence of the activity of substance, in view of the source of the material it 

compnses. 

When we take into consideration the fact that substance is a point of view that 

reflects all those things which are created, we should always keep in mind that the 

reason of creation of each and every substance in Leibniz's system of thought is to 

383Fr.le point de vue 
384"All individual created substances, indeed, are different expressions of the same universe and of 
the same universal cause, God. But these expressions vary in perfection as do different 
representations or perspectives of the same city seen from different points. (Imo omnes substantire 
singularis < creatre > sunt diversre [impression] expressiones ejusdem universi, ejusdemque causce 
universalis, nempe DEI; sed variant perfectione expressiones Zit ejusdem oppidi diversce 
reprcesentationes vel sccenographice ex diversis punctis viszls.)" (C 52l!L 269) 

See: G VI 599/L636 (PNG3), G V1616/L 648 (M55) 
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actualize the harmony pre-established by God, to the extent of their share of the 

responsibility. That one substance represents others that are created is not an 

additional claim about a substance, but is an aspect of the creation of that substance 

as it is. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, each substance created in accordance with the 

pre-established harmony is a living mirror that represents all things which are 

created.385 Since a substance's containment of representations of other substances is 

not something separate from itself, that is to say, though the structure of language is 

prone to mislead us in this subject, there is not one substance and separately the 

representations of other substances that the substance contains in itself; one of the 

things that make a substance that particular substance is its innate containment of 

these representations. Therefore, a substance's being a 'living mirror' as that 

385"[ ... J each monad is a living mirror, or a mirror endowed with an internal action, and [ ... J it 
represents the universe according to its point of view and is regulated as completely as is the universe 
itself. ([ ... J chaque Monade est lin miroir vivant, ou dow! d'action interne, representatiJ de l'univers, 
suivant son point de veue, et allssi regIe que l'univers IllY meme.)" (G VI S98-S99/L 636-637 (PNG3)) 

-"[ ... J each living mirror which represents the universe according to its own point of view, that is, 
each monad or each substantial center, must have its perceptions and its appetites regulated in the best 
way compatible with all the rest. ([ ... J que chaque miroir vivant representant l'univers suivant son 
point de veue, c' est a dire, que chaque M 0 n a de, chaque centre substantiel, do it avoir ses 
perceptions et ses appetits les miellx regles qu'i! est compatible avec tout Ie reste.)" (G VI 603-604/L 
640 (PNG12)) 

"Now this mutual connection or accommodation of all created things to each other and of each to 
all the rest causes each simple substance to have relations which express all the others and 
consequently to be a perpetual living mirror of the universe. (Or cette L i a is 0 n ou cet 
accommodement de to utes les choses creees a chacune et de chacllne a to utes les mitres, fait que 
chaque substance simple a des rapports qui expriment to lites les mitres, et qU'elle est par consequent 
lin miroir vivant pelpetuel de l'univers.)" (G VI 6l6/L 648 (MS6)) 

"Just as the same city viewed from different sides appears to be different and to be, as it were, 
multiplied in perspectives, so the infinite multitude of simple substances, which seem to be so many 
different universes, are nevertheless only the perspectives of a single universe according to the 
different points of view of each monad. (Et comme une meme ville regardee de difJerens cotes paroist 
tout autre et est comme multipliee per s p e c t i v e men t, if arrive de meme, que par la multitude 
infinie des substances simples, if Y a comme autant de difJerens un ivers, qui ne sont pourtant que les 
perspectives d'un seul selon les difJerens points de veue de chaque Monade.)" (G VI 616/L 648 
(MS7)) 
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particular substance is not something that is completely different from those things 

which are reflected in the mirror.386 

Given that all substances reflect others, that reflecting the substances other 

than itself is an aspect of one substance's being that particular substance, and that 

this applies to all substances, what should we understand by a substance's 

containment in itself of the representations of all substances other than itself? Given 

that those things reflected in the mirror are involved in of the mirror and that the 

reflecting mirror is involved in other mirrors depending on its own reflection's being 

present on other reflectors, what does one mirror's reflecting other mirrors mean? 

First, due to the fact that representation of each substance is involved in this 

sense in other substances and that the activity of each substance consists only of its 

share of actualization regarding the pre-established harmony, all of the substances 

are created together and by a single decision387 of God, according to Leibniz's 

conception of substance. 388 Therefore, since no substance is created before the other 

and since each substance's containment of the representations of others concerns the 

creation of that particular substance, the representations of other substances 

contained in a substance can be nothing but the representations of their shares from 

the harmony which is given to them in order to actualize. The share from the 

harmony that each substance is given is how and how much of the representations 

will be expressed. Therefore, what we should understand by a substance's being a 

mirror or a point of view that reflects all those which are created is that it innately 

386This dependence is not between one substance and the others, but between one substance and the 
representations of others. The ground of the relation between representing-being represented or 
reflecting-being reflected is not an interaction between substances or a determination, but it is the 
creation in accordance with the harmony pre-established by God. 

387Fr.un decret 
388G VI 147-148 (T:I-84) 
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contains In itself the representation of the shares from the harmony of all those 

which are created apart from itself, in order to be able to perform its activity which is 

in accordance with the activities of other substances due to harmony, but which is 

independent from the actualization of their activities by them. In other words, 

representations of other substances contained in a substance must be the 

representations of how harmony will be expressed by other substances. 

We should evaluate in a similar manner Leibniz's explanation of each 

substance's being a point of view that reflects the entire universe in its own fashion, 

by likening it to the different views of the same city looking from different points. In 

Leibniz's thought, 'universe' and 'world' are words that are employed to express the 

sequence or collection of things which exist.389 There is no universe as a substance, 

by itself, which is independent from the activities of individual substances, or, if we 

assess the city in Leibniz's example as the universe, there is no city that is 

independent from its different views.39o Therefore, that which each substance 

expresses through its own activity is not a universe that exists independently from 

itself, but it is the pre-established harmony. And the representations, which a 

substance contains in itself are the representations pertaining to how the same 

harmony is expressed by other substances, that is to say, the representations of the 

389G VI 107 (T: 1-8) 

390G IV 504/L 498-99 
The existence of a universe that is independent from individual substances or of a universal soul 

(or a world soul) which is claimed to correspond to such a universe is an opinion that needs to be 
particularly contested, according to Leibniz, based on the fact that it reduces individual substances 
down to the modification of a single substance and thus melts the human soul within the universal 
soul to render needless the souls as individual substance and unit of existence or rendering them 
secondary; and also because of the fact that it sometimes leads to identification of universal soul with 

God. 
See: G VI 53-56/H 77-79 (T:D 7,8,9) 
Also see. "Considerations sur la doctrine d'un Esprit Universel Unique" (1702, G VI 529-538/L 

554-560) 
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activity of other substances. Accordingly, the UnIverse of each substance is the 

collection of created things which are expressed in its own activity and belongs to 

that particular substance only.391 The source of the harmony between the different 

worlds of substances is not that they reflect a universe that is independent from their 

activities and that actually exists, but the fact that they are created in accordance with 

a single harmony.392 

A substance's containment of the representations of other substances is not 

independent from the activity of that substance. According to Leibniz, the main 

activity of a substance is the activity of perceiving, towards which it tends on the 

basis of the principle of appetite.393 A substance's containment of other substances' 

representations and its having a tendency toward perceiving them are not two 

391"Moreover, every substance is like an entire world, and like a mirror of God or of the whole 
universe which it expresses, each in its own manner, about as the same city is represented differently 
depending on the different positions from which it is regarded. Thus the universe is in a certain sense 
multiplied as many times as there are substances, and the glory of God is likewise redoubled by as 
many wholly different representations of his work. (De plus toute substance est comme un monde 
entier et comme un mirair de Dieu ou bien de tout I '1m ivers, qu'elle exprime chacune a sa far;:on, a 
peu pres comme une meme ville est diversement representee selon les differentes situations de celuy 
qui la regarde. Ainsi I'univers est en quelque far;:on multiplie autant de fois qu 'il y a de substances, et 
la gloire de Dieu est redoublee de meme par autant de representations to utes differentes de son 
ouvrage.)" (G IV 434!L 308 (DM9)) 

392"[00.J and there thus results from each perspective of the universe, as it is seen from a certain 
position, a substance which expresses the universe in conformity to that perspective, if God sees fit to 
render his thought effective and to produce that substance. [00. J and it follows from what we have just 
said, that each substance is a world apart, independent of everything outside of itself except God. 
([oo.J Ie resultat de chaque veue de I '1m ivers, comme regarde d'un certain endroit, est une substance 
qui exprime I'univers conformement a cette velie, si Diell trouve bon de rendre sa pensee effective et 
de produire cette substance. [ ... J et il s' ensuit de ce que nous venons de dire, que chaque substance 
est comme un monde if part, independant de tOllt autre chose hoI's de Dieu; [00. D" (G IV 439!L 311-
312 (DMI4)) 

"So only God, also, constitutes the link or communication between the substances, and it is 
through him that the phenomena of the one meet with and agree with those of the others and that 
consequently there is reality in our perception. (Aussi Dieu seuf fait fa liaison ou fa communication 
des substances, et c 'est par luy que les phenomenes des uns se rencontrent et s 'accordent avec cellx 
d'autres, et par consequent qu 'il y a de la rea lite dans nos perceptions.)" (G IV 458!L 324 (DM32)) 

393G VI 609!L 644 eM 15) 
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separate metaphysical levels.394 The substance's activity of perceiving on the basis 

of the principle of appetite is continuous.395 And the continuous flow in the 

substance is nothing other than this continuous activity ofperceiving.396 

Since the fundamental activity of each substance, according to Leibniz, is the 

activity of perception, representation of another substance in a substance is the 

representation of the activity of perception in the substance which is represented. 

What we call perceptions are the details taken from this continuous activity of 

perceiving. 397 It is possible to name as 'appearance' the details which are called 

'perceptions' with regard to the substance being the reflector mirror or point of view. 

After explaining that one substance is the point of view that reflects all of the 

other substances, we can come back to the three considerations we mentioned above. 

First, every substance is complete in view of the fact that it bears in itself the 

representations of other substances, and is at the same level with the others in view 

of the activity of perception.398 But, because severy substance bears in itself the 

representations of all other substances, it is unique on the basis that it, itself, is not 

something that is completely separate from these representations and that it contains 

these representations in relation to its activity, which is the very reason of its 

existence.399 Despite the fact that every substance represents all the others and is 

represented in each of the others, no substance contains the representation of itself. 

394According to Leibniz's conception of substance, a subtance cannot contain these representations in 
itself without being active. 

See: the following section. 
395G VI 609/L 644 (M 15) 
396G VI 608!L 643-644 (MIO,MII) 
397G VI 608-609/L 644 (MI2, M13, M14) 
398G VI 604/L 640 (PNG 13) 
399As we shall consider in the following sections, what we should understand from Leibniz's 
principle of the identity of indiscernibles is, in its simples terms, that it is not possible that two 
substances which will perform the same activity were created. . 
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Therefore, each substance is complete in view of the representation of others, and 

unique in view of the fact that it is that which represents them. 

What we should understand from the word 'monad' in Leibniz's system of 

thought is that it is the substance which is one, simple, active and unique, 

independently from the degree of perfection of its activity, that is to say, in view of 

the fact that it possesses activity of perceiving on the basis of the principle of 

appetite, and based on this, it bears in itself the representations of all other 

substances. 

About the second consideration, the soul's activity of knowing which depends 

upon experience is the apperceiving of perceptions as the details of the continuous 

activity of perceiving in the monad aspect. The world that emerges in experience is 

the expression of the perceptions in its monad aspect, depending upon the 

possibilities and conditions of the one who experiences. What prevents the world 

that emerges in experience, in Leibniz's system of thought, from being a fantasy or a 

mere appearance, despite the fact that it does not have an existence independent from 

the one who experiences, is the fact that they are the appearances of other substances 

in the sense explained above. According to Leibniz, the world that emerges in 

experience is like a rainbow. Just like the fact that we see the rainbow as we do 

because of a certain refraction of light, that is to say, the rainbow is not a fantasy, 

things which emerge in experience do not consist merely of images, either.4oo Since 

they, in view of their manner of emergence, rely upon the soul's aspect that 

400Letter to Arnauld, dated April 30, 1686, GIl 97, G V 133/RB 146, G V 203-204/RB 219 
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experiences, and they, in view of their sources, rely upon the representations in its 

monad aspect, they are phaenomenon bene jitndatum401 , according to Leibniz. 

That, in Leibniz's system of thought, the substance is a point of view which 

reflects other substances enables one who experiences to feel itself as different from 

the world that emerges in experience, and also enables the foundations for the 

plurality which is based on the emergence of experience, in view of its material, 

without leading to the dismissal of the unity and simplicity of the substance. 

The ground of the distinction between that which experiences and that which is 

experienced, in view of the material of experience, is the distinction between that 

which perceives and the material for its perceptual activity.402 The unity of that 

which perceives is the ground of the unity of experience, and the completeness of the 

perceptual material is the source of the wholeness of experience. 

Similarly, the point upon which the plurality that emerges in experience relies, 

in view of its material, is the perceptions as the details of the continuous activity of 

perceiving of the soul. Each of the perceptions as passing states in experience, which 

we consider to be corresponding to the sensation that is apperceived as a single thing 

because of the unity of the one who experiences, is the coexistence of infinitely 

varied perceptions, on the basis of the infinite plurality of substances. 

In other words, although it is impossible403 to talk about a plurality subject to 

number at the level of the substance's activity of perceiving prior to the emergence 

401 'well founded phenomenon'. 
See: "De modo distinguendi phaenomena realia ab imaginariis". (1685, G VII 319- 322/L 363-

365) 
402See: 1.4 Experience in view of the Act of Apperception 

403Emergence of the plurality in experience depends upon the imagination's .envisagement of the 
perceptions according to the ideas in memory, aDd the comprehension of pluralIty depends upon the 
intellectual activity. 
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of plurality which is understood because of the emergence of experience and prior to 

the wholeness of sensations which is provided through the unity of the one who 

experiences, the source of the plurality that emerges in experience is, with regard to 

the material of experience, the continuous activity of perceiving that one substance 

performs in tending to the representations of other substances. Here we are not 

talking about one perception which corresponds to each of the sensations we acquire 

at the level of experience or of the wholes-in-intuition we conceive within 

experience. A one to one matching is possible neither between sensation and the 

perception that is the material of sensation; nor between the perception and the 

representation of any substance. 

Each sensation is the clarification of the passing state, which we refer to as if it 

is one and whole in respect of the unity of the one who experiences, according to the 

conditions of the one who experiences. Since every perception is a detail of the 

activity of perceiving performed by the substance, directed to the representations that 

are innate to it as a whole, it is related to the entirety of the representations in 

question. And the sensation that emerges in experience is related not only to the 

detail which is clarified, but also to the entirety of the activity of perceiving 

including this state or the entirety of representations. Every clear sensation contains 

the obscure perception of everything in view of its material, and accordingly, every 

distinct perception contains the confused perception of everything which is 

created.404 

See: 1.6 Experience in view of the Act of Envisagement: Imagination 
404See: 1.3 Experience as the Soul's Activity of Sensing Perceptions 
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Therefore, in Leibniz's conception of substance, the substance's perceptive 

nature in view of its monad aspect provides the substance a variety in such a manner 

as not to conflict with its unity and simplicity. Since there are no perceptions 

separated from each other at the perceptive level, there is no plurality to violate the 

unity and simplicity of substance. 

With regard to the third consideration, since one substance is related to other 

substances from within itself, the substance is not dependent on other substances, in 

view of the material to which its activity is directed. As we shall be addressing in the 

following section, in Leibniz's system of thought, no external interaction among the 

substances is in question, that is to say, the substances do not act upon each other. 

The conformity between the activities of substances is provided on the basis of their 

being created in accordance with the pre-established harmony and in a manner to 

contain the representations of each other. 

II.3. Substance in view of the independence of its activity 

In Leibniz's system of thought, substance should be independent in view of 

both its existence and also of its activity405. Substance as the true unity is 

independent since it does not have parts, in view of its existence. Just like the 

foundation for the plurality in the world which depends upon experience is 

established by the unity of the substance who experiences, the foundation for the 

change in the world which depends upon experience and the apparent interaction 

between things should be established by the independent activity of substance. 

405Fr.activite, Lat.actllositas* 
*From agere: to drive, to urge, to conduct; to spend (time w/cum); to thank (w/gratias); to deliver 

(speech». 
What Leibniz takes into account is surely Aristotle's concept of EVEPYWX. 
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As we have mentioned before, in Leibniz's system of thought, substances are 

units of existence that God created to actualize406 the pre-established harmony. 

Therefore, substances are active due to their nature.407 In order for the substance to 

be active in the real sense, the activity should belong to it; that is to say, it should be 

the agent408 at the same time. 

What is meant by the independence of the activity of substance in Leibniz's 

system of thought is that once the activity is created, it is independent both from God 

and also from other created things. The activity of a substance's being independent 

from God, once it is created, is the same thing with God's not intervening 

subsequently with the world as a collection of things which he created. 

The reason for Leibniz's insistence that the created substance IS active and 

agent IS the insufficiency of the claim that everything is created by God and 

everything arises out of God, for describing how any change occurred including the 

physical motion in the world which depends upon experience, when we put aside 

theological and ethical reasons409.410 

406Fr.actuel(le) Lat.actualis 
407"That which does not act does not merit the name of substance. (Ce qui n 'agit point, ne merite 
point Ie nom de substance [ ... ])" (G VI 350-3511H359 (T: III-393)) 
408Fr.agent Lat.agens 
409See: Il.l Substance in view of its being an indivisible unity 
410 According to Leibniz, such a description should include both metaphysical and physical elements. 
Everything that happens in the visible world should have a mechanical explanation. But without the 
determination of the metaphysical principles upon which they rely, such description will remain 
incomplete by itself, even if it is comprehensive. The criticism Leibniz poses against Descartes and 
his followers is from a metaphysical point of view, if the problems in mechanical explanation are put 
aside. Attempting to explain those which happen in the visible world on the basis of various 
metaphysical principles put furth to establish the connection directly with God, or the connection 
between God and the physical world, as if no mechanical explanation is possible for them is not 
appropriate for Leibniz, either. 

"And so, I think that the omniscient heat of Hippocrates, and Avicenna's Cholcodean giver of 
souls, the exceedingly wise plastic virtue of Scaliger and others, and hylarchic principle of Henry 
More are in part impossible, and in part unnecessary. (ltaque et calidllln omniscium Hippocratis, et 
Cholcodeam animarlllll datricem Avicennae, et ilIam sapientissimam Scaligeri aliorllmqlle virtutem 
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According to Leibniz, it cannot be explained in Descartes's system of thought 

how God transfers motion to matter, which does not have any principle of activity in 

itself because it consists only of extension, and how the quantity and direction of the 

total amount of motion in the universe is preserved.411 

If we are to accept the claims of occasionalists, primarily of Malebranche who 

accepts Descartes's thought on matter, every motion or every change in general 

becomes a miracle, since they are explained directly by the intervention of GOd.412 

Since it is possible that God may change anything at any moment in such a 

case, there will be no possibility of establishing the foundation for the laws of nature, 

and accordingly for a natural science. Therefore, in order to establish the foundation 

for a natural science, according to Leibniz, first the laws to which those which are 

created are subject must have been determined by God at the very beginning413 , and 

the power they need for all activities they will perform as subject to these laws must 

have been given also at the very beginning. 414 

plastic am, et prmClplum hylarchicum Henrici Mori, pm'tim impossibilia, partim superjlua puto; 
[ ... J)" (De ipse Natura (N), 1698, G IV 505/AG 156 (N2)/L 499) 

Also see: 'Anti-barbarus physicus' (AB), 1710 or 1716, (G VII 377-344/AG 312-320) 
411Specimen Dynamicum (SD), 1695, GM IV 234-254/L 440-4411AG 120, G IV 505-506/L 499-
500lAG 156-158 (N3,N4), G IV 483/L 457 (SN) 

41 2G IV 50S-507/L 499-5001AG 157-158 (N4, NS); also see: G IV 431-432/L306-307 (OM6, OM7) 

413G IV 431-432/L306-307 (OM6, OM7) 

414"And so, it is not sufficient to say that God, creating things in the beginning, willed that they 
follow a certain definite law in their change [progress us ] if we imagine his will to have been so 
ineffective that things were not affected by it and no lasting effect was produced in them. [ ... ] But if, 
indeed, the law God laid down left some trace of itself impressed on things, if by his command things 
were formed in such a way that they were rendered appropriate for fulfilling the will of the command 
then already we must admit that a certain efficacy has been placed in things, a form or a force, 
something like what we usually call by the name 'nature,' something from which the series of 
phenomena follow in accordance with the prescript of the first command. (/taque satis non est dici, 
Deum initio res creantem vo/uisse, lit certam quandam legem in progressu observarent, si voluntas 
ejus fingatur ita fuisse inejjicax, ut res ab ea non fuerint ajJectae, nec durabilis in iis ejJectus sit 
productus. [ ... ] Sin vero lex a Deo lata reliquit aliquod sui expressllln in rebus vestigium, si res ita 
fitere form alae mandato, ut aptae redderentur ad implendam jubentis vo/untatem, jam concedendum 
est, quandam inditam esse rebus ejjicaciam, formam vel vim, qllalis naturae nomine a nobis accipi 
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When these are accepted, one obtains the possibility to explain the interaction 

in the visible world; every phenomenon ceases to be a miracle of God and room is 

opened for a natural science. In addition, since the power they need to be able to 

perform their activities is innate to things which are created, they may deserve to be 

named as substances in the real sense. 

Therefore, in Leibniz's thought, though the activities of created substances are 

subject to God's pre-established harmony or to God's laws and because they are 

subject to them, once they are created, they are independent from God and from each 

other since there is no interaction between substances.415 Since the activity of each 

substance, which consists only of partial actualization of pre-established harmony, is 

arranged in a manner to contain the representations of the activities of other 

substances, neither God's intervention, nor the affections of other substances are 

needed for performance of these activities. Therefore, the activity of a created 

substance is independent both from God, and also from other created substances. 

After explaining in this way what we should understand by the independence 

of the activity of substance in Leibniz's system of thought, it should be revealed 

through which means all kinds of activities of substances are connected to these 

principles, in order to avoid God and pre-established harmony in Leibniz's system of 

solel, ex qua series phaenomenorum ad primi jUSSliS praescriplum consequeretur.)" (G IV 507/AG 
158-159 (N6)/L 500-501) 
41S"We might say, then, in a way, and with good meaning, though not in accordance with common 
usage, that one particular substance never acts upon another particular substance, nor is it acted upon 
by it, if we keep in mind that what happens to each is solely the result of its own complete idea or 
concept, since this idea already includes all the predicates or events and expresses the whole universe. 
(On pourroit donc dire en quelque fm;on, et dans un bon sens, quoyque eloigne de I 'usage, qu 'une 
substance particllliere n 'agit jamais sur une autre substance particuliere et n 'en patit non plus, si on 
considere que ce qui arrive a chacune n 'est qll 'une suite de son idee au notion complete toute sellle, 
pllisque cette ideee enferme deja tOllS les predicats all evenemens, et exprime tout l'univers.)"(G IV 
440/L312(DMI4» . 
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thought being subject to ex machina criticism, which Leibniz posed against other 

thinkers' thoughts on this subject.416 

Activity of substance in Leibniz's system of thought is, indeed, a single 

activity depending upon the unity of substance. We can talk about the different kinds 

of activities of substance only in view of the degree of perfection of the substance's 

activity. Our attributing a degree of perfection to substances which emerge in our 

experience to the extent that they emerge in our own experience should not come to 

mean that the degree of their activities is therefore fully known by us. Along with 

this and keeping this in mind at all times, the foundation should be established for all 

kinds of activities of the substance, to the extent that they emerge in our own 

experience, within the framework of the conception of substance established. 

That which determines the degree of perfection417 of the activity of a 

substance, in Leibniz's thought, is how active it is upon the representations that are 

416When he criticizes Malebranche's occasional ism, Leibniz says the following: 
"It is quite true that speaking with metaphysical rigor, there is no real influence of one created 

substance upon another and that all things, with all their reality, are continually produced by the 
power of God. But problems are not solved merely by making use of a general cause and calling in 
what is called the delis ex machina. To do this without offering any other explanation drawn from the 
order of secondary causes is, properly speaking, to have recourse to miracle. In philosophy we must 
try to give a reason which will show how things are brought about by the Divine Wisdom in 
conformity with the particular concept of the subject in question. (II est bien vray qu'if n y a point 
d'influence reelle d'une substance creee sur l'autre, en parlant selon la rigllellr metaphysique, et que 
to lites les choses, avec to utes leur realites, sont continuellement produites par la vertu de Dieu: mais 
pour resolldre des problemes, il n 'est pas assez d'employer la cause generale, et de faire venir ce 
qll 'on appelle De u m ex mac hi n a. Car lorsque cela se fait sans qu 'il y ait autre explication qui se 
pllisse tirer de l'o/'dre des causes secondes, c 'est proprement recourir au miracle. En philosophie if 
fallt tacher de rendre raison, en faisant connoistre de quelle far;on les choses s 'executent par la 
sagesse divine, conformement a la notion du slljet dont if s 'agit.)" (G IV 483/L 457 (SN» 

"Hence, since the Cartesians recognized no active, substantial, and modifiable principle in body, 
they were forced to remove all activity [actio] from it and transfer it to God alone, summoned ex 
machina, which is hardly good philosophy. (Unde Cartesiani, cum nullum principillll1 activllm 
substantiale modificabile in corpore agnoscerent, actionem oll1nem ipsi abjudicare et in solum Deum 
transferre sunt coacli, accersitllmex Machina, quod philosophicum non est.)" (The text published in 
AG, with the title 'On Body and Forces Against Cartesians' (BF), 1702, G IV 397/AG 254) 

Also see: G IV 4991 AG 148 
417The way to determine what can be a perfection according to Leibniz is to look whether these things 
can have a highest degree. For example, things like numbers and shapes which do not have a highest 
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innate to it. 418 One substance's action upon another is not emission419 of something 

from that substance, nor is it transplantation420 of something to the other.421 Created 

substance is unlimited in view of being a point of view, that is to say in view of the 

representations it aims at perceiving. It is its activity upon the representations that 

limits, and therefore determines, the created substance, and the degree of perfection 

of its activity.422 The reason why the nature of the created substance is limited in 

Leibniz's system of thought is that that the activity of the substance is dependent 

upon the limitations of the representations of other substances. The activity of a 

substance is its disposition to the representations that are innate to it and the effort it 

spends to perceive, apperceive and conceive them, in accordance with its share of the 

pre-established harmony and on the basis of the appetite, which is the internal 

principle of its activity. 

When the substance directs its innate power to the representation of another 

substance, we say that the substance acts upon the representation and that the 

degree are not perfections because the greatest number or shape lead to contradiction. Since the 
highest degrees of knowledge (science) and power (puissance) do not lead to any impossibility, each 
of them is a perfection, and they are unlimited when they belong to God. (G IV 427/L 303 (OM 1)) 
41S"The created being is said to act outwardly insofar as it has perfection and to suffer from another 
insofar as it is imperfect. Thus action is attributed to a monad insofar as it has distinct perceptions, 
and passion insofar as it has confused ones. (La creature est dite agir au dehors en tant qU'elle a de 
fa perfection, et pat i I' d'une autre en tant qU'elle est imp atfa ite. Ainsi l'on attribue f'A c t ion a fa 
Monade en tant qu'elle a des perceptions distinctes, et fa Pas s ion en tant qU'elle en a de confuses.)" 
(G VI 61S/L 647 (M49)) 

"One created being is more perfect than another if one finds in it that which will supply a reason a 
priori for what happens in the other. And it is because of this that it is said to act upon the other. (Et 
lme creature est plus parfaite qu'une autre en ce qu'on trouve en elle ce qui sert a rendre raison a 
p rio I' i de ce qui se passe dans l'autre, et c'est par fa qu'on dit, qu'elle agit Sllr f'autre.)" (G VI 61S/L 
648 (MSO)) Also see: G VI 604/L 640 (PNG 13), G IV 440/L 313 (DMlS) 

419Fr.emission 

420Fr.transpl antation 
421G IV 486/L 4S9 (SN) 
422"Thus a substance which has an infinite extension, insofar as it expresses everything, becomes 
limited through the more or less perfect way in which it expresses each thing. (A insi une substance 
qui est d'une etendue injinie, en tant qu 'elle exprime tout, devient limitee par fa maniere de son 
expression pfus ou moins parfaite.)" (G IV 440/L 313 (OM IS)) 
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representation suffers from the act of the substance.423 For created substances, act 

and passion are reciproca1.424 Each act contains a passion and each passion contains 

an act. That upon which the substance acts or that which suffers is not another 

substance with regard to actual interaction, but the representations of substances. But 

since the activity to be performed by substances is subject to harmony, the activity of 

each substance is related to those of the others, through harmony. This relation is not 

actual, but ideal; that is to say, it is between the ideas of substances in God.425 The 

influence of a substance on another and the passion of the other are all in an ideal 

sense. Since the essence of the activity of a substance consists of expressing its 

relations to the others in view of the harmony, what determines the degree of the 

perfection of a substance's activity is how much of the representations in itself it will 

express and how it will do that; how it will act upon them; in other words, its share 

of the harmony. 

423"Now it is the virtue of a particular substance to express well the glory of Ood, and the better it 
expresses it, the less limited it is. And whenever anything exercises its virtue or power, that is to say 
when it acts, it improves and enlarges itself in proportion to its action. Therefore when a change takes 
place by which a number of substances are affected (as a matter of fact, every change affects them 
all), I believe it can be said that any substance which thereby passes immediately to a greater degree 
of perfection or to a more perfect expression exercises its power and acts, while any substance which 
passes to a lesser degree of perfection shows its weakness and suffers. I hold too that every action of a 
substance which has perception* involves some pleasure, and every passion some pain, and vice 
versa. (Or la vertu d'ztne substance particuliere est de bien exprimer la gloire de Dieu, et c'est par la 
qu 'elle est moins limitee. Et chaque chose quand elle exerce sa vertu Oll puissance, c 'est a dire quand 
e!!e agit, change en mieux et s 'etend, en tant qll 'elle agit: lors donc qu'il arrive un changement dont 
plusieurs substances sont affectees (comme en effect tout changement les touche toutes), je croy qu 'on 
peut dire que celle qui immediatement par la passe a un plus grand degre de perfection ou a une 
expression pIllS pat/aite, exerce sa puissance, et a g it, et celle qui passe a un moindre degre fait 
connoistre safoibless, et pat it. Aussi tiens je que toute action d'une substance qui a de la perception 
importe que/que v 0 III pte, et toute passion quelque do u leu 1', et vic eve I' sa; [ ... ))"(0 IV 441/L 
313 (DM1S)) 

*In the texts in L and in AG, Leibniz's word 'perception' in the original texts is replaced with the 
word 'perfection'. Both transl~tions are based on the text (Discours de Metaphysique, Paris, Felix 
Alcan, 1907) edited by Lestienne. (L 303, AG 347) This text, too, contains not 'perfection' but 
'perception'. (p.S2) Since what is referred to in DM 15 is perfection, though it seems more 
appropriate at first glance, when the whole sentence is considered, it is obvious that what is referred to 
is not the substance 'which has perfection', but the substance 'which has perception'. 
4240 VI 61S/L 648 (MS2) 
425G VI 6lS/L 648 (MS1) 
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In order for Leibniz's conception of substance which is independent in view of 

its activity to be comprehensive and complete, all kinds of changes that emerge in 

experience should be provided with a foundation on the basis of action and passion. 

The different degrees of perfection attributed to substances are related to our 

classification of changes, in the manner in which they emerge in our own world. 

Different activities of substances can be mentioned depending on the action and 

passion, which we conceive in our experience and use to classify them if they were 

different kinds. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the changes that emerge in expenence are 

aimed to be provided with a foundation by attributing three kinds of activities, which 

are in effect different in view of the degree of perfection, to the substance; and on 

this basis, substances are classified from within the experience.426 Based on the 

principle of appetite, which is the ground of any activity in the substance, all 

substances are at the same level with regard to perfection, in view of the activity of 

perception.427 Leibniz names substances as monad, entelechy, substantial form, etc. 

with regard to this activity.428 

426Leibniz is of the opinion that it is not really correct to separate and classify substances according to 
their degrees of perfection, with very definite borders and in a manner to leave gaps in between them: 

"But I believe that the universe contains everything that its perfect harmony could admit. It is 
agreeable to this harmony that between creatures which are far removed from one another there 
should be intermediate creatures, though not always on a single planet or in a single [planetary] 
system; and sometimes a thing is intermediate between two species in some respects and not in others. 
Birds, which are otherwise so different from man, approach him by virtue of their speech, but if 
monkeys could speak as parrots can they would approach him even more closely. (Mais je crois que 
to utes les chases, que la par/aite harmonie de I 'univers pouvoit recevoir, y sont. Qu'if y ait des 
creatures mitoyennes entre celles qui sont eloignees, c 'est quelque chose de con/orme a cette meme 
harmonie, quoyque ce ne soil pas tOllsjours dans un meme globe ou systeme, et ce qui est au milieu de 
deux especes, I' est quelques/ois par rapport a certaines circonstances et non pas par rapport a 
d'autres. Les oiseaux si differens de I 'homme en autres choses s 'approchent de luy par la parole; 
mais si les singes savoient parler comme les perroquets, its iroient plus 10in.)"(G V 286/RB307) 
427G VIIL 640 (PNG 13) 
428L 4361 AG 119 (SD) 
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The second activity attributed to substance is the activity of apperception, for 

which we established the foundation from within the soul in the preceding sections. 

According to Leibniz, it is possible to name the appetite of a substance that can reach 

this level, as passion429.43o 

The most superior among the activities of substance is intellectual activity. In 

Leibniz's system of thought, establishing the foundation for the intellectual activity 

of the created substance is, on its own, the subject matter of another full-fledged 

investigation. As we have mentioned before, both reflection and reasoning are 

activities of understanding. Speaking in general terms, understanding is the 

consciousness of substances which rise to the level of intellectual activity.43I 

Furthermore, the principle named as appetite in view of its perceiving activity, and 

as passion in view of its apperceiving, is will in view of intellectual activity.432 

This classification regarding the degree of perfection of the substances' 

activities depends on how much the substance clarifies and distinguishes those things 

which it perceives and therefore depends on how active it is upon the representations 

in itself.433 

Therefore, any kind of activity of substance, as it emerges in experience, can 

be explained on the basis of action and passion. This also applies to the exposition of 

the laws pertaining to the motion that emerges in experience. For this, we need to 

take into consideration the activity of perception that each substance performs at the 

same level, as it is represented in experience. What is targeted with a natural science, 

429Frpassion 
430Unsent letter to Remond, dated July 1714 (Principes de fa Nature et de fa Grace, Monadofogie, 
editor C. Fremont, 1996, Paris, pp.263-264) 
431See: 1.5 Experience in view of the act of preservation: Memory 

432G V 158-159/RB 172-173. Also see: U nsent letter to Remond, dated July 1714, op. cit., pp.263-264 

433G VI 615, 616-617/L 648,649 (MS2, M60) 
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within the framework of Leibniz's system of thought, is the human being, as the 

substance having intellectual faculties, expressing the laws to which the activity of 

perception is subject, as this activity is represented in his experience.434 

In Leibniz's system of thought, with regard to dynamics435 , substance is that 

which is powerfu1.436 As there can be no action without a force for acting, similarly 

there can be no power which is not active.437 Therefore the power should be the one 

which is needed for the substance's activity of perception; that is, the principle of 

appetite which is the basis of the substance's activity ofperception.438 

According to Leibniz, the primitive power is a concept that can be reached not 

through the activity of imagination, but only by intellectual activity. Seeking the 

correspondent of the primitive power in experience is expecting that we picture 

sounds and hear colors.439 For establishing the foundation for the activity that 

4340ne of the reasons why Leibniz developed such a conception of substance is the problems related 
to the measurement, source and preservation of motion in the Cartesian system. Comparison of the 
deficiencies Leibniz discovered in Descartes's equations of motion and the suggestions he developed 
against them, and evaluation thereof with regard to the physics of the present day make up the subject 
matter of another full-fledged study. The point we deem necessary to consider, in Leibniz's system of 
thought, is restricted to pointing out the way in which physics as a natural science can be 
metaphysically provided with a foundation from within the activity of a single substance. 
435According to Leibniz, physics is subject to geometry and dynamics, geometry to arithmetic; and 
dynamics to metaphysics. (G IV 394-395/AG 251 (BF)) What is expected from dynamics as a science 
is to establish the metaphysical foundation for what is that which emerges as subject to number and 
figure and as having a direction, when observed, measured or conceived and how it becomes subject 
to number and shape. 
436G IV 3941 AG 251 (BF) 

The term Leibniz uses in this text is to TO DvvaflLKov, derived from DvvaflLC; (Latpotentia 
Frpuissance, potentiel Engpotency) which in Ancient Greek means virtuality, force, power. The 
word he used in SD for the same thing is the word nisus (Fr. & Eng. effort) meaning power, effort, 
challenge in Latin. (GM IV 234-254/L 435/AG 118). In the same book, Leibniz also suggests the 
word conatus which also has almost the same meanings. But since conatus will later be used for a 
derivative force, nislls is more appropriate for the metaphysical primitive force. In N, on the other 
hand, he talks about this force as virtus (Fr. puissance Engpower) differently from other forces 
(Lat.vis Fr. & Engforce). (G IV 504/AG 156) Regardless of the word used, what is in question is the 
original effort, power, strength or force God gives to substance innately, so that substance can be able 
to fulfill its share from the harmony. 
437G IV 509/L 502/AG 160 (N9), L 435/AG 118 (SD) 
438Letter to De Voider dated 1704 or 1705 (G II 275/AG 181) 
439G IV 508/L 501lAG 159 (N7) 
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emerges In expenence, the foundation for the substance's activity of perception 

should also be established. The primitive power is the metaphysical condition of the 

activity of perception. We can talk about the primitive power, which is the 

metaphysical condition of perception being the fundamental activity of substance, 

from two aspects, as a result of the dissection of the activity of perception: The 

primitive active force44o and the primitive passive force441.442 In the activity of 

perception, substance is the agent with regard to its being the agent of inclination 

towards perception, and is passive with regard to the representations (which are the 

traces of the activities of other substances) towards which it inclines. When it is 

considered that, for created, therefore finite substances, each action contains passion 

and that each passion contains action, it is apparent that the primitive power, which 

is the principle of the substance's activity, is the active force in view of the fact that 

the substance inclines towards perception, and is the passive force in view of the 

representations towards which it inclines.443 

Leibniz states also in SN that power or potency, which is a metaphysical and intelligible concept, 
should be referred to for the foundation of physical force. (0 IV 478/L 4541 AO 139 (SN)) 
440Lat.vis activa primitiva 
441 Lat.vis pass iva primitiva 
4420 IV 395/AO 252 (BF) 

Although it is possible, if we take into account only SD, to conclude that the primitive active force 
and the primitive passive force are two different forces (OM IV 234-254/L 436-438/AO 119-120), in 
N, he mentions "a force for acting and being acted upon ([ipsam rerum substantiam in) agendi 
patiendique vi [consisterej: [ ... J)" (0 IV 508/AO 159/L 502), that is to say, a single force. In this text 
also, he says that the primitive force (potentia) is duplex (duplex) and that these are the primitive 
active force and the primitive passive force. Therefore, there are not two separate primitive forces, but 

only one. 
4431n his letter to de VoIder dated June 20,1703, Leibniz clearly states that these are not two separate 
forces, but the aspects of the activity of substance: 

"What I take to be the indivisible or complete monad is the substance endowed with primitive 
power, active and passive, like the 'I' or something similar, and not those derivative forces which are 
continually found first in one way and then another. (Substantiam ipsam potentia activa et pass iva 
primitivis praeditam, veluti TO Ego vel simile, pro indivisibili sell perfecta monade habeo, non vires 
ilfas derivatas quae continue aliae atque aliae reperientur.)" (0 II 2511 AO 176/L 530) 
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The primitive force is named as the first entelechy in View of its being 

active.444 The primitive active force is not merely a possibility. It is the activating 

force. Based on this reason, substance is always active. Leibniz often emphasizes 

that the primitive power differs from the first entelechy of Aristotle and the faculties 

of Scholastics in this respect. 445 

The primitive power is passive In View of the representations it inclines 

towards perceiving. The primitive passive force can be considered not in view of 

substance as agent but in view of the representations it inclines to perceive. What we 

should understand by the passive aspect of the substance is its aspect that resists the 

active force of the substance, that insists on not changing, that perseveres and that 

persists. While the substance, from one aspect, spends effort to perceive everything, 

it opposes that from another aspect. The substance's activity of perception is a result 

of these two insistences. The activity of perception is the modification of the 

primitive passive force in view of the primitive active force, and the limitation of 

the primitive active force in view of the primitive passive force. Therefore, the 

substance has not totally surrendered to the primitive active force. Though both 

aspects contain an act, what we name as the activity of the substance is how 

successful its aspect that inclines to perceiving is, how superior the primitive active 

force is to the primitive passive force. 

444GM VI, 234-254/L436/AG 119 (SO), G IV 511/L 503/AG 162 (Nil), G IV 395/AG 252 (BF) 
Also see: G VIIL 644 (MIS) 
The reason why Leibniz employs the terms first entelechy and the prime matter is the fact that he 

tries to express his opinions by means of accepted terms of the history of thought. These and other 
similar terms derived from scholastic thought are not the direct terms of Leibniz' s system of thought. 
He explains what he means by these in every case he uses them. (G IV 479/L 454/AG 139 (SN), G IV 
511/L 503/AG 162 (NIl), GM IV 234-254/L436-437/AG 119-120 (SO» 

44SG IV 394-396/AG 252-253 (BF) 
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According to Leibniz, the primitive passive force is a force of diffusion446 or 

extension447.448 The prime matter is the diffusion of the primitive passive force that 

makes up the so-called bulk or mass449.450 Therefore, the substance's innate 

containment of representations is through the primitive passive force. 

Bodies as wholes in intuition are the representations in intuition of the 

substance's activity of perception as a result of the activity of faculties which 

contribute to the emergence of experience. All physical force which the human 

being, as a substance with intellectual faculties, claims to be the cause of the motion 

of bodies is the comprehension of the first metaphysical force, in accordance with 

the conditions of understanding, depending on the emergence of experience. 

According to Leibniz, these are derivative forces. 451 

Since experience as an activity of substance is representation of perceptions, 

and since perception is the activity of primitive active force and primitive passive 

force, derivative active force and derivative passive force coexist in bodies. 

Leibniz's claim that both active force and passive force are present in each material 

body should not be understood to mean that bodies exist and have certain forces 

independently from one who experiences. Within the framework ofLeibniz's system 

of thought, both body as a whole in intuition and derivative forces that are present in 

446Lat.dif.lils io * 
*From difllll1dere: to pour out/forth, to spread out, to diffuse; to cheer up. 

447Lat.extensio* 
*span, hand-elbow; extension/stretching/spreading; swelling/tumor; strain. 

448G IV 394/AG 251 (SF) 

449Lat.moles and massa. 
In some of his texts, Leibniz uses both words to state the diffusion of the original passive 

force.(GM VI 234-254/AG 122-123) Both include 'bulk' (amas) among their meanings. But later, he 
uses 'massa' for the secondary matter that goes into equations of motion and force, or for mass, and 
'moles' for that which is named as the prime matter. (Letter to Bernouilli, with the estimated date 
August-September 1698, GM III 536-537/AG 167). 
450G IV 395/AG 252 (SF) 
451 Lat. vis derivativa 
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the body as the cause of motion, which is the sole activity of body, must depend on 

the emergence of the activity of perception in experience, and then also on their 

being conceived. 

According to' Leibniz, although primitive forces are, metaphysically, the 

foundations of the world of images452, the motions of bodies should be explained by 

derivative forces. 453 Body emerges in intuition as having two derivative forces. This 

is its emergence, in the experience of the substance having intellectual faculties, as 

secondary matter having mass, figure, and motion. Extension and figure as the space 

which is occupied by secondary matter, or mass, or body is the representation in 

intuition of the modification of the diffusion of primitive passive force by primitiw 

active force. 454 The derivative passive forces in the body are, according to Leibniz, 

inertia455 or resistance456, and impenetrability457.458 Inertia is the force that en'ables a 

body to persevere and persist in the state it is in459 and not to leave this state of its 

own accord, whereas impenetrability is the force that enables a body to oppose460 

another body which tries to change its own state.46 ! 

According to Leibniz, derivative active forces in the body are conatus and 

impetus.f62. Conatus is the vectorial speed of the body, that is, its velocity.463 Impetus 

452Latphenomenon 
453 According to Leibniz, the sole activity of body is motion, e.g. its changing place as subject to time. 
Everything that happens in the material world should be explicable bymotion, that is mechanically. 
(G VII 343-344/AG 319 (AB)) 
454Letters to Bernoulli, with the estimated date August-September 1698 (GM 1Il 536-537/AG 167) 
and dated November 18,1698 (GM 1I1551-553/AG 169). 
455Latinertia 

456Lat.resistentia 
457Latimpenetrabilitas, antitypia Gr.al'TlTv71ia 

458G IV 395!AG 252 (BF) 
459Lat.perseverare 
460Lat.repugnare 

46!G IV 395/AG 252 (BF) 
462 Latimpetus* Eng.impulse 
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is, on the other hand, the quantity of momentary motion in the body and it is equal to 

mass times velocity.464 These forces result from the limitation of the primitive active 

force by the primitive passive force. AU changes in the body465 and all other forces 

attributed to the body can be expressed in terms of derivative forces. 466 

According to Leibniz, as a result of substance's being active by its nature, 

bodies are always in motion, too; there is no absolute rest in nature.467 The cause of 

the change in the motion of the body is the forces in itself; in cases where we see a 

body causing another one to move, the cause of the motion of the body is not the 

other body, but its own inner force. The other body is just an occasion468 for this 

motion.469 

According to Leibniz, when body, secondary matter, motion are considered as 

properties pertaining to the body, extension and figure belong to the world of 

images.47o The only thing that is real47 ! in all of these is the power that can be 

grasped solely by intellectual activity. 

*attack, assault, charge; impetus, vigor; violent mental urge, fury. 
46JGM IV 234-254/L 437/AG 120 (SO) 
464GM IV 234-254/L 437/AG 120 (SO) 

This magnitude, which is presently called momentum, is the amount of motion in the body, 
according to Cartesians, and it is this the total amount of which remains constant in nature. According 
to Leibniz, on the other hand, motion (motus) is the sum total of the motions (motio) of the body, 
which are dependent on the successive momentary velocity of the body. That the total amount of 
which remains constant is not motion, but force, and it is equal to mass times square of velocity. (GM 
IV 234-254/L 437/AG 120 (SO)) 
465 According to Leibniz, the qualitative changes in the body can be reduced to motion. (G IV 4001 AG 
256 (BF)) 
466See: GM IV 234-254/L 438-441/AG 121-122 (SO), G VII 340/AG 313 (AB) 
467GM IV 234-254/L 449/AG 136 (SO),G IV 509/L502/AG 160 (N9),G IV 393/AG 250 (BF) 
468 Lat.occasio 
469GM IV 234-254/L 448/AG 134 (SO) 
470The part which is included in the draft of the letter to De Voider, dated January 19, 1706 and 
which is later deleted. (G VII 281/AG 184) 

In this letter, Leibniz claims that the properties attributed to the body are continuous magnitudes, 
that continuous magnitudes are ideal, that ideal things depend upon those which are possible and on 
those which are actual only in respect to their being possible. Therefore, that magnitudes we listed 
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In brief, in Leibniz's system of thought, motion of bodies as wholes that 

emerge in experience or as composite substances, is the envisagement of the activity 

of perception in the monad aspect of the soul and is also the comprehension of them 

by the intellectual faculties of the soul. Therefore, this activity is independent both 

from other substances and also from God's intervention. 

IIA. Substance in view of its creation 

In the preceding sections on created substances, we investigated substance in 

view of its independent existence and activity. But, in Leibniz's system of thought, 

that once the substance is created it becomes independent with regard to its existence 

and activity should not be understood as the substance being subject to no 

conditions. On the contrary, the independence of substance originates from the fact 

that the course of its activity is completely determined and posited prior to creation. 

In this section, we shall try to explain this point taking Leibniz's term of 'individual 

idea'472 as basis, and to express the relation of individual idea with the basic 

principles of Leibniz's system of thought. 

According to Leibniz, everything that the substance, which is a complete and 

indivisible unity, will express through its activity is in its individual idea.473 The idea 

above and the like are contained in those which are actual is possible through determination of that 
which is real, e.g. the force, by those which are ideal. 
471 Lat.realis 

4 72Fr.l 'idee individllelle 
In some of these texts Leibniz also uses the term 'individual notion' (/a notion individuelle) 

instead of individual idea. 
See: G IV 432-434, 436-439/L 307-308,310-311 (OMS, OM9, OMI3) 
As we have emphasized before, depending upon the distinction Leibniz made between idea and 

notion (G IV 4S2-4S3/L320-32I (OM 27)), we shall use the term 'individual idea'. 

473"[ ... ] it is the nature of an individual substance or complete being to have a concept so complete 
that it is sufficient to make us understand and deduce from it all the predicates of the subject to which 
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of an individual substance contains everything that will happen to the substance.474 

Everything that the substance will actualize is determined and posited through the 

harmony. Therefore, we should understand individual idea as the determination of 

the aspect through which the created substance will actualize the harmony, in 

accordance with the conditions to which it is subject. 

Therefore, to understand the ground of individual idea in Leibniz's system of 

thought, one should look at the principles to which the harmony and the creation are 

subject. In Leibniz's system of thought, the ground for the human being's having the 

possibility to judge, through his intellectual activity, the ground of everything 

including this activity, is his being a spirit. What makes the human rational is that he 

can recognize eternal and necessary truths relying on ideas that are present as the 

representation of truth in his memory.475 That is to say, his being able, through 

reflection and reasoning which are his intellectual activities, to recognize himself 

and God by recognizing that that which is limited in himself is limitless in God.476 

As opposed to other created beings, human being as the rational soul does not only 

represent others which are created, but also represents God himself, and is divine in 

the concept is attributed. ([ ... ] la nature d'une substance individuelle au d'un estre complet, est 
d'avoir une notion si accomplie qu 'elle soit sujjisante a comprendre et a en faire deduire taus les 
predicats du sujet a qui cette notion est attribuee.) (G IV 432-433/L 307-308 (OM8)) 
474"[ ... ] the concept of an individual substance once and for all includes everything which can ever 
happen to it and that in considering that concept, one can see everything which can truly be predicated 
of it, [ ... ] ([ ... ] fa notion d'une substance individuelle enferme unefois pour to utes tout ce qui fuy 
pellt jamais arriver, et qu'en considerant cette notion, on y peut voir tout ce qui se pourra 
veritablement enoncer d'elle, [ ... J)" (G IV 436-439/L 310-311 (OMI3)) 
475G VI 611/L 645 (M29) 

According to Leibniz, that wme truths cannot be comprehended by the intellectual faculties of the 
created things and that they are beyond reason (au dessus de fa raison) in this sense should not be 
confused with the fact that some truths can be against reason (contre fa raison). Though some truths 
(e.g. Trinity, God's miracles, the creation) are impossible to be comprehended by the human being's 
intellectual activity, it is not possible for them to be against reason. (G VI 64/H 88 (T:O-23), G VI 
135-136/H 156 (T:I-60)) 
476G VI 612/L 646 (M30) 
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this sense.477 Though, human being who is limited as a created substance cannot 

comprehend fully the truth, the conclusions he reaches will conform to the truth as 

long as he properly follows the reason, which is the order oftruth.478 

As we have emphasized previously, the world or universe as the collection of 

the activities of created substances is, in Leibniz's system of thought, neither 

coincidental, nor arbitrary nor necessary. Nevertheless, anything that has happened, 

is happening and will happen in this world is certain. Accordingly, that which 

establishes the foundation for the certainty of the substance's independent activity 

which is not coincidental, arbitrary and necessary, is the individual idea of substance. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the absolute479 and necessary being which is 

the ground and source of everything is God.48o The whole of Leibniz's system of 

thought can be seen as the effort to determine that the ground of all necessary and 

contingent truths which human being recognizes through his activity of knowing is 

Absolute Being. 

The point that should be noted once again here is that Leibniz's starting point 

is experience. Through his activity of knowing, the human being recognizes that the 

opposites of some of his judgments are possible, whereas the opposites of some are 

not. According to Leibniz, since anything that is cannot come from that which is not 

and, and since the ground of the existence and truth of those the opposites of which 

are possible cannot be in themselves; if we want to avoid the consequence that 

477G VI 62 IlL 651 (MS3), G VI 197-198/H 215-216 (T:I1-147) 

478G VI 136/H 156-157 (T:I-6J) 

479Fr.absolu Lat.absolutlls 
480Leibniz has two proofs regarding the existence of God. First, the a posteriori proof based on the 
requirement that a necessary being must lie in the ground of those which are contin.gent (G VI 613/L 
646 (M38-39)); second, the a priori proof based on the fact that there can be nothmg to prevent the 
being of such an infinite being, the being of which is possible in view of understanding (G VI 61 4!L 

647 (M43, M44, M45)). 
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nothing is true by accepting that something rather than nothing is, we must accept 

that which is possible, since it contains no contradiction in view of understanding, is 

necessary and absolute since there can be nothing which prevents its being.481 

Therefore, what needs to be done is to explain that the absolute existence, 

being the necessary ground for everything, of which the human being recognizes 

some to be necessarily true and some to be non-necessarily true through his actual 

knowing, is at the same time sufficient for everything that can be recognized, taking 

the absolute existence as the starting point.482 

According to Leibniz, truth is the object of God's understanding, the good is 

that of his wil1. 483 In Leibniz's system of thought, in order for the works of God not 

to be necessary, coincidental and arbitrary; that is, in order for God to create them in 

accordance with his infinite wisdom, freedom and power, although there must indeed 

be a distinction between understanding and will, since the absolute being is one and 

the same and since both of the acts of understanding and will are subject to reason, 

understanding and will must be one and the same. This distinction has a meaning 

only in view of the human being's limited actual knowing and is aimed at 

establishing the foundation for that which is created to be true and good without 

being necessary. Since truth and the Good cannot be separate from each other and 

481G VI! 302-308/AG 149-155 
482From time to time, Leibniz states that his own system of thought and the principles of it are 
'hypotheses'. What he expects from such a system is to be able to explain as inclusively as possible 
everything on the basis of the least assumptions. (G IV 485/L 458 (SN),G IV 518/L 493(SN)) 

483G VI 106-107/H 127-128 (T:I-7) 
Also see: Letter to Molanus, with the estimated date of 1679, G IV 2991 AG 242. 



from the absolute being itself, it is not possible for understanding and will to be 

distinct from each other and from the absolute being who is complete and perfect.484 

According to Leibniz, everything finds its possibility in the understanding of 

God.485 The possibility in question here is the possibility of being486. Since God's 

wisdom is infinite, the source of everything which the human being thinks to be true 

through his limited activity of knowing is God's understanding. 

The nature of the truth that God enables through his understanding is 

identity.487 For this reason, truth cannot be contradictory and cannot contain 

contradiction. The ground of the principle of non-contradiction that determines the 

limit of being possible, in Leibniz's system of thought, can be nothing other than the 

unity and identity of Absolute Being, and that of the truth, depending upon the 

understanding of God. Since everything originates from God and since everything 

can be possible only through God's understanding, it is not possible for anything 

which is possible to be in contradiction with the principle of non-contradiction; that 

is to violate the unity and identity of the truth. 

Therefore, the principle of non-contradiction is the principle of understanding, 

of the truth which is possible through understanding, and of the reason as the 

inviolable order of truth. 

In Leibniz' s system of thought, since the limit of possibility is determined and 

posited by the principle of non-contradiction, human (as a created substance) being's 

48.+ According to Leibniz, it is difficult to understand how the distinctions we make about God, such as 
understand ina and will, conforms to God's unity or simplicity. Opinions should not be suggested 
about God's "'knowledge and will, unless required. Yet, there is nothing to prevent the use of the 
conclusions derived therefrom as long as they are required, being conscious that these are distinctions 
made depending upon our own understanding. (Letter to Arnauld, dated May 1686, G II 44/AG 74) 
485G VII 303/L 487, G II 45/AG 75, G VI614/L 647 (M43), G VI I06-I07/H 127-128 (T:I-7) 

486Fr.etre 

487C Sl8/L 267 
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partial comprehensions (which are partial in respect of both their horizon and depth) 

of the truth, which is one and the same in view of God's judgment, can be true if 

they do not contain contradictions. Therefore, everything which does not lead to 

denial of the truth which is one and the same, is possible. 

From amongst those which are possible, those the opposites of which contain 

contradictions and the opposites of those which themselves contain contradictions 

must necessarily be true.488 What we should understand from the term 'necessary 

truth' in Leibniz's system of thought is those judgments of God, which need for 

being true nothing other than being conceived by God; that is, those judgments truth 

of which is necessary in relation to God's unity and identity; in other words, the 

consequences of absolute being of God, the truth of which is necessary. According to 

Leibniz, the truths in metaphysics, logic and mathematics are of this kind.489 Since 

God should be able to make a choice from amongst those which are possible, in 

order for God's will to be free and his decision to create this world to be real, 

necessary truths, the opposites of which are impossible, are not subject to the will of 

God.490 Therefore they are not created at all. Hence, these are eternal truthS.491 They 

exist in God, and o\ve both their reality and truth to God's understanding. Of course 

they do not exist in the manner in which substances exist.492 Compatibility with 

necessary truth is a condition of the possibility of truth, in the sense that anything 

that contradicts necessary truth is not possible. 

488G VI 612/L 646-647 (M 31) 
489G VI SO/H 74 (T:D-2) 
490G IV 427-428/L 304(DM2) 
491G VI SO/H 74 (T:D-2) 
492G VII 30S/L 489 
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In Leibniz's system of thought, the pre-established harmony is the 

determination and positing by God, amongst his understanding's judgments, truth of 

which is not necessary, of the ones, truth of which will together be the best.493 

Therefore, judgments constituting the harmony are the judgments of both God's 

understanding and wil1.494 They are subject to his understanding, because they find 

the possibility of their truth in God's understanding; they are subject to his will, 

because it is God's will which takes them out of being merely possible and renders 

them true. While necessary truths determine the framework of the harmony, 

judgments which belong to the harmony become certain and good because of God's 

will and power. Therefore harmony is the positive495 truth and good, which the 

substances actualize by their activities. It is the understanding that determines the 

possibility of the judgments constituting harmony, and it is the will that posits their 

truth. 

At this point, we need to take into consideration the principle of sufficient 

reason which Leibniz presents as the ground of positive truths. The reason why 

Leibniz felt the need for such a principle is the problem that while necessary 

propositions could be reduced to identity in a finite number of steps on the basis of 

the principle of non-contradiction, this in not possible for the propositions, of which 

both themselves and their opposites are possible on the basis of the principle of non-

493G VII 304/L 488 
49-1These judgements, according to Leibniz, are not of the particular events .that each substance 
expresses by its activity. Thes'c: are few in number and are what we call the laws of nature. (G II 
40/AG 71) 
49S"There are others which may be called positive, because they are the laws which it has pleased 
God to give to Nature, or because they depend upon those. (II y en a d'autres qu'on peut appeller 
Positives, parce qll'elles sont les loix qu'it a phi a Dieu de donner a fa nature, ou qu'elles en 
dependent.)" (G VI 50 I H 74 (T: D-2)) 

See: footnote 339 
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contradiction. That is to say, it is not possible on the basis of the principle of non-

contradiction alone to determine whether they are of the truth or not.496 Knowing 

why a truth which actually emerges in the human experience is such and not 

otherwise, or if it has not emerged in experience, knowing which of possible 

opposites is contingently true, is possible in Leibniz's system of thought only 

through knowing whether they are included in reason as the order of the truth. But 

since the human i'ctivity of knowing is limited, it is not possible for him to determine 

whether a contingent truth which has not (yet) occurred in experience actually 

belongs to reason as infinite chain of truths. What he can reach by his intellectual 

activity is that the ground for which one of the propositions which are equally 

possible in view of understanding, is ofthe truth is reason as the order of the truth.497 

The issue is not only about the human being's knowing or proving whether 

some propositions are of the truth; the issue is, to be able to explain metaphysically 

how non-necessary truths arise from the absolute and necessary being, on the basis 

of reason and without distorting the contingent nature of these truths, and therefore, 

without denying the free will of the absolute being. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, God is the absolute being in whom all 

perfections are present infinitely.498 Such a being must necessarily be good and free. 

Accordingly, the world God created is not necessary since harmony, being the order 

of this world, is preferred to other possible orders. All positive truths that may 

actually emerge are determined in accordance with harmony; that is to say by the 

free will of God. Therefore, the ground of all of the positive truths or of harmony is 

496GR 302/AG 28 
497See: G VI 134-135,141-142, 143-144/H 105-106, 114-115, 117-118 (T:0-58, 0-73,0-76,0-77) 

498G IV 427/L 303-304 (OMI) 
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God's will which chooses the best among those which his understanding made 

possible. If God had not chosen the best, this would contradict his own goodness, 

and therefore, his own unity and identity. In this sense, it is necessary for God to 

choose and to create what it is the best. But, it should not be concluded from this that 

that which is created is necessary.499 Therefore, God's goodness lies in the ground of 

all positive truths. They are not themselves necessary; but God's goodness, which is 

necessary due to the principle of non-contradiction, lies in their ground. 

As a result, constitution of the truth or of reason by God depend upon both 

God's understanding and also his will. It is in this sense that reason lies in the ground 

of all necessary and positive truths, which the human being can recognize through 

the activity of knowing. According to Leibniz, both necessary and positive truths are 

the truths of reason. 500 The principle of non-contradiction is not the principle of only 

necessary truths, nor is the principle of sufficient reason the principle of only 

positive truths. The principle of non-contradiction, which finds its ground in the 

unity and identity of God, is the principle of the entirety of truth. The reason that this 

principle is rather related to necessary truths is that it alone is sufficient for reducing 

the propositions, which. represent such truths in view of the human being's 

intellectual activity, to identity. That reason is sufficient for necessary truths in this 

sense is not even disputable. In respect of a contingent truth, since there is nothing in 

itself to make it reasonable why it is, rather than why its opposite which is equally 

possible in view of understanding, is, and since it cannot be reduced to identity in a 

finite number of steps on the basis of the principle of non-contradiction; that is, since 

499(GR 287-91/AG 20 (Text titled 'On Freedom and Possibility' with the estimated date of 1680-82», 
(C 518-523! AG 30 (Text titled 'On Contingency' with the estimated date of 1686)) 

500G VI 50/H 74 (T:D-2) 
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a human being cannot understand it completely, because such an understanding will 

be one and same with the understanding of the whole of truth; what a human can 

know is that reason which is constituted by God as the order of the truth, lies in the 

ground of this particular truth, as well. Therefore, all truths, which the human being 

can recognize, are the truths of reason, and the ground of all of them is the reason. 

Furthermore, based on this, that human being is rational soul is one and the same 

thing with his having understanding and will. 

As a result, harmony is the order of the world, which is constituted by God's 

understanding and will. Its principles in this sense are the principles of non

contradiction and sufficient reason. 

That which determines the course of a substance's activity, which consists only 

of actualizing harmony, is the individual idea of that substance. Therefore, the 

principles of contradiction and sufficient reason are also the ground of the individual 

idea as the determination of the aspect of the harmony, in accordance with which the 

substance will actualize the harmony. Contingent truths that the substance will 

express through its activity are posited in its individual idea. The activity of 

substance in this sense, consists only of actualizing some of the judgments which 

belong to the harmony and which are determined and posited by God's 

understanding and will; namely, those contingent judgments which are contained in 

its individual idea. Accordingly, all those judgments' being true, although not 

necessary, is certain. 
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The basis of Leibniz's so-called principle of the 'identity of indiscerhibles'501 

is also the individual idea. 502 The principle of the identity of indiscernibles, which 

Leibniz often tried to explain503 through things which emerge in experience, indeed, 

states that two substances, the activities of which are identical, cannot exist. When 

we consider that the activity of substance is determined according to harmony and 

through its individual idea, and that the reason of its existence is to actualize those 

things which are in its individual idea, it is apparent that two substances, the 

activities of which are identical in all respects, cannot exist. As it is impossible for 

there to be more than one complete idea504 of a substance, it is equally impossible for 

there to be more than one substance with one individual idea. 

The individual idea is also the basis of the principle of concomitance 505 in 

Leibniz's system of thought. That which is regarded as interaction between things in 

view of experience is the actualization of one and the same harmony from different 

aspects, by all of the substances, in accordance with their individual ideas. The basis 

of conformity of actions and passions of things to each other, as they emerge in 

experience, or of the accord among them is not that accord's being among things, but 

their activities' being subject to the harmony. 

Similarly, the basis of the principle of spontaneity506 is the individual idea. 507 

Since everything that the substance will actualize is contained in the individual idea 

of the substance, the source of everything, which a substance will express by its 

501 Fr.le principe de f'identite des indiscernabfes 
502G IV 433-434/L308 (DM9), G VI 608/L643 (M9) 

503C 519-520/L 2681 AG 32 
504What we mean by this expression is the principle known as the principle of 'indiscernibility of 
identicals' . 
S05Fr.fe principe de fa concomittance 

506Fr.spontaneite 
507G IV 457-458/L 324 (DM 32),G VI 1381H 158 (T:I-65) 
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activity, is itself. All its activities are spontaneous. Since substance is determined and 

posited by its activity, it does not have a spontaneity independent from its activity, 

nor does it have an activity which is not spontaneous. Therefore, no created thing 

can act upon another one; it cannot be acted upon by another. 508 That which is called 

concomitance with regard to the actual world is the unfolding of pre-established 

harmony. 

508G VI 607/L 643 (M7) 
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III. KANT'S CONCEPTION OF EXPERIENCE 

As we stated in the 'Introduction', Kant's primary purpose in the Critique of 

Pure Reason is to ground metaphysics as a science.509 Since, according to Kant, the 

field of metaphysics510 is one at which the human reason aims due to its very nature 

and is one that transcends possible experience, and also since universal and 

necessary principles that are required for being named as a science cannot be derived 

from experience itself, what is to be done first, is to determine a priori the limits of 

what, to what extent and how the human reason can a priori511 know. 512 

Kant has determined the limit of human knowledge by 'possible experience', 

that is to say by that which can be experienced. Accordingly, those things which the 

human can know are those which emerge in experience in view of the inside of 

experience513 and their conditions which comes from the one who experiences.514 

509 See: Introduction 
510Kant accepts that the field of metaphysics transcends experience. However, in order for 
metaphysics to be a science, it should not, according to Kant, transcend possible experience. 
Therefore, if any room can be left for metaphysics within the limits determined by Kant, this has to be 
limited only to, as for all a priori sciences or a priori principles of every science, the room constituted 
by a priori elements that make experience possible. As we shall be explaining in the following parts, 
since each a priori knowledge is indeed necessarily reduced to the knowledge of space and time each 
as pure intuition, a priori knowledge, which is not related to space and time directly or indirectly, is 
not possible in Kant's system. Based on this reason, even if we accept that the basic principles of 
arithmetic, geometry and natural sciences can be grounded within this framework, metaphysics, 
which Kant names as 'speculative', and metaphysics he attempts to build as a science are to be 
completely different with regard to their contents. Consequently, Kant's attempt to build metaphysics 
as a science is, in fact, a cancellation of it. 
511 As we shall be explaining in the following parts, as long as those things which are given or 
received in Kant's system are only appearances, it is impossible to ground the activity of a priori 
knowing. 

Also see: footnote 13 
512See: Introduction 
513This knowledge is empirical in Kant's thought. 
514That which is claimed to constitute the basis of activity of a priori knowledge in Kant's thought, 
are the conditions of experience, which originate from within one who experiences. 
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Kant's thought depends upon experience with regard to its acceptance as the 

starting point of human's knowing activity515, and also with regard to the 

determination of the limits of knowledge as that which can be experienced. 

Accordingly, the constitution of experience within the framework of Kant's critical 

system of thought is essential for this system. To do that, a priori conditions of 

experience according to Kant must be grounded within this system, and experience 

has to be constituted based on these conditions, together with the manifold it 

contains. 

Though Leibniz's system of thought is the primary one among the systems of 

thought which Kant opposes by his critical system of thought, Kant's conception of 

experience and his method of inquiring into experience are similar to those of 

Leibniz in some aspects. 516 But this similarity is superficial. Kant's strives to build 

his conception of experience by breaking off the substance on which experience is 

based in Leibniz's system of thought, and ruling out the faculty of memory which 

can belong to one who experiences only in respect of being such a substance, and 

accordingly, by making some specific arrangements required by these cancellations 

in the activity of intellectual faculties. In this section, we shall try to present Kant's 

conception of experience and to demonstrate that the source of problems that arise in 

515 A liB 1 
516Start ing from the fact that our knowledge does not conform to the correspondents, and that a priori 
knowing cannot be grounded in this way, Kant claims that he takes, following Copernicus, the course 
of making correspondents conform to our knowledge. (Bxvi) This remark later caused Kant to be 
named as the thinker 'who realized the Copernican revolution in philosophy'. (Prologomena to Any 
Future Metaphysics, ed. L.W. Beck, MacMillan Publishing co., New York & Colliers McMillan 
Publishers, London, 1989, Beck's foreword, p.xiii) We are not going to claim that Leibniz was the 
first one to take this course. However, Leibniz is the first one to have used the 'Copernicus' analogy 
to explain his own position. (G V 67/RB 74) 
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the constitution of experience stem from the cancellation of the faculty of memory, 

which, indeed, means the cancellation of substance. 

111.1. On the dissection of experience 

We deem it useful to emphasize once again that in both Leibniz's and Kant's 

systems of thought, the starting point regarding the constitution of experience is the 

expenence that has emerged. 517 The sources and conditions that enable our 

knowledge are investigated in relation to the dissection of expenence through 

faculties; and these sources and conditions are claimed to be necessary and sufficient 

for emergence of experience. 

The starting point of the dissection of experience and that which is dissected at 

first glance in Kant's thought is the correspondent in intuition.518 First, this 

dissection is indeed the dissection of the one who experiences, because the faculties 

that are mentioned as a result of the dissection of the correspondent in intuition are 

the faculties of soul. Secondly, it is essential for Kant's thought that the dissection 

which is possible only in relation to the correspondent in intuition, which can· be 

performed only after experience has emerged, and which makes knowledge possible 

only insofar as it is dependent upon the correspondent in intuition should open room 

for both the ground and the source of a priori knowledge. If such a dissection 

remains only as the dissection of that which emerges in experience, this cannot be 

517In Leibniz's system of thought, experience's being the starting point for humans is only with 
regard to actually knowing. In Kant's system, there is nothing which is antecedent, in the 
metaphysical sense, to experience. 
518A19/833 
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possible. In order for a priori knowledge to be possible in Kant's system,519 the 

dissection should, at the same time, be the dissection of that one who experiences. 

Thirdly, the dissection of the one who experiences in relation to the correspondent in 

intuition should make knowledge possible empirically only in respect of what 

emerges in experience and a priori only in relation to the ground of experience. 

Therefore, limitation of human knowledge to possible experience is a natural 

consequence of Kant's considering the human being with regard to his theoretical 

activity as having faculties that can produce only correspondents in intuition. Once 

the dissection of soul is made as such, it is not possible for the human knowledge to 

transcend the limit of experience at any rate. Even if the dissection seems to be the 

dissection of that which is experienced and of the human being with regard to his 

experiencing, the conclusion it reaches is that human being is, in respect of his 

theoretical activity, nothing but the one who experiences. Therefore the dissection is 

made in such a manner to provide a foundation for this, that is to say, the human 

being is dissected by taking into consideration only the correspondent in intuition, in 

a manner to make him able to synthesize only the correspondent in intuition. 

The faculties mentioned in the Critique of Pure Reason are sensibility52o, 

intuition521 , imagination522, apperception523, understanding524, faculty of judgment525 

519We shall consider whether the conditions of experience which depend upon experience make a 
priori knowing possible in following sections. 
520A19/B33 
521A19/B33 

Kant does not define intuition as a faculty by itself. Yet, he employs the word 'intuition' 
(Anschauung) both for the ~edium in which the knowledge is immediately related to its 
correspondents (AI9/B33) and also for things which emerge in this medium (A22/B37), and 
furthermore, for expressing the activity of seeing (anschauen) of the soul (Gemiit). 
522 A 78/B 1 03 
523 A94/B 133 

There is no difference between apperception and consciousness in Kant's system, as opposed to 
Leibniz's conception of experience. When Kant's thought is in question, we preferred, following 
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and reason526. In Kant's system, theoretical activity of human being is intended to be 

built through these faculties. Since the sources of the theoretical activity of the 

human being, according to Kant, are the soul' S527 power528 to receive representations 

and to know the correspondent in intuition through these representations529, they are 

generally classified into two as faculty of sensibility and faculty of thought in Kant's 

system. 530 

General classification of the human activity of knowledge as sensibility and 

thinking is essential for Kant's system. 53 ! The basis of this classification is, 

considering experience as starting point, the acceptance that we can sense something 

that is involved in those things which emerge in experience and make them subject-

matters of our thoughts.S32 However, this distinction is not inclusive with regard to 

Kant, to use the words 'apperception' ('Apperzeption') and 'consciousness' ('Bewllj3tsein') as 
eguivalents. 
)14A52/B75 
525 A 13 I1B 169 

Ger. UrteilkraJt 
526 A 13 I1B 170 

Here what is meant by 'reason' (Vernllnft) is the soul's (Gemiit) faculty of reasoning. 
527Ger.Gemiit 
528Ger. Vermogen 
529A50/B74 
530The faculty of receiving representations (appearances) is sensibility as stated by Kant. (A5I1B75). 
Kant also stated that the act of apperception (B 155) and the activities of acuities of understanding, 
judgment and reason, under the general name of understanding (A 131/B 169) are each acts of 
thinking. (A51-52/B74-75). Imagination, on the other hand, is generally presented as the faculty 
relating the faculties of sensibility and thinking. (A 78/B 151-152) 
53! The foundation for this distinction must have been established in order for space and time, for 
example, to be solely the forms of sensibility, and not given as ideas as is in Leibniz's system. 
532[n the Critique of Pure Reason, the only thing which can be claimed to be the ground for this 
dissection is the act of transcendental reflection (transzendentale Oberlegllng): 

"The act by which I confront the comparison of representations with the cognitive faculty to 
which it belongs, and by means of which I distinguish whether it is as belonging to the pure 
understanding or to sensible intuition that they are to be compared with each other, r call 
transcendental reflection.(Die HandlZlng, dadurch ich die Vergleichllng der VorstellZlngen iiberhallpt 
mit der ErkenntniskraJt zllsammenhalte, dar in sie angestellt wire!, lind wodurch ich lInterscheide, ob 
sie als zllm reinen Verstande oder zur sinnlichen AnschallZlng gehorend untereinander verglichen 
werden, nenne ich die t r a nsz end e n tal e 0 be rl e g 11 ng )."(A26I1B317) 

Transcendental reflection is the act that ensures avoiding falling into transcendental Schein, which 
is caused by the employment of the concepts of pure understanding, which can be employed only in 
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the faculties Kant attributes to soul because it is not possible to name the activity of 

imaginationS33 as sensing or thinking. If we are to leave this point aside, within 

Kant's system, it is not possible to make this distinction when the whole system is 

taken into consideration, because neither thinking nor sensibility is possible 

independently from the other. While receiving representations through sensibility is 

required534 for any activity of faculties, in order for the appearance that is received to 

be a sensation, apperception is required as the original act of thinking.535 We can 

now start dwelling upon faculties individually, after stating once again that this 

distinction has no ground within Kant's system, though it is essential for it. 

111.2. Sensibility 

In Kant's system, those things which the human being can come face to face 

with immediately are the correspondents in intuition.536 In order for a priori 

knowledge to be possible, the correspondent in intuition should not be independent 

relation to experience, in judgments in a manner to transcend experience. (A29,5/B351-352) 
Therefore, it is the ground of the whole of Kant's critical thought. Keeping in mind that Kant's 
starting point is correspondents in intuition and that these can be represented and can be known in the 
same sense only as a result of the imagination's activity of envisagement in accordance with the 
schemata of understanding; and leaving aside how it is possible to answer, or even to ask the question, 
within the limits determined by Kant, which faculty is the source of the connection together of 
correspondents in view of intuition; the target here is not to establish the foundation for the distinction 
between sensibility and understanding (or thinking), but is to attempt to confirm this distinction, on 
the basis of presupposing it, by claiming that since some of the connections of representations (e.g. 
those which are spatial and temporal), which can be known only to the extent they are grasped 
through concepts (since knowledge consists only of application of concepts to representations), are 
not merely conceptual or do not originate from pure understanding alone, then they must be 
connected through a faculty (sensibility) that is apart from pure understanding. 

See:A260-2611B3l6-317 
533It is not possible to explain imagination's remaining outside of this classification by the distinction 
between Gemiit and Seele. Just like sensibility and pure apperception, imagination is also attributed 
generally to Seele and sometimes to Gemiit, When he states that the these three are original faculties 
containina the conditions of the possibility of the whole experience, he refers to them as the faculties 

b 

of Seele, which cannot be derived from any other faculty of Gemiit. (A94) 

534 AS6/8 liS 
535A129/B131-132 
536AI9/833 
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from one who experiences.537 Similarly, in order for the correspondent in intuition 

not to be completely a product of the one who experiences, it is essential that 

something in the correspondent in intuition must have been received by the one who 

experiences.538 Sensibility is the faculty through which the one who experiences 

receives representations, depending on his being affected539 in some way.540 

First, this affection in Kant's thought is not to be subject to the cause and effect 

relation which is one of the categories of understanding, as pointed out by Kant, as 

well,541 But, since there is no possibility to know such an affection or in general a 

relation which does not fall under the pure concepts of understanding, there is no 

possibility of claiming knowingly that the one who experiences is affected, or 

receives appearances through sensibility. What can be claimed within the framework 

drawn by Kant is that this representation which is required by the correspondent in 

intuition must be present in soul in a similar manner to Leibniz's conception of 

experience, since it is the source for experience in view of its material. That the soul 

receives these representations as a consequence of being affected is a claim that 

transcends experience at least as much as the claim that appearances are innately 

given to the soul. 

Another point about sensibility is about the source of appearance. When we 

remember that, according to Kant, things can be known not as they are in themselves 

but as they appear to US542 and that they are nothing for us insofar as they are outside 

5378xx-xxiii 
538869-870,8276 
539Ger.affi:::ieren 
540 A 19/833 
541A494/8522 
542 A42-43/859-60 
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of the human limits of knowing activity543, though it is necessary for transcendental 

thought that the source of the appearance received through sensibility should be 

outside of sensibility, since this source is not one of the conditions of experience 

which comes from the sou1544 as the one who experiences, there is no possibility to 

determine knowingly whether this source is inside or outside of the sou1545 . 546 

Thing-in-itself, as the source of appearances, is essential in Kant's thought. 

The correspondents in intuition themselves should not be understood to be the thing-

in-itself, because these are the products of the activity of experience547. Thing-in-

itself is a concept necessitated by the discursive activity of reason in order to 

establish the foundation of correspondent in intuition. That is why it is intelligible 

(noumenon)548.549 Therefore, the distinction between things as appearances and the 

thing-in-itself is a distinction which can be provided with a foundation depending 

upon not sensibility, but upon the determination of the limits of the discursive 

activity of the reason, as opposed to Kant's claim55o. Since this limit is determined in 

Kant's system by the correspondent in intuition, and since a non-sensible intuition is 

not allowed, it is possible to talk about the thing-in-itself which is reached by way of 

543A105/8158 
544Ger.Gemiit 
545Ger.Seele 

546See : footnote 29 
5471n the exposition in 'Transcendental Aesthetics' of the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant says that 
those things which affect us are correspondents. (A 19/833) However, what he means is not 
correspondents in intuition, but the transcendental correspondent which could be faced with only in an 
intellectuaJ intuition and which should be accepted, within the limits of transcendental thought, only 
as the source of appearances, according to Kant. 

See: A253 
548According to Kant, phenomena is the name given to appearances when they are considered as 
correspondents in intuition in relation to the unity of categories. Noumena, on the other hand, is the 
name given to correspondents only if, though they can be given only in sensible intuition, they are 
assumed as things which could be given in an intellectual intuition (intuitu intellectuali). (A249) 
549A249 
550A249 
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thinking within the framework drawn by Kant neither as a transcendental object55l or 

transcendental correspondent552, nor as the ground or source553 of experience. Kant's 

claim554 that his doctrine of sensibility takes as basis the thing-in-itself as something 

intelligible555 only in the negative sense does not eliminate this problem. The 

concept of the thing-in-itself reached through the discursive activity of reason is, as 

stated also by Kant556, necessary both for limitation of intuition as sensible, and also 

for objective validity of knowledge that depend upon sensibility.557 

The claim that space and time are the forms of sensibility cannot be grounded 

only through correspondent in intuition, either. What is known in view of experience 

is that correspondent in intuition is in space and time. Accepting that the source and 

the ground of correspondent in intuition, in view of its material, is the thing-in-itself 

and in view of the conditions of its emergence in experience as it does is the one who 

experiences does not demonstrate that space and time are forms of sensibility. 

Correspondent in intuition is subject not only to space and time, but also to 

imagination's envisagement in accordance with the schemata of understanding; that 

55lAI09, A250-251, A380 
552 A 1911B23 6, A250 
553A380 
554B309 
555 According to Kant, that which is not the object of sensible intuition is an intelligible thing in the 
negative sense and that which is the object of an non-sensible (intelligible) intuition is an intelligible 
thing in the positive sense. (B307-309) That the correspondent of the concept of thing-in-itself is not 
sensible is not knowledge in Kant's system because, according to Kant: 

"But there is no proper knowledge if I thus merely indicate what the intuition of an object is not, 
without being able to say what it is that is contained in the intuition. (Allein das ist doch kein 
eigentliches Erkenntnis, wenn ich blojJ anzeige, wie die Anschauung des Objekts nicht sei, ohne sagen 
w kennen, was in ihr denn enthalten sei [ ... ])". (B 149) 

556A255/B310 
557Kant's ability to reject idealism depends not on our being able to represent things as outside of us 
and inner sense's being possible only through outer sense, but on the source appearances' being 
outside of the soul, that is to say, outer sense's being a faculty which does not externalise things 
which are in us (this is an aspect of the activity of imagination in Kant's system), but a faculty of 
receiving appearances from outside. 

See:B275-279 
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IS to say, to categories. It is not possible to determine on the basis of the 

correspondent in intuition which of the subjective conditions of the correspondent in 

intuition belong to the faculty of sensibility and which of them belong to the faculty 

of thought. 558 It is· not possible to determine that space and time are forms of 

sensibility or are conditions of appearances directly through appearances either; 

because the human being has no access not only to thing-in-itself, but also to 

appearances. 559 

Therefore in Kant's thought, not only thing-in-itself but also the appearances 

cannot be known as they are in themselves. The only claim that can be made in 

relation to space and time depending upon correspondent in intuition is that space 

and time are the conditions not of thing-in-itself, but of the correspondent in 

intuition, if we leave aside how the distinction between thing-in-itself and 

appearance can have a sense apart from space's and time's being the forms of 

sensibility. Accordingly, the view that space and time are forms of sensibility cannot 

go beyond being a hypothesis in respect of 'Transcendental Aesthetics', as opposed 

to Kant's claim, which can be founded only in view of the whole system. 560 

III.3. Intuition 

According to Kant, regardless of what we know and how we know it, the 

meUm in which knowledge is immediately561 connected to correspondents is 

558 As we mentioned above, what could ground this is only the transcendental reflection. 
559Al20 

560 At the end of 'Transcendental Aesthetics' section, Kant tries to argue that space and time cannot be 
concepts in order to remove this from being a hypothesis and to make it indubitably certain. However, 
the point to be paid attention to here is that space and time are evaluated as a priori forms not of 
sensibility, but of intuition. (A46-49/863-69) What is subject to metaphysical and transcendental 
exposition is space and time as concept or intuition. 
561 GeLunlll itlef bar 
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intuition.562 In this sense, intuition is not a faculty by itself since it is the product563 

of the activities of faculties that makes possible emergence of experience. 564 

Therefore, constitution of experience in Kant's system must be the constitution of 

correspondents with which we come face to face immediately and of intuition as the 

mekan of them. This should be such a constitution that intuition should be not 

intellectual but only sensible, and also should make possible a priori knowing. What 

shapes the entirety of Kant's critical thought is the search for such a intuition which 

should make a priori knowing possible although it is only sensible. 

562AI9/B33 
When Kant's employment of the word 'intuition' (Ger.Anschauung Fr.vision, intuition) is 

understood as the human being's knowing through facing with immediately, it is closer to that of 
Descartes than that of Leibniz. According to Leibniz, knowledge of intuition (fa science de vision) is 
in fact God's knowledge about those things which he creates, and in this respect. it is different than 
his knowledge of simple understanding(/a science de simple intelligence), which is God's knowledge 
about possibilities. (G VI 124-125/H 145 (T:I-40)) Though the possibility of knowing intuitively is 
not totally excluded from the human being, since such knowledge is not partial but complete 
knowledge of those things which are created, it is a knowledge that is vouchsafed to very few people. 
(G IV 449-45 IlL 318-319 (DM24-25)) 

Also see: footnote 172 
By intuition Descartes understands the following: 
"By 'intuition' I do not mean the fluctuating testimony (fides) of the senses or the deceptive 

judgement of the imagination as it botches things together, but the conception ofa clear and attentive 
mind (Fr.esprit, Lat.mens), which is so easy and distinct that there can be no room for doubt about 
what we are understanding (intelligere). Alternatively, and this comes to the same thing, intuition is 
the indubitable conception of a clear and attentive mind which proceeds solely from the light of 
reason(Fr.raison, Lat.ratio). 

(Per intllitulI1 intelligo, non jluctuCintem SenSlllll11 fidem, vel male cOl71ponentis imaginCitionis 
judiciul7l fallax, sed mentis purae et attentae tam facilem distinctul7lque conceptlll7l, lit de eo, quod 
intelligimus, nulla prorsus dllbitatio relinquatur; seu, quod idem est, mentis purae et attentae non 
dubiul7l cOl1ceptum, qui a sola rationis luce nascitur, el ipsamel deductione certior est, quia 
simplicior, quam ([[men etial71 ab homine male fieri non posse supra nolavimlls.)" (The Philosophical 
Writing of Descartes, Cottingham, John; Stoothoff, Robert; Murdoch, Dugald; Volume I (CSM I), 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1985, p. 14, Rule Three [368]: Descartes. CEuvres et Lettres, 
textes presentes par Andre Bridoux, Editions Gallimard, 1970, Regie III, p.43; Rene Descartes: 
Regulae ad directionem ingenii: texte critique etabli par Giovanni Crapulli avec la version hollandaise 
du XVlJeme siecle, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1966). 

As can be seen, neither in Leibniz nor in Descartes, is intuitive knowledge a knowledge that 
depends upon sensibility. 
563A141/B180, B165-166 
564 Attribution of immediacy to a knowledge which depends upon the activity of sensibility, 
understanding and imagination can have a sense only in view of taking the correspondent in intuition 
as the starting point of the dissection of experience. Otherwise, there is no meaning in attributing 
immediacy to such a knowledge. In Kant's system, the constitution of experience must indeed be the 
constitution of intuition and the correspondent in intuition. 
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We deem it useful to state first that the reason why human intuition is only 

sensible or why human being can know only depending upon sensible intuition in 

Kant's system is not the limitedness Of human thinking activity, if we mean by 

thinking the intellectual activity in general. 565 That which is limited is thinking so as 

to know. What determines this limit is whether thought has a correspondent in 

intuition, and in the same sense, whether a representation is given, which will 

constitute the correspondent in intuition together with the thought. 566 

It is possible to think of this limitation as pertaining to understanding if it is 

considered as a faculty of thought or knowledge567 . This, however, is not correct. 

Kant expresses this limitation by saying that human understanding does not intuit, 

but thinks only. 568 The only activity of understanding, according to Kant, is thinking 

and it is unlimited with regard to such an activity. What is limited is the activity of 

knowing. However what limits the activity of knowing is not something that pertains 

to understanding or that springs from the insufficiency of the activity of 

understanding, but the fact that representations which can be the content of thought, 

can be received only through sensibility. 

The point that needs to be paid attention to is the fact that the reason why 

understanding does not intuit, in Kant's words, is neither the insufficiency of 

understanding nor of sensibility alone, but the fact that representations are received 

only and only by sensibility. Therefore, human intuition's being non-intellectual 

does not stem from a deficiency related to the intellectual activity of the human 

565A96!B167 
566B 147 
567 A97!B 137 
568B139, BI45 
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being, but from his receiving those things which will be grasped by understanding, 

as his spontaneous intellectual activity, in a manner which makes it possible to 

represent them only in sensible intuition. 

Consequently, what determines the human intuition to be intellectual or 

sensible is that through which representations are given to human being. Human 

intuition's being only sensible in Kant's thought is one and the same thing with the 

human being's being dissected as one who receives representations only through 

sensibility.569 Depending upon this dissection, the source of the limitation of human 

activity of knowing is not the understanding's inability to intuit570, but the 

acceptance of correspondents in sensible intuition as the only things which can be 

intuited, that is to say, allowing understanding to intuit only insofar it depends upon 

the material received by sensibility. 

Follo\ving Kant, let us accept that those things which the human being comes 

face to face through his activity of experience, which is indeed an activity of 

knowing, are only correspondents in sensible intuition and that their sources, In 

569AI9!B33, AI09 
570Kant states that the faculty of understanding is not only unable to see, but also to form its own 
intuition by taking up the representations that are received through sensibility into its own activity. 
(B I 53) However, since what is faced with immediately is the correspondent in sensible intuition, 
since emergence of correspondent in intuition is subject to the concepts of understanding and since it 
is not possible to know the correspondents in sensibility without understanding, it should be accepted 
that understanding sees in a certain sense, in Kant's thought as well. What Kant means by 
understanding's not seeing is that that understanding cannot know independently from the material 
received through sensibility, that is to say, it cannot know immediately. The equivalent of knowing 
immediately only by way of thinking, in the sense Kant tries to refute, is the activity of reflection in 
Leibniz's system of thought. This activity, according to Leibniz, is the faculty which makes it 
possible to know the ideas which are grounds of experience in view of one who experiences, though 
they do not emerge in whatsoever manner in experience, and which are innate in memory of the soul. 
If we name this activity as intellectual intuition in Kant's terms, what makes this possible is the ideas' 
being given to the soul. Another point to be noted is that those which are known by intellectual 
intuition are not things in themselves. but are ideas being the representations of the truth in the soul. 
Kant's claim that had we had intellectual intuition, we could have known the things not as they appear 
to us through sensibility. but as they are is not applicable, at least in Leibniz's system of thought, 
generally to ordinary humans. 
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respect of their material, are appearances which are received as being subject to 

space and time through the faculty of sensibility. In this case, what is to be grounded 

are the non-sensible elements of these correspondents, that is to say, the elements the 

source of which is not the sensing aspect of one who experiences. 

In Kant's critical thought what the correspondent stands for in intuition is the 

object571. According to Kant, each object is synthetic. 572 Synthesis of an object is 

bringing together the materiaP73 provided by the sensing aspect of one who 

experiences, by the thinking aspect of the souJ574 according to certain rules, and 

grasping thereof in a judgment575.576 Accordingly, a concept is the aspect by which 

the object is grasped within a judgment; an object is that which is grasped by a 

concept in a judgment, and a judgment is the unity of an object and a concept. 577 

Therefore, the determination of the elements in correspondent in intuition, 

which do not belong to sensibility, is the same as the determination of elements, 

which belong to the faculty of thought, within the synthesis of an object, and the 

same as explaining, within the limits of possible experience, how these elements 

contribute to the synthesis of objects. In order for the synthesis of the object and 

571 Ger.Dbjekt 
572That which distinguishes analytic and synthetic judgments from each other, which have no 
distinction in respect of their logical forms is whether they constitute objects or not. Only those 
judgments which constitute objects are synthetic. 

See:A93/B 126 
Also see:A6- I OIB I 0- I 4 

573This material is a posteriori to the e\tent it depends upon appearances, and is a priori to the extent 
it depends only upon space and time. 
574Ger.Gemzit 
575Synthesizing object is an act of the faculty of judgment which is, according to Kant, one and the 
same thing with the faculty of thinking. (A 8 I) Understanding as the spontaneous activity of the 
reason is the name given to thinking in a manner to constitute objects and, in the same sense, to the 
faculty of judgment with regard to its synthesis of objects. 

Also see: A I 26 
576A93/B 126 
577For problems that arise in the synthesis of a priori and a posteriori objects in Kant's 
transcendental thought, see: <;:itil, A. Ayhan, ibid. 
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related to this, the envisagement of its correspondent in intuition to be grounded in 

Kant's conception of experience, following three points should be grounded: the 

correspondent in intuition as a representation belonging to one who experiences; the 

accommodation to thought of the material which is foreign to thinking aspect of 

souJ578 in respect of its source; and the conceptualization of the material which is 

accomadated. These are the activities of transcendental apperception579, imagination 

and understanding, respectively. 

IlIA. Transcendental apperception 

In Kant's system, our knowledge about correspondent in intuition, indeed, 

consists only of the concepts involved in the synthesis of the object for which the 

correspondent stands in intuition. Knowing correspondent in intuition through 

concepts is possible only if these concepts belong not to the sensibility but to the 

faculty of thought itself. However, all of our concepts are empirical insofar as we 

become conscious of them depending upon the correspondent in intuition. Therefore, 

what is to be done in order both a posteriori knowledge of correspondents in 

intuition and a priori knowledge required for science to be possible is to establish 

that the source and ground of our concepts is thought itself and how these concepts 

enter to the constitution of correspondents. 580 If we are to express it in the terms 

578Ger.Ge1l11U 
5 79Ger .trans::endenta! e Apper::ept ion. 

The word 'Apperzeption' 00es not mean self-consciousness (Se!bstbe'!,lIfJtsein) by itself. On the 
contrary, what is problematic in Kant's system is how this pure and transcendental apperception will 
be related to a 'self or T, since the agent of the act must be left outside of the system though such a 
relation is required by the system. (About this topic see: Gbzkan, ibid.) 
580If the concepts did not originate with one who experiences in view of his thinking aspect, then, 
according to Kant, it would be impossible for us to know the correspondents which we faced first 
with in experience, because in such a case they would not be representations in intuition that belong 
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employed by Kant, this is the same thing as determining that pure concepts581 which 

correspond to pure judgments582 are the grounds of our thoughts583 as the acts of the 

faculty of judgment, and that these concepts are also conditions which make possible 

experience; that is to say, they are transcendental. 

The correspondents in intuition that we face with in expenence must. 

according to Kant, be seen as representations belonging to one who experiences, 

since they emerge depending upon his activity of experiencing. Each of them can be 

a representation only insofar as it belong to the one who experiences. 584 

Representations belong to one who experiences only insofar they are always 

accompanied by a representation of one who experiences. 585 This representation, 

according to Kant, is 'I think'. 586 

What renders correspondent lt1 intuition a representation of one who 

expenences IS his becoming conscious of the material provided by sensibility, 

to us, but would be 'things-in-themselves'. Since the ground and source of the concepts which make it 
possible to know the correspondent in intuition would be the correspondents that emerged in 
experience, the path to be followed would be deduction of the concepts from the experience itself, by 
abstraction. Since this path is a dead-end with regard to the fact that it fails to meet the conditions of 
universality and necessity, which are the requirements of science, it is essential for Kant to 
demonstrate that the source and ground of the concepts is the soul's activity of thinking. Therefore, 
Kant's aim is to establish the foundation on which ground what Locke attempted, but failed to do, can 
be accomplished. In order to deduce concepts from experience itself, by abstraction, it should be 
explained how concepts enter in the constitution of experience. (AS6-S7/8 I 19) But this is. as stated 
by Kant. possible only when the concepts have an independent 'birth certificate'. (AS6-S7/8 I 19) 
Ho\ovever, for this, the ground of concepts should be independent not only from sensibility, but also 
from actual thinking, which renders concepts possible by being involved in the constitution of 
experience. Since thought can be knowledge only in relation to possible experience in Kant's system, 
there is no possibility of talking knowingly about a source or ground which will precede and make 
possible thinking and therefore the concepts that are involved in the constitution of experience. 
581 A 79-S0/8 1 04-1 06 
582A 70/895 

583 A6S-69/893-94 
584 A I 04/8 I 3 I - I 32 
585 813 I - I 32 
5868131-132 

Ger.' Ich denke' 
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through an act of thinking. 587 Since each representation is bringing to consciousness 

or giving consciousness and since each consciousness is thinking, each 

representation is possible only insofar as it is accompanied by the fact that the one 

\vho experiences as the one who represents thinks. 

Therefore, \vhat can be knov\'n \vith regard to the level of experience is not that 

individual correspondents in intuition are representations belonging to one who 

experiences (that is, the agent of the activity of faculties), but that we are conscious 

of them through singular acts and we have a representation which, beside making 

them our own representations, also makes it possible for us to think that that which is 

conscious of these representations is one and the same. Based on this reason, the 'I 

think' representation, which is necessarily one and the same in each representation 

according to Kant, is also the ground of that which experiences' acceptance of itself 

as one and the same within experience. 588 

At the level of experience, the representations of vvhich we become conscious, 

the 'I think' representation accompanying all these representations, and the 

conscIOusness, the content of which is limited to these are empirical. Since the 

content of representations is constituted by appearances received through sensibility, 

both these representations and the' 1 think' representation of which we are conscious 

insofar as it accompanies these representations, and also the consciousness which 

cannot have any other content at this level, must be empirical. 

Therefore, since it is not possible to ground empirical representations· that 

emerge in experience by empirical elements, what is to be done is to determine the 

587 A 129/B 131-132 
588AI17/BI32 
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elements of those which we are conscious of through experience. These elements 

must be pure since they cannot be sensible and must also be transcendental since 

they would constitute the grounds for experience. The reason for the requirement of 

the transcendental act of apperception in Kant's system is the fact that experience 

cannot be grounded by those which emerge in itself. 

This act should be such that: although it is different from our consciousness of 

each correspondent in intuition, it should make them possible; the 'I think' should be 

the representation of this act; the wholeness of experience and the unity of one who 

experiences, as the ground of thinking ourselves as one and the same in respect of 

experience, should be provided by this act; and all these should be carried out in a 

manner not to transcend the limits of possible experience. 

As can be seen, in it is indeed impossible for us to be conscious of this act 

which is claimed to envelop the entirety of our consciousness. The requirement for 

such an act arises as a consequence of the dissection of the correspondent in 

intuition. Therefore, grounding this act depends on the one hand upon the validity of 

the reasoning, and on the other, upon the act itself not being a Schein. In Kant's 

system what saves the act from being a Schein is the act's being transcendental by 

definition. 'I think's being the representation of this act, and the whole experience's 

beina in a sense a correspondent in intuition for this act. 589 
b' , I 

In Kant's critical thought, the ground of experience and of the entire activity of 

consciousness is not the agent of this act. but is the act itself. The agent of this act is 

a thina-in-itself about which we can say nothing other than that it is transceridental 
b ' 

5890n the evaluation of judgment in general, and of the inference that there must be a transcendental 
act of apperception in particular. and whether this act is Schein see: C;:itil (ibid.) and GozKan (ibid.). 
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subject=x.59o Therefore, this act, according to Kant, has priority over all particular 

experiences and the whole experience. Accordingly this act is transcendental in 

respect of its being the ground for experience 59 !, is pure in respect of its being prior 

to all that is particular, that is to say, to all consciousnesses of appearances 592 , and is 

the original 593 act of apperception in respect of its being prior to the whole 

experience and to the entire activity of knowing. 

The unity of the transcendental act of consciousness, as long as it is constituted 

as a consequence of the reasoning starting only from the 'I think' representation 

which is one and the same in all representations in intuition, that is to say, as long as 

it is deduced from conceptual relations only is, as Kant states594, an analytic unity. 

Similarly, the act will be nothing but an empty logical judgment, since it cannot have 

any content insofar as it is regarded as such. 595 Furthermore, the original and pure act 

of consciousness, as long as it is grounded only as the condition of experience in 

respect of one who experiences, will be a subjective condition only.596 Therefore, 

that transcendental consciousness is an act of synthesis, that it is not without content, 

and that it is not only the subjective but also the objective condition of experience 

should also be grounded. To do that, vve must inquire into the activity of 

imagination. 

590 AI 09, A346/B404, B427 
Also see: G6zkfll1, ibid. 

591AI07/B132 
592A123/BI32 
593All7/B132 

Ger.llrspriingliche 
594B133-135 
595A95!B135 
596B139-140 
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111.5. Imagination 

In Kant's system of thought, thinking and sensibility are separate faculties that 

are foreign to each other. 597 To knovv something, the concept which is the element of 

knowledge and w'hich belong to thought should not be without a content, and \\"e 

should become conscious of the material, which cannot be acquired other than 

through sensibility, through its being associated with the concept. 598 

Therefore, in order for the activity of knowing to be possible, another activity 

is needed, which connects or relates sensibility and thinking, which are foreign to 

each other. According to Kant, imagination is the faculty which performs this 

activity.599 According to Kant, the connection of sensibility and thinking, being tvvo 

separate activities of the soul that cannot contact by themselves, is through a 

synthesis6oo . In Kant's system, imagination is the faculty that performs synthesis.60l 

Accordingly, all human know'ledge is possible only through the synthesis by 

imagination. 602 

597 ASO-S1I874-7S, AI37-139/8176-178 

598"Without sensibility no object {correspondent in intuition} would be given to us, without 
understanding no object would be thought. Thoughts without content are empty, intuitions without 
thoughts are blind. (Keine dieser Eigensehafien ist der anderen vorzlciehen. Ohne Sinnliehkeit wiirde 
lins kein Gegenstand gegeben, lind ohne Verstand keiner gedaeht werdel1. Gedanken ohne lnha{t sind 
(eel', Ansehaulingen ohne Begrifle sind bfind.)"(ASI/87S) 
599 A 77-78/8 I 02-1 03 
600"8), J),flthesis, in its most general sense, [ understand the act of putting together, and of grasping 
what is manifold in them in one [act of] knowledge. (leh verstehe aber linter Sy nth e sis in del' 
allgemeinstein Bedeutung die Hand/ling, 'versehiedene Vorstellungen :::ueinander hinzuzutlln, lind ihre 
Mannigfa{tigkeit in einer ErkeJ117tnis begreifen.)" (A 77 18 I 03) 
601"Synthesis in general, [ ... J, is the mere result of the power of imagination, a blind but 
indispensable function of the soul, without which we should have no knowledge whatsoever, but of 
which we are scarcely ever conscious. (Die s),nthesis iiberhallpt ist, [ ... ], die blojJe Wirkung der 
Einbi/dungskraji, einer bfinden, obgleich IInentbehrliehen Flinktion del' See/e, ohne die .... vir iiberal! 
gar keine Erkenntnis haben wiirden, del' ,vir IIns abel' selten filii' einmal beH'ujJt sind.)" (A 78/8 I 04) 
602A 77/8 I 03 
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Synthesis by imagination is an activity of internalization603 with regard to 

relating the material received through sensibility with thinking or bringing it within 

consciousness, and an activity of externalization with regard to rendering it 

intuitable. Though both aspects of synthesis are transcendental with regard to their 

being the grounds of experience, since bringing the material, which is foreign to 

thought as it is in sensibility, to consciousness is more fundamental, then 

internalization has priority over externalization. 

Related to this, in Kant's conception of experience what IS meant by 'inner 

intuition' should be the reflection of the material in sensibility on consciousness, and 

by 'outer intuition' should be the representation of the trace on the consciousness as 

outside of our bodies, in a manner to make it possible to distinguish it from 

ourselves. Therefore, intuition is always together with consciousness and that which 

is outer in respect of intuition is possible only depending upon that which is inner.604 

Imagination has two syntheses in view of the material it aims at. Bringing the 

appearances received in space and time in view of sensibility to consciousness by 

grasping through a concept and representing them in intuition; and holding space and 

time independently of appearances in a manner to make it possible for each of them 

603]n the second edition of the book, Kant took the activity of internalisation away from imagination 
and gave it to the act of pure apperception. It is apparent that it must be impossible, according to 
Kant, that the pure apperception, as the ground of every thought and as a pure act of thinking, can do 
this. In vie\\' of the first edition, the reason \\hy imagination is required is indeed the fact that 
consciousness cannot by itself contact sensibility. We shall be explaining in the following part why 
such a modification lIas required in the second edition. According to B, imagination is the faculty 
that only externalises. 
604As can be obvious Iv seen, 'inner and outer senses' employed for the two aspects of sensibility ill 
view of its forms, and "inner and outer intuitions' corresponding to the two aspects of the activity of 
imagination are in no way interchangeable. With regard to sensibility, inner sense must always be 
dependent upon outer sense. 
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to be itself an intuition605.606 The first is the synthesis which makes [{ posteriori 

knowledge possible and this synthesis is empirical in view of the material it aims at. 

The second is the synthesis that makes both [{ priori and a posteriori knowledge 

possible, and thus it has priority over the first. 

As a priori knowledge is possible only if it is independent from appearances, 

for the first synthesis to be possible, pure concepts of understanding must be 

constituted as the grounds of the concept which enters into the synthesis of 

appearances. The constitution of pure concepts of understanding is possible only in 

respect of the second synthesis607 . The ground of pure concepts cannot be 

imagination's synthesis of appearances, because such synthesis must alw'ays be 

empirical with regard to its content. Consequently, in order to establish the 

foundations of any activity of knowing, whether it be a priori or a posteriori, the 

grounds of imagination's synthesis of space and time, which is the sole a priori 

material that can be provided by sensibility, as a priori intuitions, should be 

established.608 

This should be such a synthesis that it should both be independent from 

appearances, the source of which is the outside of the soul609, and that it should 

contain the entirety of the manifold that emerges in intuition [{ priori with regard to 

its forms. In this way, the pure act of apperception "vould be saved from being an 

605/ n Kant's texts, space and time, each as an intuition, are considered not as the outcome of the 
synthesis by imagination, but as the material which is to be synthesized. (A 77/B I 02) But, since, 
according to Kant, nothing whir;h we are not conscious of can be an intuition for us, it is not possible 
for the material \\hich is to be synthesized by imagination, that is to say, for space and time as the 
forms of sensibility, each to be an intuition prior to this synthesis. 
606 A 77-79/B I 02-104 
607 A 78-79.'B I 04-1 OS 
608See:A77 

609Ger.Seele 
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empty judgment and it \vould be possible for it to have a content which is pure and a 

priori. and the pure concepts of understanding could be constituted as the aspects of 

this act's grasping the pure content. As can be obviously seen, constitution of the 

whole of intuition, as all of space and all of time independently of any empirical 

content that is, as pure a priori manifold is of central importance to the "vhole of 

Kant's system ofthought. 6lO 

61 0Kant explicitly states this point: 
"What must first be given -with a view to the a priori knowledge of all {correspondents-in

intuition}- is the manifold of pure intuition [ ... J (Das erste, was IIns 7.11111 Be/lltj der Erkenntnis a!ler 
Gegenstande a priori gegeben sein IIIl1jJ, ist dos !vi a n 17 i gfa It i g c der reincn Anschazl1lng [ ... J)" 
(A79/B104) 

Furthermore, as we have considered in the immediately preceding section, in order for the pure act 
of apperception not to be empty but to have a pure and a priori content, the constitution of the whole 
intuition as [[ priori manifold is necessary. (See:A96-97) 

In the first edition of the Critique of Pure Reason, which we designate by 'A', Kant first describes 
how imagination synthesizes appearances in relation to threefold synthesis. What is described here is, 
indeed, the synthesis of the correspondent in intuition. In order for the correspondent in intuition to 
emerge. appearances should be subjected to a synopsis first in sensibility (this in fact must be in the 
form of space ).(A97) Then, the appearances which are subjected to the synopsis should be 
apprehended (A9S- I 00)) and reproduced in order to be brought to a status in which they can be 
grasped through concepts (A I 00-1 02), and finally they should be grasped within concepts (A I 03-
105). Though Kant states that a synthesis must always accompany such a synopsis (which is taking 
the appearances into the same l7lekcin and keeping them together)(A97), he carefully abstains from 
expressing that this, too, is a synthesis by imagination, and therefore, it is dependent upon the pure act 
of apperception. (In this case, it is not possible for him to establish a foundation for sensibility and 
thinking in general, as two separate faculties.) He mentions two aspects of the imagination's synthesis 
of appearances. The first is the productive (produktive) synthesis of imagination (A liS) and 
corresponds to the activity which we referred to as internalisation above. With regard to the first 
edition of the book, that which is transcendental and a priori is this aspect of the synthesis by 
imagination. The second, on the other hand, is the activity of reproduction, which Kant mentions in 
this edition as a totally empirical activity. (A liS) Depending upon this distinction, he tries to deduce 
the intuition's being synthesized as a pure a priori manifold from the productive activity of 
imagination. But, since the point in question is the synthesis of appearances that are somehow 
subjected to synopsis by sensibility, it is not possible to obtain the synthesis of the whole intuition as 
pure ({ priori manifold from ({ priori aspect of this synthesis (which should, in fact, not even be 
stated), regardless of how productive imagination is. 

Kant completely changes this part in the second edition of the book. In the foreword he writes for 
the second edition. he states that this change is only about the explanation of some difficulties and 
some obscure points. which might not be his own fault. (Bxxxvii-xl) As we have pointed out in a 
previous note, Kant takes the internalisation aspect of the activity of synthesis away from imagination 
and gives it to the act of pure apperception. (B 130-1 50) Though the activity of imagination is now 
transcendental, it consists only of externalisation and is obliged to perform acts depending upon 
appearances. Kant refers to this as the figurative (jigiirlich) activity of imagination. (B 1 5 I-I 52) This 
sl'l7thesis speciosa* (B I 5 I), in the sense of envisaging synthesis, must be distinguished from synthesis 
i;ltcllcctualis performed by the act of pure apperception. Imagination has no involvement in 
intellectual (intcllektllcll) synthesis. (B 152) Therefore, the way chosen in the second edition is to 
constitute the whole intuition as the pure a priori manifold through pure apperception's grasping time 
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We would now like to consider \vhether the whole of intuition can be 

synthesized as the unity of pure a priori manifold in Kant's system. 

In Kant's system of thought, the ground of every unity IS the unity of 

transcendental apperception and it is valid only to the extent that this unity can be 

grounded within the system. In order for this unity, which is not to be subject to pure 

concepts of understanding611 , not to be an empty, conceptual or analytic unity, the 

content of the transcendental act of apperception has to be determined. 612 In order for 

this unity to be a synthetic one, the manifold in question should be synthesized a 

priori; and in order to demonstrate that it is an objective and necessary unity, it 

should be shown that the unity of consciousness, which is the subjective condition of 

experience in respect of one who experiences, is, at the same time, the objective and 

necessary ground of the whole experience. 

In Kant's system, that which is pure is that which indeed belong to thought, 

therefore that which is dependent upon the act of pure apperception and independent 

independent from the traces of the appearances in space on inner sense ('."here the pure concepts of 
understanding are the aspect of this grasp). 

first, attributing such an activity to pure apperception is denial of Kant's own system. Once the 
activity of soul is divided into two as sensibility and thinking in Kant's system, it is impossible for 
any activity of thinking to grasp something that is foreign to it without needing the mediation of 
something else. The reason why the faculty of imagination is needed in the first edition is 
apperception's being empty by itself and the necessity for this act to have a content in order for pure 
concepts to emerge. Pure apperception as an activity of thinking can perform no synthesis, whether it 
be pure or not, within the limits determined by Kant. Such an intellectual synthesis is possible only by 
acceptance of an intellectual intuition, that is to say, the activity of thinking being able to synthesize 
an object within itself. (See: C;:itil, ibid.) This contradicts the essence of the system, because an 
intellectual synthesis is possible, not with pure concepts which are required to be derived from the 
activity of knowing but only with ideas which are innate to the soul. Therefore, intellectual synthesis 
is impossible as long as one remains within Kant's limits. 

Second, taking away from the imagination the synthesis of whole intuition as a pure and a priori 
manifold and giving it to pure :,pperception did not eliminate the problems related to this synthesis. 
The problem is not that it is impossible to attribute a pure act to imagination, but it is related to 
material's being dependent, regardless of whether it is grasped by imagination or by apperception, 
upon appearances, in as much as it is dependent upon sensibility. 

*From the Latin word 'specioslis' derived from the root 'specio' meaning to look, to see, 
611 B 131 
6121\ 79/8 I 05 
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from sensibility.613 Synthesis of intuition as a priori manifold is pure with regard to 

the act that synthesizes, regardless of whether that which synthesizes is imagination 

or pure apperception. In this sense, since the ground of concepts as the elements of 

synthesis must be the pure concepts of understanding, each synthesis has a pure 

aspect 'vvith regard to the act that synthesizes. But the synthesizing act's being pure is 

not sufficient for the purity of the product of the act. It is impossible for the content 

of the synthesis to be pure in view of the material which the act aims at, because this 

content is to be received from sensibility. Therefore, even if the constitution of the 

whole of intuition is possible as the unity of the synthesis of a priori manifold, it is 

not possible for this whole to be pure. In order for the synthesis in question to be 

pure, space and time should belong not to sensibility, but to the soul's act of 

thinking, which is pure. And since this would mean that the activity of thinking is 

capable of synthesis without requiring something that is foreign to it, it requires the 

acceptance of intellectual intuition. However this is opposed to the essence of Kant's 

critical system of thought. Consequently, it is impossible for each of space and time 

to be a pure intuition, as long as they are accepted as forms of sensibility. 

Now let's consider 'Ivhether this synthesis, 'vvhich can be pure only in view of a 

pure act of consciousness, can be CI priori. As we have previously stated, in Kant's 

system of critical thought, by CI priori we must understand that which is independent 

not from experience, but from the material received through sensibility by way of 

613The distinction Kant makes between that which is only ({ priori and that which is pure and ({ priori, 
as it is expressed in the text (B3) is not sufficient to provide a foundation for that which is pure. Kant 
employs the adjective 'pure' for the concepts forming the ground of reason, consciousness, 
understanding; for the activity of imagination in relation to ({ priori synthesis, and for space and time 
each as a pure intuition. Talking about space and time each as a pure intuition is possible upon 
establishing the foundation for the synthesis which we discuss herein. Since it is impossible for 
sensibility to ever have a pure aspect. it is not possible for space and time to be pure, either, as forms 
of sensibility. 
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being affected from the thing-in-itself, that is to say; from appearances. In the critical 

thought which determines the limits of the human being's activity of knowing 

depending upon experience and in which knowledge always starts from experience, 

it is not possible for any knowledge to be independent from experience. Space and 

time which are independent from appearances as forms of sensibility, and 

transcendental activities and conditions of other faculties of the soul are a priori. 

Therefore, what we should consider is whether the synthesis of the whole of intuition 

as a manifold independent from appearances is possible. 

At this point we need to state that activity of synthesis being a priori, that is to 

say synthesis' being made in a priori manner is not sufficient for the activity's 

product to be a priori too. In order for the whole of intuition to be a priori synthesis, 

its content should also be a priori. In Kant's critical thought, though only space and 

time as forms of sensibility can be the materials of such an a priori synthesis, it is 

actually only time, since in Kant's system consciousness can have a contact with the 

space as the outer form of sensibility only through time as the inner form. 

In view of the section entitied 'Transcendental Aesthetic' of the Critique of 

Pure Reason, space and time are not grounded as a priori forms of sensibility.614 The 

only thing which can be accepted to have been grounded in this section is that space 

and time are the conditions not of things themselves, but of correspondents in 

intuition, which belong to one \vho experiences. However, this is not sufficient to 

determine whether time and space are the conditions of sensibility or whether they 

belong to thinking in general. What can establish the foundation for time and space 

614See: IV.I On space and time in view of Transcendental Aesthetic 
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as a priori forms of sensibility is the synthesis of the whole of intuition as an a priori 

manifold. 

\Ve should state that had the synthesis of the whole of intuition as a pure 

manifold been possible, then space and time would each be possible as a pure 

intuition. Since intuition must alvvays be sensible according to Kant, space and time, 

as a priori conditions' of appearance, should belong to sensibility as the sensible 

source of pure intuition of space and time. But since this synthesis cannot be pure 

with regard to its content, as we have seen above, it would not be possible to 

establish space and time as the forms of sensibility. This would still not go any 

further than being a hypothesis. 

Let us assume that space and time are the forms of sensibility. In this case, let 

us see \vhether the constitution of the whole of intuition as a synthesis of a priori 

manifold is possible. Since time is the only thing belonging to sensibility that pure 

consciousness can contact, even if via imagination, let us consider whether the 

connection of consciousness with time through imagination would make possible the 

synthesis of the \vhole of intuition as a priori manifold. The content of time as the 

inner form of sensibility is the impressions of the appearances received as being in 

space, on the inner sense. 615 As long as time is considered together with this content, 

it must be empirical. Therefore, in order for the synthesis ofthe "vhole of intuition to 

be CI priori. time must be handled not in such a manner but independently from its 

whole content. If we can do that, that is to say, if we can think of an ,empty time with 

no content, we should admit that this is a priori time form which is the inner 

condition of all kinds of senses, according to Kant. What is it that we think when we 

61:iA98-99 
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try to think of time as purified from its content, which must be empirical, in Kant's 

system of thought? It is indeed so far from being knowledge; it is not even a 

thought. 616 

The ground of Kant's being able to think of a time purified from the whole of 

its empirical content is the preservation of the determinations belonging to time as a 

concept, and the attribution of them to time as the inner form of sensibility. But since 

pure concepts can emerge only through becoming conscious of pure schemata as the 

aspects of the imagination's grasping of time purified from its empirical content, 

time, which has no content at this level, can be grasped in Kant's system by neither 

time as a concept nor by any other concept. 

Yet, supposing that being incapable of thinking time that is purified of its 

\vhole empirical content, which is necessary for the constitution of the whole of 

intuition in Kant's system, is our personal insufficiency, let us assume that time, 

which is named as a priori form of sensibility, makes possible the synthesis of whole 

intuition to be a priori. In this case, though the synthesis in question would be a 

priori, it would not be manifold any more. 

In Kant's critical system, there can be two things which can be thought as the 

source of plurality in intuition. The first of them is the manifold of appearances, and 

the second is the manifold depending upon pure concepts which lie in the ground of 

concepts as determinations of thought. Manifold of appearances as representations in 

sensibility must depend either upon the source of appearances or forms of sensibility. 

Within the limits of framework determined by Kant, it is not possible to claim that 

616Given that there is no concept of time yet, claiming that we can think empty time at this level will 
be to claim that we can think without content and concept. 
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the ground of the manifold of appearances is the thing-in-itself.617 Since the thing-in-

itself is outside of the human being's activity of knowing, \ve cannot claim that the 

thing-in-itselfis one or many. 

Furthermore, even if appearances received in space as the outer form of 

sensibility have a manifold in view of their sources, this cannot be reflected in our 

knowledge. With regard to our knowledge, it is not possible for the material received 

in space, the outer form, to contain a manifold in itself. Therefore, this material, 

which 'vve aim at knowing by our faculty of thinking, is to contain no inner 

difference, is to be all of a piece. Accordingly, the impression of the material 

received in space on time being the inner form of sensibility is an indeterminate total 

impression. Consequently, it is not possible to establish a foundation for the 

manifold in time, with regard to the content of inner sense. The real important thing 

is that even if time contains a manifold with regard to the material received through 

outer sense, this manifold must always be empirical. 

If we return to whether the ground of manifold, which we assume in view of 

sensibility, can be the forms of sensibility, it is not possible for space and time as 

forms purified from their content which must be empirical, to contain a manifold, or 

a difference that could be the ground of manifold, in themselves. Consequently, 

thinking that space and time are the forms of sensibility is thinking of space and time 

as empty, in which case it would be possible to derive a manifold neither from an 

empty space and time nor from such a thought deprived of any kind of conceptual 

determination. 

617Kant's talking about not the thing-in-itself, but about the things-in-themselves or things themselves 
misleads us. It leads us to think of the appearance received in space as the outer form of sensibility, 
according to Kant, as if it constitutes a manifold of its own. 
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The ground of the plurality in intuition, in Kant's system of thought, is 

determination of whole intuition, which had to be synthesized as a pure a priori 

manifold, by judgments. Our concepts emerge in these judgments. The ground of our 

concepts are pure concepts; the ground of our judgments is the pure act of 

apperception. The constitution of the whole intuition as pure a priori synthesis 

through imagination is necessary in order for both pure concepts and the pure act of 

consciousness not to be empty thoughts. As \ve have studied above, the only thing 

that can be the content of this synthesis is time as an empty form. 

In such a case, the constitution of whole intuition, which is necessary with 

regard to the constitution of experience, will be possible as the association of pure 

consciousness, which is an empty act, with empty time through imagination; and 

pure concepts will be possible only as the consciousness of the aspects of the 

imagination's grasping empty time. To put it in simpler terms, whole intuition as a 

pure a priori manifold will be the product of relating that which is empty to that 

which is empty, by imagination which is a blind faculty. That experience IS 

constituted in Kant's system of thought is possible only by accepting this. 

Since constitution of the whole intuition as the synthesis of pure a priori 

manifold is not possible, there is no ground left for the activity of synthesis aimed at 

the emergence of particular correspondents in intuition, which Kant attributed to 

imagination and which we name as externalization. Based on this reason, we shall 

not discuss the externalizing activity of imagination here. The reason why Kant 

considered the imagination's synthesis of producing correspondent in intuition in the 

first edition of the Critique of Pure Reason is that he attempted to deduce the 

synthesis of whole intuition from the aspects of the synthesis of correspondents in 
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intuition, which aspects are pure and a priori with regard to the faculties involved in 

the synthesis. As we have pointed out previously, this is not possible. 

As can be seen, the main problem in Kant's system is the pure act of 

consciousness, having no content insofar as it is not related to appearances, being 

insufficient to diversify itself and to derive its pure concepts. In other words, the 

problem is Kant's system's ruling out the concepts of space and time, which are the 

grounds of Kant's conception of science and which should have certain content, 

from being ideas and making them forms of sensibility; i.e., that there is nothing 

given with some content to human being in respect of his intellectual activities. But 

as we have inquired above, space and time as forms of sensibility cannot have a 

content vvhich is not empirical, nor can pure concepts be deduced as diversification 

of pure apperception. Therefore, constitution of experience is not possible. 

The reason why this consequence arises is that while Kant sought to preserve 

certain aspects of Leibniz's conception of experience in his conception of 

experience, the conception of substance upon which they relied has been canceled. 

We shall be evaluating in the follovving parts the reasons for the failure to constitute 

experience within the limits determined by Kant, in view of Leibniz's conceptions of 

substance and experience. 

III.6. Understanding 

In the previous section, we demonstrated that pure concepts cannot be 

grounded since they cannot have a content, given the impossibility of the 

constitution of whole intuition as the synthesis of pure a priori manifold. In this 
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section, we would like to suggest that pure concepts, which cannot be provided with 

a foundation as such, are not possible as logical forms, either. 

In the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant primarily tries to deduce the pure 

concepts of understanding from the acts of thinking themselves. 6ls Stm1ing from 

pure concepts' being possible only as the aspects of the determination of a priori 

content, he investigates hoyv pure concepts can have this content, since they are 

empty logical forms when they are considered apart from it. 619 With regard to the 

organization of the book, the deduction of pure concepts as logical forms has priority 

over their being possible as aspects of the synthesis of the pure a priori manifold. 

Now, let us inquire into whether pure concepts can be deduced through the 

possibilities of the activity of thinking. 

The method Kant employed in relation to deduction of pure concepts includes 

the following three steps: determination of logical forms of judgments and 

classification of them accordingly620; determining that the acts of understanding 

producing these logical forms are the same with the acts of giving unity to 

representations, which makes the emergence of correspondents62I in intuition 

possible; and classifying pure concepts in a v;ay that corresponds to the classification 

of j udgments622 . 

According to Kant, the method employed in determination of elements 

belonging to any faculty is to look at the experience that has emerged and to inquire 

into the elements through which it is possible for the experience to emerge as it 

6 IS A66-SJiB91-1 09 
619 A95-130/B 129-169 
620 A66-A 71/B91-95 
62 I A 76-ASO/B I 02-1 05 
622 ASOiB I 06 
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did. 623 However, this, by itselt~ is not sufficient for the complete determination of the 

elements of the faculty.62-1 The reason "vhy no difficulty is faced with in the complete 

determination of pure concepts as the elements of the faculty of understanding, 

according to Kant, is that these concepts originate from the faculty of understanding 

itself, and that in this respect, they are connected to each other according to a single 

concept. 

Die Transzendental-Philosophie hat den Vorteil, aber auch die Verbindlichkeit, ihre 
8egriffe nach einem Prinzip aufzusuchen; weil sie aus dem Verstande, als absoluter 
Einheit, rein und unvermischt entspringen, und daher selbst nach einem 8egriffe, oder 
Idee, unter sich zusammenhangen mUssen. Ein solcher Zusammenhang aber gibt eine 
Regel an die Hand, nach welcher jedem reinen Verstandesbegriff seine Stelle und allen 
insgesamt ihre Vollstandigkeit a priori bestimmt werden kann, welches alles sonst vom 
8elieben, oder vom Zufall abhangen wUrde. 625 

Transcendental philosophy, in seeking for its concepts, has the advantage and also the 
duty of proceeding according to a single principle. For these concepts spring, pure and 
unmixed, out of the understanding which is an absolute unity; and must therefore be 
connected with each other according to one concept or idea. Such a connection supplies 
us with a rule, by which we are enabled to assign its proper place to each pure concept 
of the understanding, and by which we can determine in an a priori manner their 
systematic completeness. Otherwise we should be dependent in these matters on our 
own discretionary judgment or merely on chance. 

Therefore, while the ground for complete determination of the pure concepts of 

the faculty of understanding is the absolute unity of the faculty itself, that which 

makes possible to think them as elements which originate from the unity of the 

faculty is their being subject to the unity of a concept. Now let us try to comprehend 

623"When we call a faculty of knowledge into play, then, as the occasioning circumstances differ, 
various concepts stand forth and make the faculty known and allow of their being collected with more 
or less completeness, in proportion as obsen·ation has been made of them over a longer time or with 
greater acuteness. (IVenl7 mal7 eil7 £rkel7l7lni,ITermogen ins Spiel sel:/, so 11117 sich, nach den 
;/ol7cherlei An/tissen, \'erschiedel1!! Begriffe hervor. die c/iest!s l'ermogel7 kel7l7bar machen unc{sich in 
eil7em lI1e17r oder \I'eniga CllIsfiihrlichell A lIj~'ClI: sammeln lassm, nachdem die Beobachiling 
derselben liingere Zeil, odeI' mil grojJerer SchC/lI~'innigkei! (ll7gesle/ll lI'orden. r (A66/891) 
624"8ut when the inquiry is carried on in this mechanical fashion, we can never be sure whether it has 
brought to completion. (11'0 diese UI7/erslIc17l11lg \I'erele \'ullel7del sein. hif1t sich, nach eliesem 
gleichsam mec/lClnischen I'CI/ahren. niemals mil Sicherl1Cil beslillllllen.)" (A66 l 891) 

625 A66-67 
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the connection Kant established between the absolute, in other words, the necessary 

unity of the faculty \vith the unity of the concept by which the elements springing 

out of this faculty are combined. 

In Kant's critical thought, necessity depends upon the unity of the 

transcendental act of apperception as the most fundamental condition of the human 

being's activity of knowing within this system. 626 Therefore, the necessary unity of 

the faculty of understanding, also, must depend upon the unity of the transcendental 

act of apperception. 

Kant claims that analytical unity of a concept depends upon the prevIOUS 

constitution and understanding of the concept within a synthetic unity, and that the 

synthetic unity in question, on the other hand, relies upon the unity of understanding: 

Die analytische Einheit des BewuGtseins hangt allen gemeinsamen Begriffen, als 
solchen, an, z. B. wenn ich mir rot Uberhaupt denke, so stelle ich mir dadurch eine 
Beschaffenheit yor, die (als Merkmal) irgendworan angetroffen, oder mit anderen 
Vorstellungen yerbunden sein kann; also nur yel'moge einer yorausgedachten 
moglichen synthetischen Einheit kann ich mir die analytische yorstellen. Eine 
Vorstellung, die als yerschiedenen gemein gedacht werden soli, wird als zu solchen 
gehorig angesehen, die auGer ihr noch etwas Ve r s chi e den e s an sich haben, folglich 
muG sie in synthetischer Einheit mit anderen (wenngleich nur moglichen 
Vorstellungen) yorher gedacht werden, ehe ich die analytische Einheit des 
BewuGtseins, welche sie zum conceptus communis macht, an ihr denken kann. Und so 
ist die synthetische Einheit der Apperzeption der hochste Punkt, an dem man allen 

626"AII necessity. without exception, is grounded in a transcendental condition. There must, therefore, 
be a transcendental ground of the unity of consciousness in the synthesis of the manifold of all our 
intuitions, and consequently also of the concepts of objects in general, and so of all objects 
[correspondents-in-intuition} of experience. a ground without which it would be impossible to think 
any object {correspondent in intuition} for our intuitions; [ ... ] (Aller No/wendigkeit liegt jederzeit 
eine tronsc:endel7la/e Bedingllng ZUlli Grunde. Also mujJ ein trctnsc:endentaler Grllnd del' Einheil des 
BeH'lIjJrseins, in ria Synrhesis des Monnig/a/ligen (tiler unserer Al7schalillngen, l71ithin ouch, der 
Begrifle del' Objekle liberhallpl, Joiglich Clllch aller GegenslCinde, del' fljahrllng, Cll1getrojJen 'vI'erden, 
ohne \I'dchen es 1I111110glich m'ire, ZII IInserel1 Anschalilingen irgendeinen Gegenstand c:u 

denken:[ ... ]r (A I 06) 
That which can be grounded depending upon the unity of experience or apperception is not logical 

or metaphysical necessity, but hypothetical necessity which should actually be called requirement. 
The unity of transcendental act of consciousness as the condition of the whole of experience or of 
consciousness on its 0\\"11 constitutes the ground of not the necessity, but of the fact that it is a need or 
requirement for the unity of experience, at the most. 
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Verstandesgebrauch, selbst die ganze Logik, und, nach ihr, die Transzendental
Philosophie heften muf3,ja dieses Vennogen ist der Verstand selbst.627 

The analytic unity of consciousness belongs to all general concepts, as such. If, for 
instance, I think red in general, I thereby represent to myself a property which (as a 
characteristic) can be found in something, or can he combined with other 
representations: that is, only by means of a presupposed possible synthetic unity can I 
represent to myself the analytic unity. A representation which is to be thought as 
common to different representations is regarded as belonging to such as have, in 
addition to it, also something different. Consequently it must previously be thought in 
synthetic unity with other (though, it may be, only possible) representations, before I 
can think in it the analytic unity of consciousness, which makes it a conceptus 
commullis. The synthetic unity of apperception is therefore that highest point, to which 
we must ascribe all employment of the understanding. even the whole of logic, and 
conformably therewith, transcendental philosophy. Indeed this faculty of apperception 
is the understanding itself. 

As seen, when any general concept is considered, analytic unity of the concept 

relies upon the synthetic unity of it, whereas this synthetic unity relies upon the unity 

of transcendental apperception. It is obvious that the concept as the rule that would 

guarantee the completeness of the deduction of pure concepts as the elements of 

understanding must fulfill the same conditions. We believe that this concept is the 

concept of 'being the pure act62S of understanding'. 

Kant inquires into the pure acts of understanding on two different levels with 

regard to their being performed on concepts and representations. When the pure acts 

of understanding are performed on concepts, they give us the logical forms of 

judgments, and \\"hen they are performed on representations, they give us pure 

concepts, as transcendental aspects of correspondents: 

Dieselbe Funktion. welche den verschiedenen Vorstellungen in einem U rt e i Ie Einheit 
gibt, die gibt auch der blof3en Synthesis verschiedene Vorstellungen in einer 
An s c h a u u n g Einheit, \\'elche, allgemein ausgedrlickt. der reine Verstandesbegriff 

627B 133-134 note a 
628Kcmt refers to this as 'function': 

"Bv 'function' I mean the unity of the act of bringing various representations under one common 
repres~ntation. (lch lwstehe aber linter FlIllktion die Einheit der Hand/ung, verschiedene 
Vorste//lIllgen ZInter einer gellleil1schajilichen:lI ordnen.)" (A68/B93) 
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heiGt. Derselbe Verstand also, und zwar durch eben dieselben Handlunoen wodurch er 
in Begriffen, vermittelst del' analytischen Einheit, die logische For~ ~ines Urteils 
zustande brachte, bringt auch, vermittelst der synthetischen Einheit des Manniofaltiaen . ~ ~ 

Il1 der AnschaLiung Uberhaupt, in seine Vorstellungen einen transzendentalen 
Inhalt,[ ... ]629 

The same function which gives unity to the various representations in a judgment also 
gives unity to the mere synthesis of various representations in an intuition; and this 
unity, in its most general expression, we entitle the pure concept of the understanding. 
The same understanding, through the same operations by which in concepts, by means 
of analytical unity, it produced the logical form of a judgli1ent, also introduces a 
transcendental content into its representations, by means of the synthetic unity of the 
manifold in intuition in general. 

In the light of the opinions we expressed above, the point we should note here 

is the necessity that elements, which are thought as being subject to analytic unity of 

the concept of the pure act of understanding, that is, the logical aspects of judgments, 

and the transcendental aspects of correspondents must have been constituted and 

understood as belonging to a synthetic unity. Therefore, grounding the constitution 

and understanding of the synthetic unity of judgments and correspondents must have 

priority over classifications of logical aspects of judgments or transcendental aspects 

of correspondents. 

When regarded from this perspective, the order followed in the Critique of 

Pure Reason in relation to deduction of pure concepts is misleading. The reader is 

misled to think as if that variety of pure concepts could be acquired through only the 

possibilities of understanding. Starting from the requirement that these concepts can 

have content only through a synthesis, ways or mechanism of acquiring this content 

are sought. as if it is previously established that pure concepts have content. 

Hmvever, the problem here is not only about the organization of the text. As 

we have stated before. the constitution of synthetic unity of correspondents is not 

629 A 79/8 I 05 
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possible anyway, \Yithin the limits of Kant's critical thouaht aiven the fact that 
b 'b 

whole intuition cannot be constituted as the synthesis of pure a priori manifold. 

Since synthetic unity of the concept of being the pure act of understanding cannot be 

grounded, a table of judgments as the logical aspects of this act, or a table of pure 

concepts or categories as its transcendental aspects cannot go beyond,. 'vvithin the 

limits of Kant's critical thought, being generalizations reached as a result of an 

abstraction which depends upon the emergence of experience and which does not 

have a legitimate ground. Completeness and necessity of these tables cannot be 

constituted. Transcendental, original and pure apperception cannot vary itself. 

Human understanding itself cannot be the "lawgi ver of nature"630 either. 

630·'die Geset:::geblll1g ..or die Nature" (A 126) 
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IV. THE PROBLEM OF CONSTITUTION OF SPACE AND TIME IN 

KANT'S CONCEPTION OF EXPERIENCE 

In this section, we shall try to show that the constitutions of space and time 

are not possible in Kant's critical thought. In Kant's thought, space and time are 

considered as forms of sensibility, as forms of sensible intuition, each as a priori 

intuitions, and also as concepts and objects. In this section, we shall first try to 

show that space and time, as a priori forms of sensibility, cannot be grounded in 

view of 'Transcendental Aesthetic'. Based this and also on the impossibility of 

grounding space and time as a priori intuitions without this, it will be revealed 

that space and time could not be grounded each as an a priori concept or object. 

IV.I. On space and time in view of transcendental aesthetic 

Starting the dissection of experience from the correspondent that anse 111 

intuition, and after dividing the soul's faculties involved in the synthesis of 

correspondent into two 111 general as sensibility and thought63I , Kant dissects 

sensibility and exposes the forms of sensibility. 'Transcendental Aesthetic' is the 

name given to such dissection and exposition.632 

According to Kant, sensation is the influence of a correspondent633 on us. 

Intuition is empirical as long as it emerges depending upon sensation.634 Appearance 

631A19!B33 
632"The science of all principles of a priori sensibility I call transcendental aesthetic. (Eine 
Wissenschaji von allen PriiJ::ipien der Sinn/ichkeil a priori l1enl1e ich die I ran s:: era n t a I e 

.~sthelikr (A21/B35) 
633This correspondent is not the correspondent in intuition but the transcendental correspondent 
which is the thing-in-itself, as we have explained previously. 

See: 111.2 Sensibility 
63.JA20/B34 
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is the material of sensation, and that which provides for receiving appearance within 

a certain order is the form of appearance or sensation. 635 While the material of all 

sensations needs to be necessarily given {{ posteriori, since that which enables the 

sensations to be within a certain order cannot itself be a sensation, this form itself 

needs to be available {{ priori in the soul636 and should be considered independently 

from all sensations. 637 

What we can deduce from the distinctions and definitions made by Kant is the 

presence of some material in correspondent in intuition, the source of which is not 

one who experiences and the presence of form, the origin of which is the one who 

experiences and which provides the ordering of this material. The conclusions that 

can be reached from these considerations are not that the source of the material is 

outside of the soul638 and that the form which orders it, is independent from thinking 

aspect of soul. 

Kant states that the form of sensation, \vhich is {{ priori by definition, is pure639 

at the same time, and that this form can also be named as pure intuition.64o This form 

can be pure, by definition. on the condition that the form and its representation are 

not sensible. We should remember that, in Kant's system, something could be a 

representation if it belongs to consciousness. Those which can be pure are only the 

representations which do not contain anything empirical. If we accept that the form 

in question has a representation in our consciousness, either the form cannot be pure 

635A201834 

636Ger.Gemiil 
637 A20l834 

638Ger.Seele 
639"1 term all representations pure (in the transcendental sense) in which there is nothing that belongs 
to sensation. (fch nenne aile ,'ol'slellungel1 I' e i n (im Iral7s::;enclel1lolen Vas/ande), in denen nich/s, 
\I'as ::111' Empfindllng geh6r/, angelrajIen lI'ird)" (A20/83-1) 
640 A20i834-35 
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as long as it is the form of sensation or if we accept that it is pure, the distinction 

Kant makes between thought and sensibility cannot be held. 

In order for us to accept that the form of sensation can also be named as a pure 

intuition, it needs to be synthesized, as stated by Kant641 , as a pure a priori manifold 

in Kant's system of thought, which is not possible, as we have emphasized before. 

There is another point that vve would like to note. After determining that there must 

be a form of sensation, Kant refers to this also as the form of intuition.642 This is 

legitimate in a sense, because the form of sensation has been reached as a result of 

the dissection of intuition. The form of sensation will be the form of intuition at the 

same time. But it cannot be claimed on this basis that the forms of intuition consist 

only of the forms of sensation. In Kant's system, the pure concepts and schemata of 

understanding are also forms of intuition, as the conditions for the emergence of 

correspondent in intuition, since it would not be possible otherwise to reach them 

through the dissection of the correspondent in intuition. However, this is never stated 

so explicitly; form of sensibility and form of intuition are used as if they are 

interchangeable terms. 6-l3 

641 A20!834 
6-l2A20!834 
6-l3Kant gives an example to confirm that we have a pure intuition of the form of sensibility. He 
claims that when we take a\vay everything that belong to understanding from the representation of a 
body which is a sensible intuition, there still remains something and that is extension and figure; and 
that this is present in the soul (Gellliil) as a priori form of sensibility without any actual sensible 
corresponctent.(A2Ii835) First of all, the claim that when we take away everything that belongs to 
understanding what remains is extension and figure cannot be grounded, because extension and figure 
are alwavs s~'biect to determinations of categories. Secondly. if we accept that a representation 
remains in con~ciousness. in order for this to be an intuition, we should also accept that it is the 
representation of something which is outside of consciousness. In this case, what remains cannot be 
the form of the sensibility of one who experiences: it would be impossible to distinguish it from res 
exlensa of the Cartesians or from empty and absolute space which Newtonians claim to exist 
independently from that which exists in it. Thirdly, if this remains, it will remain not as an intuition, 
but as an empty representation that belongs merely to thought, and it will become quite difficult to 
claim that it is a priori form of sensibility, which is, according to Kant, a faculty that is independent 
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After determining that the sensation needs to have a material and form Kant , 

attempts to determine what this form is: 

In der transzendentalen Asthetik also werden wir zuerst die Sinnlichkeit 
is 0 lie r en, dadurch, daS wir alles absondern, was der Verstand durch seine Begriffe 
dabei denkt, dam it nichts als empirische Anschauung Ubrig bleibe. Zweitens werden wir 
von dieser noch alles. war zur Empfindung geh6rt, abtrennen, damit nichts als reine 
Anschauung und die bloSe Form der Erscheinungen Ubrig bleibe. welches das einzige 
ist, das die Sinnlichkeit a priori liefem kann. 644 

In the transcendental aesthetic we shall. therefore. first isolate sensibility. by taking 
away645 from it everything which the understanding thinks through its concepts, so that 
nothing may be left save empirical intuition6-16 Secondly, we shall also separate of[647 
from it everything which belongs to sensation, so that nothing may remain save pure 
intuition and the mere form of appearances, which is all that sensibility can supply a 
priori. 648 

According to Kant, there are two things that can be the forms of sensibility: 

Since all our outer intuitions are subject to space, space is a candidate for being the 

outer form of sensibility, whereas time would be the inner form thereof, since all our 

inner and outer intuitions are subject to time. 6-19 This, alone, is not sufficient for time 

and space to be a priori forms of sensibility, because our inner and outer intuitions 

are subject not only to space and time, but also to concepts of understanding. What 

from thought. Such a representation is necessarily sensible as long as it corresponds to an intuition, 
and necessarily belongs to thought as long as it is pure. 
644A22/B36 
6451n 'Transcendental Aesthetic', that which belongs to understanding is not determined. Therefore, 
what it is that is taken away from sensation is also unclear. In addition, with regard to the whole of the 
svstem since we can know through concepts which emerge to the extent our consciousness is related 
t~ an il~tuition, when concepts as determinations belonging to understanding are taken away, how will 
it be possible for us to say knowingly that something still remains? 
6-16Since intuition is always subject to determinations of understanding. what remains cannot be an 
intuition; that which can remain is only sensation, provided that the distinction betw'een sensibility 
and thought is accepted, which distinction is just an assumption. 
647Had he named that which is left behind when it is separated from the determinations of 
understanding 'sensation', which is the proper thing to do, it would be very obvious here that nothing 
would remai~ behind. when we took away everything that belongs to sensation from sensation. 
Accordingly, we believe that the expression here should read 'we shall separate everything that 
belonos t; the material of sensation'. 

'" 64SWhen the explanations presented in previous notes are taken into consideration, it can be seen that 
what remains behind cannot be pure intuition, but merely the form of appearances. Yet, this would 
consist only ofa repetition of the definitions made in the beginning. 

649 A22/B37 
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needs to be done therefore, first of all, is to establish the concepts of space and time 

as representations belonging to our consciousness. relying only on the assumption 

that they are forms of sensibility. This is what transcendental and metaphysical 

exposition of these concepts aim to do. But this, alone, is not sufficient to determine 

that the only forms of sensibility are time and space. It also needs to be shown that 

all the concepts other than space and time, to vyhich our inner and outer intuitions are 

all subject, are independent from sensibility. And this is what is targeted by the 

'Transcendental Logic' in the Critique of Pure Reason. Therefore. even if it can be 

determined by transcendental aesthetic that space and time are two forms of 

sensibility, it cannot be grounded that they are the only forms of sensibility, unless it 

is grounded that the origin and ground of the concepts other space and time is a 

facllity t11at is independent frol11 sensibility; As \ve have il).quired into in previolls 

sections, this is not possible within the limits determined by Kant. 

Now let us consider whether metaphysical and transcendental exposition of the 

concepts of space and time ground space and time as two forms of sensibility. 

If details are to be put aside, metaphysical exposition650 of the concept of space 

by Kant reveals two points: (a) Space cannot be a property that belongs to the things 

in the intuition themselves, which is outside of us, nor can it be an empirical concept 

we can deduce through abstraction from their relations. It needs to be present in one 

who experiences so as to precede everything that arises in intuition.651 (b) Space 

cannot be a concept, the origin of which is the faculty of thought of one who 

650 A23-25/83 8-40 
651 A23-24/838-39 

I f space is an empirical concept the spa.ce which is the object of. geOl:letry will be an a p~5:teriori 
object, and then there will remain no pOSSIbIlIty to ground the necessIty of geometrIcal prOpOSItIOns. 
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experiences, because it is not possible to fill space, as an intuition, with concepts or 

thoughts. 652 

From these two points, Kant concludes that we have a representation, the 

origin of which is not the faculty of thought or empirical things, and that this is an a 

priori intuition. 65 ] Yet, \vhat must to be concluded is that space which is regarded as 

the condition for the emergence of correspondents in intuition and which cannot be 

acquired through abstraction from them must be distinguished from the sensible or 

empirical space \vhich is regarded as filled with correspondents. Space is sensible in 

so far as it is considered as an intuition. Just as we cannot fill space by thinking, 

similarly we cannot empty or purify it by thinking, either. Even if we can represent 

to ourselves the space as intuition in thought as devoid of its contents, this does not 

mean that space can be intuited independently from them, as long as intuition is 

merely sensible. This means that space, which is the condition for the emergence of 

correspondents and which can be thought independently therefrom, is different than 

space which is empirical intuition. 

As long as our intuition regarding space remains sensible, that space is a priori 

form of sensibility cannot go beyond being a claim. Even if we accept that it cannot 

belong to thought, in order to be able to claim that that which does not belong to 

652 A24-25/839-40 
Elements of a concept are partial concepts, and partial concepts fall not within, but under this 

concept. Yet, the parts of intuitive space are not under the concept of space but are in the space as a 
(sensible) intuition. While attempting to explain this, Kant has not made an obvious distinction 
between being the element of a concept and being part of a whole. What Kant means by the claim that 
space is not a general or discursive concept is. indeed, the following: It is not possible for the part of 
any correspondent in intuition (e.g. the foot of the table) to fall under the concept of that 
correspondent (e.g. the concept of table), nor is it p~ssible for ~ny part ~whether the number of parts is 
finite or infinite has no significance whatsoever) of the space 111 lI1tultIOn to fall under the concept of 
space. Similarly, the emergence of a correspondent in intuition is not possible by merely thinking of 

it. 
653 840 
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thought belongs to sensibility, the distinction between sensibility and thought must 

have been grounded. 

Kant's transcendental exposition of the concept ofspace relies upon space as a 

priori intuition which depends upon metaphysical exposition.65 -1 Since we think that 

space cannot be grounded as a priori intuition, we shall not consider these issues. 

We should, hO'vvever, state that the space, which Kant claims to be empirically real, 

is not the same with the space which he claims to be transcendentally ideal. The 

space, which is the empirically real, is the space that is meUm of correspondents in 

intuition. That which is transcendental. on the other hand, is the space considered as 

the condition of correspondents in intuition and which is nothing to us, according to 

Kant, when it is thought as independent from them. 655 The point we would like to 

emphasize is that as long as it is not grounded that we have a sensible but a priori 

and pure intuition of space, geometry will either be an empirical science or a science 

regarding that 'v\'hich is nothing to us, since the objectivity of space depends merely 

upon its empirical reality. 

Kant exposes the concept of time metaphysically and transcendentally in a 

similar manner. The t'v\,O basic points that emerge as a result of the metaphysical 

exposition656 of the concept of time are also similar: (a) Time is not an empirical 

concept that can be abstracted from any intuition. It must be present in one who 

experiences so as to precede, and to make possible intuition of anything. 657 (b) Time 

cannot be a general or discursive concept, the ongll1 of which is the faculty of 

65-1 A26-27/B40-42 

655 A28/B44 

656 A30-32iB46-48 

657 A30-31/B46 
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thought of one who experiences. Even though different times can be determined only 

by thinking or consciousness, they are not partial concepts falling under the concept 

of time but are the parts of the same whole.658 The coticlusion that can be derived 

therefrom is not that time is an a priori intuition, which is independent from thought 

or consciousness, but that the empirical representation of time derived from the 

succession of our particular sensations and the time which makes possible the 

emergence of them in succession are different from each other. 

Furthermore, the claim that \ve have an a priori intuition of time is even more 

groundless than the claim that \ve have an CI priori intuition of space, because 

emptying time from its empirical content by thinking659 is not possible since this 

thought itself would fill time unless it is accepted as something absolute which exists 

independently from one who experiences. If time is considered as something 

absolute, then it will be the condition of not only what emerges in experience, but 

also of one who experiences; and then the claim that it is a form which belongs to 

one who experiences should be rejected. 

Apart from that, similar to what we expressed in relation to space, even if we 

could think time as void, it would be nothing but a thought and will not suffice to 

ground that \ve have a pure intuition of time. If we have any intuition of time, this 

must be sensible, not a priori within the limits determined by Kant. 

658A31-32!B47-4S 
659"We cannot, in respect of appearances in general, remove time itself, though we can quite well 
think time as \'oid of appearances. (Man kann in Ansehllng del' £/'scheil1l1l1gel1 iiberhallpt die Zeit 
selbeslf!n l1icht Clz!/hebel1. ob mal1 '::1\'al' gC/I1':: 1\'ohl die £/'scheilllll1gel1 (l1I.1· de/' Zeit lI'egl1ehmen kann.)" 
(A31/B46) 

Since mvakening of apperception and its starting to think in Kant's system depends merely upon 
an outer influence, it is not possible to think time as void of appearances, determined only by 
thinking, either. The reason \\'hy time is handled as a form of sensibility is, at any rate, the fact that it 
cannot be filled by way of thinking, 
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At this point we would like to consider the question what it is of which time is 

the form. Clarification of this point, indeed, depends upon the determination of what 

is meant by 'inner' and 'outer' in Kant's system, since time is defined as the form of 

inner sense and as the inner form of sensibility. 

Given Kant's starting point, space and time are primarily the conditions to 

which sensible intuition is subject. The claim that these are the forms of sensibility, 

which is a faculty distinct from thought according to Kant, is an assumption reached, 

and meant to be grounded, by dissection of sensible intuition. Space, as the condition 

of sensible intuition, is what enables us to represent things as outside of ourselves, 

"that is, to something in another region of space from that in \vhich I [we] find 

myself [ourselves)" 660. Since it is not possible to understand anything but what we 

name as our 'body' by the term 'in another region of space from that in which I (we) 

find myself (ourselves)', it is possible to divide the content of time, as the inner 

condition of sensible intuition, into two. Since representing anything in the outer 

intuition is possible on the condition that it has been represented in inner intuition, 

the content of time in view of intuition is to be those things which are represented in 

outer intuition and those which are not. The content of inner intuition, which is not 

represented in outer intuition is actually limited by the representations of those 

things vvhich are in our body, since the distinction of inner and outer in vie\v of 

intuition is made with respect to our body. Since our body is also subject to space, at 

least as much as things \vhich are outside of our body, the content of inner intuition 

\vould haye been complet.;:!y reduced to that which is outer. In addition, our finding 

660 "[ ... J Cd.i. auf etwas in einem andern Orte des Raull1es. a1s darinnen ich mich befinde), [ .. .]" 
(A23/B38) 
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ourselves, and accordingly other things, in space becomes dependent upon our 

finding ourselves, as well as other things, in time. Thus, there remains no ground for 

the distinction of 'inner' and 'outer' made in view of intuition. Therefore, if such a 

distinction is to be pl'eserved, the ground thereof should be sought not in sensible 

intuition, but somewhere else. 

If we are to look at the sensibility level, "space is nothing but the form of all 

appearances of outer sense "661. And time, first of alL "is nothing but the mere form 

of inner sense, that is, of the intuition of ourselves and of our inner state"662 and "is 

the formal a priori condition of all appearances whatsoever"663. In Kant's system of 

thought, receiving appearances through outer sense has priority over not only inner 

sense, but also over the activity of every faculty. In order for the soul664 to have any 

activity, it must be stimulated from outside. That which is outer here is 

transcendental outside. Space is that through which we receive appearances by being 

affected from the thing-in-itself, which is outside transcendentally. Synthesis and 

bringing consciousness of appearances is possible only through inner sensations, 

which are the impressions of outer ones on time. The point to be clarified here is 

whether time can have a content which does not originate from outer sense and 

therefore from the thing-in-itself, although it is dependent upon some appearances' 

being received through space, within the limits determined by Kant. Kant's 

description of inner sense as 'the intuition of ourselves and of our inner state' is, 

indeed, not an explanation. Since there is no intuition with respect to the level of 

661 ,. Der Rallill isl nichls CInders. als I1llr die F orlll edler Erscheil1ul1gel1 CiufJerer Sinl1e, [ ... ]" 

(A26.'842) 
662''Die Zeil islnichls anders, elis die Forlll des il7l1r.!rI1 Sil1l1es, di. des Al1schaliens unserer selbs! und 
unser.l· il1l1em ZlIslandes." (A33/8S0) 
663"DieZr.!il iSI die/orlllale Bedingung a priori {tiler Erschr.!inlll1gen iiber!wlIpl.'· (A34/850) 

664Ger.Sede 
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sensibility. we do not have an intuition of ourselves. either. If we leave that aside, we 

can never know what 'ourselves' are within the limits determined by Kant. What we 

can know are those things to which we can assign a correspondent in outer intuition 

vvithin the limits of empirical consciousness which is subject to time. 

It is not possible to claim that the content of time, which does not originate 

from outer sense, is related to the original and pure act of apperception, which is the 

transcendental ground of all acts of bringing into consciousness either; because this 

act does not have a content by itself and it is not possible for it to contact sensibility 

as an act of thought. Furthermore, in order to make possible the constitution of pure 

({ priori intuition, Kant specifically tries to distinguish transcendental act of 

apperception and inner sense fr0111 each other. 665 As long as it is not grounded that 

time has a priori content or, equivalently, we have a priori intuition of time, it 

cannot be grounded that time has a content which is not dependent upon outer sense, 

either. As such, time comes to be merely the forni of the internalization of those 

things which are received through outer sense; in such a case, an inner sense which 

is distinct from the activity of bringing into consciousness and therefore the inner 

form of sensibility will not be possible, if the distinction between sensibility and 

thought is to be preserved. 

Therefore, since the activities of senSll1g that which is outer and of 

internalizing it cannot be activities at the same level. the distinction between inner 

sense and outer sense cannot be provided with a foundation at the level of sensibility, 

either. 

665 8152-153 
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Thus, the distinction of inner and outer, which is applicable to Kant's 

conception of experience in view of sensible intuition, has no ground. The 

distinction of inner sense and outer sense, which could be a foundation for this, has 

no ground. Neither the faculty of sensibility as distinct from thought nor space and 

time as a priori forms of sensibility nor \vhat space and time are, are grounded in 

respect of 'Transcendental Aesthetic'. 

What is revealed by the exposition of the concepts of space and time is that 

these concepts are empirical as long as they are acquired through abstraction from 

the relations of things which emerge, as subject to space and time, in our sensible 

intuition, and that those concepts, as elements depending upon the activity of 

thought, cannot fill sensible space and time. These considerations remall1 as 

problems, also \vith regard to the whole of Kant's system of transcendental thought, 

since space and time could be grounded neither as forms of sensibility, nor as a 

priori intuitions. 

What renders the constitution of space and time problematic in Kant's system 

of critical thought is essentially his cancellation of substance in Leibniz's system of 

thought. Also in his works preceding the Critigue of Pure Reason, Kant tried to 

refute Leibniz's substance, as the unity actualizing, to the extent of its share, the 

harmony pre-established by God, and to constitute an interaction among 

substances. 666 

In critical thought on the other hand, both substance667 , and also the 

interaction between sub3tances have been left outside of the limits of human 

666See: Introduction 
667This is not substance which is under the category of relation (Rda/ion) in critical thought. 
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knO\vledge. What Kant tries to explain is the mechanism by which intuition emerges 

from this interaction, by preserving certain aspects of Leibniz's conception of 

experience. However, since substance in general is left outside of the limit of the 

human being's activity of knO\vledge and reduced to a category, and since Kant 

opposed Leibniz's conception of substance starting from his first works; the faculty 

of memory, which would have been possible only together \\/ith such a conception of 

substance. has been canceled. The reason why space and time could not be 

constituted in Kant's cri tical system is indeed the cancellation of substance. 

The constitution of space and time does not present a problem 111 the 

conception of experience that depends upon Leibniz's conception of substance. The 

origin of the plenum in experience is the soul's monad aspect containing all the 

representations of other substances.668 There is nothing lacking in the soul with 

regard to its representing all other created things. All of these representations are 

given to the soul in the creation. The essence of the activity of substance is nothing 

but expressing the representations in it. The order in which these representations will 

be expressed is also determined in the individual idea of substance. 669 

In Leibniz's system of thought. the ground of space and time which have 

priority to the emergence of correspondents in intuition and which are, therefore, 

claimed to be the forms of sensibility in Kanfs thought, is the individual idea of 

substance and the metaphysical principles to vvhich this idea is subject.67o Space and 

time. as plenum and manifold that emerge as being subject to a certain order in 

experience, consist only of the expression of all representations and the activity of 

668See: 11.:2. Substance in view of it being a point of view 
669See: 11.4. Substance in vie\\' of its creation 
67UFor the relation of individual idea of substance \vith metaphysical principles, see: [[A Substance in 
view of its creation 
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perception that the soul has in view of its monad aspect, in accordance with the order 

of coexistence and succession which are determined in its individual idea. The point 

that needs to be considered at all times is that the individual idea of a substance is , 

indeed, its o\vn share of the pre-established harmony and that its activity consists 

only ofreflecting the harmony in its ownway.671 

If we are to distinguish, in Leibniz's conception of experience, space and time 

which are attributed to different things, as was done in Kant's conception of 

experience, space and time as plenum are \vith regard to the monad aspect of the 

soul. Therefore, filling space or time is independent from reflection and reasoning as 

the intellectual faculties of human. Representations which are given to soul with 

regard to its monad aspect are complete. The soul does not need to receive anything 

from 'outside', nor is this possible with regard to its being a substance. Since the 

content of space and time in intuition consists of the perceptions in its monad aspect, 

the ground of the plenum of space and time is the creation, that is, God's power 

which is subject to his understanding and his will. 

That which determines the order of space and time in intuition or experience, 

on the other hand, is the relations of coexistence and succession in the soul's 

individual idea, which contains the order of all kinds of activities of soul and which 

is given to it in its aspect of memory. And this is what we meant by space and time 

being given as ideas in memory, in the sections about Leibniz's conception of 

experience. 672 

671 See: II A Substance in view of its creation 
672See: 1.5 Experience with regard to the act of preservation: Memory 
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That these relations are given to soul through its aspect of memory makes it 

possible to ground experience without referring to an empirical concept673 abstracted 

from things which emerge \vithin itself, and it can also explain the necessity of those 

which the human being, as a spirit, kno\vs about this order by his intellectual 

activities, due to the relation of his individual idea to the pre-established harmony as 

an order which depends upon reason. As will be remembered, in Leibniz's system of 

thought, the truths of geometry, arithmetic and metaphysics are necessary and the 

ground of them is the understanding of God. Through reflection and reasoning which 

are its o\vn intellectual faculties, and with the possibility provided by the relation of 

its individual idea to the pre-established harmony which is an order that is subject to 

673In his fifth paper against Clarke (G VII 389-420/L 696-717), Leibniz tells how the human being 
forms the notion (notion) of space: The human being observes that many things exist together in 
experience and that there is a certain order of coexistence among them. The order observed emerges 
depending on the situation of these things involved. If one of the things that emerge in experience, 
e.g. A, changes its relation to a multitude of the others. on condition that the relations amongst 
themselves remain unchanged, and another thing, e.g. B, is related to them in the same manner A was 
related to them previously, we say that B comes into the place where A was. The so-called space is 
that which we think of enclosing all these places. Here, Leibniz particularly stresses the distinction 
between situation and place. Though it is possible to say that the current place of B is the same with 
the former place of A, it is not possible to say that the situation of A as its relations to other things is 
the same with the situation of B at different times. because it is not possible for the determinations of 
A as something actual and those of B as something actual to be the same. (G VII 400-40 I!L 703-
705(47)) The relation of A to others is not the relations established externally between A and the 
others, but the individual determinations of A itself. What enables us to think that their places are the 
same is that place or space is not something actual or real, but only something ideal or possible. 

Leibniz's explanations here are in relation to how the human being acquires space as an empirical 
concept. It should not be concluded based on this that space, as the relation of coexistence making 
possible the emergence of experience, should be a concept abstracted from experience itself. In fact, 
according to Leibniz, it is not possible for something to change its relation to a multitude of other 
things and the others to remain unchanged. 

Therefore, as it cannot be concluded from Leibniz's definitions of space as the order of 
coexistences and of time as the order of successions, that space and time are things that are actual, 
similarly. it cannot either be concluded that the truth of geometrical propositions depends upon things, 
or upon the relations of things. that emerge in intuition. Ifwe are to refer to the order that is given in 
the individual idea of substance and that determines the activity of substance, when it is understood as 
coe.'(istence and succession. as space and time, they themselves are not situations, nor is a collection 
thereof: 

"I don't say. therefore, that space is an order or situation, but an order of situations, or an order 
according to which situations are disposed [ ... J (Je ne dis clol1e point, qlle I'£space est lin ordre all 
sitllalion~ lIIais UI1 ordre des situations, 011 selon h:qllelles situations sont rangees [oo.))"(G 
VII415/L 714 (104)) 
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reason, human as spirit can become conscious of these necessary truths. Since these 

truths depend only upon the understanding of God, that is, since their being truths is 

independent also from the will of God, they are necessary. Hence, since their being 

truths is independent from actuality, they are ideal. Since all contingent truths 

necessarily conform to necessary truths, all of things which emerge in experience, 

and therefore their relations conform to necessary truths. 

As \vill be remembered, according to Leibniz, expenence has priority In 

respect of human being's actual knowing. In order for a human being to perform the 

reflective and reasoning activities, experience must have emerged. But simple ideas 

that are brought into consciousness through reflection and that which is grasped 

through reasoning on the basis of simple ideas are neither something in experience 

nor a representation abstracted from them, but the ideas which also form the ground 

of the emergence of experience. Therefore, the role of experience is only creating 

opportunities. 

Therefore, geometrical truths are not about the empirical or a concept that is 

acquired by abstracting from relations that emerge in experience, but are necessary 

truths that can be understood through the relation of coexistence given in the 

memory. Similarly, what makes possible our understanding of the necessary truths of 

arithmetic is the relation of succession which is gIven in memory and which is 

conceived as time in view of experience. 

As can be seen, space and time as plenum that emerges in expenence, the 

origin of the plenum that constitutes their content and also the necessity of 

geometrical truths can all be grounded in Leibniz's system of thought. What makes 
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these possible is Leibniz's conception of substance, which is independent from other 

created things in respects of both the material and the order of its activity. 

As we ha\T considered above, what determines the spatial and temporal order 

of those things which emerge in experience is, in Leibniz's system of thought, the 

relations of coexistence and succession that are given to soul through it.s aspect of 

memory. And this is what Kant desires to constitute as 'pure a priori intuition' in his 

system. The relations of succession and coexistence being given in the memory in 

Leibniz's system of thought determines the situations of things that will arise in 

experience independently from their emergence and from the perceptions in the 

monad aspect constituting the material. The reason that Kant also felt the need for 

pure a priori synthesis of intuition is the requirement that spatial and temporal 

situations be determined independently from appearances, if space and time are not 

to be properties of things that emerge in experience or general concepts that are 

abstracted from them. Accordingly, what Kant mean by space and time being a 

priori forms of sensibility should be that appearances are received as subject to the 

relations67-1 of coexistence and succession. However. since these. each as a relation 

cannot belong to sensibility \vhich is a faculty distinct from thought, Kant suggests 

that these, being forms, belong to sensibility. Since the conditions of the faculty of 

thought. as well, must necessarily be -according to Kant- within the human being's 

activities of thought itself, it is not possible to say that the relations in question are 

given to the soul through its aspect which makes it think. 

67-11n Kant's system, relation is one of the basic categories of understanding and like every category, it 
is possible only by determination of time. 
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We had determined that pure a priori synthesis of intuition, which is necessary 

for the constitution of experience in Kant's system, is not possible within the 

frame'vYork determined by Kant and stated that synthesis of appearances by 

imagination, is not possible, either. 675 Now we would like to consider the reason for 

the impossibility of this synthesis and thLlS, to bring out into light that Kant's 

cancellation of the faculty of memory, because of which space and time cannot be 

constituted as pure relational determinations leads also to the consequence that 

neither correspondents in intuition nor space and time as sensible intuition can be 

grounded. 

As will be remembered, in Kant's system, the contact of pure apperception as 

an act of thought with sensibility is only through imagination. And the only thing 

that imagination can touch is the inner form of sensibility. Therefore, constitution of 

space as sensible intuition together with its content is possible only by the 

constitution of time. Representation of appearances in oLlter intuition is possible only 

on condition that they had been internalized or related in time, that is, on condition 

that time is constituted together with its content. Accordingly, we shall first consider 

the constitution of time. 

IV.2. The problem of constituting time as sensible intuition 

Emergence of any correspondent in intuition or sensible intuition in Kant's 

system of thought depends L1pon the actiyity of three basic faculties. as we have 

studied before. These are sensibility. imagination and original apperception. The 

675See: 111.5 Imagination 
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activities attributed to these faculties in Kant's system are synopsis, synthesis of 

those things which are made subject to a synopsis, and bringing into consciousness 

those which are synthesized.676 According to Kant, all these acti\'ities are at the same 

time activities of representing at different levels.677 However, since in order for 

something to be a representation in Kant's system, it must belong to consciousness 

and since such a thing is nothing to us as long as it does not belong to 

consciousness678 , sensibility's activity of synopsis of and imagination's activity of 

synthesis cannot be thought independently frol11 the original act of apperception. 

Similarly, sensibility's holding appearances together \yhich is named as synopsis can 

676"There are three original sources (capacities or faculties of the soul (See/e) which contains the 
conditions of the possibility of all experience, and cannot themselves be derived from any other 
faculty of the mind (Gem iiI), namely, sense, imaginalion, and apperception. Upon them are grounded 
(I )the synopsis of the manifold a priori through sense; (2)the ,\ynlhesis of this manifold through 
imagination: finally (3)the IIl7i(\' of this synthesis through original apperception. All these faCilIties 
have a transcendental (as well as an empirical) employment which concerns the form alone, and is 
possible a priori, (Es sind abel' drei lIrspriingliche QlIellen, (Fdhigkeilen odeI' Vermogen derSeele) 
die die Bedil1gllngel1 del' Aloglichkeil al!er Etfahrung enlhallen, lind selbsl CIlIS keinem anderen 
I'ermogen des Gelllziis abgeleitet \1'erdel1 kOl1nel1, nallllie!? S i 1111, E i 11 b i I d /I n g s kraft, lind 
A p per:: e p t ion. Dal'auj gninc/el sich I) die Sy 11 0 psi s des AIal1nig(alligen a priori dllrch den 
Sinn; 2) die S)' nIh e sis dieses Afal1l1ig(altigen dlll'clz die Eil1bi/d/lng.l'kraji, end/ich 3) die E i n h e it 
diesel' Synthesis dlll'ch urspriingliehe Apper:eptiol1. Al!e diese J' e I'm 0 g e 11 haben, aujJel' dem 
empirischen Gebrallche, noch einen Irans:, del' lediglich a/lf die FOI'III gehl, lind CI priori t1/oglich 
isl.)" (A95) 
677"Sense represents appearances empirically in pel'ceplion, imaginalion in associalion (and 
reproduction), apperceplion in the empil'ical consciOllsness of the identity of the reproduced 
representations with the appearances whereby they were given, that is, in recognition. (DeI'S i nn 
Slelit die Erscheinlll1gen empil'isch in del' IVa h I' n e h m 1111 g \'01', die E in b i I d lin g skI' aft in del' 
Asso::iation (lind Repl'odllktion), die A p per: e pi i 0 11 il1 clelll em pi I' is c hen Be \V lIjJ Is e i 11 de/' 
Jdenti{(il diesel' reprOdllkli\'el1 /'orste//lIl7gel1 mil den Erscheil1ul1gel1, dadllrch sie gegeben waren, 
milhin in def' Rekogl1itiol1.)" (A 115-6) 
678"We are conscious a priori of the complete identity of the self in respect of all representations 
which can ever belong to our knowledge, as being a necessary condition of the possibility of all 
representations. For in ~l1e they can represent something only in so far as they belong with all others to 
one consciousness. and therefore must be at least capable of being so connected. This principle holds 
a priori, and may be called the transcendental principle of the unity of the manifold in our 
representations, and consequently also in intuition. (Wir silld 1111.1' (/ priori del' dllrchgdngigen Identitat 
Ul1serer seibsl ill Ansehllng aller J 'orslellul1gen, die ::u 1I1lSerell1 El'kel1l1lnis jemals gehoren kOl1l1en, 
be\\'1rj31, {tis einer noflt'endigen Bedil1glll1g del' Moglichkeil aller J'orsle//lingel1, (wei! diese in mil' 
doch 17lIr dadllrch el\i'as \'Orsle//en, daJ3 sie mit allem anderen :11 eil1em BelllrjJIsein gehoren, lIIithin 
dar in H'el1igslens mi'issen verkniipfi \I'ere/ell kOl1l7en). Dies Pril1::ip siehl a priori fest, lind kanl1 das 
t r a 11 s:: e 11 de III a I e P rill: i p de rEi 11 he i { alles A/w/lzig/altigel1 IInserer Vorsie//ullgen (lIIithin 

([lIch in de/' Allscholllll1g), heifJen,)" (A 116) 
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be possible only \vith regard to the synthesis of imagination. Without the synthesis of 

imagination it is not possible to hold together the appearances received through outer 

sense,67'o) nor is it possible for pure apperception as an act of thought to contact 

sensibility immediately. Therefore, from amongst the activities of synopsis, 

association and bringing into consciousness \vhich make possible the emergence of 

any intuition in Kant's system, the synthesis of imagination is the one that ought to 

be inquired into first. Kant studies this activity at three different levels and names it 

as a 'threefold synthesis' 680. These are, in order, the synthesis of apprehension, 

reproduction and recognition. 

The synthesis of apprehension681 assumes that appearances are su bj ected to a 

synopsis by the forms of sensibility. To put it more explicitly, it assumes that 

appearances are apprehended as subject to coexistence and sl1ccession.682 What is 

meant by 'apprehension' here is the combination by imagination of the impressions 

of the appearances in outer sense on the inner sense, thus rendering them suitable for 

the activity of thought. Therefore, it is the preparation of those \vhich comes as 

coexistence into time as the form of inner sense, to be represented in time as sensible 

intuition. 

679A97 

680Ger. 'einer drel/achen S)'l1lhesis' 
681 Ger.Synthesis del' Apprehension 
682"If each representation \vere completely foreign to every other, standillg apart in isolation, no such 
thing as knowledge would arise. For knowledge is [essentially] a whole in which representations 
stand compared and connected. As sense contains a manifold in its intuition, I ascribe to it a synopsis. 
But to such a synopsis a synthesis must always correspond: receptivity can make knowledge possible 
onl\, when combined with spontaneity. Now this spontaneity is the ground of a threefold synthesis 
wh ich must necessarily be found in all kno\\ledge [ ... ] (We!7n einejede ein:elne Vorste/lung der 
anderen gan::ji·emc!. g/eiciIs{/1/l isolierl, lind \'0/1 dieser gelrenl1l ll'eire, so ll'iirde niemals so etwas, als 
Erkel1 11 111 is is I, entspringel1, welche ein Gan::es l'erglichener llnd verkniipfter /"orste/lllngen ist. JVenn 
ich also dem Sinl1e des\\'egen, \Veil er il1 seiner Allschalillng A/annigj"altigkeit enthalt, eine Synopsis 
beilege, so kOl"l"espondierl dieser jeder:::eil eine S)"lllhesis z/lJd die Re:eplivildl. kann 11~lr mil 
Spol1laneildl verbll/1den Erkennillisse 1I10g"ch lJ1achell. Dlese .lSi /111/1 del' Grllnd ell1f!r dreifachen 
,~vl7lhesis, die nOlll'endigenl'eise in a/lel1l Erkelll7lllis mrkol/ll1ll: [ ... D" (A 97-98) 
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The first point we would like note here is that unless time IS gIven as 

succession, presence of appearances or their impressions in time will give possibility 

neither to a manifold, nor to a wholeness. The problem is not that its being known as 

a manifold or plurality is possible only upon the emergence of intuition.683 In so far 

as appearances do not contain a manifold in themselves and as space and time are 

considered as forms \vhich can be filled only with appearance, one cannot think of 

any manifold that will appear as a manifold or plurality in intuition. As long as one 

stays at the level of sensibility, distinguishing space and time with respect to their 

contents is merely distinguishing that which make it possible to receive something 

from outside from that which makes it possible to provide something which 

imagination can contact from inside. 68~ If the distinction between sensibility and 

thought is to be preserved, with regard to consciousness, inner sense is also as outer 

as the outer sense. 

Therefore, unless the consciousness is related with inner sense by imagination, 

even if there is a manifold in the content of time as claimed by Kant6s5, it is not 

possible to claim that the content of a single moment in time is an absolute unity. In 

Kant's system of thought, it is not possible for something, which is not related to 

consciousness even if indirectly, to be unity. Because of this reason it cannot be 

683A99 
68~"Whatever the origin of our representations. whether they are due to the influence of outer things, 
or are produced through inner causes, whether they arise a priori, or being appearances have an 
empirical origin, they must aiL as modifications of the mind (Gemlil). belong to inner sense. All our 
knowledge is thus finally subject to time, the formal condition of inner sense. In it they must all be 
order~d. -connectecl. and brought into relation. (Unserl! ('ur.l'le!llll1gel1 mDgel1 el1lspril1gen. 1I'oher sie 
I\'U//en. ub sil! dllrc!J dl!n £in/hili cwfierer Dinge. odeI' dllrch illnere Ursachl!n gewirkl seien, sie 
lIlogen a priori, odeI' 1!1Il/'irisch clis Erscheinllngen elllslcmden sein; so geh6ren sic doch als 
A/odijikulionen des Gemlits 7:1II11 inl1eren Sinn, lind clis solche sind alII! lInsere Erkenntnisse 7:ulet:::1 
c/och' del' forlllalen 8edingllng des inl1eren Sil1nes, ndmlich del' Zeit IIl1ler\l'o/j'en, als in welcher sie 
insgesallli geordnel, verkl1iipji IlI1d in ('erhdltnisse gehracht werden miissen,)" (A 99) 

685 A99 
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possible for the content of either individual moments or time in aeneral to form a 
b 

unity, since it is possible only depending upon the unity of consciousness. 

Consequently, to be a unity vvithin themselves, individual moments of time are to 

depend upon the synthesis of apprehension, which is the lowest fold of the activity 

that imagination performs oyer time. 

Kant assumes that the content of moments is a unity in view of inner sense, 

and describes imagination's activity of apprehension as running through the 

moments to hold them together: 

Jede Anschauung enthalt ein Mannigfaltiges in sich, welches doch nicht als ein solches 
vorgestellt werden wlircle. \\enn das Gell1lit nicht die Zeit. in der Foige der Eindrlicke 
aufeinander unterschiede: denn als in einem Augenblick enthalten, kann jede 
Vorstellung niemals etwas anderes, als absolute Einheit sein, Dall1it nun aus diesem 
Mannigfaltigen Einheit der Anschauung werde, (wie et\\'a in der Vorstellung des 
Raumes) so ist erstlich das Durchlaufen der Mannigfaltigkeit und dann die 
Zusammennehmung desselbcn notwenclig. \\'clche Handlung ich die S y nth e sis de r 
Apprehension nenne, [ .. ,]6g6 

Every intuition contains in itself a manifold which can be represented as a manifold 
only in so far as the mind (GeIl11i1) distinguishes the time in the sequence of one 
impression upon anothel'; for each single representation, in so far as it is contained in a 
single moment, can never be anything but absolute unity, In order that unity of intuition 
may arise out of this manifold (as is required in the representation of space) it must be 
first run through, and held together, This act I name {he .Iynlhesis of apprehension [, ,,] 

First of all, even if absolute unity of a single moment is provided by its 

being taken into inner sense, as claimed by Kant. the essence of the imagination's 

synthesis of apprehension is holding together the representations in time in a 

single moment and rendering them recognizable, or it is the activity of 

internalizing them. And if we accept that this holding is accompanied by an act of 

consciousness, that which can be acquired is the consciousness of a single 

moment. This apprehension which is the holding of a single moment or the 

686A99 
Also see. A 120 
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content of the consciousness of a moment which is an absolute unity, is either the 

whole of or a part of the impressions on inner sense.687 If it is the whole, then this 

apprehension does not provide an opportunity to recognize the moments in time 

as distinct from each other, because it is a single consciousness. If what is meant 

by the synthesis of apprehension is holding a part of the representations in inner 

sense, then this is not sufficient for this moment to be distinguished from other 

moments or for its content to be distinguished from other impressions on inner 

sense. What we are conscious of is the content of a single moment and neither 

imagination, nor therefore, consciousness has any contact with representations 

which are the contents of other moments (or which will constitute the content for 

other moments). Holding a part of the representations in inner sense within a 

moment and being conscious of them does not distinguish. or discern, that 

moment from others, in so far as it is consciousness of a single moment. As long 

as the consciousness of the moment is the consciousness of a part of 

representations, the remaining representations must necessarily be 'nothing to us', 

in Kant's terms. And \vhen this consciousness is taken as the consciousness of the 

whole content of time, then it cannot be the consciousness of moments within 

time. 

Therefore, the synthesis of apprehension, as imagination holding together 

either the whole or a part of the representations in time, which consist only of the 

impressions of the representations in outer sense on inner sense, can provide only 

68/1f we take into consideration Kant's previous remarks and if we also consider his claim that the 
absolute unitv of individual moments is provided in inner sense. we can think that what Kant means is 
holding a pm:t of representations in a manner to correspond to individual intuitions. But when it is also 
considered that the wholeness of space as a sensible intuition depends upon the constitution of time as 
sensible intuition, it is obvious that imagination, by way of its synthesis of apprehension, has to hold 
together the entirety of the content of time. 
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the consciousness of a single moment. Therefore. it is not possible to run through 

moments and hold them together. or connect them. as a result of the synthesis of 
~ -

apprehension. 

What Kant mainly aims to accomplish in terms of this act of imagination is, 

as he indicates in the name he gives to the act. to break the material in sensibility 

away from being subject to the conditions of sensibility and render it 

recognizable. 68S It is the imagination's taking the impressions of inner sense up 

into its own activity, in order to prepare them for the acts of rendering 

recognizable, which acts it will perform later. But, consisting only of the 

consciousness of a single moment, the imagination's act of apprehension is not 

sufficient to break that material away from the conditions of sensibility and to 

synthesize it so as to provide the manifold in intuition. 

For this, the whole content of inner sense must be taken up into intellectual 

activity in generaL whether we name it as consciousness or thinking, and to be 

preserved there, so as to be ready for understanding or conceptualization. 

Discerning the content of inner sense according to the relation of succession can 

be possible only in this way. It is not possible for imagination to perform such an 

act. Therefore in Kant. the faculty of memory is necessary not only for the 

constitution of {{ priori intuition, but also for that of sensible intuition. Memory 

enables the connection of the material, which is provided someho\-v, to the human 

being's activity of knowing. by discerning that material according to the relation 

of succession. Therefore. the act \\'hich makes it possible to introduce the material 

6SS"Since imagination has to bring the manifold of intuition into the form of an image (Bild), it must 
previously ha~e taken the impressions up into its activity. that is, .have apprehended them. (Die 
Eillbildlll1zskr(/fi solll1Cillllich das Mal1l7igju/rige der .il1schalllll1g 111 ell1 BJld !Jnl7gen; vorher JIIl1j} Sle 

also die E
C

;l1driicke in i11l"l.' TCiligkeil Clllji7uhlllen. d. i. apprehel1dierel7.)"" (A 120) 
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received by sensibility to thought is not the imagination's synthesis of 

apprehension, but must necessarilv be the memon··s act of discernina that 
• • 0 

material, folding it in its own meUm, according to its own conditions. We shall 

refer to this shortly as the act of preservation. 

But, as long as \ye incorporate the faculty of memory within the activity of 

knowing through experience, or of human activity in general, it will no longer be 

possible for us to stay \yithin the limits determined by Kant. It will not be possible 

to ground such a memory only in the limits of knowing of human being, which 

depends upon correspondent in intuition. One will need to state that a memory, 

which can never be a form deyoid of content, is innate to the human. And this 

sho\vs that attempting to ground experience by considering it as the activity in 

itself of the soul as a substance, and attempting to ground it in the activity of 

thought of an T, such that we shall never know what it IS, are, indeed, very 

different from each other. 

Memory or the faculty of preservation is necessary also for the synthesis of 

reproduction, which is the second fold of the synthesis of imagination. 689 What 

Kant means by reproduction is re-synthesis of representations according to a 

certain rule. to render them suitable to be grasped by concepts. where 

representations. according to him, are held together by imagination's synthesis of 

apprehension: 

6SlJEven the example about empirical imagination Kant gi\es to explain the imagination's synthesis of 
reproduction shows that memory is required for imagination. In order that we can expect, depending 
upon Olll" observation that certain things frequently arise following each other in experience, to see the 
succeeding thing when we see the preceding one, these things should have been taken up into ollr 
memory before the envisagement. 

See: A 100 
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Weil aber, \Venn Vorstellungen, sowie sie zusammengeraten, einander ohne 
Unterschled reproduzierten, wiederull1 kein bestimmter Zusammenhang derselben, 
sondern bloG regellose Haufen derselben, mithin gar kein Erkenntnis entspringen 
wlirde, so muG die Reproduktion derselben eine Regel haben. nach welcher eine 
Vorstellung vielmehr mit dieser, als einer anderel; in der" Einbildungskraft in 
Verbindung tritt. Diesen subjektiven und em p i r i s c hen Grund der Reproduktion 
nach Regeln nennt man die Ass 0 z i at ion der Vorstel lungen.690 

If, however, representations reproduced one another in any order. just as they happened 
to come together, this would not lead to any determinate connection of them. but only 
to accidental collocations; and so would not give rise to any knowledge. Their 
reproduction must, therefore, conform to a rule, in accordance with which a 
representation connects in the imagination with some one representation in preference 
to another. This subjective and empirical ground of reproduction according to rules is 
what is called the association of representations. 

Kant states that the imagination'S activity of reproduction cannot be objective, 

as long as it depends upon association which relies merely upon a subjective and 

empirical ground. 69J Being aware of the fact that grounding the rules (which will be 

named as categories when they come into contact \\"ith consciousness) of this 

association in view of thought only will not suffice for these rules to be the rules of 

the objectivity of the correspondent in intuition, Kant tries here to ground them also 

as the rules of objectivity as well. Therefore, in order that imagination synthesizes 

the material it apprehended, that material also needs to be reproducible and 

associable according to the same ruJe.692 Kant names the ground of the associability 

of appearances as their affinity693, and states that the ground of this affinity is the 

original act of apperception.69~ 

In this case Kant will also ha\'e to accept that the synopsis of appearances in 

sensibility depends upon the original act of apperception as an act of thought. It will 

690A 121 
69 J A 12 I /1 :2:2 
692A 12111:2:2 

693Ger.Ajjil1itdt 
69-1 A 1:2:2 
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be necessary to allO\\" the original act of apperception, independently from and 

preceding the activity of imagination, to constitute an affinity and synopsis of 

appearances. As we have previously stated this will rule out the distinction Kant 

made betvv"een sensibility and the faculty of thought. 

As seen, Kant, too, states that imagination's apprehension of the content of 

inner sense, holding it together and associating it does not suffice to constitute time 

as sensible intuition. In order that representations emerge in intuition in such a 

manner as to follo\\" each other, there must be an affinity bet\veen the contents of 

these representations. Kant tries to provide that by relating them to a transcendental 

act of apperception, \\"hich is assumed to be one and the same. However, both 

because of the problems related to the foundation of the transcendental act of 

apperception, and also because this act has no immediate contact with sensibility in 

view of its being an act of thought, it is not possible to constitute any relationship 

among these appearances. Appearances, which we name as material with regard to 

experience, can have an affinity, if they belong to a substance. as is the case in 

Leibniz's system of thought. In this case. the origin of the conformity between the 

activities which depend upon experience of different humans \-vill be the pre-

established harmony, \\"hich the substances will have exposed by their activities. 

If we return to the imagination's activity of reproduction, what is meant by this 

is carrying that which is held in a single moment to the next moment and reholding it 

in that moment. together with the content of that moment. Even if the affinity of 

appearances has been sOl1leho\\" provided. the activity of imagination will not suffice 

for reproducing the consciousness of one moment in the other. What is required from 

imaaination is to associate one moment with another moment, which is, indeed, an 
c 
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absolute unity completely different from the former: to envisage the former in the 

latter and synthesize the t'vvo together. 695 To do that, the content of the first moment 

should be preserved and thus, it should be contained in the next moment, depending 

upon the relation of succession. In order that the content of the former moment be 

contained in the next one and thus, in order that experience may arise as the whole of 

the succession of moments, there must be an affinity among appearances; the 

relation according to which they will be disposed must be given; and in order that 

moments which are discerned in this manner be associated with each other, the 

representation in the consciousness of the content of one moment must be preserved 

and held together with that of the next one. 

Therefore, in Kant's system, time as an intuition cannot be constituted together 

with its content which must necessarily be empirical. Constitution of time as sensible 

intuition requires the faculty of preservation. However, involvement of such a 

faculty in the constitution of experience is not possible within the limits Kant 

determined for the human being's activity of knowing. 

IV.3. The problem of constitution of space as sensible intuition 

As we have stated before. in Kant" s transcendental thought, constitution of 

space as outer intuition depends upon the constitution of time as inner intuition. We 

have studied in the previous sections that in order for space to be constituted as outer 

intuition or as mekCin of correspondents in intuition, first of all it is necessary that it 

should be smthesized as a pure a priori manifold, which is impossible given the fact 

that pure intuition of time is not possible as synthesis of a priori manifold. Similarly, 
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depending upon the impossibility of the constitution of time as a sensible intuition, 

constitution of space as the whole sensible outer intuition is not possible, either. 

YeL though related to the constitution of time, there are more outstanding 

problems that arise in the constitution of space as sensible intuition. In Kant's system 

of thought, constitution of space as sensible intuition has two aspects. The first one is 

to ground the aspects of space as sensible intuition or of the correspondents in 

intuition, which emerge in this 1I/C'k(iI1: those aspects which we can know by our 

concepts. These are, indeed, related to the constitution of our concepts and of the 

imagination's synthesis which makes them possible, of the pure act of apperception 

and of time, which is necessary for them to be possible. The other point is to ground 

the origin of plenum of space as sensible intuition. Since the plenum of space in 

intuition cannot arise out of concepts, Kant tries to ground space as the form of 

sensibility. We cannot fill and void space through thinking. We cannot affect things 

'vvhich emerge outside of us in intuition, merely throllgh thinking. Therefore, though 

space, according to Kant, is dependent upon thought in so far as it is known, it must 

be something that is independent from thought \vith regard to the ongIn of the 

plenum it contains. 

Furthermore, that those things which arise in outer intuition according to the 

conditions and possibilities of one who experiences are not completely products of 

the agent \\110 experiences is necessary for Kant's thought to be able to distinguish 

its position from subjective idealism and to attribute empirical reality or actuality to 

things which emerge in outer intuition. Though objectivity and necessity are related 

to transcendental apperception as their grounds in Kant's system, in order for this act 
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not to be an act devoid of content. it must itself depend upon reception of material 

from outside, in the transcendental sense. through outer sense. 

Accordingly. the origin of the plenum of space in experience, which cannot 

arise out of thought though it is subject to thought, is to be grounded at the level of 

space as the outer form of sensibility in Kant's system. The considerations Kant took 

into account here are those that are re\'ealed by metaphysical and transcendental 

dissection of the concept of space. To repeat, these are that the necessity and 

universality, demanded by science, cannot be provided in so far as space is a concept 

acquired by abstracting from the properties or relations of things which we are faced 

with in experience and that it cannot objectively ground the plenum in experience, 

insofar as it is something that belongs merely to thought. To solve these problems, 

Kant concluded that space should not belong to things in themselves and should be a 

form which belongs not to the faculty of thought, but to the faculty of sensibility of 

one who experiences. 

Just as that the ground of the plenum in experience should be the plenum of 

space as outer form of sensibility. since the plenum in experience is, indeed, nothing 

but the emergence of different correspondents in intuition in different places, the 

ground of the spatial differences in intuition should also be, according to Kant, space 

as the form of sensibility. Therefore, both the plenum and the multitude in space 

should be arounded at the level of sensibility. c • 

In Kant's system of thought, appearances constitute the content of space which 

is the form of sensibility. Since the origin of appearances is the thing-in-itself, the 
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origin of plenum must necessarily be the thing-in-itself, as wel1. 696 In this way space 

would ha\'e been filled with something, the origin of which must necessarily be 

outside of space, and it would have been allowed to be entered by something from 

outside of space. Once the space is opened to a material from outside of itself, 

grounding how this material is to be conserved will constitute a separate problem. In 

this case, new' problems will arise also in the constitution of the wholeness of 

intuition. 

Pointing to the thing-in-itself as the ongll1 of the plenum of space, 

independently from the above considerations, will in fact mean that how space is 

filled cannot be known, since the thing-in-itself is outside of the limits of hum.an 

knowledge. Therefore, the point that \vhat the origin of the plenum of space is, which 

is revealed by the exposition of the concept of space, will remain ungrounded. 

Furthermore, space as the outer form of sensibility will not suffice for 

objectively grounding the spatial relations of correspondents in intuition. If we 

assume that space as the form of sensibility holds appearances together, the only 

696In the Critique of Pure Reason. while Kant explains the application of quantitative determinations 
of time to appearances. he relates reality (Realilci£). which is one of the quantitative determinations, to 
filling of inner sense. (A 143/B182) But it is apparent that inner sense cannot be filled without 
receiving material through outer sense. In his work titled Metaphvsische Anfangsgri.lnde der 
Naturwissenschaft in which he deals with all determinations of the concept of substance in view of 
categories (MAN AXX-XXI'ivIFNS 12(475-476». he tries to grollnd that matter fills space through a 
repulsive force (repu!si1'e 1\raji) \\hich is a moving force (be1l"egel1de Kraji). (MAN A36:Lehrsatz 
2/MFNS 43(499» Kant's purpose here is to constitute a priuri everythingthat can be known a priori 
about matter. accordingly the basic concepts of natural science. in order to ground natural science 
metaphysically. (MAN AXX:MFNS 12(476» For a priori constitution of these basic concepts within 
the limits Kant determined in the Critique of Pure Reason, these concepts should be synthesized 
independent from appearances filling the space, depending upon pure a priori intuitions of space and 
time. The objective val idity of these concepts, on the other hand, rests on not transcending the limits 
of possible e~perience. Th~refor;:;. the space filled through the repulsive force of matter here needs to 
be the space of correspondents in intuition. Based on this. the explanations Kant offers in this work 
are not about the appearances' filling the form of space. However, based on the fact that the plenum 
of sensible intuition may not have any other ground but the plenum of the form of space, if we think 
that the form of space is also filled through a force in a similar manner, there is no possibility of 
knowing, and grounding, in any way stich a force within the limits Kant determined for the human 
being's activity of knowing. 
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thing this could provide with regard to the correspondents in sensible intuition is the 

fact that their places in sensible intuition are different. That which should be 

grounded for correspondents in intuition, \\'ith regard to their spatial relations, is not 

only that their places are different, but also their situations with regard to each other. 

Space as the condition of sensible intuition is not something that merely enables 

correspondents in intuition to emerge in different places; it should also be an order. 

Since this order cannot originate from space merely as a form and since it cannot be 

related to appearances that fill the space in Kant's system, it will not have the 

objectivity and necessity, which Kant tries to constitute. 

In Leibniz's system of thought, the origin of the plenum that anses ll1 

expenence is the representations in the monad aspect of the soul. What makes it 

possible to comprehend that the plurality in experience is subject to an order is the 

relations of coexistence and succession in the memory aspect of soul. Their ground 

with regard to substance is the individual idea of the substance that determines the 

order of its activity. Monad, containing the representations, and memory, containing 

the ideas, are nothing but aspects of one and the same substance. The ground of the 

\vholeness of representations, which is the origin of plenum in experience, is the 

unity of substance. There is no problem for things which emerge in a human being's 

experience to be the products of his subjective activity or to be associated to 

necessary truths, either. Human beings as spirits have the possibility of 

understanding the necessary truths through ideas in memory. The ground of all this 

is the creation \\"hich is subject to reason as the order of the truth. 

Consequently. Kant's conception of experience is formed by keeping certain 

aspects of Leibniz's conception of experience. In doing so, however, Leibniz's 
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conception of experience is broken away from his conception of substance, which is 

its own ground. The most evident expressions of this in Kant's conception of 

experience are his statement that soul receives the material of experience from 

outside of itself and his attempt to derive the conditions of knowing this material 

from the human being's activity of thought. These, and the consequent cancellation 

of substance, are the reasons why Kant's conception of experience cannot be 

constituted. 
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APPENDIX 

An overall presentation of the literature on Leibniz and Kant 

The purpose of this section is to offer an overall presentation of Leibniz's 

works and their translations, of works we regard as significant with regard to the 

content of our dissertation on Leibniz's ontology and Kant's transcendental thollght, 

and to emphasize that, to the best of our knowledge, an inquiry sllch as we have done 

in our dissertation has not been made. 

Leibniz's \\'orks make up a long list. Our purpose here is not to present these 

works and their existing translations in an exhaustive manner. There are 

comprehensive studies that can be referred to about Leibniz's life and works. For an 

article that can be recommended in terms of content and scope, see: 

Ariew, Roger and Daniel Garber, "G.W. Leibniz, life and works," in Cambridge 

Companion to Leibniz, ed. Nicholas Jolley. New York,Cambridge University Press, 

1995. 

For a detailed presentation of works carried out until the first third of the last 

century, see: 

Ravier. Emile. BiblioQ.raphie des CEuvres de Leibniz. Paris, 1937: repro Hildesheim, 

011115, 1966. 
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Since 1923, Berlin Academy of Sciences has been carrying out a study to 

cover all the works by Leibniz. In this study, the target is to compile Leibniz's works 

in about 120 volumes, under se\"en differerit series and in chronological order. 

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz: Sall1tliche Schriften und Briefe. ed. Preussischen (later: 

Deutsche) Akademie del' Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Darmstadt/Leipzig/Berlin. 

Akademie-Verlag. 1923- . 

Most of the published works are accessible on Gallica website of Bibliotheque 

Nationale de France. 

The works \\"e have made particular use of during the development of our 

dissertation are stated below: 

Die philosophischen Schriften von Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. ed. c.!. Gerhardt, 7 

vols., Berl in. 1875-90; repro Hi Idesheim. Georg Olms. 1978. 

Leibnizens mathell1atischen Schriften, ed. c.!. Gerhardt, 7 vols., Berlin-Halle, J 849-

63. 

Del' Briefwechsel von Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz mit Mathematikern, ed. c.!. 

Gerhardt. Berlin. 1899: repro Hi Idesheilll. Georg OlIns, J 962. 

Opuscllies et fl"3£lllents inedits de Leibniz. ed. L. Coutllrat. Paris. 1903; repro 

Hildesheim. Georg Olms. 1961. 

Lettrcs et ODllSCUieS inedits de Leibniz. ed. L.A. Foucher de Careil, Paris, 1854; 

repro Hildesheim. Georg Olms. 1975. 
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Nouvelles lettI'es et opuscules inedits de Leibniz, ed. L.A. Foucher de Careil, Paris, 

1857; repro Hildesheim, Georg OlillS, 1971. 

Essais de theodicee sur la bonte de dieu la liberte de I'homme et I'origine du mal, 

chronologie el introdllction par J.Brunschwig, Paris, Garnier-Flammarion, 1969. 

Principes de la nature et de la grace: Monadologie et autres textes 1703-1716. 

presentation et notes de Christiane Fremont. Paris, GF-Flammarion. 1996. 

Nouveaux essais sur I'entendement humain, chronologie. bibliographie, 

introduction et notes par Jacques Brunschwig, Paris, Garnier-Flammarion, 1990. 

Recherches generales sur I 'analvse des notions et des verites: 24 theses 

metaphysigues et autres textes logigues et metaphvsigues. il1lroducliol1s et notes par 

Jean-Baptiste Rauzy, Paris. Presses Universitares de France. 1998. 

The resources we have made particular use of from amongst Leibniz's works 

translated into English, on the other hanel, are as follows: 

Philosophical Papers and Letters, ed alld Iral1s. Leroy E. Loemker, Dordrecht, D. 

Reidel, 2nd ed. 1969. 

Philosophical Essavs, ed (ll1d trans. Roger Arie\\' (ll1d Daniel Garber, Indianapolis, 

Hackett, 1989. 

New Essa\'s on Human Understanding. ed Clild Iral7S, Peter Remnant ({l1d Jonathan 

Bennett, Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 1981. 
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Philosophical Writings. eel by G.H.R. Parkinson; trans. Mary Morris and G.H.R. 

Parkinson. London, Dent. 1973. 

The Leibniz-Arnauld Correspondence, trails. H.T. Mason, Manchester, Manchester 

University Press, 1967. 

Monadologv and Other Philosophical Essavs, ed. and trans. P. and A.M. Schrecker, 

Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1965. 

Theodicv: Essavs on the Goodness of God. the Freedom of Man. and the Origin of 

Evil, ed. Austin Farrar, trails. E.I'\"1. Huggard, La Salle, II. Open Court, 1952. 

The Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence, eel H.G. Alexander, Manchester, Manchester 

University Press, 1956. 

De Summa Rerum: Metaph\"sical Papers 1675-1676, eel. and trails. G.H.R. 

Parkinson. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992. 

For metaphysical systems developed in the late 19th century and early 20th 

century under the influence of Leibniz particularly (and of Hegel to a certain extent), 

see: 

McTaggart, 1.I\I.E .. The Nature of Existence, edited by C.D. Broad, Cambridge, 

Cambridge Universit; Press. 192 I. 

Whitehead. A.N., Process and Realitv (1929), edited by D.R. Griffin and D.W. 

Sherburne., Nell· York - London. Free Press. 1978. 



We could mention Ivor Leclerc as a name displaying a critical approach 

against Kant starting particularly from Leibniz and partially from Whitehead: 

Leclerc, I., The Nature of Phvsical Existence, London, George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 

1972. 

Studies carried out on Leibniz also form a huge amount of works, Here we will 

be content \vith naming certain works of the present time that guided the studies 

carried out on Leibniz. \Vhen regarded from this perspective, two significant works 

that have been determinative on discussions held about Leibniz in the past century 

belong to Russell and Couturat: 

Russell, B., A Critical Exposition of the Philosoph\' of Leibniz (1900). London, 

Allen & Unwin, 1937. 

Couturat, L., La Logigue de Leibniz d'apres des documents inedits, Paris, Alcan, 

1901; Hildesheim. Ohns, 1961. 

For a compilation of researches and discussions that originated from these two 

works named above and that reached the present time each in their relevant courses, 

see: 

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Critical Assessments. edited by R.S. Wool house, London 

_ New York, Routledge, 1994. 



Volume I: 

Volume II: 
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Metaphysics and its Foundations I: Sufficient Reason, 

Truth, Necessity. 

Metaphysics and its Foundations II: Substances, their 

Creation, their Complete Concepts, and their Relations. 

Volume I I I: Phi losophy of Science, Logic, and Language. 

Volume IV: Philosophy of Mind, Freewill, Political Philosophy, 

Influences. 

The books mentioned below can be listed among some major works that are 

written about Leibniz and that arc not included in the above compilation: 

Parkinson. G.H.R., LOQic and Realitv in Leibniz's Metaphvsics, Oxford, Oxford 

University Press, 1965. 

Rescher. N .. The Philosophv of Leibniz. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1967. 

Broad, CO .. Leibniz : An Introduction. Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 

1975. 

ivlcRae. R .. Leibniz : Perception. Apperception. and ThouQht._Toronto, University 

of TOl'Onto. 1976. 

Kulstad. ivl.. Leibniz on Apperception. Consciousness. and Reflection, Munich, 

Ph i losoph ia Verlag. 1991. 

For a detailed list of\\'orks on Kant see: 

Kuehn, M. The Biblio£raphv of Kant Literature. 1986-1996 Cumulative Issue, 

North American Kant Society. 
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Kant" s \\"orks. \\"hich \\"e have primarily taken into consideration durina the 
• b 

development of our dissertation, are given beIO\\": 

Kant, I., l,-ritik der Rcinen Vernullft, Ilach der I. ulld 2. oriK. AlIsg. hrsg. von 

Raymond Schmidt, 3. Aufl., Hamburg, Meiner, 1990. 

Kant. l.. Critiquc of Pure Reason, Irans. N.K. Smith. second cdition, MacMilllan 

and Co .. London, 1933. 

Kant. I.. l'vletapi1vsicac cum gcometrica iunctae usus in philosophia naturali. cllills 

specimen I. continet monadoligam pi1vsicam (1756), Werkallsgabc in 12 Banden, 

Suhrkamp. Band II, 1994. 

Kant, I., Von dem ersten Grunde des Unterschiedes der Gegenden im Rallme( 1768), 

Werkausgabe in 12 Banden, Sui1rkamp. Band II. 1994. 

Kant, l.. Die Metaphvsisci1en AnfalH.!sgrlinde del' Naturwissenschaft (1786), 

Werkausgabe in 12 Bancien. Suhrkamp. Band IX. 1994. 

Kant. l.. i'vlewpll\sical Foundations of Natural Science, The Bobbs-Merrill 

Company. 1970. 

Kant. I .. Tlleoretical PhilosophY 1755 -1770. [rans. and edited by D. Walford and 

Ral f i\1eerbotc. Cambridge - Ne\\York. Cambridge University Press, 1992. 
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For a compilation of researches and discussions about Kant, which date until 

the present time, see: 

Immanuel Kant Critical Assessments, Routledge, 1992. 

Volume I: 

Volume II: 

Volume III: 

Volume IV: 

Kant Criticism from his own to the Present Time, edited by 

R.F. Chadwick. 

Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, edited hy R.F. Chadwick 

Clnd C. Cazeaux. 

Kant's Moral and Political Philosophy, edited by R.F. 

Chadwick. 

Kant's Critique of Judgement, edited by R.F. Chadwick 

Clnd C. Cazeaux. 

The books below can be listed among some leading commentaries which are 

written about Kant but which are not included in the compilation above: 

Smith, N.K., A Commentary to Kant's 'Critique of Pure Reason', [1918], second 

edition, revised and enlarged, London, MacMililan and Co., 1930. 

Strawson, P.F., The Bounds of Sense: An Essa\' on Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, 

Methuen & Co Ltd., 1966. 

Bennett, 1.. Kant's Analytic. Cambridge University Press, 1966. 

Bennett, 1.. Kant's Dialectic, Cambridge University Press, 1974. 
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For Kant's contact \vith Leibniz's ideas, and for Kant's view of Leibniz during 

the period Kant developed his transcendental thought, and on the status of studies 

carried out on Leibniz, see: 

Wilson, Catherine "The Reception of Leibniz in the Eighteenth Century," in 

Cambrids>:e Companion to Leibniz, cd. Nicholas Jolley, New York, Cambridge 

University Press, 1995. 

Within all this literature, within the context of works \ve could have access to, 

the points that have been put forth in general, though they are opinions suggested on 

the relations bet\vcen Leibniz's ontology and Kant's transcendental thought, 

remained restricted to either writing about the continuities between Leibniz and Kant 

based a non-critical approach, or to dealing with Leibniz on the basis of Kant's 

opinions. Eberhard's critiques can be named as an exception in this respect See: 

Allison, H.E. The Kant-Eberhard Controversv, Johns Hopkins, 1973. 

As stated also by Allison, Eberhard's criticisms aimed at Kant are far from 

being systematic. Allison has gathered these criticisms under four different groups: 

Refusal of Kant's opinions regarding the limits of knowledge and the concept of 

transcendental Schein: proofs regarding the legitimacy of knowledge which is not 

sensible; criticism of Kant's opinions about sensibility and of his claims that 

mathematics relies upon synthetic (( priori jUdgments: and last. opinions against the 



philosophical significance and originality of Kant's distinction between analytic and 

synthetic judgments (see: p.6). 

Eberhard's position against Kant's critical thought is to defend Leibniz and to 

show that Leibniz is either misunderstood or subjected to unfair criticisms by Kant. 

As we have already noted, our main concern in this dissertation is not to defend 

Leibniz's thought against Kant. Moreover, our view is that vvhat Kant fundamentally 

opposes in Leibniz's thought is Leibniz's conception of substance and this 

opposition does not belong only to his critical period. Furthermore, we have to state 

that Kant's opposition to Leibniz is not so superficial as to be explained by 

misunderstandings. 

Kant constitutes the critical thought, in a manner to form a continuity with his 

pre-critical period. by canceling Leibniz's conception of substance and the 

arrangements which such a cancellation requires. \Ve think that this attempt of Kant 

is not related to his criticisms of the different aspects \vith respect to certain 

deficiencies he claims to be in Leibniz's thought, but rather that it originates from a 

choice. 
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